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The Berkeleys of Berkeley 1281-1417: 

a study in the lesser nobility of late medieval England 

SYNOPSIS 

This thesis is a study of the Berkeley family through five generations 

from 1281 to 1417 and attempts to study in depth all the aspects of their 

lives for which material is available. This is far more abundant for the 

Berkeley family than for many others in a similar position in the late 

middle ages which makes them a suitable subject for such study. 

The first lord in the series is Thomas II (lord 1281-1321) who had a 

personal association with Edward I manifested in his close involvement in 

all the most important events of the reign. He virtually retired from 

active public life during the reign of Edward II and his heir, Maurice III 

(1321-26), took over as representative of the family. He benefited from the 

lordship of the earl of Pembroke which brought him several important posts 

between 1312 and 1318, but he then broke with Pembroke to join the Marcher 

opposition to the king.. He was one of the leaders of the rebels in the 

Despenser War of 1321-2 and spent the rest of his life imprisoned at 

Wallingford. 

His son, Thomas III (1326-61), was married to Mortimer's daughter and 

consequently played an important role during the Mortimer regime, but suff- 

ered an eclipse during the 1330s while undergoing his parliamentary trial 

for the death of Edward II. He re-emerged onto the national stage in the 

1340s but was principally concerned with domestic and estate matters. His 

heir, Maurice IV (1361-68) was retained by the Black Prince and was wounded 

and captured while in the Prince's service at Poitiers. The wound made him 

an invalid for the rest of his life and he was further hampered by the 

burden of paying off his ransom. His son Thomas IV (1368-1417) was a 

minor until 1374 and then was severely restricted financially by the claims 

on the estate of two long-lived dowagers until 1390. This was to a'certain 

extent mitigated by the fortuitous inheritence by his wife of the Lisle 



estate but he played no important role in the affairs of Richard II's reign. 

He was prominent, however, in the establishment of Henry IV in 1399 and was 

a Privy Councillor of that icing until 1406 when he appears to have been 

dropped when. Prince Henry's influence at court became important. 

These activities at court were influenced principally by the lords' 

personal associations with the current ruler and in normal circumstances 

they did, not have the status consonant with the right to involvement in 

affairs of the highest importance. They were, however, at the highest end 

of the peerage since their income rose to almost comital size and this 

position was enhanced by marriage alliances with other peerage families 

of. similar high incomes and long establishment. The daughters of the family, *. 

however, occasionally married men of lesser status. Portions, jointures and 

dowers were distributed and received in conformity with the general rules 

governing such matters but the most prominent and important of their family 

relations was the loyalty shown by the cadets to Gloucestershire and the 

main line. This was occasionally of particular importance, such as the 

alliance between Thomas III and his courtier brother, Maurice (of Stoke 

Giffard), but was at all times a source of great strength to the lords whose 

influence in their "country" was thereby greatly extended. 

A second major factor in the Berkeley lords' dominance of their "country" 

(which appears to have been, in most respects, the county of Gloucestershire) 

was the concentration of their estate in that area. This was improved by the 

acquisition of new lands in the same area and although most of these lands 

were subsequently granted to younger sons, these cadet branches only served 

to strengthen the lords' position further. The income derived from that 

part of the estate which descended with the main line rose from around £900 

per annum in the late 13th century to £1,150 per annum by 1360 but on occ- 

asions it was considerably higher than this, notably after the Lisle lands 

came to Thomas IV in 1382 and 1392. 

Although the, lords' resources, and their ability to concentrate all of 



them on the one area, was an important element of their influence in the 

county, a more important factor, perhaps, was the lack of any serious 

rivals within Gloucestershire. This enabled the Berkeleys to have what 

amounted to almost a monopoly of lordship and a great deal of influence 

over appointments to local offices. Their increasing stature is reflected 

in the changing methods they adopted to impose their will in the area, 

these growing in sophistication over the period. Their lordship was 

reciprocated-by the members of their affinity who assisted and supported 

them in their various endeavours. 

Detailed study of the manor of Ham (the largest of those making up 

the honour of Berkeley) showed that there was a huge increase in the number 

of tenements held by free tenants, and in the rents paid by them, under 

the lordship of Thomas II. He also cut down the number of villein tenements, 

the profit from which was restricted by custom, but the principal change 

in this respect occured after the Black Death when many tenements came to 

be "held freely" for a greatly increased cash rent. The adverse effects 

of the Black Death were quickly corrected in the short term but long term 

effects are apparent in the static nature of the rent-roll from 1360. The 

use and type of labour changed. over the period since Thomas II was content 

to have a smaller number of famuli and make greater use of villein labour 

services, while Thomas III used much of the villein labour obligation to 

support famuli (thus increasing the numbers employed) and making up the 

deficit with casual labour. Most of the stock on the manor were draught 

animals and, although many went to the household, sale became more important 

after 1360 as policy changed it into more of a "cash" manor. There was a 

large demesne which produced great quantities of wheat and oats and smaller 

quantities of beans, most of which went to the household. The lords' followed 

most of the agricultural techniques advised in the treatises but on matters 

not covered by them, the local wisdom which predominated was not as helpful 

as it could have been. 
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Vii. 

Introduction 

This study covers the period 1281-1417 - the lordships of five 

successive Berkeley lords. The eldest sons of the lords, and thus 

their heirs, were named alternately Thomas and Maurice and to distinguish 

them, I have followed the practice of John Smyth of Nibley. The first 

lord in the series to be studied was Thomas, the second lord Berkeley 

of that name, who was lord between 1281 and 1321, and he, was succeeded 

by Maurice III (1321-26), Thomas III (1326-61), Maurice IV (1361-68) 

and finally Thomas IV (1368-1417), all the eldest sons of . 
their pre- 

decessors. This was an impressive survival rate. as shown by McFarlane's 

figures for the extinction of noble families. Of-the 136 -"barons" who 

existed in 1300, the Berkeleys were one of only 47 whose: families were 

not extinct by 1400. However by 1425 and according to MMFarlane's 

rather rigorous definition of extinction, the Berkeleys had joined the 

majcrity. 1 Thomas IV was succeeded by the son of his brother and the 

"barony" is thus considered to have been recreated in 1417. 

The "baronial" family of Berkeley had been founded. iii 1154 by a 

Bristol merchant, Robert Fitzharding, when he was granted the honour 

of Berkeley in Gloucestershire by a grateful Henry II in return for 

his support during the preceding civil war. 2 Three generations and 

four lords succeeded him over the next 130 years, but a large number 

of younger sons who were all generously endowed with lands, and a habit 

of backing the losing sides in national politics, reduced the family 

to the state where, during the Barons' War, the current lord Maurice II 

could be described as being "of the household and society"-of Roger 

Clifford. 3 By May-1266, however, Maurice II was a member of the royal 

household and grant of property forfeited by rebels to him and his 

eldest son show that the family was then well-established in the royal 

favour. 4 The decline of the family's fortunes thus having been stopped 
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an upswing started with the accession of his son Thomas II in 1281 who 

was on very good terms with Edward I. In the course of the next 140 

years the family increased in wealth and status, suffering. a few 

setbacks but generally progressing until under Thomas IV it reached 

a pinnacle of authority and influence. 

The object of this thesis is to study in depth all-, the elements 

of their lives for which material is available, these elements being 

political, military, social, economic and administrative.; The first 

chapter will deal with their careers in local government,: national 

affairs and military campaigns; the second with their social affairs - 

their marriages and the careers and marriages of their younger sons; 

the third with their landed estate and its development over the 

century. The fourth chapter will look in more detail atone manor 

and trace the development of its economy, and this will be-followed 

by a survey of various other economic subjects - the estate administra- 

tion, the household and the income of the lords - which leads into a 

discussion of the family's position in local politics. 

'T'here is a vast quantity of original documents still extant in 

Berkeley Castle which throw light on these subjects but generally serve 

only to frustrate. There are many, many manorial account s -from the 

period (microfilmed and on loan to the Cambridge University Library) - 

too many for them all to be studied, and many, many charters which have 

necessarily only been looked at briefly, but too few documents concerned 

with the'household and central estate administration (these having been 

microfilmed and on loan to the Bodleian Library). From the manorial 

accounts, those of one manor have been chosen for detailed study and 

a few-from the others to check overall trends. All the household and 

central estate documents have been discussed, and the charters have been 

looked over for their witness lists (to aid in the building up of a 
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picture of the affinity and retinue) and for the gist of-, their contents.. 

Government records preserved in the Public Record Office,. have been 

useful particularly for the landed estate (Inquisitions'Pdst Mortem 

and the records from the forfeiture) and military retinues. There are 

unfortunately no livery rolls or indentures of retainer so a list of 

probable members of the retinue and affinity has to be built up from other 

sources - principally the witness lists of the charters,, military 

retinues, and other chance references. The careers of the lords are 

easily discovered from the published Calendars. 

One source which has been used greatly is John Smyth of Nibley, 

a most remarkable man. He was a steward of the family in.. the early 

seventeenth century and a historian, one of the first to: look to the 

original documents for his evidence and not chronicles written by earlier 

men. Two of his massive works survive to the. present day and have been 

published - "The Lives of the Berkeleys" (in two volumes) and "A History 

of the Hundred of Berkeley". He used documents no longer extant and thus 

serves to fill some of the gaps left by-the Berkeley Mss. today but he 

has to be treated with some caution. Since many of the documents to 

which he refers still survive, he can be checked and there is no doubt of 

his accuracy in transmitting the gist of the documents, but his inter- 

pretations are sometimes suspect. For instance, in dealing with charters 

he does not always realise that a grant may be part of the manoeuvrings 

concerned with an entail. With this caveat in mind, however, his works 

are a goldmine. of information and combine with the extraordinary amount 

of original documents to make the Berkeleys one of the best-served of 

all the fourteenth-century untitled peerage families for', source material. 

1. K. B. McFarlane "The Nobility of Later Medieval Encilab4" (1973) p. 173 

2. See Smyth I and W. J. Smith "The Rise of the Berkeleyt; An Account 

of the Berkeleys of Berkeley Castle 1243-1361" TBGAS 1951-2 
3. Ibid. p. 67 
4. CPR 1258-66 pp. 467-8; Smyth T p. 139 .: 



Chapter 1: The Berkeley Lords 

This chapter will outline the political and military careers 

of the five Berkeley lords who are the subject of this study. By 

this means their changing (and, overall, ) improving status can be 

charted and the lives of the lords they typify can be illustrated. 

THOMAS II 1281-1321: 

Thomas was probably born in 1245 and was originally the second 

son of Maurice II, but his elder brother Maurice gras killed in a 

tournament in 1279 and had no issue so Thomas was his father's heir 

on his death in 1281.1 Before 1270 and probably in 1267. he had 

married Joan, the sister of Robert de Ferrers who was dispossessed 

of his earldom of Derby by Edward I in 12692, and they had-four sons 

and two daughters. Joan de Ferrers died in March 1309 and Thomas did 

not remarry. 3 

Thomas had an active military career which saw the-'end of the 

old feudal levies and the beginning of the new contract system for 

raising armies. When campaigning in Wales in 1277 with his father 

and another knight he was acting as one of the three knights required 

to fulfil the "servitium debitum" for the honour of Berkeley, 4 and his 

next two campaigns, also in Wales in 1282-3 and 1287, were again made 

in response to feudal summonses. In 1282-3 he served with the earl of 

Gloucester in the south of Wales5 and in December 1283 was. pardoned 

payment of his relief of 100 marks for his good service. 6 
. 

He was 

summoned to the council called to Shrewsbury in September. 1283 to 

discuss the fate of the Welsh prince David, 7 and a number of other 

rewards he received from the king at this time testify to his close 

involvement in this war of conquest. 8 

The next time he campaigned, however, against the. Welsh revolt 

of 1291-5 he served as a banneret with four other knights (and probably 

a number of other men-at-arms) forming a sub-retinue in that led by the 
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earl of Norfolk, 9 and in the Scottish campaign of 1296 he,. with one 

other knight and six men-at-arms, was among the household troops of 

the king. '° In these campaigns he served at the king's wages. In 

July 1297 he entered into an indenture with Aymer de Valence for the 

Flanders campaign of 1297-8 which reveals that these early-wartime 

contracts were no different from those considered standard-in the 

next century. 11 I 

Thomas, as a banneret, was to be paid four shillings a day, 

each of his four knights two shillings, and each man-at-arms one 

shilling, and he was to provide 24 "barbed horses" in all (i. e. 

himself, four knights and nineteen other men-at-arms). If the theatre 

of war was overseas then he was to have an extra 100 marks,. per annum 

and Valence was to pay for the transhipment of the horses. Provision 

was also made for the possibility of Thomas' heir Maurice leading ä 

separate contingent as a banneret also. Thomas was then, to lead his 

four knights and ten men-at-arms, and Maurice two knights and eight 

men-at-arms, raising the total number of barbed horses from 24 to 26 

and the number of knights from five to eight (including the bannerets). 

The extra payment for service overseas was to be divided-'60: 40 between 

Thomas and Maurice. 

This enormous retinue reflected both the king's urgent need for 

an army'in the face of the revolt of a large proportion of the nobility 

against the campaign, and Thomas' temporary appointment to, the position 

of Constable in the absence of the earl of Norfolk. 12 It was a crisis 

situation and, after their return from Flanders, a new indenture of 

May 1298 set out new terms for the coming campaign in Scotland. 13 

Both Thomas and Maurice were again bannerets but were to lead a much- 

reduced retinue of three other knights and six men-at-arms. Thomas 

campaigned again in Scotland in 1300 when six knights and seven men- 

at-arms obtained protections to go with. him, 14 and in the great winter 
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campaigns of 1301-2 and 1303-4 (although Thomas returned'home before 

Christmas in 1303 at least). 15 He was then over sixty and thereafter 

virtually retired from active service. 

When the king pardoned his fine of 1000 marks in return for the 

service of six men-at-arms at Thomas' expense in the 1306 campaign, it 

was specifically stated that they were to be led by his second son or 

some other suitable captain; 16 and Smyth records that he-'. wad very un- 

willing to join the 1314 campaign, sending several letters asking to be 

excused-17 He went, however, and was captured with his son Thomas and 

several other members of his retinue. 18 Smyth tells how Thomas junior 

was released early and returned to Gloucestershire to raise the money 

for his father's ransom (to which his villein tenants at; POrtbury con- 

tributed £24 12s 9d) but neglects to mention the size of'the ransom. 19 

Smyth also says that he stopped at Berwick to visit his heir on his way 

home which dates his release to after May 1315, and that-he was concerned 

to pay the ransoms of the other members of his retinue taken prisoner with 

him. 20 In this campaign the Berkeley retinue had again formed a sub- 

retinue for Aymer de Valence. 21 

The close association with the court initiated by Maurice II was 

continued by his son with Edward I. The only evidence of attendance at 

court is' his witnessing of a charter in 1295,22 but he played an important 

part in two of the great events of the reign. The first was the Great 

Cause of 1291-2 when Thomas was one of the 24 English auditors chosen by 

the king. He was a witness to proceedings at Holywell Haugh on 2 June 

1291 and at Norham on the following day; on 24 October 1292 was one of 

the named individuals asked by the king to decide whether English or 

Scots law should be used to judge the case; and on 3 November 1292 was 

one of the council who gave an individual opinion on the -question of 

the relative strengths of proximity against primogeniture". 23 

The second occasion was the crisis of 1297 when Thomas showed a 
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staunch loyalty to the king. He was one of the faithful magnates who 

were present to hear the king's speech and to swear fealty to his son 

at Westminster in July, and who later gathered in his chamber to approve 

a lay subsidy and-at Winchelsea to approve a clerical subsidy. 24 When 

Bigod and Bohn refused to sail to Flanders with the king, Thomas was 

one of the envoys sent to them on 12 August, and later sailed to Flanders 

as Constable of the army in place of Hereford. 25 This loyalty was later 

shown in 1305 when Thomas was one of the leaders of the embassy sent to 

Rome which resulted in the papal bull of 29 December by which Clement V 

released the king from the concessions he had been forced to make in 

1297.26 This was not the only embassy which Thomas carried out. Two 

years later he was again appointed as ambassador to Rome-'(but this was 

probably cancelled due to the death of the king two days-after they had 

received their letters of credence and instructions27) and he had 

earlier been appointed to the peace mission to Cambrai in 1296 which 

was led by William de Valence. 28 

His close connection with Edward I is seen in the number of 

rewards and marks of favour he received from the king. Apart from those 

granted specifically in return for his military services (including the 

pardon of a 500-mark fine in November 1297 for his services in Flanders 

which was probably more a reward for his loyalty29), he was granted 

licence to dig lead mines in his demesne lands in 128230""and to hunt in 

Mendip Forest and Kingswood Chase in 128331; was pardoned fines of 200 

marks in 1284 and £75 in 129932; was granted the marriage of his grand- 

son the Geraldine heir in 130133; and had several grants to hunt a spec- 

ified number of deer in various of the king's forests in: 1283,1290,1291, 

1292,1294 and 1302.34 

He had no such rewards from Edward II and it is clear that the 

close association with the sovereign ended with the death of Edward I. 

Paradoxically, there is far more evidence of Thomas' attendance on 
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Edward II. He accompanied the king to France in Februar} 1308 for his 

marriage, 35 was sun¢noned to a Great Council in 1309,36 was at court in 

May 1310 when he witnessed the handing over of the Great'Seal, 37 and 

was again appointed as envoy to the Pope in August 1310. ý8. * It appears 

that he was also considered for some further service abroad in 1314, 

possibly another embassy, but this proved abortive because of his capture 

at Bannockburn. 39 I 

Despite his position of favour with Edward I, Thomäs does not 

seem to have felt capable of maintaining independence from the great 

ones. He and his family had close associations with two members of 

the higher nobility who, in the next century, might have-been termed 

his lords in the bastard feudal sense. The first was with Roger Bigod, 

earl of Norfolk, and this seems to have lasted from at least 1289 until 

1295. In October 1289 Thomas went abroad with Norfolk; 44-in 1291 Norfolk 

was at Berkeley where he drew up a charter witnessed by various members 

of the Berkeley family and their servants; 41 in May 1294 Thomas witnessed 

a charter of Norfolk's in London; 42 and in the Welsh campaign of 1294-5 

he placed his retinue in that of Norfolk in preference to William de 

Valence who was the other commander in the south. 43 

However, in early 1296 Thomas went on the embassy to'Cambrai with 

William de Valence and this seems to have prompted the move away-from. 

Norfolk to Aymer de Valence. 45 The indenture which Thomas entered into 

with Valence in July 1297 was not only for the coming campaign but also 

a peacetime contract and this second relationship lasted until 1318. The 

reasons behind the move are not very far to seek in view: of Norfolk's 

opposition to the king in 1297. Thomas appears to have moved deliberately 

from Norfolk's sphere to that of the loyal Valence, a move which 

emphasises both his loyalty to the king and his own standing, in so far 

as he was not so dependent on the goodwill of Norfolk as'. to be forced to 

follow him into opposition. 
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The indenture formalising the relationship between Thomas 

and Valence is dated 2 July 129746 and in it the parties 'agree 

that in peacetime Thomas would remain in Valence's "mannage" 

(presumably household) with his banner of five knights, i. e. 

himself serving as a banneret with four other knights, as he had 

done with the earl of Norfolk. Thomas was to have a fee, of £50 

a year, robes for his knights, and diet in Valence's household for 

himself and the knights, two esquires to serve him and one for each 

of the other knights, and three valets, a total of fourteen men. 

Again there was a provisional clause to cover the possibility of 

Maurice becoming a banneret in which case Maurice was to-have diet 

for himself, two knights and four esquires, and robes for himself 

and his knights, and the fee of £50 was again to be divided 60: 40. 

Both were to be "at his (Aymer's) command by night and. day"-while 

staying in any of his houses, and to "come at his command". to 

attend him anywhere in England. This indenture is thus virtually 

identical with others considered standard in the next century. Although 

there i! ý no mention of service for life, this may be assumed. 

In May 1298, after the Flanders campaign, Thomas and. Valence 

reached agreement about the latter's debts to the former arising 

from the campaign, 47 and another indenture was drawn up ön-15 August 

concerning Thomas' wartime wages for himself and his retinue for the 

Scottish campaign which had just ended48 In 1297 Valence'visited 

Berkeley and there is further evidence of the relationshfp. 49 In 

1299 Thomas spent Christmas with Valence at Goodrich Czstle, 50 in 

1313 Maurice accompanied him on an embassy5l and in 1316. served with 

him at the siege of Bristol. 52 Also in 1316 Thomas witnessed a 

charter of Valence's in London, 3and Valence used his influence in 

favour of the Berkeleys on several occasions. At his request Thomas 

was granted custody of a manor and Maurice custody of the town and 
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castle of Gloucester in 1312,54 and James (another of Thomas' sons) 

a canonry in 1317, the request to the Pope being made while Valence 

was at Rome on another embassy. 55 

This close relationship lasted until 1318 but broke down in 

notably spectacular circumstances in July of that year when Maurice's 

two elder sons led a hunting raid on Valence's park at Painswick, one 

of his manors in Gloucestershire. 56 This was followed in the next year 

by Valence's largely unavailing attempts to bring the culprits to 

justice and the Berkeleys campaigned in Scotland under Roger Mortimer. 57 

The connection with Mortimer was emphasised by the marriage of Thomas 

III to Mortimer's daughter in May 1319.58 

Thomas II was also associated with the earl of Hereford. In 1291 

Hereford was condemned and imprisoned for his part in the famous 

dispute with the earl of Gloucester in the March and Thomas was one of 

the four lords who offered themselves as bail for him. 59 He also stood 

surety for the payment of Hereford's fine. 60 It is worth noting that 

these lords - Hereford, Norfolk and Valence (and Mortimer) - were all 

Marcher lords. Thomas also maintained friendly relations with at 

least two of the bishops of the dioceses in which his lands lay. At 

the enthronisation of bishop William Gainsborough of Worcester in 1303 

he acted as seneschal for the occasion and later loaned him money on 

several occasions (sums of 100 marks in 1304 and of 60 marks in 1305). 61 

He was also entrusted with 50 marks to be used in furthering the 

bishop's affairs in the papal court when Thomas was there on*an embassy, 

in 1305; 62' and was one of the executors of the bishop-of Bath and Wells 

who died in 1303.63 

Thomas was not greatly concerned in local government, possibly 

because of his services to the king in other fields. He carried out 

military commissions to raise troops in Gloucestershire in 1300 and 

1312,64 and was also appointed to seven other miscellaneous commissions 
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in the county, and that of the peace in 1314.65 Outside his home 

county he carried out another seven commissions connected with 

Somerset where he also held land. 66 His connection with-the March 

is seen in his appointment to solve the dispute between Hereford and 

Giffard over Iscennen in 1284; to check the state of the . town and 

castle of Chepstow in 1312; and to maintain the king's peace in 

Brecnock in early 1321 at the beginning of the Despenser. -War. 67 

By 1300 Thomas was approaching sixty and his heir, Maurice III, 

probably nearing thirty, and Thomas seems to have almost: abdicated 

his responsibilities in favour of his heir in 1301. In August of 

that year Thomas granted the bulk of his lands to Maurice for a 

nominal rent, Maurice led his first independent retinue, to Scotland, 

and thereafter, as has been seen, Thomas virtually retired'from public 

life. 68 He died in July 1321.69 

MAURICE III 1321-26: 

Since Maurice III died in May 1326, just less than five years 

after his father, and had spent the last four years of hislife, since 

February 1322, imprisoned at Wallingford most of his active career 

occurred in the lifetime of his father. 69 He was born probably soon 

after his parents are first known to have been married in 1270 and 

in 1289 he married Eve, daughter of Eudo lord Zouche (d. 1279) and 

Milicent nee Cantelupe (the Marcher heiress). 70 They had'five sons 

and two daughters. Eve died in December 1314,71 but Maurice married 

again to Isabelle de Clare, probably in 1316.72 She was one of the 

two daughters of the penultimate Clare earl of. Gloucester. (d. 1295) by 

his first wife-who had been put away in 1271, the daughters being 

disinherited in 1290 when Gloucester married Joan, daughter of Edward 1.73 

She had no issue by Maurice but survived him, dying in 1338.74 

Maurice's military career started in 1294-5 when he served as a 

banneret under the earl of Norfolk. He again served as a'banneret in 
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Flanders in 1297-8 but, although receiving the higher rate. of pay 

in 1298 at least, had been a member of his father's retinue in the 

campaigns of 1296,1298 and 1300.75 In 1301, however, eitook his 

own retinue of two other knights and nine esquires, 
ýd 

and, ýin 1303 and 

1304 he was serving under the king's lieutenant, the earl of Richmond 

(John of Brittany), in 1304 with three knights and eight esquires. 76 

Smyth says that he served almost continuously in Scotland from then 

until 1320 but he was probably misled by the number of summons issued 

by Edward 11.77 Since Valence was the king's lieutenant. in 1306 and 

1307, Maurice may well have served with'him during that time. The 

next campaign for which there is any evidence of his participation 

was that of 1314 but, unlike his father and brother, he escaped the 

field of Bannockburn. 78 

He was consequently free in May 1315 to undertake the custody 

of the vitally important border town of Berwick-upon-Tweed for one 

year, and entered into an indenture with the king for thzit'. task. 79 

It was not an easy one in the aftermath of the great defeat of the 

previous year and, as well as his fee of L1,000-for the year, he was 

also promised another £600 because he had agreed to take-oh the job 

willingly despite the dangers. In May 1316, just as he finished his 

term of office, the Exchequer was ordered to pay him the extra £600 

"for the very special diligence he has shown in securing""the safety 

of (Fieniick)", but it had not been paid by February 1317. "(and, in fact, 

his son was still trying to obtain payment in 1331). 80 His indenture 

stated that he was to have a garrison of three hundred and. a personal 

retinue of five knights and fourteen esquires, and the king promised 

to ensure that he received supplies of money and victuals, a promise 

which he manifestly failed to keep. 

Maurice's term of office was punctuated by desperate: appeals to 

the king for supplies in letters which describe harrowing conditions. 81 
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By the spring of 1316 members of the garrison were deserting, starvation 

threatened both them and the burgesses, and Maurice had not been paid 

since Michaelmas. Considering how important it was to hold Berwick, the 

government seems to have treated his appeals for money and food with 

a certain amount of insouciance. Letters dated 3 and 5 October were 

not sent on the chancellor and treasurer until 17'October and another 

dated 2 March did not reach them until 17 March. The c, yalier treatment 

Maurice endured over all aspects of his wardenship is reflected in some 

fairly sharp comments in his letters, but it is not clear precisely whom 

he may have blamed for his problems. Lancaster had been ineffective 

power since September 1314 and may have appointed Maurice to the post, 

but, by the same token, Maurice may have blamed Lancaster rather than 

the king for the debacle. 

Apart from these military commands and appointments,. ' Maurice was 
,. 

also active in other fields. He accompanied his father on the embassy 

of 1296 and Valence on that of 1313, and went to France for the king's 

wedding with his father in 1308.82 He also held two major positions 

which emphasise his standing as the representative of his father - 

as justiciar of south and west Wales, and as seneschal of'Gascony. 

He was appointed justiciar in June 131683 and in this position was the 

political and judicial head of royal government in the counties of 

Carmarthen and Cardigan, ultimately and directly responsible to the 

king alone. 84 Ralph Griffiths describes the justiciar as, "the aast 

awesome personage in the two shires". Edward II had a "prediliction 

for justiciars formidable in baronial status and Marcher-estates" and 

Maurice's appointment therefore indicates both his status-'and the 

way he was associated with the Marchers, an association which becomes 

significant in view of his later involvement with them in the Despenser 

War. His tenure of the office was neither as peaceful nor as profit- 

able as he might have expected. He arrived just after the Llewellyn 
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Bren revolt had been put down and was involved in the aftermath of 

that affair85 and, although he received in addition the office of 

justiciar in the lands of the bishopric of St. Davids in' January 

1317,86 he was replaced in both offices by Roger Mortimer of Chirk 

in October 1317 after a tenure of only sixteen months. 87" This was 

only a short term compared with Mortimer 's of seven years from 1308 

to 1315 and from 1317 to 1322, and Arundel's of four years"from 1322 

to 1326.88 

A little over two years elapsed before Maurice was-, appointed 

seneschal of Gascony on 28 February 1320.89 This was a post similar 

to that of justiciar of Wales but on a larger scale with"a salary of 

£2,000 a year. The appointment was made in unusual circumstances. 

On 7 March the king arranged for the Bardi to give him 10Q marks for 

the expenses of his journey "because he (the king) considers that, as 

he had appointed Maurice to that office without his knowledge, it 

would be necessary for him to commence his journey thither with all 

speed, which could not be done without great expense" (my italics). 90 

This implies perhaps that he was being deliberately removed from England, 

possibly because of the Pembroke affair. It must be assumed that he 

actlially'left for Gascony soon after obtaining protections in Marchgl 

(although'there is no direct evidence that he was ever there at all) and 

Smyth says that he returned in the spring of 1321.92 

Maurice was a prominent Contrariant and his motives 'seem to be 

clear. Primarily, although not holding a Marcher lordship, he was 

closely associated with the tight clique of Marcher lords-who led the 

rebellion. This is shown by his appointment as justiciar in Wales and 

his father's relationships with Hereford, Norfolk and Pembroke. 93 By 

his marriage with a daughter of Milicent Cantelupe Maurice-had joined 

the ranks of what Fryde calls "the exclusive Marcher cluii""of descent 

from the earl Marshal, 94 and his second marriage to a daughter of the 
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earl of Gloucester and his heir's marriage to a daughter of Roger 

Mortimer of Wigmore merely emphasised this membership. A more direct 

reason may be found in Maurice's possible fear for his second wife's 

lands. Isabelle held for life a small portion of the Clare inheritance 

and the. younger Despenser had shown a remarkable rapacity in acquiring 

other parts of the inheritance to which he was not entitled. This 

rapacity was, indeed, a major cause of the rebellion and'. Mau I rice's 

fears were not groundless as three of Isabelle's manors were granted 

to Despenser in fee after they had been forfeited by Maurice. 95 

Maurice was presumably involved in the siege and capture of 

Despenser's Cardiff which fell in May 1321 since siege engines cap- 

tured there were then taken to Berkeley Castle, 96 and . the author of 

the "Flores Historiarum" says that he was at Lancaster's : "parliament" 

at Sherburn-in-Elmet in June. 97 Maurice's father died on 23 July and 

he received livery of his inheritance in August-while at' . the parliament 

in London which demanded the exile of the Despensers and issued pardons 

to Contrariants for actions committed against them. 98 Iri early Sept- 

ember he attended his father's funeral in Bristol, and in-early 

November he received a letter from the king "to contayne him in his 

obedience, and to cause him to dislike the unjust presumptions of 

Thomas Earl of Lancaster ..... And in conclusion forbiddeth. him upon 

his perill, to meet at any conventicles or assemblies without his 

licence. "99 In December the Marchers captured Gloucester; but the king 

was on the offensive and it was abandoned at his approach.. Edward 

spent Christmas at Cirencester and on 27 December ordered: the seizure 

of Maurice's lands with those of his sons, John Giffard öf Brimpsfield, 

and other Gloucestershire rebels. 100 In January 1322 commissions. went 

out to arrest Maurice among others for attacks on Bridgenorth in that 

month and on the king's subjects in Worcestershire and Warwickshire. 101 

On 22 January the Mortimers surrendered to the king and Maurice followed 
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them on 6 February. 102 He was committed to Wallingford Castle with 

the elder Audley. 103 

In January 1323 he almost managed to escape but the alarm was 

raised in the village and the escapees were soon besieged : inside the 

castle by the earls of Winchester and Kent who were in the-vicinity 

and the castle-surrendered after a few days. 104 The attempt was 

believed to be part of a nationwide conspiracy to free tie, Contrariant 

prisoners in the Tower and Windsor as well, as is shown by a mandate 

issued in November after Mortimer's successful escape. 105 *Maurice 

remained a prisoner at Wallingford for the rest of his life and died 

there on 31 May 1326, just four months before Mortimer's"-triumphant 

return. 106 

THOMAS III 1326-1361: 

Thomas was probably born around 1292,107 and in May . 1319 was 

married to Margaret, the eldest daughter of Roger Mortimer- of wigmore. 108 

The marriage contract included an unusual clause stipulating that 

Thomas and Margaret would be members of Mortimer's household for 

four years from Christmas 1319 or, if Mortimer died within that period, 

they were to have 100 marks per annum in lieu of this support. 109 

This, together with the large portion he offered with Margaret, and the 

small jointure he was content to accept, indicates that Mortimer was 

very eager for this marriage. 110 Thomas and Margaret had four sons and 

one daughter and she died in May 1337.111 Ten years later, in June 1347, 

Thomas married again to Katherine, the widow of Sir Peter le Veel, and 

the daughter of Sir John de Clyvedon, who were both members of his 

affinity. 112 Katherine bore him another four sons, survived him and 

died in 1386.113 

Thomas' first recorded action was his leadership of . 
the raid on 

Pembroke's park in July 1318, being named in both the commissions of 

oyer et terminer initiated by Pembrolce, 114 and he kidnapped the 
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Gloucestershire coroners in November 1319 as part of the family's 

successful attempts to delay justice over the case. 115 In 1319, 

according to Smyth, he served in Scotland under his new father-in- 

law Roger Mortimer116 and in March 1320 he had his protection to go 

with his father to Gascony. 117 On returning to England in the spring 

of 1321 he joined his father and father-in-law in the Despenser War. 

He received a pardon for actions committed against the D'espensers 

in September, 118 and was named in commissions of oyer et""terminer 

of May 1322 as having raided Despenser manors in Oxfordshire and 

Berkshire-119 After his father's surrender in February 1: 322, Thomas 

and his brother Maurice went north to join Lancaster, and were at 

the battle of Boroughbridge in March-120 They were apparently cap- 

tured during or soon after the battle and in July the sheriff of 

Yorkshire received orders to imprison the brothers in York'Castle. 121 

At some point Thomas was transferred to the Tower from where he 

escaped, 122 but was re-captured and imprisoned at Berkhampttead 

Castle in Essex. On 9 November 1325 he was transferred to Pevensey 

Castle123 but by October 1326 he was back in the Tower from where he 

was released soon after Isabella's landing. 124 During the Despenser 

regime his wife had been imprisoned at Shouleham Priory"iri Norfolk. 125 

Thomas quickly joined Isabella in her pursuit of her husband and 

the two Despensers and entertained her at Berkeley (when: the troops 

with her caused a great deal of damage to the nearby manots126) and 

on 27 February 1327 his lands were restored to him-127 As'Mortimer's 

son-in-law he was a major supporter of the new regime. Ih'March 1327 

he was appointed to the commission for the peace in Gloucestershire 

with one of his retainers128 and in July to the commissions for seven 

other counties with his brother-in-law and retainer John Mautravers. 129 

He also held a general commission of oyer et terminer in; five counties 

in May 1328,130 and was a member of the more normal commission of the 
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peace for Gloucestershire in 1329,131 at which point he lost the 

extraordinary commission for the other seven counties. 11e-attended 

councils at Windsor in 1328 and at Osney Abbey and Northampton in 

1330,132. and was present at court in Reading in July 1329 and at 

Woodstock in May 1330 where he witnessed charters. 133 Ir April and 

June 1330 he sat at sessions of the Kings Bench to hear complaints 

against the Despensers as the baron of the bishop, earl And baron who 

afforced such sessions. 134 He did not-take part in the abortive 

Stanhope Park campaign of 1327 because he was excused his knight 

service on the grounds that he was "charged with special. business of 

the king". 135 

The "special business" was, of course, his charge to. look after 

Edward II at Berkeley Castle. Thomas was given an allowance of £5 a 

day for "the expenses of the late king's household"136 däting from 

his arrival at Berkeley on 4 April. 137 In May the Exchequer was 

ordered to pay him £500,138 and in July he and Mautravers received 

another writ of liberate containing £200, each for the expenses of 

the late king. 139 The receipt of this £700 is recorded in Thomas' 

receiver's account of 1327140 but, at the rate of £5 a-day, Thomas 

should have received £850. The final accounting between-Thomas and 

the Exchequer was ordered in May 1328141 and the remaining £150 was 

presumably paid in the next financial year. Manorial accounts make 

occasional references to the presence of the late king at the castle 

in recording liveries to his household and always refer to. him as 

"the king's father". 142 

In July there was a determined attempt to free the king which 

may have succeeded in temporarily setting him at liberty. "A letter 

from Thomas to the Chancellor dated 27 July refers to the incident, 143 

and in August a man was indicted before Thomas as keeper, of the peace 

for "consenting to and abetting the robbery of Berkele Castle, and 
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the taking of Edward of Carnarvon, the late king, and the levying of 

the king's people in war against him". 144 A second attempt to free 

the ex-king organised 'in Wales is assumed to have led to his death 

on 21 September145 and Thomas' receiver's account shows the expenses 

of his funeral cortege to St. Peter's Abbey, Gloucester. 146 

With the downfall of Mortimer in 1330, Thomas was ih some danger 

as expressed by Smyth: - 

"Mortimer soe great as noe subject his equall, and s6 generally 

hated as none so much,. could not fall, but his sonne in läwe this 

lord Berkeley must suffer some adversity for his sake; wherefore at 

that same parliament (when Mortimer was condemned), it was before 

the kinge demanded of this lord, That whereas kinge Edward-his father 

was delivered to the custody of him and of John Maltravers-to bee 

safely kept by them in the Castle of the said lord Berkeley of Berkeley 

iii the County of Glouc.; and being murdered in the same Castle and in 

theire custody, how hee could quit himself of the kings death. "147 

Thomas defended himself by claiming that at the time of the 

murder he was lying ill at his house at Bradley about six miles away 

from Berkeley, so ill, in fact, that he had lost his memory and so 

could not be held responsible. He was acquitted on these grounds by 

a jury of twelve knights, but was not fully exonerated because the 

keepers of the king who had been left at Berkeley had been appointed 

by him. A day was set aside at the next parliament to hear the king's 

judgement. Thomas was committed to Ralph lord. Neville but, the peers 

in parliament requested that he might be released from prison on bail 

which was allowed on condition that he was at the next parliament. 148 

He was not sunanoned personally to the parliament of 1331 but 

was called to the council on 20 November of that year. He attended 

all the subsequent parliaments until that at York in 1335 when all 

the former proceedings were recited and Thomas asked the: peers to give 
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judgement according to the verdict of the twelve knights. The king 

also asked them to give judgement on whether Thomas was guilty of 

his father's death'. They replied that they found Thomas not guilty, 

but because the murder had been committed while the ex-king was in 

his custody, they preferred not to make a precise determination. The 

king then acquitted him, but reserved the power to "dispose further 

of him" at the next parliament, at which, in March 1337, 'the peers 

acquitted Thomas in everything, except for some fault of'negligence. 149 

However, as Smyth conscientiously points out, his defence was fabricated 

since his household accounts show that he did not arrive. -at Bradley 

until six days after the death of the king. 150 

Thomas, career after 1330 was carried out less in the full glare 

of public events. He was extremely active in the war against the 

Scots, taking part in the campaigns of 1333 and 1335, the sieges of 

Stirling and Dunbar in 1336 and 1337, the relief of Stirling in 1340 

and campaigns of 1342 and 1345.151 In 1342 he was Warden of the 

Scottish March for the three months of June, July and August. 152 

He led retinues of six knights, 31 esquires and 12 mounted-archers in 

1335,19 men-at-arms (probably including a number of knights) in-1336, 

and 15 esquires and a troop of archers in January 1342.153: Smyth does 

not give the numbers of his retinue for the 1337 campaign but it seems 

to have been a large one since he received wages for them of just less 

than £270.154 This can be compared with the £223 he received for his 

retinue of six knights, 23 esquires and 20 archers for 91 days as 

Warden for which he indentured with the king and for which he was paid 

in wool from the custom of Cumberland. 155 He also received an extra 

gift of £1QO. 156 
.. 

His part in the war with France, however, was restricted to the, 

campaign of 1340 when he was at the battle of Sluys holding the position 

of Marshal of the army. 157 He had with him 30 men-at-arms. on that 
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occasion (again, probably including a number of knights). -Smyth says 

that he was ordered to send 20 men-at-arms and 40 archers to the 

siege-of Calais in December 1346 and was summoned to attend personally 

in May of the following year158 but, although he may be right about 

the first order, doubt is cast on the second since Thomas' heir Maurice 

received an identical summons from the Black Prince and the retinue he 

says that Thomas had with him is the same as the one he Says Thomas' 

brother Maurice had at Crecy. It would appear therefore that Sluys 

was Thomas' only French campaign. His lack of participation in the 

French war is strange, particularly since he obviously had no objection 

to campaigning as revealed by his constant involvement in '. Scotland. 

He may, however, have had little choice in the matter since it is 

extrenxuly likely that he was prevented from campaigning in France 

because he was tied to a domestic defence system whose function was 

called the "Garde de la Mer". 159 ", 

This system was-based on the military obligation of men of the 

coastal counties, especially those on the Channel, to defend their 

localities, and the militia thus raised operated in a coastal strip 

called , the maritime lands". This was the region extending inland 

from the shore for six leagues, and men living within this strip were 

not only exempt from service overseas, but were directed'to stay within 

their counties for the defence of the realm. Men living elsewhere in 

the coastal counties were liable for service in the maritime lands and 

in each county two or three local magnates were appointed, "keepers of 

the maritime lands" with extensive powers for the defence of the county. 

The coastal counties were linked with adjacent inland counties and 

Gloucestershire was linked with Herefordshire and Worcestershire. 

Berkeley lay well within the maritime lands, less'than two miles 

from the Severn estuary, and this alone would have ensured that Thomas 

was involved in the "Garde de la Mer". Strong pressure'. was exerted to 
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keep people within the. maritime lands and enforce residence-on those 

with estates within the strip, but Smyth also gives some information 

which suggests that Thomas took an active part. In 1336 he. was ordered 

to keep the landing-places of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire and Worc- 

estershire against a possible invasion by the Scots which,. since the 

latter two counties have no coastline must have been connected with 

the system which linked the three counties, and in the springs of 1337, 

1338 and 1339 he was employed in mustering and arming soldiers from the 

same three counties. 160 In July. 1338 he can clearly be seen taking 

an active part in the system since he was appointed with the earl of 

Arundel to oversee the commissions of array in. Gloucestershire, Here- 

fordshire, Worcestershire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, War, 4ickshire and 

Leicestershire, to be ready to repel French invasions at the sunanons of 

the keepers of the coast. 161 Smyth says that he also held a similar 

position with the earl of Devon in the counties of Cornwall, Devon, 

Somerset and Dorset. 162 In 1339 he was appointed to defend. the coasts 

of the west and was sent one ship from the fleet then gathering in the 

Thames for the purpose. 163 This suggests that he may then have been 

one of the keepers of the coast. 

He was summoned to all the parliaments held until his death (except 

that of 1331) and was a trier of petitions in those of 1340,1341,1343, 

1344,1346 and 1347.164 He played an active role in the events of 

1340-41. apart from being Marshal of the army at Sluys. In March 1340 

he witnessed the notification of privileges granted to certain Flemish 

towns for their alliance with the king, 165 and was one of-the twenty 

magnates who promised the king immediate aid with their wool in advance 

of the collection of the tax on wool just granted. 166 In-December 1340 

he was one of those commissioned to investigate complaints against the 

king'. s ministers in the first burst of the king's wrath against them 

in the so-called crisis of that year, and was granted an jndemnity for 
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that purpose. 167 Finally, in 1341, he was one of the select council 

of twenty-two men who advised the king that the concessions he had 

made during the crisis had been made under duress and were thus not 

valid. 168 Thomas also held other important posts. From August 1345 

until January 1348 he was keeper of the king's forests and. chases 

south of the Trent. 169 During the king's campaign in France of 1346-7 

Thomas was appointed guardian of the lands of the Prince , ofWales while 

he was in France with his father, and was named a member'. of the 

council-of the king's second son, Lionel, as nominal custodian of 

England, to govern the country during the king's absence. 1.70 

He was also active in local affairs and government. He was 

on nearly all the commissions of the peace for Gloucestershire and 

held additional commissions of arrest and oyer et terminer. 171 He 

carried out nine commissions of a more particular nature-in Glouc- 

estershire between 1336 and 1349, one in Bristol, six in'Somerset, 

and a few in other adjacent counties. 172 He was a taxer"of the 9th 

granted in 1340, and was appointed to investigate complaints about 

the collection of the 30,000 sacks of wool which replaced : the 9th 

in the spring of 1341.173 He was also commissioned to enquire into 

resistance to the collectors of a subsidy in 1343 and was a justice 

of labourers in 1354 and 1355.174 In December 1340 he was appointed 

to enquire into alleged oppressions by justices and other royal 

ministers in Somerset and Dorset, a supplementary commission to that 

of the king's central ministers, for which he was paid twenty shillings 

a day. 1,75 

His known activities decline rapidly after 1350 at which time 

he was about sixty years old, and were restricted almost. entirely to 

the acquisition of land and a few local commissions. He. died in 

October 1361,176 leaving a widow Katherine and only two surviving sons - 

his heir Maurice aged about forty and his youngest son John, aged nine. 
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MAURICE IV 1361-68: 

Maurice died only seven years. after his father and a wound 

received at the battle of Poitiers in 1356 is reported to have made 

him an invalid for the rest of his life. 177 This probably-accounts 

for the fact that very little is known of him after he succeeded his 

father. He was born probably in 1320 or 1321 and his first recorded 

action is when he accompanied his father to the siege of Dunbar in 

1337 where he was knighted. 178 At the same time his father set him 

up in his own establishment at Portbury; granting him the manors of 

Portbury and Bedminster and the hundreds associated with them at an 

annual rent of 400 marks. 179 One of his father's principal servants, 

William de Syde (who had been his tutor) stood as surety for the 

payment of the rent, which was reduced to 200 marks per annum in 

1344 and to £100 per annum in 1350 (when Bedminster seems to have 

returned to his father), and later renounced altogether. 180 In the 

year following his establishment at Portbury he was married to 

Elizabeth, the daughter of the younger Despenser, and their eldest 

son and heir was born in 1352.181 They also had three daughters and 

two younger sons. Elizabeth survived Maurice by twenty-one years and 

died his widow in 1389.182 

From 1342 to 1344 Maurice was in Granada, 183 probably crusading 

in the company of the earl of Derby and other English magnates who 

were assisting in the drive against the Moors, and by May 1347 he had 

been retained by the Black Prince and was a banneret. At that time 

he was hastily summoned to the siege of Calais by the prince "with 

his men-at-arms and others in accordance with his retainder" to assist 

against the approaching king of France. 184 He apparently stayed on in 

Normandy with the prince and while there, and before January 1349, he 

was given a destrier by the prince as a gift. 185 He also went on the 

Gascony expedition-of 1355-57 with the prince and there lost horses 
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valued at £80. In 1363 the prince's clerk and receiver-general were 

ordered to pay him £20 per annum until full repayment had been made. 186 

Maurice was one of the few Englishmen who failed to make a. profit from 

this campaign since he was captured at Poitiers and had tb'pay a ransom 

of £2,000.187 He remained in France until the spring of 1360 when the 

earl of Arundel requested the earl of Salisbury to arrange for his 

temporary release. 188 In October he was released permanently having 

promised to pay the remaining £1,080 in an agreement drawn 'up in Calais 

in a house belonging to the Duke of Lancaster. 189 Lancaster also acted 

as one of his sureties. This association with Lancaster, '"and the 

fact that he appears to have been with him in Spain, may suggest some 

form of relationship closer than that of mere alliance in'the king's 

service. 

Soon after his return Maurice appeared in local government for 

the first time. He was on the commissions of the peace for-Gloucester- 

shire of March and September 1361, apparently standing in. for his father, 

and that of March 1364, but did not sit on that of 1366.190 He carried 

out one commission of oyer et terminer191 and in April 1366 was given 

the keeping, with others, of the Berkeleys' favourite religious insti- 

tution, St. Augustine's Abbey in Bristol, which had been taken into the 

king's hands because it was in financial difficulties. 192' This is all 

that is known of his career as the lord of Berkeley and he died in June 

1368.193" Smyth says that his death came "after a lingringe sicknes of 

many monthes, ..., never (for ought I can conceive) thoroughly cured 

of the wounds hee received at the battle of Poytiers. "194 He had 

certainly been too ill to attend the marriage of his heir, in Buckingham- 

shire in the previous November. 195 

THOMAS IV 1368-1417: 

'Thomas was fifteen when his father died and the wardship of his 

inheritance was granted to his father-in-law at £400 per-4nnum. 196 He 
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had seisin of his lands in January 1374197 but over half of them 

were held by his mother and step-grandmother in dower until their 

deaths in 1386 and 1389.198 In June 1367 the contract w4s made for 

his marriage to Margaret, the daughter of Warin lord Lisle, and it 

was carried out in the following Novenber. 199 In November 1381, Lisle's 

son and heir Gerard having died without issue, he agreed; to allow his 

daughter to inherit all his lands. 200 This windfall but'valuable 

inheritance came to Thomas on Lisle's death in the following year, 

but was not destined to stay in Berkeley hands because Thomas and 

Margaret had only one child, a daughter Elizabeth, who was born in 

1385 and married to the heir of the earl of Warwick in September 1392, 

six months after her mother's death left her as sole heiress to the 

Lisle estate. 201 Thonis did not remarry and Elizabeth was also his 

heir general on his death in 1417. The heir to the honour and the 

other lands entailed in tail male by Thomas III was Thomas' eldest 

nephew, James, son of his brother James. 

In 1375 Thomas took advantage of the first major, military 

expedition since he had reached his majority to lead a retinue to 

Brittany under the earl of March. 202 Smyth says that between 1377 and 

1379 he was fighting the French and Spanish at sea and on land and the 

Ham account of 1377-78 records the purchase of victuals for the lord 

overseas and their carriage to Southampton. 203 He probably took part 

therefore in the expedition led by John of Gaunt in 1378. - In 1381 

his was one of the eight retinues despatched under Sir Thomas Felton 

to reinforce Buckingham in Brittany and he led 200 men-at-arms and 

archers. 204 In 1385 he took 24 men-at-arms and 30 archers on Richard 

II's abortive expedition to Scotland. 205 

The earl of Cambridge (later Duke of York) visited Berkeley 

in 1375-6 and Richard II himself in 1386,206 but after his last 

campaign of 1385 Thomas' only known activities are of local admini- 
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stration and politics until 1399.207 There is also a strange gap 

even in these activities between 1392 and 1395. Smyth says that, 

following the death of his wife in the spring of 1392 and the betrothal 

of his daughter in the September, Thomas went abroad and-this receives 

some confirmation in the licence granted to a clerk to be absent in 

his service for three years. 208 Similar licences had been obtained 

for priests to accompany Maurice III to Gascony in 1320 and Katherine 

(widow of Thomas III) on pilgrimage in 1363, but did not always imply 

that their lord was going abroad. 209 The timing suggests strongly 

that he may have been crusading in Prussia with the earl. of Derby but 

he is not mentioned in the extensive records of Derby's activities 

there. 

He reappears on the national stage during the deposition of 

Richard II in which he played a prominent role. Having fled London 

soon after Bolingbroke's invasion, the Duke of York met him at Berkeley 

Castle and was persuaded to join him against Richard. Thomas presumably 

joined Henry at this point as well and appears to have remained with 

him during the pursuit of Richard. Smyth says that Thomas was one of 

the witnesses to Richard's promise to renounce the throne at Flint in 

August. 210 

He was certainly one of the barons in the committee of arch- 

bishop and bishop, two earls, two barons, two judges, twd lawyers, two 

knights and two notaries who visited Richard in the Tower on 29 September, 

and one of the committee of a bishop, abbot, earl, baron, two knights 

and the chief justice who were appointed to carry out the'deposition 

in parliamnt the next day. 211 It is therefore clear that Thomas 

played an important part in the establishment of the new : king and he 

was immediately accepted by Henry as one of the mainstays of his new. 

dynasty, being a privy councillor and appointed to enquire-into sus- 

pected treasons at Bristol in May 1400.212 He remained faithful to the 
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new king through all the rebellions of the first year of: the reign. 

Thomas' loyalty is the more extraordinary in that he does not seem 

to have had any previous Lancastrian connections (except-the possib- 

ility that he had been with Bolingbroke in Prussia) and he did not 

receive any obvious rewards for his support as did, for instance, 

the Percies. There are, however, one or two small hints which might 

give a clue to the reasons behind his support. His unexplained dis- 

appearance between 1392 and 1395 may indicate a feeling of discomfort 

with the prevailing conditions at Richard's court and . 
a. resentment 

against the usurpation of his local authority by Thomas Despenser. 213. 

This culminated in the creation of Despenser as earl of Gloucester 

in 1397. Although Despenser was nearly related to Thomas (he was 

the son of Thomas' first cousin), this may well have rankled since 

Thomas himself was well able to support the rank of earl. 'at the time 

and may have felt he had more right to the title than Despenser who, 

although a descendent of one of the Clare heiresses, had, only four 

manors in the county. Thomas was not appointed to the commissions 

of the peace in Berkshire where he might have expected to take his 

late father-in-law's place since Lisle's death in 1382. : The marriage 

alliance in 1392 with the earl of Warwick who had been an Appellant 

four years earlier, might also be a pointer to his political sym- 

pathies. More simply, Thomas may have been one of the many nobles 

who lost patience with Richard and his manner of governing, and wel- 

comed Bolingbroke as a change from the increasingly arbitrary govern- 

ment of 1397-9. 

For the first seven years of Henry IV's reign, Thomas was 

deeply involved in the government of the country- a role- to which 

he may have felt entitled before 1399 but from which he had been 

excluded as outside the magic circle of Richard's courtier friends, 
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this being another possible reason for his support of Heriry and 

participation in the deposition of Richard. Although A. '. L. Brown 

could find no evidence of Thomas' attendance at the privy council 

during 1400, he considers that he was probably a member Qf it from 

the very start of the reign because of his prominence in the depos- 

ition. 214 However, he may only have joined the council'in'1401 

after a Commons' protest in March about the new king's apparent 

dependence on his close friends and previous Lancastrians in the 

first eighteen months of the reign. 215 At the same time . there was 

a magnate reaction against "personal rule" which led to a significant 

increase in magnate representation among the members of the council, 

and Thomas may then have joined it for one or both these reasons. 

There is evidence of his attendance at the council from April 1401 

until the end of 1405, but he was not named on the list of, councillors 

published in November 1406 and had not attended since February of 

that year. 216 Thomas was only fifty-three in 1406 and,: although he 

may have been suffering from the effects of age (although there is no 

evidence of this), his departure from the central government may have 

more to do with the king's illness and the increasing prominence of 

Prince Henry and his party. 

Before this there were other occasions when Thomas was directly 

associated with the king and central government. In November 1402 

he went to Brittany with a retinue of 30 men-at-arms and: 60 archers 

to escort to England the king's new bride, the Dowager Duchess, 

returning the following February. 217 Smyth says that he"was one of 

the lords chosen to secure payment of the portion of the-king's daughter 

on her marriage to the duke of Bavaria in 1402,218 and he was also 

involved in the attempt to rectify the king's financial position by 

various means in the localities. 219 He was recalled tö duty in 1415 
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when he was appointed to the council of nine who were to : support the 

duke of, Bedford as the king's lieutenant in England while the king 

220 was absent on the Agincourt campaign. 

He also resumed his military career in February 1400. when he 

promised to provide a ship arrayed with 20 men-at-arms, 40 archers 

and sufficient mariners to serve at his own cost for the king's 

expedition to Scotland, 221 and much of the rest of his career was 

also naval and concerned with the Welsh rebellion of Own. Glendower. 222 

A series of successes by the Welsh in the early part of 1402 prompted 

a major expedition into Wales in August, and in July Thomas was named 

as one of the subsidiary commanders (with the earl of Warwick and lords 

Grey, Audley and Bergavenny) of the army which met at Hereford under 

the earl of Stafford. 223 He also seems to have had soine'sort of 

naval command at this time since in October an esquire undertook to 

deliver to Thomas 24 Scottish prisoners taken by Thomas' barge, 

soldiers and sailors, off the Devon coast. 224 

In July 1403 Thomas was appointed, with the earl of Arundel 

and lords Burnell, Audley and Charlton, to take over from the prince 

of Wales as the royal deputy in Wales after the prince was wounded at 

Shrewsbury. 225 The king's campaign in south Wales in September and 

October was largely. a failure and in November the English situation 

was desperate. The castles of Cardiff, Beaumaris and Aberystwyth were 

all in danger of falling and Thomas was appointed to relieve Aberyst- 

wyth on 8 November. 226 

One of the reasons behind the Welsh successes in the latter 

part of 1403 was-the aid they were receiving from the French and when 

Thomas was appointed admiral of the south and west in November 1403227 

one of his major responsibilities was to stop the French- getting to 

Wales, a responsibility which was increased with the official alliance 

between France and Glendower concluded in July 1404. Thgmas is known 
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to have. had a 'personal interest in. things nautical since. he had a 

barge for his own recreational use on the Severn from at'. least 1385,228 

and it may have been this which was used in the-capture of-the Scots in 

1402. He held the position of admiral from November 140 until the 
229 

spring of 1406. Most of his activities connected with the position seem 

to coma from the first of the two years he was admiral. He was involved 

in several maritime cases in the Court of Admiralty-230aitd he was 

concerned with the protection of a convoy of ships going. -to Bordeaux 

in December 1403 and with Bristol ships bringing victuals to the 

besieged Welsh castles in April 1404.231 

A major expedition was organised in the summer of 1404. In 

March men were diverted from the land campaign against the Welsh and 

directed instead to join Thomas on the king's service at'-sea. 232 

Thomas was ordered to see that all of them embarked on a-fleet which 

had been ordered to assemble at Sandwich by April, 233 and. Thomas 

himself, with his personal retinue, was also to sail from there. In 

May ships were still joining Thomas and a number of protections were 

issued in May and June to men serving with him. 234 The French were a 

constant menace during the year. In February they sent six ships to 

Glendower carrying wine and spices for his men; in April-the French 

leader was cruising off the Welsh coast; and in August the'first fruits 

of the formal alliance appeared with the sailing of a French fleet of 

60 ships. This formidable expedition, however, did not reach Wales, 

aimlessly cruising up and down the Channel before returning to port in 

November, but Thomas had some notable successes in the following year. 

Although he failed to prevent a French fleet of 140 ships reaching 

Milford Haven in August and disembarking troops which gave valuable aid 

to Glendower, he attacked the fleet as it lay in the Haven and burnt 

15 of them. 235 on another occasion he captured 14 French ships and, 

with them, the Seneschal of France and seven other captains. 236 
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The mechanics of the office are revealed in an indenture which 

Thomas made With the king which is not fundamentally different to those 

drawn up with other war captains. 237 This indenture is dated 1 May 1404 

and Thomas promised to provide a retinue of four bannerets, 11 knights, 

285 esquires and 600 archers, and a fleet of seven ships; seven barges 

and seven ballingers (suitably manned with sailors) which were to be at 

Southampton by 12 May. The king was to have a quarter of-the gains and 

the principal leaders captured (for which Thomas would be compensated) 

and Thomas was to stay at sea for three months or until. Michaelmas if 

the king gave him a month's warning before the three months were up. 

This is probably one of a series of indentures covering his two years' 

service. Three months was the usual length of contract; so it is feasible 

to assume that there had already been two - one in November when he was 

first appointed and one at the beginning of February. ' Smyth says that 

Thomas stayed at sea until December 1404 which implies that at least 

one more indenture was made since the May one lasted only 'until Michael- 

s at the latest. 238 

After 1406 Thomas executed only two more military commissions. 

In September 1407 he was put in charge of the arrangements for the siege 

engines during Prince Henry's attempt to recapture Aberystwyth castle239 

and in June 1415 he was commissioned with the earl of Warwick, Richard 

Beauchamp of Bergavenny, Sir John Greyndour, Hugh Mortimer, and Walter 

Lucy to "conserve and govern" the Welsh March adjacent to the counties 

of Herefordshire and Gloucestershire while the king was away on the 

Agincourt campaign. 240 

Thomas maintained his family's dominance in the local politics 

and government of Gloucestershire. He sat on nearly all-the commissions 

of the peace, heading all those between 1399 and 1413, a: reflection of 

his importance in the Lancastrian government since no other greater 

lords were on the commissions as had occurred towards the end of the 
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previous century. 241 He also carried out numerous other-local comm- 

issions242 and, in addition to these Gloucestershire appointments, he 

also held office in some other counties, indicating his Widening sphere. 

of influence connected partly with the Lisle inheritance. and partly 

by his position in the government in the early years of Henry IV's 

reign. From 1403 to 1413 he sat on the commissions of the peace-for 

Berkshire, belated recognition of his holdings there since 1382; 243 he 

carried out a few commissions in Bristol; 244 and Somer'sdt also saw him 

in three commissions-. 245 

When Thomas died in 1417 the 'Berkeley family was at the 

zenith of its power and influence since its establishment and in the 

course of the preceding 140 years the family had increased in wealth, 

status and power. This was based initially on the good'relationship 

between Edward I and Thomas II, but suffered a major setback with the 

rebellion, forfeiture and imprisonment of Maurice III. With the 

reversal of fortunes in 1326 the Berkeleys, in the person of Thomas III, 

were suddenly unnaturally prominent and this led to their most famous 

appearance on the stage of national history when Edward II was imprisoned 

and murdered at Berkeley Castle. During the rest of the-reign, however,, 

they reverted to their more normal position, and Thomas III concerned 

himself with local government and led retinues to Scotland. With his 

death the family went into a second decline with the lordship of the 

invalid Maurice IV (1361-68) and the minority of Thomas IV until 1374. 

For t,, % my-five years Thomas followed the example of his. grandfather in 

remaining a typical local lord, but in 1399 he suddenly-sprang onto 

the national scene with the deposition of Richard II and. -the accession 

of Henry IV. At this time, with the wealth of both the Berkeley and the 

Lisle inheritances behind him and the favour of the current sovereign, 

he may have anticipated with good cause his iminent creation as an earl 
the 

but, as is well-known, Henry IV was not prone toicreation of new titles 
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and Thomas remained simply lord Berkeley. 
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Chapter 2: The Family 

This chapter will be concerned with the Berkeleys. as a family- 

the marriages of the lords and their daughters; the careers, endowments 

and marriages of the younger sons; their relationships with their 

relatives by marriage, and the co-operation and good relations which 

existed between the various members of the family. 

1. The wives and daughters of the lords: 
I 

The predominant considerations taken into account when arranging 

any marriage, but especially that of the heir, were three-fold. Firstly, 

there was the social aspect - that the prospective bride's family should 

be of at least equal, and preferably greater, status than that of the 

groom, unless there were other pressing factors which could be financial 

or political. The vitally important financial consideration was the 

size of the portion. At the beginning of the period this-was still 

usually given in land - the "maritagium" - but portions In cash were 

more common in the 14th century. Thirdly there was occasionally a 

political factor when a marriage was used to forge important alliances 

at times of crisis, allay bad blood between families, etc. 

Socially, four of the seven wives of the lords were of the same 

status as themselves which can briefly be described as the untitled parl- 

iamentary peerage-1 Eve, first wife of Maurice III, was-the sister of 

William lord Zouche of Ashby and Harringworth; Margaret, first wife of 

Thomas III, was the daughter of Roger, lord Mortimer of Wigmore; Elizabeth, 

wife of Maurice IV, was the sister of Hugh, lord Despenser'; and Margaret, 

wife of Thomas IV, was the daughter of Warin, lord Lisle,. ' Outside this 

rule were Joan, wife of Thomas II, who was a sister of the dispossessed 

earl of'Derby, and Isabelle, second wife of Maurice III, who was the 

disinherited daughter of the earl of Gloucester. These wives of comital 

rank were probably only available because of their unattractive and 
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socially depressed circumstances. Finally there is Katherine, second 

wife of Thomas III, who was the daughter of a local knight and whose 

lack of social status was offset by her financial and local political 

advantages. It is worth pointing out that that these la'st'-named three 

wives were married in unusual circumstances. Two were second wives 

when social considerations for the benefit of the heir could be set 

aside, and one, Joan de Ferrers, was married to Thomas IT wlien he was 

only a younger son. 

Joan's financial attractions were also rather limited since she 

brought only two manors which cannot be evaluated, 2 and the two second 

wives also brought lands rather than cash. Isabelle de Clare had a 

life-interest in three manors, a rent of £8 and two small holdinrcs 

tonether valued at £10 per annum. 3 Katherine brought more 
. 

substantial 

benefits to Thomas III since she held nine manors in jointure and dower 

from her first husband. 4 Again these cannot be completely-evaluated 

but Inquisitions Post Mortem value five of them at £60 per annum, and 

another was worth almost £10 per annum, 5 so a minimum value of £100 per 

annum for all her lands is not impossible. Her financial-attractions 

clearly outweighed her lack of social status. The portign of Maurice 

III's first wife, Eve la Zouche, was paid partly in cash and partly in 

lands and seems, therefore, to mark a transitional stage betweed landed 

and cash portions. She brought 800 marks (£533 6s 8d),. two manors worth 

at least £30 per annum, two holdings worth at least £8 per annum, and a 

rent of. £l0 per annum. 6 The capital value of the lands almost certainly 

brings the value of the whole portion to within range of. the £1,000 

considered by Holnes to be the upper limit of normal portions of brides 

of the magnate class.? All the other wives brought cash, portions which 

conform to this average, but Warin de Lisle appears to have paid over 

the odds for the heir of Maurice IV when he gave £1,100 with his daughter. 8. 

Roger Mortimer gave £1,000 with his daughter and offered: maintenance in 
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his household for the young couple for four years which '4as valued at 

100 marks per annum (and moieties of a manor, advowson and'hundred). 9 

Hugh Despenser gave 1,000 marks with his sister. 10 This , lower sum was 

probably due to the family's depressed circumstances in 1.338 and accepted 

by Thomas III because of another, political, motive for the marriage.. 

This motive was the desire to end the friction between the families 

resulting from the Despenser War, and Thomas III was alsp attempting to 

use the marriage of his daughter for the same purpose at". the same timel'l 

Political considerations can also be seen in the first marriage of 

Thomas III in marking the move away from Pembroke towards Mortimer and 

the Marchers, and the large portion and offer of maintenance show how 

keenly Mortimer desired this marriage alliance. The strong Marcher links 

which were forged by the marriages of Maurice III and Thomas III between 

1289 and 1319 and which had such clearcut political results have already 

been discussed. 

The lords also had a financial obligation to their wives in that 

jointures had to be agreed and dowers granted to their widows. The 

jointures of five of the wives are known. That of Margaret Mortimer - 

the manor of Wenden and the Berkeley moieties of the manor and advowson 

of her portion - appears to have been worth only £40 per'. annum and does 

not seem very impressive, especially in view of the large-portion she 

brought, but it may reflect yet again the eagerness with: which Mortimer 

regarded the alliance. 12 Isabelle de Clare had two manors and a hundred, - 

together valued at £88 per annum but probably worth much more; '3 

Elizabeth Despenser had lands and rents worth 100 marks per annum; l4 

and Katherine, second wife of Thomas III, had five mandrs. and three other 

holdings worth well over £170 per annum. 15 There is little consistency 

between the size of their portions and the size of their jointures. 

Whereas Elizabeth's jointure was worth annually 10% of her portion, it 

is extremely unlikely that the same proportion holds true for the other 
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two wives, and no account seems. to have been taken of their social status 

either since the jointure of Katherine, the lowest in rack-of the four; 

was by far the most valuable. All four of the jointures-; however, 

are on the low side compared to Holmes' assertion that magnate jointures 

were usually between £100 and £400 per annum. 16 The fifth. example is 

more interesting. At the time of the marriage of Margaret-de Lisle to 

Thomas IV, when both were young, they were granted the average-sized 

jointure of 200 marks per annum with the promise of a fukther 100 marks 

per annum in the future, 17 but after the death of her brother (by which 

event she became her father's sole heiress) a fresh agredment was made 

in 1381 .A new jointure was created in all the lands then held in 

dower by the two living Berkeley dowagers which comprised over half 

Thomas' inheritance. 18 

Three of the five lords left widows who were then granted a dower 

portion of their late husbands' lands to hold with their-jointures. 

The dower was traditionally a third of the estate, but that granted to 

Isabelle de Clare in 1327 does not seem to even approach, that proportion. 

It consisted of two manors, a borough and a rent of 35 marks, the rent 

presumably included to increase the total value to a specific but, 

unfortunately, unstated amount. 19 In addition to this apparently small 

dower, she only held the lands for a short time, dying in 1338, and had 

already in 1329 released the manor and hundred of her jointure (valued 

at £73 per annum) to her stepson Thomas 111.20 The other two dowagers, 

Katherine (widow of Thomas III) and Elizabeth (widow of Maurice IV) were 

far more damaging, particularly since their long widowhoods coincided 

for eighteen years between 1368 and 1386. Katherine surviyed Thomas 

by 25 years, dying in 1386, and Elizabeth survived Maurice by 21 years, 

dying in 1389.21 The manors, lands and rents granted to, them in dower 

are fortunately evaluated in a valor Of 1389 shortly after. they returned 

to Thomas IV. Those granted to Katherine were worth £285 per annum and 
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those to Elizabeth £253 and between them they held lands 'of Thomas 'IV's 

inheritance equal in value to those he was able to inherit in 1374.22 

It is said that early marriages were preferred in order to avoid 

wardships during minorities and to avoid extinction of the family - 

both aims achieved by the early arrival of children to young parents23 - 

but this practice does not seem to have been followed by the Berkeleys. 

Thomas II and Thomas III were in their mid-twenties, Maurice III and 

Maurice IV were in their late 'teens and Thomas IV aged fourteen when 

they were married, but the circumstances were not usually such as to 

threaten minorities or extinction. 24 Several sons were born in each 

generation and the birth of each heir'occurred while his grandfather 

was still alive so minorities did not usually threaten either. The only 

example of adherence to the rule was the marriage of Thomas IV at 

fourteen when his father, although only 47, was clearly ailing and had 

only had two younger sons. Thomas was only fifteen when Maurice died 

in the following year but this unfortunate event could not. have been 

anticipated since his father was married at eighteen and. his mother was 

at least twelve since her father had died in 1326? 5 They ; must have been 

capable, of producing children, if not from 1338, then at ifast from 1340,. 

but Thomas was not born until late 1352 or early 1353. This shows that, 

even when the greatest care was taken to ensure a maximum opportunity for 

the production of"heirs, those heirs were not necessarily forthcoming. 

Child-marriages could not achieve their aims until both partners 

were of child-bearing'age, but the ages of the brides are more difficult 

to estimate. Joan de Ferrers father had died in 125426 so'she was at 

least sixteen by the time she is known to have been married in 1270; 

Eve la Zouche's father had died in 127927 so she was at least ten; and 

Elizabeth Despenser, as already said, was at least twelve.. All three 

were probably older. Margaret Mortimer, on the other hand, was at most 

eighteen since her parents were married in 1301,28 but*gave birth to 
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her eldest son within two years, and Margaret de Lisle wäs so young 

that it gras initially arranged that she would stay with her father 

for four years. 29 Smyth says that she was "about seven": in 136730 

and her only child was born around 1385.31 The ages of the daughters. 

of the lords at marriage can also be estimated. Margaret, daughter of 

Thomas II, was at most fourteen since her parents are first )mown to 

have been married in 1270; 32 and Joan, daughter of Thomas III, was 

fourteen when she married-Cobham in 1343 and so must have . been about 

eight when married to the Haudlo heir in 1337.33 Finally, Elizabeth, 

daughter of Thomas IV was seven when married to the Beauchamp heir in 

139.2.34 Although Elizabeth was clearly an exceptional case because of 

her status as the Lisle heiress, it seems that only the brides of the 

Berkeley family were ever fourteen or under at marriage,. the grooms 

being older. 

The marriages of Thomas IV's two nephews were unusual cases. 

Firstly, it is surprising that it was Thomas who arranged them since 

their mother had remarried and their stepfather could be-assumed to have 

had some interest, but Thomas may have bought their wardship and marriages 

since they were minors at their father's death. The second unusual 

feature is that the two contracts entered into by Thomas''are with 

men of surprisingly low status. The first contract was drawn up in 1410 

when the boys were fourteen and sixteen with Sir John St.. John and 

arranged for the boys to marry St. John's two daughters. 35 Whether the 

marriages actually occurred is unknown, but in 1414 a second contract 

was drawn up with Sir Humphrey Stafford arranging for the-eldest boy, 

now twenty, to marry Stafford's daughter. 36 Although the'boys were 

specifically stated to be Thomas' heirs male and heirs to the entailed 

lands in the 1410 contract, St. John offered a portion of'only £600 and 

Stafford one of only 600 marks. This is extraordinary considering how 

James would inherit the same lands as were held over a century previously 
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by Thomas II when he had gained 800 marks and lands worth '£50 per annum 

for the marriage of his heir, and that James would also inherit his 

mother's lands and some others of his uncle's lands. 

However, the difference made by the prospects of inheritance has 

already been noted with regard to the change made in Margaret de Lisle's 

jointure and can also be seen in the difference in statu between the 

husbands of the successive heiresses of the Lisle estate: Fortuitous 

circumstances, in the death of Margaret's brother after her marriage to 

Thomas IV, dictated that the Lisle estate would come to Thomas, 37 but 

its next move was deliberately planned. Six months after Margaret's 

death in March 1392 leaving only one child, the young'heiress was 

snapped up by the earl of Warwick for his heir. 38 Since". Thomas was only 

thirty-nine at the time and might well have re-married and had a son, 

it was clearly the Lisle inheritance alone which attracted Warwick 

because he can have had no idea that Elizabeth would alsb be her father's 

heir-general and thus also heiress to the unentailed Berkeley lands. 

However, Thomas had to offer other great financial inducements to secure 

a comital son-in-law. 39 Warwick was to receive a portion'of £400 and 

yet not to incur any financial penalty in supporting the couple. The 

contract stated that, after his death, the couple would have a jointure 

of 2200 per annum, very far from the jointure in all or most of the 

groom's inheritance usually required to secure an heiress,: and in the 

meantime Thomas would support them with 400 marks per annum from the 

Lisle lands, and grant them the reversion of two manors currently held 

by the widow of Gerard de Lisle. Quite clearly the financial benefits 

of the all. iance were to be all on Warwick's side, while the social 

benefits, presumably, were all on Thomas'. 

The marriages of other daughters of the Berkeley lards show how 

great a leap was this comital connection. Their husband's, like their 
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mothers, t; ere usually from families of the same status as'the Berkeleys, 

but again there were some anomalies. Isabelle, sister of Thomas III, 

was married in 1328 to Roger, lord Clifford, 40 and Joan, his daughter, 

was married first to the heir of John lord Haudlo in 1337. and secondly, 

after his death without issue by May 1341, to Reginald (later lord) 

Cobham in 1343.41 Thomas had also attempted to buy the marriage of the' 

heir of. John lord de la Ware in 1336, presumably for his'daughter, but 

the plan had to be abandoned because Ware was still alive. "42 Another 

sister of Thomas III, Milicent, was married in 1313 to John (later lord) 

Mautravers, 43 and he and Cobham stand out as the only two sons-in-law 

not of the parliamentary peerage at the time of the marriages, although 

both were later sunmioned. Mautravers was raised to the peerage on the 

merits of his landed estate, but a great deal of this had been acquired 

between 1327 and 1330 as a result of his close connection with the 

Mbrtimer regime, and in 1313 he was merely a knight of very substantial 

means. 114 Cobham's eventual summons was based on his service to Edward 

111.45 In 1343 he was receiving an annuity of 400 marks from the king 

(held in fee) and had been summoned to an assembly of magnates in 1342.46 

Thomas' brother Maurice, also in the service of Edward III, may have 

advised Thomas that Cobham was a worthy son-in-law. At the other extreme, 

however; was the marriage of Margaret, daughter of Thomas-II, to Thomas 

Fitzmaurice in 1284.97 Fitzmaurice was a Geraldine, head of one of the 

five leading families in Ireland, and their son was created earl of 

Desmond in 1329. This excellent match was probably a result of Thomas' 

good standing with Edward I. 

This enviable position probably explains why Thomas acquired such 

a son-in-law at a cheap price. The marriage of daughters-was one of 

the great capital outlays expected of fathers, but Fitzmatirice was 

acquired by Thomas paying the fine Fitzmaurice owed the. king for-his 

marriage, originally 700 marks of which 200 marks was pardoned to Thomas 
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within ten months. 48 John Mautravers' low status is reflected in the 

size of Milicent's portion which was only 500 marks, 49 but the other 

sons-in-law were more expensive. Being under the impression that 

Clifford was a minor, Thomas III offered £500 for his marriage in 1327,50 

but then gave his'sister a portion of £700 when it was discovered that 

he was of age'. 51 Thomas made a second mistake in-1336 when he offered 

1,000 marks for the marriage of the Ware heir, 52 and eventually gave 

2,000 marks and the reversion of a manor with his daughter to Cobham. 53 

This sum is quite extraordinary, particularly since Cobham had not even 

been summoned to parliament at that time, and although the-contract 

stated that he was to buy lands with it to be held by Joan for life, 

it is probable that a land-deal was also involved. 54 fier contracted 

jointure was £200 per annum but, in fact, she held the vast majority of 

Cobham's lands in jointure at his death in 1361.55 At Clifford's death 

in 1344, Isabelle held the lordship of Skipton-in-Craven-in jointure, 

this having been created in 1338.56 Clifford's Inquisition Post Mortem 

values this lordship at £107 15s 9d per annum but it was'probably worth 

more. 57 Again, there was only one marriage which had overt political 

considerations behind it, and that was of Joan to Thomas: de Haudlo. 

A papal dispensation, required because they were within the prohibited 

degree of consanguinity, was granted on the grounds that-the marriage 

was desired in order to end the strife between the families caused by their 

taking different sides during the Despenser War. 58 

The lords are known to have had other daughters who remained 

unmarried. Isabelle, daughter of Thomas II, became a nun at the Preceptory 

of Minchin Buckland in Somerset in 131159 and, according: to Smyth, 

Maurice IV had three daughters - Agnes, who also became a nun, and 

Katherine and Elizabeth, who remained unmarried. 60 It is'easy to 

speculate that Maurice's embarassed financial circumstances (with-his 
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stepmother holding a great deal of his inheritance in dower and the 

rest of his ransom to pay off) caused his three daughters to remain 

unmarried. In this he was probably untypical of his class since 

most magnates seem to have felt a responsibility to provide the 

means (i. e. portions) whereby their daughters could find husbands, 

much as they felt they had to provide for their younger sons. 

All three probably joined nunneries since this was the usual outlet 

for supernumerary daughters. 

2. The younger sons: 

The Berkeleys appear to be extraordinary in the production of 

a large number of sons who reached adulthood and founded, flourishing 

cadet branches. According to McFarlane, "with a few rare and notable 

exceptions, the junior branches of the nobility failed lö strike roots 

of their oim", and "the chances against a spreading family-tree of 

many branches seem to have been heavy", 61 but of nine younger sons 

who reached adulthood, three established long-lived cadet branches, 

and one became the main line. Of the remaining five, three were clerics 

and only two died without issue. A study of these secular cadets leads 

to several interesting conclusions. 

Thomas II had-three younger sons, Thomas and John,: and James who 

became a cleric. Thomas was probably born in or before-j280 since his 

first known activity is campaigning against the Welsh with his fäther 

in 1294-5.62 He remained a close associate of his father,: brother and 

nephew until 1328 but then his interests seem to have been diverted away 

to his estate in Leicestershire. He married firstly the. daughter and 

heiress. of Sir Robert de Bray of Wollaston (Northamptonshire) and by 

her had one daughter born in 1310. He then married the daughter and 

heiress of Sir John Hamelin of Wymondham (Leicestershire).. His father 

granted him the two manors in Huntingdonshire and Leicestershire brought 
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by his mother and some other lands in Gloucestershire. In 1329 he 

obtained an exemption from office-holding in Leicestershire and nothing 

more is known of him until his death in 1346 when the heir of Wollaston 

was his'daughter Katherine. He had had a son by his second wife who 

inherited the Hamelin lands in Leicestershire and Thomas-''other lands 

and this cadet branch was still flourishing in the 17th century . 

Thomas' brother John is the first of the two secular younger sons 

known to have reached adulthood but died without issue. 6a He was also 

born around 1280 and was also a close. associate of his father's. In 

1301 he-was married to one Hawise but her identity remains unknown. By 

August 1301 John's father had settled on him an annuity 9f £20 and 

various parcels of land in the parish of Berkeley with the understanding 

that when his clerical brother James received spiritual promotion James 

would hand over to John various other parcels of land in. Berkeley 

hundred. John died without issue around 1 August 1317 naming Kingswood 

Abbey as his heir. 

Maurice III had four younger sons, Eudo and Peter who became 

clerks, and Maurice and John. John, the second of the two cadets to 

die without issue, seems to have been born around 1300 and'is usually 

given the identifying soubriquet "of Planches" after one'of his holdings. 64 

His father granted him two manors and four other holdings in Gloucester- 

shire which he forfeited for his involvement in the Despenser War and 

he died in 1336 when his lands reverted to his brother Thomas III. 

John's elder brother Maurice, usually known as "of Stoke. Giffard", had 

a longer and better-documented career. 65 He was born. in. -or shortly before 

1297 and married, by 1330, a certain Margery de Vere who'-Vas possibly 

a daughter of Hugh, lord Vere (younger brother of Robert', earl of Oxford, 

d. 1331). Maurice was provided with four manors and two, bther holdings 

by his father and grandfather, and had a successful career as a captain 

of Edward III while remaining a close and important ally-of his brother 
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Thomas III. He died in 1347 leaving three sons and having founded 

another long-lived cadet branch. 

Thomas III had eight sons, four from each of his two wives, but 

only two survived him, the eldest and the youngest. The-six who pre- 

deceased him are almost only heard of in connection with the lands he 

entailed on to them. The three younger sons born by Margaret were 

Thomas, Roger and Alphonsus. Thomas had lands entailed,. bn-to him in 

1337,1344 and 1346 but had died by October 1348; 66 Alphonsus had lands 

entailed on to him in 1349 but had died by October 1361; 67 
and Roger 

occurs in manorial accounts of 1335-36 and 1337-38 and probably died in 

late 1337.68 The four sons of Thomas III and Katherine were Thomas, 

Maurice (again, called "postnatus"), Edmund and John, born. between June 

1348 and January 1352.69 Thomas probably died in 1349 and Maurice 

"postnatus" and Edmund in 1361, but Maurice had been marzied by December 

1355 to the granddaughter and heiress of Sir Ralph de Middelney. 70 The 

youngest, John, was the only one to survive their father. -and thereby 

inherited a great deal of land. 71 He was only nine when. his father 

died but it is unknown who had his wardship. He had a remarkable career 

in the local government of four counties and died in 1428 having had 

three wives and a reported family of fourteen sons and two daughters. 

He had no issue by his first wife, the daughter and heiress of Sir 

Robert de Ashton, whom he married in 1368 and who had died by 1377. His 

second wife was the daughter and heiress of Sir John de Bettesthorne and 

they were married some time before 1388 when one of their younger sons 

was born. She was still alive in 1411 but had died by June 1427 when 

he married his third wife, the widow of a local knight. : John founded 

the third of the long-lived cadet branches from this period. 

Maurice IV had two younger sons, James and Maurice,. but very little 

is known about either. 72 Both must have been born after. their elder 
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brother's birth in late 1352 or early 1353, and probably before 1355 

since from then until 1360 their father was in France and after his 

return is supposed to have been incapacitated. In 1367 Maurice IV 

entailed one Gloucestershire manor on to James and his heirs male with 

reversion to his brother and his heirs male, and nothing"rt re is heard 

of Maurice. James was a member of his brother's household between 1378 

and 1385 and he married, by 1394, the heiress of Sir John Bluet, with Pi. 

whom he had an estate worth at least 400 marks per annum'.. He died-in 

1405 leaving two sons, James and Maurice, who were Thomas IV's heirs 

male. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the lives of-these younger 

sons. Six are known to have been married, one twice and. one three times. 

Of the nine wives, seven can be positively identified and: six were 

heiresses, the seventh being a widow. Although the tendency of noble 

cadets to marry gentry heiresses is well known, this is 4remarkable 

success. rate. Although the Bray inheritance passed on through a daughter, 

and the Ashton inheritance never came into Berkeley hands at all because 

the heiress died without issue, the Middelney inheritance stayed with 

the Berkeleys despite the death of Maurice "postnatus" without issue 

because of the special agreement made between Thomas III and Middelneye, 

and the other three also stayed in Berkeley hands through the production 

of male heirs. The families of all of them were knightly, but the only 

one that stands out (not including Hugh de Vere since'the. identification 

is not a positive one) is Sir Robert de Ashton, clearly the most important 

of the brides' fathers, being Treasurer and chamberlain of, the royal 

household, and, as such, was an appropriate father-in-law-for the 

wealthiest of the younger sons. The ages at which the cadets were 

married varies widely. Maurice "postnatus" was six, John of Beverston 

sixteen, and John,, son of Thomas II, in his early twenties. Thomas, 
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second son of Thomas II, was in his mid-twenties when first known to 

have been married to his first wife; Maurice of Stoke Giffard in his 

early thirties; and James, son of Maurice IV, between thirty and forty, 

but these three may have been married much earlier. The age at marriage 

appears to be linked to their establishment by their fathers in that 

none of them are known to have been married before they were probably 

granted lards, and several soon after. 
1 

The nature of these grants changed as the effects and-possibilities 

of "De Donis" were made apparent. The sons of Thomas II were granted 

their lahds outright (except for the annuity to John), and some of those 

granted to the sons of Maurice III were also outright. The beginning 

of the change, however, can be seen in the entail of one manor in 1319 

on to Maurice III and his second wife with reversion to his' second son 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard and the heirs of his body, and the entails of 

three tenements to John and his heirs male in 1319 and 1322. All the 

grants known to have been made by Thomas III were entails. -to himself 

(sometimes with his second wife) for life, with the reversion in tail 

male to his sons. This may have been because all the sons to whom the 

reversions were made were very young. The one manor granted to the 

sons of Maurice IV was also in tail male. 

The extraordinary quantity of lands inherited by John-of Beverston 

needs to be examined further. Firstly, the use of entails might have 

persuaded Thomas to endow his younger sons more generously' than he 

might otherwise have done, and secondly, the raising of a: second family 

from a second wife appears to have had a deleterious effect on the 

prospects of the heir, two coruon tendencies. However, another factor 

must be considered. Thomas had a large number of younger sons and was 

fully justified in buying a great deal of land with which-to endow them. 

The amount of land entailed on to each of the sons as they were born 

was not extraordinary -two or three manors each -and the-interests of 
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the heir, Maurice IV, were maintained in that they were only granted in 

tail male and that the final reversion belonged to him as Thomas' right 

heir. But the crucial point is that the penultimate reversion in each 

case was to the heirs male of Thomas III and Katherine which reveals a 

bias towards the second family, although most of theknown entails were made 

when Maurice IV was the only surviving son of the first family. When 

Thomas III died in 1361, the only surviving son of the second marriage, 
I . -I 

John, had collected all the reversions as his brothers died off. Maurice 

IV and his heir were desperately unlucky in that, firstly, 'John survived 

and, secondly, that he founded a flourishing cadet branch which effectively 

kept the lands out of the hands of the main line. Thus John inherited 

an enormous amount of land, but his half-brother Maurice-IV was so 

impoverished that he could only grant one manor to his two. younger sons. 

All the cadets were established, in general, with lands that had not been' 

inherited by the fathers, following the feudal principle. that what one 

man inherited should go undiminished to his heir. 

Socially, the cadets married their gentry heiresses,, were knighted, 

and followed careers typical of the higher ranks of the gentry. They 

went on a few campaigns but generally, with the notable exception of 

John of Beverston, avoided participation in local government. Their 

careers range from the almost totally obscure John of Planches (third son 

of Maurice III) to the well-documented exploits of Maurice. of Stoke 

Giffard in the royal service and John of Beverston in local government. 

Despite the large number of sons who survived to adulthood, and the 

number of enduring cadet branches they established, the general tendency 

for cadets to fail to strike roots is apparent. Robert,: the younger 

brother of Thomas II, had three sons who reached adulthood. but had. no 

male descendents living after 1343.73 John, son of Thomas II, and his 

nephew, another John, also died without issue, and six of the eight sons 
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of Thomas III predeceased him, all without issue. The precariousness of 

male continuity is seen in the fact that in 1417 there were only two 

male heirs to the entails created by Thomas III on the honour - the 

two grandsons of Maurice IV by his second son James. Similarly, Maurice 

of Stoke Giffard had three sons, all of whom were married, but only one 

grandson and when that grandson died in 1400 leaving no son but a pregnant 

widow, the line hung by a thread. A son was born posthlrioüsly but if 

the child had been a daughter, or if it had died and the'lands inherited 

by Isabelle, a daughter of Maurice of Stoke Giffard still living in 1400, 

the line would have been extinguished. 

3. Family co-operation: 

Close relationships clearly existed between various members of 

the family throughout the period. This is seen in the careers of the 

secular cadets, how often they campaigned with their fathers and brothers,. 

how they remained members of the current lord's household, and how many 

of them, and many of the events of the lives of all of then, are known 

only in connection with the family. This is also seen irk the career of 

Robert de Berkeley of Arlingham, the younger brother of Thomas II, and 

his immediate descendants:, who all maintained close links with the main 

line. 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard was a special case. Although he had 

his mm independent career in the royal service after 1327 and soon 

reached a status similar to that of Reginald Cobham and Thomas de 

Bradestone who were summoned to parliament soon after Maürice's death, 

he remained close to his brother Thomas III and his family. In 1334 

Thomas and one of his servants were feoffees for Maurice; and in 1339 

Thomas and the'clerical brother Peter performed the same-service again. 74 

In 1341 Maurice and Thomas were jointly owed some meney, 75-and he was 

at Berkeley in April 1331 when Bishop Adam Orleton gave him, the papal 
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dispensation to remain married, 76 and in June 1345 when lie witnessed 

a charter. 77 He was also with Thomas earlier in the same month at 

Gloucester and in 1336 at Tewkesbury where they witnessed charters 

together. 78 When Thomas established a chantry in 1343, Maurice was 

one of the beneficiaries. 79 Maurice's heir was also evidently close 

to the main line since two of Thomas' servants were his guardians from 

November 1351 to August 1352, and in July 1353 he was using'Thomas, 

house in London when conducting some business. 80 In general terms, 

the fact that the three sons of Maurice of Stoke Giffard'followed 

Maurice IV into service with the Black Prince is probably significant. 81 

Similarly, despite John of Beverston's busy career in local government 

he also appears to have had some close connections with Thomas IV 

which included campaigning with him and hunting with him. 82 He was 

also a feo[fee for Maurice of Stoke Giffard's grandson. 83 

The Berkeleys also seem to have maintained friendly links with 

their relatives by marriage. Thomas III and his brother: Maurice 

campaigned with their uncle William la Zouche in 1319 and later witnessed 

a charter for him in 1336.84 Their close relationship with Mortimer 

had obvious repercussions in 1321 and from 1326 to 1330, '. but Thomas 

also mainperned for Mortimer's widow Joan in 1342-showing that he did 

not abandon the connection after Mortimer's fall. 85 The. beneficiaries 

of the chantry established by Thomas in 1343 also included. his brother- 

in-law John Mautravers and his son-in-law Reginald Cobhafi. 86 The evidence 

of connections with the Cliffords is numerous. One of Thomas III's sons 

was given the Clifford family name of Roger, and one of. Clifford's sons 

the Berkeley family name of Thomas; 87 in 1344 Maurice of"ýStoke Giffard 

acquired the wardship of all his nephew's lands which were not held by 

his sister in jointure or dower; 88 and Thomas III seems to'. have taken 

over the wardship since until the end of Roger's minority in 1355 he 
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kept the Clifford charters. 89 The most outstanding examples of loyalty 

to relatives by marriage, however, occur with John Mautravers and the 

earl of Desmond when both were assisted in times of danger.. 

Desmond. was the son of Thomas II's daughter. Margaret. and Thomas 

Fitzmaurice and thus first cousin to Thomas III and Maurice of Stoke 

Giffard. He was created earl of Desmond by the Mortimer', regime in 1329 

and Thomas witnessed one of the deeds of settlement. 90 jn: June 1346 

Desmond was in trouble with the king over affairs in Ireland and his 

cousins, with their brother-in-law Cobham, petitioned that he be allowed 

a safe-conduct to come to court. 91 When he was released"ý"from custody 

in the following month, his mainpernors included Thomas and Cobham, 92 

and from September 1346 to November 1347 he was at Berkeley Castle in 

the keeping of his mainpernors. 93 In February 1348 Thomas and Cobham 

again stood as his sureties when he was granted a parole. 94 

Mautravers was the husband of Milicent, sister to Thomas III and 

Maurice, although she had died and Mautravers had remarried by 1331.95 

The marriage took place in 1313 and from then until 1322-.: Mautravers 

appears as the most important member of the Berkeley affinity, and was 

probably retained by them. 96 After 1326 he inevitably benefited from 

the reversal of fortunes as a prominent Contrariant. He: was joint- 

keeper of Edward II at Berkeley with Thomas III in 132797 and was 

granted most of the Giffard inheritance. 98 Thomas was a, 'witness to the 

Giffard heir's release of his rights to Mautravers in May 1330,99 but 

soon after Mautravers was implicated in the earl of Kent! s. conspiracy 

and fled the country with a death sentence on his head.. In 1335 Thomas 

and Maurice were among several people pardoned for receiving him in 

England despite his banishment, 100 Maurice having been granted his ex- 

Giffard lands the year before. 101 In 1339 Maurice entailed the Giffard 

lands onto his son, Maurice's nephew, 102 and in 13542 Mautravers campaigned 
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in Maurice's retinue. 103 His attainder was reversed in 1351 and his 

lands restored, 104 and in 1354 Mautravers returned the compliment by 

entailing three of-the Giffard manors back on to Maurice's son and his 

heirs. 105 These entails, and the support given to Mauträvers during 

the time of his attainder, are an extraordinary example of the closeness 

of the two families, despite the death of Milicent before 1331. 

Another factor of the family loyalty of the Berkeleys is their 

extraordinary loyalty to Gloucestershire. 106 This is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 3 but, briefly stated, the entire'. landed estates 

of John, son of Thomas II, and his nephew, John of Planches, were in 

the county and the other four cadets who had more extensive estates 

had strong interests in the county. Although to a certain extent the 

holdings of so many cadets in Gloucestershire was a result of the con- 

centration of the main-line estate there, in some cases the personal 

preferences of the cadets and the. lords for the county can be seen. 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard bought three manors, all of which were in the 

county, and, assuming that he had some choice in the lands granted him 

by the king, these also confirm his interest in his home county. Thomas 

III had a free choice in where to establish his younger sons, but his 

new lands were overwhelmingly concentrated in Gloucestershire and thus 

the inheritance of John of Beverston. John is not known-to have bought 

any lands but his third wife being the widow of a Gloucestershire knight 

reveals his preference for the county. The three manors. returned by 

Mautravers to the Stoke Giffard line were all in Gloucestershire. The 

loyalty of all these cadets to one county must be seen as-a function of 

family interest in Gloucestershire, a joint and co-operative interest. 

Apart from the actual holding of land, various members of the 

family can be seen working together in land-dealing. Thomas II and 

his nephew Robert were both acquiring land from Margaret, de Valers in 
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Berkeley hundred in 1313; 107 in 1330 Thomas III and his brother Maurice 

were buying manors in Berkeley hundred from Thomas ap-Adam; 108 in 1339 

Maurice sold a manor to Thomas; 109 in 1414-15 Thomas IV bought a manor 

the advowson of which was held by John of Beverston110 aftd in 1415-16 

the manor of Tickenham where John had a substantial hold. ng. 111 To a 

certain extent a conscious policy of land acquisition involving the 

cadets can be seen. A large number of lands bought Py,,. the lords and 

later granted to younger sons were in Berkeley hundred and, in addition, 

the known purchases by the cadets are mostly within the hundred. It 

appears that the cadets were involved in a deliberate attempt by the 

family to buy up as many sub-tenures within the hundred as possible. 

A predictable result of this was that in many cases single wills or 

manors contained holdings of different branches of the family. 

Attempts by the cadets to keep the lands they had acquired within 

the family can also be seen. In 1340 Thomas of Wymondharh granted the 

manor of Wollaston to his nephew Maurice of Stoke Giffardl'to hold for 

the remainder of his life-interest; 112 in 1356 the Hereward inheritance 

of Maurice, younger son of Maurice of Stoke Giffard, was entailed by 

him and his wife onto his uncle Thomas III and his heirs-in default of 

issue of their own bodies; 113 and in 1376, when John, grandson of 

Thomas of Wymondham, created a jointure in his Gloucestershire lands 

he granted the final remainder to Thomas IV. 114 A death-in the family 

followed by a minoritywas also an occasion for the family to step in 

to protect the interests of the heir. As has been seen, 'Maurice of Stoke 

Giffard obtained the wardship of the Clifford inheritance and this was 

taken over by Thomas III on Maurice's death. Edward (another son of 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard) was holding the London tenements of his cousin' 

Maurice IV after Maurice's death, 116 and in 1377 obtained the keeping 

of the only manor of the inheritance of his nephew Maurice which was 
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not held by the boy's mother in jointure. 117 Members of. the family 

also acted in the vitally important role of feoffees for-each other 

as has been seen. 

However, nothing shows better the close relationship between 

various members of the family than their sharing in the services of 

various retainers, particularly Thomas III and his brother Maurice. 118 

The most interesting aspect of this tendency is the possibility that 
:. w 

the two brothers were acting in some joint manner to divide the respon- 

sibilities of lordship -a kind of "familial lordship". Maurice 

frequently used Thomas' servants to take care of his affairs at home 

while he was abroad on campaign, and he used his position at court to 

obtain favours and pardons for those servants. Tied as he seems to have 

been to domestic defence, Thomas did not campaign in France but some 

of his retainers are found in Maurice's campaign retinues., Thus 

Maurice provided the military leadership and the associated benefits, 

such as opportunities for plunder and ransoms, which Thomas could not 

provide. Despite their sharing of some retainers, Maurice also had 

other servants and retainers not connected with Thomas who would have 

acted as a sub-retinue, much as did that of Thomas de Bradestone, for 

Thomas III, thus extending his influence without incurring any financial 

burden. The combination of the two brothers' areas of activity, one 

in the locality and one at court (and in France), must have given them 

jointly the power and influence of one of the great earls Vho were'able 

to cover both aspects in their own person. Thus, in this instance if 

no other, the evident loyalty of the Berkeleys to each other served to 

extend the family's power in a positive way, and not me-rely in the 

negative way that the lack of inter-family quarrels did not detract from 

the current lord's power. 

Another, but slightly different, example of this kind of joint- 
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leadership occurred earlier in the period between Thomas: II and his 

heir Maurice III. In 1301 Thomas seems to have made a deliberate 

decision to hand over some of the responsibilities of lordship to 

his son. Maurice had already shown some signs of independence from 

his father in leading his own retinue under Norfolk in 1294-5 and 

under Pembroke in 1297-8, but his father took part in both these 

campaigns. 119 In 1301, however, Maurice led his own retinue completely 

independent of his father and in August of that year Thomas granted 

him over half the patrimony - the manors of Wotton, Hinton and Portbury 

and the villein services in Cam, Coaley and Slimbridge - at a rent of 

£120 per annum to be paid to Thomas. Maurice was also responsible for 

paying annuities of £30 to his clerical brother James, £20 to his 

brother John, and £4 to his sister Isabelle, and various other 

maintenance agreements. Maurice already held Bedminster (which had 

been granted to him on his marriage in 1289), and an additional clause 

stated. that if Thomas' wife Joan died before Thomas, thenýMaurice was 

also to have the manors of Ham, Appleridge, Alkington and Hurst at a' 

rent of £100 per annum but this does not seem to have happened since, 

even after Joan's death in 1309, the manors of Ham and Appleridge 

continued to be administered in Thomas' name. Having divided the estate 

they then seem to divide the military leadership as well. Although 

Thomas campaigned in Scotland in 1303 and 1304, he had returned to 

Berkeley for Christmas of 1303 and Maurice, who was serving with the 

king's lieutenant in Scotland, seems to have taken over , 
the retinues. 

After. 1308 Thomas did little but carry out local corn missions while 

Maurice enjoyed a lively independent career. Smyth says that during 

the 1310s Maurice's household, based at the Somerset manor of Portbury, 

was equal in size to that of his father's and he was receiving individual 

summonses to. parliament and campaigns. 120 This situation was not 

unique since in 1332-Peter, lord Mauley, similarly handed'over the bulk 
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of his inheritance and his responsibilities to his son. 121. This was 

different to. the situation existing between Thomas III and'Maurice of 

Stoke Giffard'since, rather than a joint-lordship,, it was an amicable 

abdication of lordship by Thomas II, but shows just as clearly how 

closely-knit was the family in this vitally important area. 
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Chapter 3: The Landed Estate 

This chapter will be concerned with the landed estate of the 

Berkeley family and its development. Details of the manors and 

other tenements acquired by the lords between 1290 and 1368 will 

be found in Appendix 2. 

The core of the estate throughout the period was the castle and 

honour of Berkeley, coterminous with the hundred of Berkeley, in 

Gloucestershire. ' This was an extraordinarily compact, grbup of two 

boroughs and ten manors all within a six-mile radius of the castle. 2 

Included in these ten manors was that of Slimbridge, not- part of the 

original grant to Fitzharding in 1154 but the portion of his son's 

wife. 3 It was also within Berkeley hundred, and by 1281 was con- 

sidered as part of the honour and included in its "servitium debitum" 

of three knights fees. 4 The honour was held per baronium and paid 

the baronial relief of 100 marks. 5 Within the hundred, : all the land 

not directly cultivated by the Berkeley lords-was held of- them by. 

knight service (or villeinage), suit to the manor and hundred courts, 

and usually a cash rent. 6 The only exceptions to this. rule were a 

few tenures held of the Berkeleys of Dursley (itself within the hundred 

but held directly of the king), the earlier holders of the honour.? 

In addition to the honour there were two other manors, Portbury 

and Bedminster, just south of Bristol in Somerset and twenty miles from 

Berkeley. 8 In fact, Bedminster was so close to Bristol, that the town 

had grown onto the land of that manor and the important' suburb of 

Redcliffe Street was part of the manor, providing £16 per annum in 

rents in 1281.9 Associated with these two manors were the three small= 

hundreds of Portbury, Bedminster and Harcliffe which formed a solid 

block in the extreme north-west corner of Somerset, 10 and there were 

also rents from Bristol itself-11 These manors and hundreds had been 

acquired by Fitzbarding before 1154.12 
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These twelve manors, held by the family since the mid-l2th century, 

were extremely large. In 1389 the ten honour manors and two boroughs 

provided an income of around £800 per annum, the two Somerset manors 

around £170 per annum and the four hundreds around £70 per annum. 13 

This was an enormous income, a total of over £1,000 per annum, to be 

derived from just twelve manors and, further, from lands that were within 

twenty miles (a day's ride) from Berkeley. The intrinsic: value of the 

manors must have been considerably increased by their cbntiiguity because 

administrative costs would have been kept to a minimum. These lands 

stayed with the lords throughout the period and were obviqusly considered 

as the patrimony - the permanent centre around which the acquisition 

and dispersal of other lands ebbed and flowed. When, in the middle of 

the 14th century, Thomas III came to entail some of his lands in tail 

male on to his heir, it was the honour manors (with the addition of 

a manor acquired in 1317) and Portbury which he saw, and ensured, remaineä: as 

the permanent core of the estate-14 Portbury had been included in the 

barony in Thomas II's Inquisition Post Mortem of-1321, but not in that 

of his son in 1327, whereas Bedminster was held of the Clares (and later 

of the Despensers) and was always distinct from the barony. 15 

A more recent acquisition was the manor of Wenden in. Essex which 

had been the portion of Thomas II's mother. 16 This, a single manor on 

the other side of the country, was clearly an anomaly within the estate 

but the opportunity to grant it to a cadet (a tendency whi.. ch. is seen to 

occur with outlying manors in the earlier part of the period under study) 

was not taken up. In 1275 Thomas II's younger brother was: granted the 

manor of Arlingham, an eleventh honour manor, just detached from the 

hundred. 17 The decision to retain the outlying manor rather than maintain 

the cohesion of the honour was probably taken because of Wenden's conven- 

ience for London. The lords had property, including Berkeley Inn, in the 

capital, 18 and were frequently there for councils and parliaments, and 
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the presence of a manor nearby in Essex was obviously a boon. It was 

used to supply, the household while it was in London and Thomas II had 

two servants who, with four horses, were employed solely in bringing 

bread from Wenden to London. 19 

When Maurice II died in 1281, these thirteen manors were inherited 

by Thomas"II. 20" The first stage in the development of the-estate lasted 

forty years until it was forfeited by Maurice III in 1322,1and the first 

major additions to it were the portions of the wives of 'tttömas II and 

Maurice III. Already in 1281 Thomas was holding the manors of Coston 

(Leicestershire) and Eynesbury (Huntingdonshire) which Joan de Ferrers 

had brought with her, 21 and in 1289 Eve la Zouche brought the manors of 

Brigmerston and Milston in Wiltshire, holdings at Edingworth and Milverton 

in Somerset and a rent of £10 from Bridgewater. 22 The Ferrers' manors 

were over a hundred miles from Berkeley and forty miles apart. Their 

inconvenience in terms of the Berkeley estate was a reflection of Thomas' 

position as a younger son and the family's subordinate standing at the 

time of the marriage. This restricted the choice of wives and thus, in 

general terms, the choice of the lands they would bring with them. 

However, Eve la Zouche's lands were more convenient, all'being within 

forty miles of Berkeley or Portbury. Perhaps this was a reflection of 

Thomas' ability to choose a wife for his son whose landed 
, 
pprtion would 

complement his own estate to a greater extent than that of. his own wife. 

The Ferrers' manors were granted to Joan's second son Thomas before 1301 

and so did not disrupt the pattern of the estate for long,, and the Zouche 

lands were eventually granted to Eve's second son Maurice. 23 The oppor- 

tunity was taken to establish these sons with lands which-did not conform 

to the compact patrimony rather than keep them in the main line and diversify 

the landed interests of the lords. 

The lands of Maurice III's second wife, Isabelle de'Clare, were 
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extremely compatible with the Berkeley lands. She had a': rent of £8 from 

Speenhamland in Berkshire, but closer to hand were the manors of Burford 

and Shipton-under-Wychwood in Oxfordshire (less than forty, miles from 

Berkeley) and the manor of "Stanley Pountlarge" and a holding at 

Faifield within Gloucestershire itself. 24 These, however, -were a- 

life-holding by Isabelle and benefited Maurice only between the marriage 

in 1316 and 1322 when he forfeited them. 

Both lords were constantly making additions to the patrimony manors 

throughout the forty years (mostly, on Thomas' part, by the purchase of 

rents25), and the most important of these was the holding'of Henry de 

Middleton at Portbury which Thomas acquired in 1299.26 Lands in new 

areas were also acquired, mostly for the endowment of younger sons, 

although some stayed with the main line (see map on page 79). Within 

Gloucestershire, Thomas acquired small manors at Arlinghatn. and Bradley, 

lands in Awre and the surrounding area (at Blakeney and Etloe), and hold- 

ings in Cam (called Planches), Leckhampton and Hartpury.: These went to 

younger sons but the manor of Frampton-upon-Severn (leased-at £14 13s 4d 

per annum) stayed with the main line. Maurice acquired the manors of 

Kingston Seymour and Portishead in Somerset and Upton St.. Leonards in 

Gloucestershire, and tenements at Kingsweston, Laurence Weston and 

Beachley in Gloucestershire. The last major acquisition in this period 

was the manor of Awre (with its appurtenant advowson and hundred), half 

of which was granted to Maurice III sometime before 1316 by Aymer de 

Valence and half of which came with Margaret Mortimer on her marriage 

to Thomas III in 1319. The manors of Upton St. Leonards, 14wre and 

Portishead stayed with the main line. 

The value of most of these properties can be estimated. Many of 

them were forfeited after the Despenser War and were farmed out. The 

tenements at Planches, Leckhampton, Kingsweston, Laurence; Weston and some 
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of those at Awre and Blakeney were forfeited by Maurice III's son John 

and farmed at just over £30 per annum; that at Bradley by ils brother 

Maurice and farmed at just over £5 per annum; the manor of Awre with 

its appurtenances by Thomas III and farmed at £21 per annum; and the 

manors of Upton St. Leonard and Kingston Seymour and the tenement at 

Milverton by Maurice III and farmed at just over £27 per annum. - 

The Zouche manors of Brigmerston and Milston were worth, over L30 per 

annum, and the manor of Wyke-by-Arlingham and the tenement at Hartpury 

were leased by Thomas of Wymondham at ten marks and £4 per annum respect- 

ively. Together with the rents of £10 from Bridgewater and £14 13s 4d 

from Frampton-upon-Severn, these acquisitions were worth around £150 

per annum, and this does not include Coston and Eynesbuzy. '(held by 

Thomas of Wymondham who did not rebel) and Portishead and Edingworth 

(which do not appear in the records of the forfeiture). 

Maurice III also seems to have acquired, at least temporarily, 

the manor of Great Rollright in Oxfordshire since in 1316; Aymer le 

Despenser released. his rights in the manor to Maurice and Smyth says 

that it was forfeited by him, but it seems to have been granted to a 

retainer and was held by him at his death in 1346.27 Maurice may also 

have acquired some lands in Cheddar and Tickenham in Somerset since 

Smyth says that he forfeited lands there as well. 28 

In 1326 Thomas III inherited the twelve manors of the patrimony, 

Wenden, and the new manors of Upton St. Leonards and Portishead and 

rents of £24 13s 4d from Bridgewater and Frampton-upon-Severn. He was 

already holding the manor of Awre, and by Easter 1321 had bought a 

tenement at Childrey in Berkshire. - In 1336, on the death-of his 

brother John without issue, the six tenements worth £30 per annum which 

John had held reverted to him, but Thomas III's main contribution to the 

estate was the enormous quantity of land which he bought. . In the course 

of a remarkable career, he acquired sixteen manors and sixteen other 
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holdings. In Gloucestershire he bought the manors of Beverstone, Over, 

Compton Greenfield, Syde, Woodmancote and Tockington, and a-. number of 

small rents and tenements along the -west bank of the Severn which went 

to make up a new manor at Yorkley. In Somerset he bought;, the manors of 

Barrow Gurney, Sock Dennis, Low Ham, Ham ("Bursy°), Exton and Beer ("Rivell') 

and the reversion of the manor of Cheddar; and in Wiltshire'the manors of 

Elston and Langley Burrell. In addition, there were tenements at Cievelode 

in Worcestershire; at Chicklade, Cricklade, Chelworth and Calcutt in 

Wiltshire; at Tickenham, Lyng, Curry Rivell and "Chadmead"in Somerset; 

and at Iron Acton, Fall leid, Down Hatherley, Bentham, St. Chloe, Westonbirt 

and Alve: ton in Gloucestershire (see map on page 80). 

These new lands were worth around £350 rv: r annum and were 

unequivocal permanent acquisitions by Thomas, inherited by his sons 

and daughter, but he had interests in almost as many more which were 

temporary. The tenement (sometimes called a manor) at Clevelode in 

Worcestershire, was associated with two other manors in-that county at 

Eastham and Eckington which had probably been acquired for life or for 

a term of years which ended just after 1349. Other lands. apparently 

held for life (or for a term of years) were the manors of . ßurghill and 

Tillington in Herefordshire and the manors of Aston Lodge and Chidding- 

stone and tenements at Aldington, "Bourdfield Shelve" and; "Shardmarsh" in 

Kent. That Thomas was not averse to acquiring manors to, beheld temporarily 

is shown by his agreement with Geoffrey de Gascelyn in 1351 concerning 

the manor of Sheldon and associated holdings in Wiltshire.. 

Thomas' land-dealings also involved some sales - significantly of 

distant lands. In 1332 he sold the reversion of the manor of Mondewdon 

in Suffolk, in 1338 the tenement at Childrey in Berkshireand in 1354 

the reversion of the manor of Yewdon in Buckinghamshire., 

To sum up Thomas' contribution to the development of the estate, 

then, he acquired permanently sixteen manors and sixteen other holdings, 
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and*he had temporary interests in seven other manors and , other holdings. 

Of his permanent acquisitions, one manor (Langley Burrell, ); went with his 

daughter Joan to her husband; the manor of Yorkley and holdings at Chick- 

lade, Iron Acton and St. Chloe (with three of his brother's tenements) to 

his primogenitary heir Maurice IV; and the rest (fourteen 
. 

manors' and thir- 

teen other holdings with three of his brother's tenements) went to John, 

his only surviving younger son. In 1347 his second wife brought him her 
P_: 

life-holding in another nine manors held in jointure and dower from her 

first husband - four in Gloucestershire, one in Somerset,. one in Devon and 

two in Wiltshire - which complimented his own estate perfectly. 29 

In addition to the lands inherited by his father in. 1326 (some 

of which had been enhanced by acquisitions by Thomas), Maurice IV had 

new lands acquired by his father worth a minimum of £35 per annum. In 

1352 he had bought a small tenement at Criston and Uphill in northern 

S6merset, but his only other additions to the estate were; the manors 

of Purton and Little Marshfield in Gloucestershire. As has already been 

noticed, his income was severely curtailed during his lordship because his 

stepmother held lands worth £285 per annum in dower and he-also had to pay 

off £1,000 of his ransom. This, together with the fact that heIhad only, 

one surviving younger son for whom to provide, probably explains why he 

did not buy more. He was, however, responsible for the greatest accession 

of lands to the family during the period when he married his heir to 

Margaret de Lisle in 1367. 

The Lisle inheritance was worth around £600 per annum shortly 

after it passed out of Thomas' hands, but less than half : actually 

came to Thomas and Margaret on Lisle's death in 1382. Thelvalors of 

1385 and 1389 show that they then held Lisle lands worth , around £280 

per annum. The bulk of the rest came to them on a Lisle widow's death 

in 1392 and the final two manors on the death of another one in 1412. 
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The Lisle estate, consisting of some twenty manors and other holdings, 

was scattered, all over the south of England, with eight manors in 

Cornwall and Devon and another nine in Berkshire, Wiltshire and Ox- 

fordshire, with the rest in Northamptonshire, Buckinghamshire and 

Middlesex. Despite its scattered nature, Thomas was extremely lucky 

in how conveniently this windfall inheritance suited his 6wn lands. 

Thomas also purchased much new land. 30 Prior to 1395 he bought 

«r 
the Edingworth and Milverton holdings in Somerset of his becond cousin 

Maurice (of Stoke Giffard II), the advowsons of Chicklade (Wiltshire) 

in 1380 and of St. Andrews, London (the parish where most Of 

his London tenements lay) in 1394, but most of the new lands-he acquired 

were purchased after 1398 in two bursts - in 1398-9 and more sustained 

one from 1410 to 1416. These included five new tenements'. in Berkeley 

hundred and another at Horton and Yate in southern Gloucestershire in 

the later period, but the rest fall into two well-defined. -geographical 

areas. Within three miles of each other on the Gloucestershire-Wiltshire 

border were the three manors of South Cerney, Cerney Wick. and Shornecote 

bought in 1398,1412 and 1414. The second area was Portbüry hundred 

in which he bought tenements at Wraaall in 1399, Weston-in-Gordano 

(exchanged for the Edingworth holding in 1399) and Portishead in 1412 

and the reversion of the manor of Tickenham in 1415. He also bought 

the advowsons of Portishead and Walton-in-Gordano in 1412, and free 

warren in the I'manors" of Walton- and Weston-in-Gordan, Portishead and 

Charlton in 1401. 

The unusual concentration of these new lands (especially at a time 

when Thomas' estate stretched from Cornwall to Northamptonshire) and 

the timing of their acquisition implies that they were bought for the 

express purpose of bolstering the inheritance of his nephew and heir 

male James. The honour of Berkeley and the manor of Portbury were 
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entailed in tail male and would go to James, and three of:. 'the four manors 

and seven of the nine tenements and the advowsons and free: warren were 

bought after 1410 i"; hen James is known to have been at Berkeley. This 

personal contact seems to have prompted Thomas' later land=buying spree. 

About three weeks before his death, Thomas granted to a group of feoffees 

all the lands, services and reversions he had purchased and, although 

no reason for the enfeoffinent is given, it seems that Thomas intended 
MT 

the lands to be passed on to James. 3l Unfortunately, the jury at 

Thomas' Inquisition Post Mortem returned that they were ai. 1: held in 

fee simple 32 and they were the subject of a long dispute with Warwick 

which also included some of the honour manors. James was able to hold 

Portbury and most of the honour, but the manors of South Cerney, Cerney 

Wick and Shornecote, and the Portbury group of the manors of Portbury, 

Weston-in-Gordano and Portishead and lands in Portbury, Pörtishead, 

Chärlton, Wraxall, Easton-in-Gordano and Long Ashton and at "Lynerigge" 

Criston, Uphill and the island of Steepholm (elsewhere in northern 

Somerset) he was allowed to hold only after arbitration. 33 

In 1404 Thomas sold the Essex manor of Wenden which had been part 

of the estate for 150 years. 34 It had been held until 1389, by his 

mother and by that date had been leased at a farm of £30 per annum. 35 

Being so far from Thomas' other lands this was clearly the, most economic 

option and the same characteristic made it the obvious first choice for 

sale when the need for cash arose. Smyth says that it was sold to raise 

the money for Thomas' loan to the king of £1,000, but gives no indication 

of whether the sale raised most, all or more than the sum required. 36 

Apart from the sale by Thomas III of three distant holdings he had 

acquired, this was the only major sale by the Berkeley lords in the 

period of study. 

On the day of Thomas IV's death in 1417, the Berkeley estate was 

at an astonishing pinnacle. In 1281 Thomas II had inherited only the 
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twelve manors of the patrimony and Wenden but within forty years enough 

lands were acquired to endow comfortably four cadets and add three 

manors and two rents of almost £25 to the inheritance of the main line. 

Then came the forfeiture when the inheritance was in the hands of the 

king for four years from 1322 to 1326, but within a few months of it 

being restored to Thomas III in 1327 he had started his remarkable career 

in land-dealing. Despite this career, however, Maurice IV inherited no 

more lands than Thomas himself had in 1327 because the vast majority of 

Thomas' acquisitions were passed on to his younger son. Maurice IV's 

additions to the estate (two manors) seem almost negligible by comparison 

and the inheritance remained in this shorn form, attenuated' still further 

by the depradations of two long-lived dowagers, for twenty, years until 1382 

when . 
by a fortuitous chance, the Lisle estate was inherited by 

Thomas IV's wife. In the last twenty years of his life, ThQnias further 

increased the estate by the addition of four manors and other substantial 

holdings. 

One of the main reasons behind the majority of land-purchases by 

the nobility was the establishment of younger sons and this. is clearly 

also the case with the Berkeleys. At the beginning of the period, however, 

the landed portions of the first two lords' wives were also used for this 

purpose and were granted to their second sons. Thomas of Wymondham, 

second son of Thomas II and Joan de Ferrers, was granted Joan's two 

manors at Coston and Eynesbury, the manor of Wyke-by-Arlingham, a rent of 

ten marks per annum from the Arlingham fisheries and a tenement at Hartpury. 

Coston and Eynesbury unfortunately cannot be evaluated, but-the other 

lands in Gloucestershire were worth at least X17 6s 8d per tnnum.: 37 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard, the second son of Maurice III, had his mothers. 

lands at Brigmarston, Milston, Edingworth and Milverton and supplementary 

manors at Bradley and Kingston Seymour acquired by his father and grand- 
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father. Since the manors of Brigmerston and Milston were: worth at 

least £30 per annum, and the manors of Bradley and Kingston' Seymour and 

the holding at Milverton were farmed at just over £27 per annum during 

the forfeiture, Maurice's lands were worth at least £60 pr. annum. 

The other cadets had to be provided for entirely from lands 

acquired by their fathers and some difficulty seems to have been incurred 

in establishing Thomas II's third son, John, in this way since he was 

granted a cash annuity of £20 and a scattering of small tenements in 

Berkeley hundred. His nephew, another John (third son of-Maurice III), 

was granted six tenements in Gloucestershire bought by his father and 

grandfather at Awre, Blakeney, Leckhampton, Laurence Weston, Kingsweston 

and "Planches" (in Cam) which he forfeited in 1322 and were., farmed at 

just over £30 per annum. He also held a rent of two marks per annum 

paid for a wardship and the custody of another tenement worth £3 per 

annum, which raises his income to about £35 per annum. *Although the 

endowments of Thomas II's two younger sons cannot be properly evaluated, 

it seems that the elder sons were granted lands worth more than the 

younger. Thomas of Wymondham had his mother's two manors-as well as 

Gloucestershire lands worth almost £20 per annum, whereas his brother 

John had little more than his annuity of £20. Maurice of. Stoke Giffard 

had lands worth around £60 per annum while those of his younger brother 

were worth only around £30 per annum. 

Thomas III had seven younger sons and, although there were never 

more than three of them alive at the same time, it is clear that the 

enormous quantity of land which he acquired was intended for them, for 

the most part at least. One manor and three other tenements went to his 

heir and one manor to his daughter, but the remaining fourteen manors and 

thirteen tenements were intended for his younger sons. A succession of 

entails granted them three or four manors each and, from those that 
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survive, it appears that the two Thomases were to be established in 

Gloucestershire, Aiphonsus in Wiltshire, and Maurice "postnatus" and 

Edmund in Somerset. - Eventually, of course, all the lands - worth 

well over £320 per annum - were inherited by John. His-nephew James, 

second son of Maurice IV, was granted only the manor of Little Marshfield 

which indicates the difference between the prosperous situation of 

Thomas TIT and the more straitened circumstances of hisrýheir. " 

The reason for John's enormous inheritance was the entails made 

by his father. All the reversionary entails made after 1348 had a 

penultimate remainder to the heirs male of Thomas and his'second wife 

before one to Thomas' right heirs. By 1361 all Thomas'.. -Permanent 

acquisitions (except for the small proportion which went. t'o Maurice IV 

and his daughter) had been entailed in this way and John,.: by both 

survivinq his father and producing male heirs of his own, -kept them 

out of the hands of the main line. In view of the early deaths of his 

six brothers and the frequency with which cadets died out,. , without male 

heirs, the odds against him succeeding in this were enormous, but his 

father clearly intended him to do so if he could. This is revealed by 

his failing to change the entails already made and by his. entailing"all 

the other lands in the same way before his death. Compared to the income 

from his own inheritance of about £1,000 per annum, an endowment of £350 

per annum for a cadet was very generous and may be attributed to the well- 

known effect of raising a second family. The Greys of Ruthin, the Haudlo's 

and the Neville earls of Salisbury and Warwick were all established by 

sons of F. second marriage who benefitted from the disinheriting (to a 

greater or lesser extent) of the sons of the first marriage. 38 In this 

Berkeley case something also may be attributed to the character of 

Thomas III's second wife since, for the daughter of a knight, she did 

very wcl]. for herself, dying holding lands in jointure from both her 

husband:.. valued at £140 per annum in her Inquisistion Post Mortem, as 
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well as dower lands from both worth well over £100 per annum. 39 

The lands granted to the two sons of Thomas II were,,,, -'all granted 

outright and were held by them long before their father's. death, but 

the beginnings of a change can be seen in the grants to the two sons 

of Maurice III. Although Maurice was holding Bradley before 1322, he 

did not receive the lands of his mother's portion until 1326, and 

Kingston Seymour not until 1338 when his stepmother died. "'This grant 

was made to him and the heirs of his body, but the three }mown grants 

to his brother John, of Kingsweston, Laurence Weston and "Planches", 

were-outright but to him and the heirs male of his body and therefore 

they reverted to Thomas III on his death in 1336. As noted above, all 

the grants made by Thomas III were reversions after his death (and 

sometimes after that of his second wife as well) and all were made in 

tail ma 1o. The only known grant by Maurice IV was also a. reversion and 

in tail male. By 1361 nearly all the lands of Thomas III. had been 

entailed since he also entailed the honour and Portbury. On Maurice IV's 

marriage in 1338, their jointure in the manor of Hurst, 'the Frampton 

rent and another rent from one of the honour manors was tb be held in 

tail male; the rest of the honour manors. with Upton St. Leonards was 

entailed similarly in 1349 and Portbury in 1352.40 The other manor of 

the patrimony - Bedminster - would appear to have been ignored because 

of an earlier entail of it to Maurice III and his wife and the heirs of 

their bodies in 1289 on their marriage, 41 but why Upton St.. Leonards was 

included and, since it was, why Awre and Portishead, two gther manors 

inherited by Thomas III in 1326, should have been ignored 3s a mystery. 

The other two major innovations in land-holding in the 14th 

century wore enfeoffrnents to use and the jointure. There'", is no evidence 

of any enfeoffinents to use made by the Berkeley lords, büt, there were 

several jointures which have been discussed in the previous chapter. 
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An interesting point is that some of the manors of the patrimony seem 

to have been traditionally used for some purposes. The m4nor and 

borough of Wotton were particularly associated with the dowagers, 

having been held by Thomas II's grandmother in the middle*: of the 13th 

century and being granted to Isabelle de Clare in 1327 and to Katherine 

in 1361. °2 Katherine was still alive in 1368 when Maurice IV died so 

his widow was granted a number of other manors. 43 In a similar fashion, 

the Somerset manors of Portbury and Bedminster appear to have been set 

aside for the use of the heirs before the death of their fathers. 

Bedminster was granted to Maurice III in 1289 and Portbury.,. where he 

established his household, in 1301, and both manors were also later 

granted to Maurice"IV in 1337.44 

One of the most interesting trends in the acquisition: of lands by 

the lords was the tendency to grant annuities or maintenance to the 

vendors. In 1301 Henry de Middleton (who had sold his portion of 

Portbury to Thomas II in 1299) was receiving an annuity of five marks, 

two robes, a saddle and bridle and victuals as a knight of the household A5 

A more complicated case was that of Richard de Clifford who-sold the 

manor of Frampton-upon-Severn to Thomas II in 1303.46 He-had previously. 

granted the reversion of the manor itself to Robert Fitzpayn at a farm 

of £18 3s 4d per annum (or £20 16s Od per annum in another charter) and 

eight robes per annum for Richard, his wife, their children and their 

household, to be held for Fitzpayn's life. In 1303 Clifford granted 

the farm and robes paid by Fitzpayn, and the reversion ofthe manor 

after the death of Fitzpayn, to Thomas II in return for 100-marks and 

the manor of Wyke-by-Arlingham for the lives of himself, his wife and 

his eldest son, with three marks per annum for the robes of. Clifford 

and his groom, a similar sum for Clifford's wife, and maintenance for 

Clifford's clerical son in food and robes for his life. Later this 

agreement was changed and, in return for the reversion of ; the manor, 

It "t. 
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Thomas II granted to Clifford 32 marks to establish Clifford's two 

daughters (either as nuns or wives) and maintenance for the eldest son 

as a scholar until he was sixteen. Thomas also acquired-'two small ten- 

ements in Alkington and one in Etloe in return for annual" grants of 

wheat, beans and cloth, and a tenement at Hartpury from Richard de 

Bisley in return for maintenance for Bisley's son Hugh as'an esquire of 

the-househo1d. 47 The maintenance agreed included supporttof a servant 

and a horse, and two robes per annum, and was valued at 113 4s l/d per 

annum. In 1351 Thomas III reached a similar agreement with Geoffrey 

Gascelyn for the manor of Sheldon and associated holdings in Wiltshire, 

although this was not a permanent acquisition by Thomas-48 Thomas was 

to hold the lands for life, paying Gascelyn 20 marks per annum for the 

first two years and £20 per annum for the next five during'which time 

Gascelyn was to be maintained in Thomas' household as an esquire with 

a horse and servant. If Thomas died within the seven years, then his 

heirs and executors were to contine to hold the lands until-the end 

of the term and Gascelyn was to have 10 marks per annum in lieu of the 

maintenance. The original agreement said that, at the end of the seven- 

year term, Thomas was to pay £100 per annum for the rest of his-life, 

but in 1358 (just before the term finished) a new agreement was made 

whereby, instead of having £100 per annum, Gascelyn was to have 20 marks 

per annum and maintenance in the household (or ten marks in lieu) for a- 

further five years. The sum of 10 marks per annum offered-in lieu of 

maintenance as an esquire of the household is probably significant in 

another agreement of this type by which Thomas acquired the reversion"of, 

the manor of Langley Burrell in Wiltshire in 1343. '59 The vendor was 

John de-la Mare who Granted the reversion of the manor tp. Thomas in 

return for 10 marks and a robe per annum. Thomas quickly handed on the 

right of. reversion and the responsibility for paying the Annuity to his 

son-in-law Reginald Cobham. The Berkeleys were not unique. in acquiring 
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land in this way since in 1312 the earl of Hereford acquired four manors, 

in return for maintenance as an esquire in his household'för life with 

a horse and servant and two robes a year.. 50 

Dr. Saul has established that Gascelyn may well have. been suffer- 

ing some financial embarassment resulting from a long litigation, 51and 

it is easy to assume that similar circumstances lay behind most or all 

of the other agreements. This, however, was certainly the case with 

the purchase of Tockington in 1355 since the manor had been seized to 

pay off the holder's debts ten years earlier. 52 Six more manors were 

acquired by Thomas III at the breaking-up of estates - Beverstone, over, 

Barrow Gurney and Monewdon from Thomas ap-Adam who dissipated the 

greater part of his inheritance, 53 and Syde and Elston from the Giffard 

inheritance which had been forfeited in 1322 and granted piecemeal to 

friends of Edward 111.54 

Another group of lands was bought from two men who 'were faced 

with the prospect of dying without immediate heirs. The. reversion of 

the manor of Cheddar and another tenement there in possession were 

bought from Sir John de Acton in 1346 and 1350, and Acton also sold 

another two manors of his inheritance in 1335 and 1346.55 His heir 

was a cousin, Sir John Poyntz. In 1355 Thomas acquired the Middelneye 

inheritance of the manors of Low Ham, Ham ("Bursy"), Exton and Beer 

("Rivell") and three other tenements at Lyng, Curry Rive], 'l and "Chadmead" 

in Somerset by. means of an unusual marriage agreement. His son 

Maurice "postnatus" was married to Middelneye's granddaughter and 

heiress and Middelneye settled the lands on himself and his wife for life 

with reversion to the young couple and the heirs of their bodies, failing 

which they would go to Thomas III and his second wife and their heirs 

male. On Middelneye's death in 1363, his granddaughter having died 
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without issue, his heirs were two sisters and the sons of two more 

sisters. 56 Fie. was clearly happy to disinherit them and allow his 

lands to go to the Berkeleys in return, presumably, for a sizeable 

cash sum from Thomas. 

Another group were acquired through the rationalisation of 

estates. In 1350 Sir John de la Ryvere sold four Wiltshire. tenements 

to Thomas which must be seen in the context of his sale of-ä. ßuckingham- 

shire manor in 1336 and his granting of two Wiltshire manors. to a 

cadet branch of the family, these lands being peripheral to the main 

concentration of his estate in Gloucestershire. 57 Similarjp, the 

manor of Woodmancote in Gloucestershire was clearly an anomaly in the 

Swynburne estate which consisted of six other manors in Westmorland, 

Cumberland and Northumberland. 58 

The last major point of discussion about the Berkeley. estate is 

its concentrated nature. The honour of Berkeley was unusual in that 

it gave an income of between £600 and £800 per annum from manors and 

boroughs all lying within six miles of the Castle, and the, two manors 

in Somerset, only twenty miles away, another £150 to £180 per annum. 59 

It is not surprising that the estate remained in a compact form since, 

at a time when other lords were trying to minimise the effects of 

scattered estates by rationalising them, it is not likely that the 

Berkeleys would do the opposite. The cohesion of the estate was ensured 

firstly by the granting of distant lands, the marriage portions of the 

early wives, to their respective younger sons. Robert de Clifford, 

brother-in-law of Thomas III, did the same when he entailed. distant 

manors and lands in Surrey, Dorset, Herefordshire and Worcestershire 

on to his two younger sons, leaving the bulk of the inheritance in 

Yorkshire, Westmorland, Cumberland and Northumberland to be inherited 

by his eldest son. 60 The second, and later factor, in. the continuing 
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concentration of the estate was the acquisition of lands. 'adjacent to 

the patrimony manors. This trend is best illustrated by. "a survey of 

the changes in the estate between 1281 and 1417. 

The new lands acquired in the first forty years fall-into a few 

well-defined geographical areas. The tenements at Arlingham, Bradley 

and "Planches", and the manor of Frampton-upon-Severn were in or close 

to Berkeley hundred, while Kingston Seymour, Portishead,, Kingsweston 

and Laurence Weston were close to Portbury. Another three tenements 

at Hartpury, Leckhampton and Upton St. Leonards were in the north of 

Gloucestershire, and an even greater departure from the patrimony was 

the manor of Awre and other tenements nearby on the west bank of the 

Severn. Most of these new lands were granted to cadets,. -but Portishead, 

Upton St. Leopards and Awre remained with the main line, ''aind the lands 

of Thomas III's brother John reverted to Thomas in 1336.. 

The influence of Awre can be seen in the purchase by. Thomas III 

of a string of small tenements along the west bank of the Severn which 

eventually made up the manor of Yorkley, but the rest of his purchases 
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Map 2: The acquisitions of Thomas III: 
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were scattered all over the Severn valley and adjacent coixnties. Of 

the sixteen manors, seven were in Gloucestershire, seven 'in Somerset 

and two in Wiltshire, and similar proportions appear with; the sixteen 

other holdings of which seven were in Gloucestershire, four in Somerset, 

four in Wiltshire and one in Worcestershire. The dominant pattern set 

by the twelve patrimony manors is clear. Except for the two manors 

and other holdings in Kent, even his temporary holdings-were in 

counties adjacent to Gloucestershire, and it is highly significant 

that the only sales he made were of holdings in Suffolk, Berkshire 

and Buckinghamshire. The lands he acquired in Wiltshire were the 

first owned by the family in that county and it is. perhaps; therefore, 

odd that one of his holdings there should stay with the main line 

since this small tenement at Chicklade appears very much as the 

anomaly in the inheritance of Maurice IV. Maurice's other gains from 

his father's acquisitions were all in Gloucestershire and-the estate 

therefore remained a compact one. His own additions, of a tenement 

in northern Somerset and two manors in Gloucestershire, conformed to 

the pattern. 

A measure of the concentration of the estate passed. on to Thomas 

IV is seen in the contrast between Thomas' income drawn principally 

from lands within twenty miles of Berkeley, and the Lisle estate which 

covered eight counties and provided only half the income.. '. -The addition 

of the Lisle lands inevitably scattered Thomas' lands all over the 

south of England but despite this forced expansion of his landed 

interests, all his new acquisitions were within the traditional Berkeley 

areas. As has been suggested, this was probably because they were 

bought deliberately to suit his nephew's inheritance of the honour and 

Portbury. 

This loyalty to Gloucestershire is also seen with the cadet 

branches. At the beginning of the period two of the cadets were 
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given their mother's lands which were, to a greater or lesser extent, 

distant from Berkeley, but they were supplemented with lands acquired 

by their fathers, and the other cadets were granted only,. lands so 

acquired. Not surprisingly, then, the cadets had lands in-Gloucester- 

shire and northern Somerset. Despite the fact that Thomas of Wymondham 

gained two more manors in the counties of Leicestershire and Northamp- 

tonshire, he kept his Gloucestershire interests, and Maurice of 
p p.. ru 

Stoke Giffard bought three manors in the county to add to the one 

he had been given by his father. Furthermore, the lands'he received 

from the king emphasised his interest in the home county,. but after 

his death, when these lands had been returned to their original holders 

and after Mautravers bad given three of the Giffard manors. back to 

his son, the estate consisted of seven manors in Gloucestershire, two 

in Wiltshire and one, with two other holdings, in Somerset.. 

The estate of John of Beverstone shows this even more clearly. 

In providing for his sons Thomas had no outlying manors brought by 

wives to dispose of and therefore had a free choice of where to buy 

lands to grant to them. It is consequently especially significant 

that he envisaged all his sons being established in and around Gloucester- 

shire, and even entailed on to them a "caput" - the castle-and manor 

of Beverstone - in that county. Thomas' intentions are clear. Given 

the choice, his family were going to stay in Gloucestershire and the 

immediately surrounding area. John's wife's inheritance changed the 

perspective of the estate because the seven manors in Hampshire formed 

a rival centre to Gloucestershire and this is reflected in John's 

office-holding career, but Gloucestershire contined to hold more of 

his lands than any other county, and he continued to hold'office there 

as frequently as he did in Hampshire. 

Maurice IV had few lands available to give to his ypunger son, 

but James was granted a manor in Gloucestershire. His marriage 
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brought him another manor in the county but the main interest of 

the Bluet inheritance was elsewhere, principally in the March. James 

is therefore the first cadet since Thomas of Wymondham whose estate 

did not have a strong Gloucestershire interest, but the rest of the 

estate was close by. All the cadets who founded long-lived junior 

branches had home county interests, ranging from Maurice: of Stoke 

Giffard and John of Beverstone who maintained a strong interest there 

despite their larger estates, to James whose lands there were important. 

but subordinate to his interests in the March. 

This remarkable loyalty to one county was undoubtedly partly due 

to the concentration of the main line. inheritance. The new lands which 

were granted to cadets were bought initially to suit the existing lands 

since they were all held by the lords for a greater or lesser time 

before being granted to the younger sons. But perhaps it was also 

part of a policy of "familial lordship", a determination'. to achieve 

and maintain Berkeley domination of the county, a functign. of the strong 

family ties noticed earlier. In 1400 Gloucestershire contained not only 

the honour and other lands of the main line, but also two manors of 

James,. seven manors of Maurice of Stoke Giffard II, and six manors and 

seven other tenements of John of Beverstone. If territorial domination 

of the county was the aim, then the Berkeleys had certainly achieved it 

by the end of the century. 
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Map 3: The ancient patrimony manors 
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Chapter 4: The Manor of Ham 

A large number of accounts from honour manors survive from this 

period but by far the best series is that for the combined manor of 

Ham-with-Appleridge. Almost fifty accounts cover the period 1286 to 

1389 and, although sparse for the early period to 1320, I; xecome Almost 

continuous from then on. The most significant gaps in the: series are 

from 1340 to 1346,1356 to 1361 and 1366 to 1374. In addition there 

are five rentals from 1285,1288, c. 1310,1323 and 1378, and two 

extents from 1285 and 1326 which provide essential background material 

to the detail of the accounts. Together they providea Fiery complete 

picture of the manor, its workings, and the changes that occurred over 

the century. 1 

Ham-with-Appleridge lay in the fertile Severn valley less than a 

mile from Berkeley Castle itself and, in fact, served as. the "home" 

manor for the Castle. It was a huge manor which included the hamlets 

of Bevington, Pedington, Clapton and Stone south of the Castle and those 

of Wanswell, Egeton, Halmore and Saniger north of it. 2 The present 

Appleridge Farm, lying more than two miles from the Castle,. is situated 

on the edge of'a ridge rising from the valley floor which may explain 

its apparent lesser value. 

Discussion of the manor and the statistics has been divided into 

several sections covering the cash income and cash expenses, the labour 

required and from where it was obtained, the livestock on the manor and 

its demesne lands. A conclusion will compare general trends with studies 

of other manors and estates. The data on which the discussion is based 

is presented in tabular form in Appendix III. 

1. Cash income (see Table 1): 

By far the most important source of cash income (and', indeed, of 

overall profit) from the manor was the rents of free tenants (Table 1: 2). 

These increased dramatically during the lordship of Thomas II who, as 
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Smyth tells us, greatly preferred an income from rents over one from 

demesne production. 3 In 1285 there were 62 tenants paying-rents of 

£14 9s 9d but-by 1323 there were 181 tenants paying £61 7s 6/d per 

annum. It is clear from the accounts, unfortunately sparse for the 

period, that although a few were created out of the demesne, and some 

from old broken-up customary tenements, most of the new rents were 

bought from their original landlords. For example, in 1309 Thomas 

bought two rents totalling 25s per annum from St. Bartholömew's Priory, 

Gloucester. 4 The tenants in this instance lived at Iron-Acton, near 

Bristol, but a particular effort seems to have been made to buy up a 

number of sub-tenancies within the manor. John de Egetori paid a rent 

of 12d per annum to the manor but, as well as his own demesne lands, 

he had tenants who paid rents totalling 18s l/d and these. rents were. 

purchased. Four other specific examples of this occur. Most of the 

increase in rents came from these new tenements but part' of it was the 

result of higher rents on old ones when the tenements changed hands. 

A good example of this is one which was originally held at-6d per 

annum but was then divided and leased to two new tenants .t 15s 8d 

per annum. Some rents, however, were unpaid for a greatex'or lesser 

period and although a few of these were clearly of vacant tenements 

awaiting new tenants, most were being paid instead to members of'the 

family or to servants as annuities, for example the 7s per annum paid 

to Thomas II's son John. 

The rent situation changed so rapidly during this early period 

that different rentals were used in almost every account bit after the 

death of Thomas II the changes were nowhere near as dramatic and the 

1323 rental (recording free rents of £61 7s 6'd per annum. ) was used 

until 1341 when a new one was made. Changes did occur, of course, but 

they were recorded in the accounts as "new rents" and "unpaid (decayed) 

rents". * In the course of the eighteen years, six tenements were trans- 
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ferred to new tenants but continued to pay the same rents; nine were 

transferred at rents increased by £5 7s 3/d per annum, and"ten at 

rents reduced by 30s ld per annum. Another five tenements were also 

transferred but their original rents are not recorded so it cannot be 

said whether they were increased or decreased, and another-. twelve with 

rents totalling 43s ld per annum were kept in the lord's: hands after 

they had reverted on the death of a tenant or having been, purchased by 

the lord from the tenant. Eleven of these were absorbed into the demesnes 

of Ham and an adjacent manor, and this is probably the reason behind 

two more unpaid rents of tenements exchanged with the lorch Two rents 

paid by religious institutions were relaxed in perpetuity, by the lord 

presumably as pious gestures. The rental of 1341 is not extant but 

the ensuing accounts show that it recorded free rents of £65 12s 24d 

and it was used until 1378. Despite the number of tenements reclaimed 

for the demesne, then, rents had risen by £4 4s 8314d since-1323, but this 

was a negligible increase compared to a similar eighteen-year period 

from 1299-to 1317 when they increased by £35 13s 1/d per annum. 

Between 1341 and 1348 the situation continued in much the same way 

with some tenements changing hands at-the same rents, some-at greater 

and some at lesser, some entirely new rents being acquired'and some 

old tenements taken into the demesne. In terms of cash income these 

changes balanced out with unpaid rents totalling only 3d per annum more 

than new, rents in 1348, but in June 1347 the sub-manor held 'by the 

Veel family came into Thomas III's hands when he married the Veel widow. 

This tenement usually paid a rent of 24s to the Berkeley lord but the 

sub-tenants paid rents of £4 3s 4d per annum and some of the Veel demesne 

was leased at £5 3s 2d per annum, a total rent of £9 6s 6d-per annum and' 

a net profit to Thomas of £8 2s 6d per annum. This temporary addition 

to the rent income of Ham tempered the effects of the Black Death which 
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inevitably caused an enormous dislocation. Between Michäelmas 1348 and 

Michaelmas 1350,56 free tenements (about a quarter of the. total in the 

1323 rental) became vacant, but some of these were Veel tenements and 

the vast majority did not remain vacant for long. Although few were 

taken on at increased rents, few had to be transferred at reduced rents 

either. ' By 1361, all but five of these had been leased again of which 

only four. were at reduced rents. Three of the five which remained 

vacant were taken into the demesne. Unpaid rents from these "plague" 

tenements reached a maximum of £8.3s Od in 1349-50 but had. been reduced 

to 28s 10d by 1361. Seventeen more tenements became vacant between 

1350 and 1356 of which only three were still vacant in 1361. 

In 1361-62 there were fourteen unpaid rents which had. accumulated 

since 1341 of which two were reduced rents from the pre-jlague period, 

four reduced rents and five vacant tenements from the plague period, 

arid one reduced rent and two vacant tenements from the period 1350-56. 

Normality had returned between 1356 and 1361 when nine more tenements 

became vacant and stopped paying rents of £3 10s Od per annum. This 

can be compared with the period 1341-47 when ten tenement s"stopped 

paying rents of £4 4s 4d per annum. Of the nine, three were soon leased 

again at their previous rents, two at reduced rents, and one was a 

dower payment to Thomas III's widow, leaving only three truly vacant. 

Another nineteen stopped paying rents between 1362 and 1378 and followed 

a similar trend. 

The Black Death also caused confusion among the new tenements and 

those paying increased rents. Of the fifteen such tenements created 

between 1341 and 1348, five were temporarily unpaid and six changed 

hands at the same rent between 1348 and 1352. Sixteen new-tenements 

and increased rents were created between 1349 and 1356 but it is imposs- 

ible to say how many had been transferred from old tenements and what, 
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if any, 'changes were made to the rents. The total of "new rents" rose 

gradually from the £12 4s 9d received in 1347-48 to £16 3s 5d in 1355- 

56 but, with the departure of the Veel sub-manor on the death of Thomas 

III'in 1361, they dropped to £8 Os Od in 1361-62 and to less than £7 

in 1365-66. Of the 31 "new rents" which had appeared in the accounts 

between 1341 and 1356, only 24 continued to be paid until-1378; of the 

16 created between 1356 and 1361, only 11 were paid until', 13ý8; and 

only three were created between 1361 and 1378. Here then-is the real 

adverse effect of the Black Death on the landlord. The drop in the 

number of potential tenants meant that fewer were willing. to pay increased 

rents and there was no incentive to create new holdings.. 

The new rental of 1378 shows that free rents then amounted to 

£59 17s Od per annum, only 30s 7d less than in 1323, but £5 15s 4d 

less than in 1341. In addition to this, however, anotherý£30 16s lld 

per annum was being paid by tenants holding customary tenements freely 

(a phenomenon which will be discussed under "Labour") and a total of 

over £90 per annum was being received in cash rents. Between 1378 and 

1389 no new tenements'or increased rents are recorded - a: logical con- 

clusion to the trend - and the unpaid rents are divided into three groups. 

Ten tenements had their rents of 40s per annum "allowed" because they 

had been enclosed into Whitecliffe Park. A second group of "gift" rents 

totalled £11 Os 4d per annum in 1388-89 and of the twelve. tenements 

concerned, eight were rewards for service and a ninth a cottage granted 

to a pauper without rent as a charitable gesture. These two groups, 

therefore, were nothing to do with the adverse conditions, resulting from 

the Black Death and subsequent plagues. Sixteen unpaid rents (from 

vacant tenements or reduced rents) appeared between 1378". and 1389 of 

which four were leased again at the same rent, one was taten into the 

demesne and eleven remained vacant which had owed rents of. £3 2s 8d. 

This was a substantial amount but negligible in view of the total rent. 
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Although the rents of free tenants were undoubtedly, the tost 

important source, rents were also received from various other sources, 

principally the customary tenants (Table 1: 3). At all times they paid 

some cash rent as well as works, but there were also some other regular 

payments of which the most profitable was aid ("auxilium'",, 'also called 

"geld"). This was charged at regular rates on all customary tenements - 

initially 10s 5d per annum on virgates, 5s 2/d on halfrvlrgates and 

2s 7zd on quarter-virgates, although by 1310 and for the. rest of the 

period it was reduced slightly to 10s ld, 5s O/d and 2s 61-4d per annum 

respectively. This was roughly half the cash rent each tenant paid if 

he did no works at all, but there was no regular rate for-the cotters 

whose payments varied between 4d and 10d per annum. Before 1300 changes 

among the customary tenements caused the amount of aid to fluctuate 

between x. 11 4s Od and £12 3s Od per annum, but from 1323-'it remained 

at £11 8s 10äd per annum until 1341, and from then until. '1378 at £10 

13s 84d per annum. The 1378 rental made adjustments concerning the 

tenements which were now held freely (and whose aid payments were included 

in their large cash rents mentioned above) and so the total dropped to 

only 39s 5'd per annum. 

Another regular but fluctuating payment from the villeins was for 

the pannage and herbage of their pigs, the payment (or the custom) being- 

called "grasenese". The rate of payment was laid out among the tenants' 

obligations and although the annual income varied it averaged 16s 7d per 

annum before 1348 and 9s 7d per annum afterwards when most-of the 

customary tenements were being held freely. From 1328 onwards (and 

occasionally before that date) a sum was received every year from the 

"sale" of bedreaps, a customary service of help at harvest due from the. 

smaller tenements and the children of villeins holding larger ones. 

This, again, varied enormously from year to year, but until 1348 brought 
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in an average 7s 9d per annum, between 1348 and 1363 an average 6s 2d 

per annum, and from 1363 to 1389 an average 6s lid per annum. This 

apparent rise in the-later period resulted from a rise in the rate of 

payment from 2d each bedreap to 3d, but the actual number. sold, which 

had averaged 47 a year until 1348, dropped from 37 a year between 1348 

and 1363. to 28 a year after 1363. After 1378 a new group of cash payments 

are recorded which were the contributions made by the vi^kleins towards 

the expenses of the famuli instead of doing their works,: and totalled 

around £4 per annum, varying with the number of tenements which were 

liable for payment. 

Another regular payment which it is convenient to include in this 

group although it was not paid exclusively by the villein tenants was 

that of-Peter! s Pence. This had clearly been "farmed out" to the 

Berkeley lords by the bishops of Worcester since they were', obliged to 

pay 40 shillings per annum to the bishops for the sums dine from the 

demesnes, their men and tenants .5 It was charged on the villeins at 3d 

per tenement regardless of their holdings, but there is: nd evidence of 

how it was charged on the free tenements. It did not become fossilised 

like the aid, probably because, unlike aid which was due. '. only from the 

relatively unchanging villein tenements, it was also due. from the free 

tenants, but brought in between 20s and 24s per annum until 1337 when 

the large sum of 6s 8d owed by the tenement of St. Augustine's Abbey 

was relaxed by Thomas III. From then on it varied between-12s and 18s 

per annum, but even so it was clearly a profitable venture. for the lord 

when around half their obligation to the bishop was received from one 

manor alone. 

Despite the decline in the number of real customary tenements after' 

1350, the cash received from this group increased over t. he'period because 

of the huge sums paid by the customary tenements held freely. Before 

1348 the average income was £20 or less but this rose to*almost £30 
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in the 1350's and to almost £40 by the 1380's. 

A special group of rents were the farms of various different parts 

of the demesne and the rents from the fisheries (Table*1: "4). Nothing 

is heard of the fisheries in the accounts until they begän. to be leased 

in 1325 since, when exploited directly by the lord, they 'were in the 

charge of a special officer called the Piscator de Berkeley who presented 

a separate account .6 The sum of 8d per annum was received between 1325 

and 1328 but in the 1330's this was not recorded. The rents become a 

regular item from 1343 and rose gradually, as more and more were leased, 

from 6s Od per annum in 1343-4 to 21s Od in 1355-6 and to 33s Od in 

1388-9. The watermill at Ham was leased in or before 1308. at £5 10s Od 

per annum, a rent which was increased temporarily to £6 6s"Od during 

the forfeiture, and which was reduced to £A Os Od after 1.378. The 

pasture rights in one field of the demesne were leased at 10s per annum 

from 1325, but the rent was included in the rental of 1341 and therefore 

does not appear as a separate item in the accounts from that date. The 

windmill at Berkeley was leased for one year during the forfeiture at 

20s Od per annum and from 1363 to 1366 at 26s 8d per annum. The rent 

appears to have been increased to 30s per annum during Thomas IV's 

minority, but was then without a tenant from 1374 to 1377 when it was 

leased again at 26s 8d per annum. Finally, and most significantly, 

leasing of the demesne was initiated during the minority: and from 1373 

the demesne lands at Appleridge were leased at £4 Os Od"per annum and 

parts of the Ham demesne at £5 6s 2d per annum in 1375-6r rising to 

£5 19s 4d per annum from 1383 as more was leased. Some, df"the meadow 

at Ham ha(, also been leased at 33s 3d in 1373-4 but this: wäs reclaimed 

when Thomas IV took over. 

-After these rents of different kinds, a second group of profits"-" 

the agricultural profits - were most important (Table 1: 5). These 
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included many and various different sources but some remained constant 

and appeared, more or less regularly throughout the period, the most 

important of which was the annual "sales" of pasture rights in the 

arable fields, some meadow and pastures, and herbage rights in various 

places, most probably to the manor's tenants although naives are never 

mentioned. The rights in the lord's arable land which lay in the 

common fields could not be sold every third year becausedtwas fallow 
1 

(and therefore everyone had the right) and although at times it is 

said that the rights in a particular field could not be sold because 

the land was sown, at others the rights to pasture around a sown crop 

were sold, presumably when not every square inch had been sown and as 

tethered grazing. Rarely was the winter pasture sold and even some of 

the su ner pasture was regularly set aside for the lord's stock. The 

sale of these rights was not organised systematically until 1308 but 

before 1300 it raised an average of 7s 10d per annum, compared to 

43s 9d per annum between 1302 and 1316. This dropped slightly to 

31s Od during the 1320s, and then rose to 46s 6d in the . 1330s and 

41s 10d in the 1340s. Income during the 1350s and 1260s'was affected by 

the reduction in the number of people 'willing to pay f6 the rights 

and declined to 32s Od and 30s 6d per annum, but after 1373 the rights 

in large areas of meadow and in the two parks attached tö. the manor 

were also sold and income rose dramatically to £10 17s. 0d. in the 1370s 

before dropping again to £5 9s Od in the 1380s when less of the meadow 

was made available. The rights of pasture on vacant tenements were 

also sold after 1323 and raised around 30s per annum in. the 1320s and 

1330s. This dropped to around 15s per annum in the 1340s when fewer 

tenements were vacant, but rose again to over 50s per annum in the 

1350s when a large number became available because of the.. Black Death. 

This income therefore set off the loss of rent from the tenements and 
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the drop from the "demesne" pasture, but in the 1360s it dropped again 

to only 7s per annum before rising again to around 50s per annum after 

1373. The rise in income from the sale of both groups of'rights after 

1373 can partly be attributed to the decline in the number of oxen 

required to plough the reduced demesne acreage. This meant that a 

greater amount of pasture was available for sale. 

The sale of corn and stock was another regular fettüre but this 

varied widely between periods. Large quantities of corn were sold in 

the late 1290s to raise the cash needed to pay subsidies, dnd income 

averaged £33 10s Od per annum before 1300, but far less was sold 

between 1302 and 1317 when the income dropped to only £3'Os Od per 

annum. During the forfeiture, with no household to maintain, large 

quantities were again sold at an average £50 Os Od per annum, before 

dropping again to £23 Os Od in the 1330s. Lower and lower sums were 

received from then until the 1370s, being reduced to only'24s 3d per 

annum in the 1360s, but rose again to £7 9s 6d per annum. 'in the 1370s 

and £4 18s Od in the 1380s. The sale of stock also follows well- 

defined trends, being low before 1317 at averages of. 21st8d per annum 

before 1300 and only 8s 9d per annum between 1302 and 1317, before 

rising to 58s 2d in the 1320s because of the forfeiture and L4 11s 7d 

per annum in the 1330s. Income then remained low at around 30s Od 

per annum in the 1340s and 1350s before rising to £7 9s-6d in the 

1360s because Maurice IV reduced the number of oxen on the demesne. 

It remained at over £7 Os Od per annum after 1373 because 'of an apparent. 

change in policy whereby most of the stock was sold instead of being 

sent to the household, a change which will be discussed later. 

After the establishment of the dairy herd in 1332 the sale of 

milk was an important source of income bringing in an average £6 5s Od 

in the 1330s, £8 6s Od in the 1340s (when the herd was at full strength 
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and prices were high), and between £6 5s Od and £7 10s 0d'after 1350. 

From 1361 the payment of tithe on the income was taken off at source 

which accounts for the apparent drop, and from 1379 the 'income was 

standardised at £7 10s Od per annum despite the lower amounts actually 

received by the reeve. There were many other, smaller, "sources of 

profit. The sale of hides and carcases, which brought than average 

37s 2d per annum before 1300 and As Od per annum in tht 1320s, 

became far less significant after 1332 bringing in around-3s Od per 

annum in the 1330s and 1340s and less than 2s Od per annum after 1350. 

The sale of rents in kind, of bark, branches and other residue timber 

when trees were felled, of the old deer-hays from the park when- they 

were replaced, and stubble, underwood, thorns and briars (for fuel) 

and pea and bean straw, osiers and hay (for stock-feed) brought in an 

occasional income which was sometimes especially significant. It was 

very high in the 1360s because of the sale of timber and brought in 

an average £8 13s Od per annum compared to sums usually-less than 

25s Od per annum. 

The third major group of profits can be termed seigneurial profits 

- those from the courts, fines of the tenants, and the income from the 

sale of wardships (Table 1: 6). Until the 1340s the income from the 

courts and fines was presented separately and that from fines was 

clearly the most important. It averaged £8 Os Od per annum before 1300, 

£19 Os Od per annum between 1302 and 1317, £9 10s Od in, the 1320s and 

£9 5s Od per annum in the 1330s, compared to 55s Od, £7'. Os Od, 22s 8d 

and 49s Od per annum from the courts over the same peridds. The figures 

were combined between 1346 and 1348 and from 1352 onwards, reappearing 

separately during the Black Death period because of the large sums 

received in fines with large numbers of tenements changing hands. 

Because of this the combined average for the 1340s was 417 10s Od per 
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annum, but this dropped to around £8 Os Od per annum in 
, the next two 

decades and in the 1380s. It is slightly higher in the '1370s at 

£13.6s Od per annum because of the extraordinary sum of 153 9s'Od 

received in 1373-4. This must be associated somehow with the ending 

of Thomas IV's minority in that year, probably that supplements to 

fines agreed during, the minority were charged as had occurred in 1326-7 

after the forfeiture. r1 

The income from wardships was, by its very nature',. irregular both 

in amount from each tenement and the length of time each heir remained 

a minor. Average incomes were low = between 3s Od and 24s Od per annum 

- until the 1340s when it rose to 58s Od per annum, initially because 

of two tenements whose custody brought in 44s Od per annum, and later 

because. of minorities caused by the Black Death, which also ensured 

that the average for the 1350s remained high at 46s Od per annum. In 

the 1360s, however, income dropped to the more normal'äi rage of 10s Od 

per annum, and was virtually nothing during the 1370s before increasing 

again to 47s 6d per annum during the 1380s because of the: long minority 

of the heir to a large tenement. Since the proper rents for the 

tenements do not appear in the section of unpaid rents, these sums 

were entirely extra income, over and above the rent roll.. 

The two significant dates for gross cash income are'1350 (the 

Black Death) which saw the rent income start to rise from-the customary 

tenements, and 1373 (the end of the minority of Thomas TV) when a large 

part of the demesne eras leased raising rent income even. higher and 

making available more pasture rights to be sold, but reducing the 

quantity of corn available for sale. Before 1350 rents provided 59% 

of the gross cash income, agricultural profits 27% and seigneurial profits 

14%, while after 1350 the proportions were 75%, 18% and'7%. 
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2. Cash expenses (Table 2): 

The cash expenses of the manor were more"irregular'"than the 

cash income in that some quite significant expenses were riot incurred 

every year, but one of the regular expenses was the repair and mainten- 

ance of the ploughs, waggons and carts, which included the costs of 

the harness and shoeing of the horses (Table 2). The most noticeable 

trend in this was the great increase in costs after 1359' . . 
Before this 

date annual expenditure had averaged between 37s 3d and 56s 6d before 

1329, and between £3 10s Od and £3 18s 2d in the 1330s and 1340s, but 

in the 1350s it leapt to £6 4s Od (Table 2: 1). This can; be attributed 

partly to a seventh plough added to the manor and partly. to a lack of 

skilled labour after the plague as wheels, which had usually been made 

on the manor before 1350, were now bought. In the 1360s'. this dropped 

to £5 10s Od per annum as the seventh plough was abandoned, and to 

£3 12s id and £2 17s 6d per annum in the 1370s and 1380s. when there 

were only four on the manor and fewer waggons and carts.. 

The purchase of corn for seed becomes a regular feature after 

1322 but before that date occurred in only four of the ten accounts 

and a maximum spent in one year of 16s 6d. The situation changed 

dramatically during the forfeiture when an average of over £5 Os Od 

per annum was spent, and rose again to an average of £6""10s Od between 

1326 and 1350. Over the next four years, however, an extraordinary 

£35 Os Od per annum was spent which seems to be linked to a sharp 

decline in the amount grown on the manor, but normality returned when 

only 59s 6d was spent in 1355-56 and an average of 56s Od per annum in 

the 1360s. In the first two years of Thomas IV's majority it rose 

again to £8 Os Od per annum as the manor was restocked. and then 

dropped to only 9s Od per annum until 1389, which was a"reflection of 

the reduction of the demesne and the general running-down. of demesne 

production. 
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The purchase of stock is far more regular in the early years, 

appearing in eight of the ten accounts and averaging 38s"4d per annum 

because of the close connection between the manor and the household 

(Tables 2: 2 and 2: 3). During the forfeiture, with no household to 

support, the average dropped to 20s 9d per annum but this was entirely 

investment in the manor and it is surprising, therefore,. that it was 

felt necessary to spend £22 10s Od in the first year of 'homas III's 

lordship. This was an extraordinary sum which was not repeated until 

the manor was entirely re-stocked at a cost of nearly £57 Os Od after 

the minority of Thomas IV in 1373-4. Expenditure remained comparatively 

high, however, until 1349 at an average of £6 10s Od per annum, but 

then dropped dramatically to 23s Od in the 1350s and 30s: Od in the 

1360s. Once the manor was re-stocked in 1373-4, expenditure remained 

comparatively high in the 1370s at £4 12s Od per annum, but then 

dropped to 28s 6d per annum during the 1380s. 

Another regular expense was the maintenance of the-buildings of 

the manor and occasionally the construction of new ones,. which inc- 

luded the purchase of materials (tiles, lime, etc., ) and the wages 

of the skilled craftsmen (tilers, masons, carpenters) and the labourers 

who assisted them (Tables 2 and 2: 1). There is a general trend of 

rising maintenance costs from an average of 9s Od per annum before 

1317 and 8s 6d per annum during the forfeiture, to 23s 4d; per annum 

1326-56 and 37s 4d per annum in the 1360s, before they drop to 21s 6d 

per annum after 1373. This last figure, although similar to that of 

1326-56, represents the higher costs of fewer buildings after the 

reduction of the demesne. Except for the expenditure of'-i3 7s 8d on 

a new cattleshed and grange at Appleridge in 1297-8, the"construction 

of new buildings was limited to the lordship of Thomas I. 11. A new 

cattleshed was built in 1332-3 at a cost of £8 Os 8d, new'stables in 

1333-34 at 27s 6d (although construction probably continued into the 
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next year at more cost), a new cartshed in 1337-8 at £8 1'3$ 9d, 
.a 

new 

house for the famuli in 1349-50 at £10 Os 13d, and, in a. substantial 

burst of activity between 1352 and, 1356, a new dairy, cat'tleshed and 

house and bakery for the famuli at a total cost of £21 6s 6d. 

Labour costs were, inevitably, a consistent and important drain on 

the cash income, both for the famuli and for events in the agricultural 

year such as hay-making and harvest (Tables 2: 4 and 2: 5), ' The general 

trends are governed by two factors - the use made of the villein oblig- 

ations and the area of demesne land in cultivation. The: famuli will be 

dealt with in greater detail later but the cash expense to the manor 

shows definite trends. Until 1317 the tenants did much of the work 

and the famuli cost only an average 30s 2d per annum, but; from 1322 to 

1329 most of the famuli were maintained by the villeins and costs dropped 

to only 13s 6d'per annum, and between 1332 and 1336 all the famuli were 

so maintained at no cost at all to the-lord. From then on, however, 

more members of the famuli came to be at the lord's expense and costs 

rose to 44s 6d per annum in the 1340s and to £3 4s 6d per. annum in the 

1350s, before dropping slightly to 57s 9d per annum in the 1360s. Costs 

rose from 14s 4d in 1373-4 to £4 9s 5d in 1376-77 while the famuli was 

re-established after the minority, but from 1378 all the Oxpenses were 

born by the lord and they averaged £6 9s 6d per annum from then until 

1389 (although an average £3 5s 6d per annum was received from the 

villeins towards covering this). ": 

Threshing and winnowing, hoeing, harvest and hay-making were 

performed partly by casual labour paid on a per diem or per acre basis. 

Costs vary widely from year to year but, taking this into; account, some 

trends can be seen. Until 1317 the average cost of threshing and winnow- 

ing was 54s 4d per annum but this dropped to 27s Od per annum during the 

forfeiture (when much was done by villein labour), and rose again to 

58s 4d per annum between 1326 and 1356, and to £3 8s 2d in. the 1360s' 
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(as wages rose and less was done by the villeins), before dropping again 

to 42s Od per, annum after 1373 (because there was less corn). Hoeing 

was done principally by the villeins before 1326 and costs averaged 

only 3s-6d per annum, but far greater sums were spent thereafter, 

averaging 20s 10d per annum until 1356 and 28s 9d per annum in the 

1360s, before dropping to 8s 2d per annum after. 1373 when the demesne 

was-smaller and the famuli did much of it. Rising costs are seen again 

with the harvest operation, the expenses of which averaged 30s 3d per 

annum before 1317,43s Od per annum during the forfeiture and £3 lls 5d 

per annum between 1326 and 1348, but the most important factor here 

was the Black Death. In 1348-49, £9 18s 6d had to be spent to replace 

the usual villein labour, and costs averaged £6 15s Od per annum from 

1348 to 1356, rising to £8 10s Od in the 1360s, before dropping to 

£5 Os Od after 1373. Hay-making also relied heavily on villein labour 

and an average of only 14d per annum was spent before 131.7, rising to 

12s 6d per annum during the forfeiture and 13s 10d between 1326 and 1348, 

before a sharp increase to £3 Os 12d per annum between 1348 and 1362, 

and to £5 15s Od between 1362 and 1366 (as wages rose and less was 

done by the villeins). After 1373 a large proportion of *the meadow 

was leased every year and costs dropped again to £3 18s 9d per annum. 

There was also a group of miscellaneous labour costs, some of 

which appeared almost regularly (such as ditch-clearing and planting 

beans by hand) and some only occasionally (such as repairing the sea- 

walls). These of course varied widely from year to year-but generally 

averaged between 20s and 40s per annum. Most of the particularly high 

annual costs can be attributed to specific tasks performed I only occasion-, 

ally. For example, the repair of sea-walls accounted for 03 2s ld of 

the £3 15s 8d spent in 1346-7 and for £5 12s 2d of the £8 4s ld spent 

in 1350-51. Much the same situation can be seen with the group of 

miscellaneous purchases (Table 2), of which some occur frequently 
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(such as spades, forks, saddles and grain-sacks) and some'far less 

frequently (such as extra forage, straw and hay). Between"1326 and 

1356 these purchases averaged over 50s Od per annum but at other times 

less than 12s 3d per annum and, again, particularly high expenditure in 

any one year can be attributed to unusual and rare purchases. For 

example, all but 18d of the £15 9s 7d spent in 1347-8 went: to buy extra 

hay, and the purchase of straw accounted for £4 16s 7d of, 'the £5 5s 5d 
w rM 

spent in 1361-2. 

The expenses of certain elements of the manor are separated from 

the general running costs when they become large enough to warrant it 

(Table 2: 6) and this was done for the sheep (kept briefly at Ham it 1328-9 

at a cost of 6s 4d) and for the park between 1354 and 1356 (when a total 

of £17 5s 5d was spent), although in 1347-8 the making of palisades for 

the park at a cost of 52s 4d had been included in the general expenses. 

The running costs of the mill at Berkeley and the dairy,. ' however, 

appear for longer periods. The mill was part of the demesne from 1335 

to 1356 (and probably until 1362 when it was leased again) and costs 

averaged 31s 6d per annum. However, substantial repairs to the structure 

were made in 1349-51 when over £6 Os Od was spent in each year and 

without these figures the running costs were only 5s 8d per annum. The 

dairy appeared (with the establishment of the dairy herd) in 1332 and 

its costs occur until 1347 averaging 4s 9d per annum. The tithe on 

the milk produced was paid separately and went on until 1354 at an 

average of 13s 5d per annum, but milk continued to be sold. from the 

manor until the end of the period and after 1354 the titYe was taken 

from the sales figures. In 1348 the dairy was said to be at farm but 

no rent is apparent and possibly it was. taken over at a rent of a 

certain sum per cow agreed with the reeve which was entered into the 

accounts as sales. 

..,. ý 
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the cash profit of the m nor is easily calculated by deducting 

the cash expenses from the gross cash income. The average gross cash 

income was £91 per annum before 1300 and £97 per annum bettaeen 1302 

and 1? 17, rising to £133 in the 1330s, £139 in the 1340s, and £133 in 

the 1350s, and to £145 in the 1360s and to £166 and Z152-in the 1370s 

and 1380s, rises caused principally by the increase in rents. During 

the 1320s, however, when everything possible was convgrt d, into cash 

during the forfeiture, it had been £151 per annum. The'cash expenses 

varied more widely from £17 per annum before 1300 (associated partic- 

ularly with the household link) to £9 between 1302 and 1317, rising to 

£22 in the 1320s, £30 in the 1330s, £47. in the 1340s and'£67 in the 

1350s, ti fore dropping again to £37 in the 1360s, £39 in: the 1370s 

and £ý' in the 1380s. The net cash income therefore averaged £74 per 

annum lx-, f ore 1300 and £88 per annum between 1302 and 1.317-(when income 

rose slightly but expenses dropped dramatically); £129 per annum in 

the 1320s because of the forfeiture and then gradually declined to £104 

per anr. um in'the 1330s, £92 in the 1340s and £66 in the 1350s as expenses 

rose f, inter than income. From 1361, however, net income rose again to 

£108 in the 1360s (when expenses were cut drastically) and to £127 and 

£128 in the 1370s and 1380s as the rent income, requiring little cash 

expenditure, became even more important in the gross income and demesne 

production was reduced. 

3. Labour: 

Labour was obtained from three sources - the customary tenants, 

the f rnuli and casual labour hired for specific tasks at piece-work rates. 

i) The villein tenants: 

The villeins paid their rents partly in cash and partly in works 

(Table 3: 1). Theoretically, each tenant owed a certain amount of 

cash rent payable in equal portions at four quarterly terms and appro- 

priate deductions were made according to how many quarters he paid in 
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works. For instance, a virgator owed 20s Od per annum in. -cash, but if 

he worked for three quarters he paid only 5s Od. The potential cash 

rents were recorded in the income account and the "allowances" made 

for works done among the expenses. 

Between 1285 and 1323 there were wholesale changes-among the 

customary tenements reducing their number but standardising them. The 

number of virgates was reduced from fourteen to thirteen'but the four- 

teenth restored again in 1323 and they owed 20s per annum. In contrast, 

the number of half-virgates was reduced from seventeen tb, twelve all of 

which owed 10s per annum since those that had owed less had been phased 

out. Most of these odd ones had been converted into free tenemnts but 

some may have become quarter-virgates which increased from six to eight 

and owed 5s per annum. In 1285 there were seven cotters who owed rents 

of between 12d and 5s but by 1323 there were only four, -two owing 18d 

and two 2s. The overall result of these changes was to reduce the 

total potential rent from £24 3s 8d in 1286-7 to £22 7s Od. in 1323. 

Minor changes were again made in 1333 when one of the virgates was 

appropriated by the lord after the death of the tenant and one of the 

half-virgates became a free tenement, reducing the potential rent again 

to £20 17s Od per annum. 

Until 1350 a high proportion of the available works Were used and 

little cash rent paid (Table 3: 1). The amount of rent to be "allowed" 

was calculated on a termly basis with different tenants and different 

numbers of tenants fulfilling their service obligations in-each term. 

Some were-employed all year round in specific jobs - principally the 

reeve (allowed 10s per annum even if he was a virga. tor), -the beadle 

(allowed 5s per annum) and, in the early period, the "piscator", the 

officer. in charge of the fisheries. (allowed 18d per annum) - but 

because of the difference in demand between the quarters-( the Michaelmas 

,ý 
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term was always the-busiest) and the habit of some virgatörs of only 

working half their quarterly rent, it cannot be said how thany of the 

tenants actually paid all their rent in works. An idea ot: the overall 

use of the available works can be gained, however, by comparing the 

potential cash rent with the amount allowed. Before 1317,76% of the 

rent was paid in works and this rose to 83% between 1325 and 1348, but 

from then on it declined rapidly to 56% in 1348-49,37% between 1352 

and 1356,32% in 1361-2,22% between 1363 and 1366,19% between 1373 

and 1384 and to 18% after 1384. 

The immediate cause of the dramatic decline in 1348 was, of 

course, the Black Death, but the continuing decline was the result of 

a wholesale (and, in effect, permanent) commutation of works which was 

presumably a long-term effect of the plague. The commutations occurred 

in. three major bursts in 1350-52,1362 and 1373, influenced no doubt 

by outbreaks of plague in those years. The tenements affected were 

"held freely" at a fixed cash rent which in all cases was at least the 

equivalent of the customary rent and aid combined and in. -most cases was 

more. By 1378 all the virgates had been converted (four paying the 

minimum 30s per annum and nine 40s per annum), five of the eleven half- 

virgates (one at the minimum 15s per annum, two at 18s and-two at 20s), 

and four of the eight quarter-virgates (three. at 10s and lone at 13s 4d). 

These tenements then paid X30 16s 11d per annum compared to their old 

potential rent and aid of around £21 15s Od. The other six half-virgates, 

four quarter-virgates and five cotters -remained in villeinage and owed 

a potential rent of £4 8s 6d and aid of 39s 6d per annum. ' From 1350, 

therefore, fewer works were really available as these tenements were 

converted, but it is difficult to know exactly when each tenement was 

converted because only when they paid more than the old", rent and aid 

was their conversion recorded in the accounts. However if the rents 

owed by those tenements known to have been commuted are. taken from the 
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total potential rent of £20 17s Od as it was in 1350 thus-leaving a 

figure representing the maximum available works, comparison with the 

"allowances" shows a very different picture to that mentioned earlier 

(Table 3: 2). Between 1352 and 1356,70% of the available. works were 

used, this proportion apparently falling to 60% in the 1360s and to 

54% between 1373 and 1378 but this is misleading because of the tenements 

which had, in fact, been commuted (probably in 1362 and 1373) but are 

unavoidably included in the total available. The first accurate pro- 

portion occurs in 1378-9 when, because of the new rental, "' the full 

situation is shown in the accounts for the first time and 89% of the 

works were used, a proportion which is probably as applicable to the 

previous 28 years. 

Over the whole period, then, there is a clear trend of the lords 

abandoning the services of their customary tenants, but ä distinction 

must be made between the two phases. The first one, occurring mostly 

before 1323, saw a gradual and occasional conversion of tenements which 

became completely free and were never thereafter considered as customary, 

usually being broken up before being granted to free tenants as free 

tenements. The second phase, occurring after 1350, was really a whole- 

sale commutation of works and the tenements concerned, although "held 

freely" at a fixed cash rent, were still considered as customary tenements. 

This distinction was preserved when the rental of 1378 wa's"made and the 

commuted tenements appeared with the other customary tenements at the 

end, instead of with the free tenements, and in the accounts when the 

sums paid by them as rents were recorded in a separate section headed 

"Commutation of Works" and not among the free rents. 

Of what did the villeins' services consist? Light. is thrown on 

this question by the first three accounts from the forfeiture which 

changed the system of recording the works and reveal them in far more 

detail. Only the potential cash rents of the cotters and the first three 
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terms of the quarter-virgates are included among the rents, and there 

is no section of "allowances". Instead they give. detailed accounts of 

the number and use made of the works due from the thirteen-(increased 

to fourteen) virgators, twelve half-virgators and some of those due 

from the quarter-virgators (representing a quarter of the-total). 

There were two types of services - plough-works and manudl: works. 

Plough-works were due all year round (except for the three-weeks of 

Christmas, Easter and Pentecost) at a rate of two per week-. from each 

virgate and one from each half-virgate and were valued at 2'd each. 

This means that they alone were worth more than the total potential 

cash rent - 20s 5d per annum from the virgators compared'to the rent 

of 20s. The manual works were divided into winter, sumKner"and harvest- 

works. Winter-works were due for nine months between Michaelmas and 

21 June-(38 weeks although the three holy weeks were again-excepted) 

and both virgators and half-virgators owed four per week; but they 

were valued at only O'-2d each or 5s 10d per annum from each tenant. 

Summer-works were due for five weeks between 21 June and. -1 August, 

the virgators owing eight per week and the half-virgators four per 

week, with extra added for the odd days. The half-virgators' works 

were valued at Id each, the virgators' initially at O/d but 04d in the 

two later years when there was also a rise in the extras : required for 

the odd days from two to four for the virgators and from'one to two 

for the half-virgators. The quarter-virgators also owed-this service 

at a. rate of three per week (and two for the odd days in, 1324-5) which 

were valued at ld each. The harvest-works were due for. eight weeks and 

two days from 1 August to Michaelmas at the same rate as-the summer- 

works but valued higher at l/d each. 

The-total numbers due and the use made of them is shown in Table 

3: 11 and several conclusions emerge from the details. The'different 

manual works were used in tasks appropriate for their season and thus. 
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winter-works were used in threshing, hedging and ditching and closing 

the deer-hays; summer-works in threshing and hay-making;, and harvest- 

works principally in reaping corn. Plough-works, which went on all 

year round, were used in carting and reaping as well as ploughing. 

The difference in the amount of labour expected for a work of each 

type is reflected in the different values given to them 4nd in their 

use. For example, reaping two acres of corn represented,. three plough- 

works (7%d) or six harvest-works (9d). The most striking point about 

the values given to the works is that those due from a virgate had a 

total value of 37s Od per annum compared to their normal. potential cash 

rent of 20s, with a similar discrepancy occurring with the'half-virgates. 

Although the quarter-virgates had three-quarters of their works "allowed" 

in the usual way, unused works from the others were "sold" at these 

values and therefore brought in far more than was normal. The change 

from the generalised quarterly assessment under the Berkeley lords to 

this extremely detailed assessment was clearly profitable and indicates 

the ruthless efficiency of the new administration. This is also seen 

in the way details are tightened up with extra impositions being made 

and the number of feast-days (for which allowances were made) being changed. 

This new super-efficient system, however, lasted only for three years 

and the cold system was restored in 1325-6. Since the services were 

valued at almost twice as much as the normal potential rent it must be 

assumed. that the tenants' burdens were increased significantly, even if 

not quite to the same degree, and what was good for the lords was bad. 

for the villeins. This would obviously have been highly unpopular and 

the resentment (possibly expressed in damage done to the. manor's stock, 

implements, etc., 'although there is no evidence of this).. appears to have 

forced the royal keepers to abandon the new system. 

One clement apparently introduced by the royal administration, 
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however, was continued and expanded after 1326. This was an unusual and 

specific use made of the villeins' service obligations. Instead of pay- 

ing rent in cash or works, some of them maintained memberr"of the famuli 

exchanging their own labour for that of a permanent labourer. Although 

a carter had been maintained in this way for half a year in 1316-17, we 

cannot be sure how far the system had been established before 1322 because 

of the lack of accounts between those years. No detaifs pf the mainten- 

ance required exist, but each tenant presumably provided his man's 

stipend and food. During the forfeiture only eleven of the twelve plough- 

men were maintained but there was no difference made between the two 

types - each was accountable to one half-virgate - despite the difference 

in their stipends. In 1322-23 the holder maintained by the lord cost 

him 40s - 5s for his stipend and 35s for his corn livery (although corn 

prices in this year were very high and in 1326-7 the corn-was worth only 

17s 6d) - and this can be compared with the 10s rent (or services worth 

22s 10d) owed by the half-virgators who maintained-the other five. 

It must, generally speaking, have been an attractive proposition to the 

tenants or the practice would not have continued so long., The number 

of famuli maintained rose to a maximum of seventeen in. 1335-6 before 

dropping to six immediately after the confusion of the Back Death and 

settling at eight between 1354 and 1368. The same standard of one man 

to one half-virgate, or the equivalent (for example, in 1333-4 one virgator 

maintained two men) continued to be applied. The importance of mainten- 

ance in the fulfillment of the services performed increased from 1352 

onwards from 45% to 60'% in 1361-2 and from 1362 to the end of the period 

all-the tenants who performed services did so either as reeve and beadle 

or by maintenance. For example, in 1376-77, works of 80s-were allowed 

of which'l0s was allowed to the reeve, 5s to the beadle and 65s to-the 

five half-virgates and three quarter-vircates maintaining. famuli. 
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In the last eleven years of the period (1378-89) tbe"system 

appears to change. The cotters continued to pay their 8s 9d per 

annum in cash, but the other tenants (except for those, acting as 

reeve and beadle) had their rents "allowed" for "rendering: liveries 

to the famuli" instead of for "maintaining the famuli"'. The change is 

not merely semantic since the new liveries are recorded in the income 

and corn accounts. It appears that, instead of boarding . their member 

of the famuli in their own homes (or however it had been. "arranged 

previously), the tenants now contributed fixed quantities of corn 

and. sums of money to the lord who, theoretically, was maintaining all 

the Famuli himself. The sums of money consisted of 9s 2d from each 

half-virgate representing 7s for the stipend, 2s for the pottage 

2d for gloves for one member of the famuli (compared to their allowed 

rent of 10s) and half these amounts from each of the quarter-virgates. 

Täking into account the corn liveries, the tenants still: appear to 

be incurring a greater cost than their potential cash rent but not, 

possibly, more than they would have had to pay to hold their tenements 

freely. Another quarter-virgate was converted in 1384. 

ii) The famuli; 

Numerically, the most important members of the famiili were the 

ploughmen. There were two types, the holders (tenatores)- and the drivers 

(fugatores), and each plough required one of each to work it. Howover, 

in the early period when the customary tenants were doing much of the 

work, there were not always matched pairs. The holders were evidently 

cons. iderod the more skilled of the two because before 1348, they received 

the higher stipend of 5s and were probably responsible for. steering the 

plough, while the drivers ensured that the oxen kept moving in a straight 

line and received lower stipends of 3s 6d and 4s. Both had the*Same 

allowance of corn -4 quarters 2k bushels per annum (or a quarter per 
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12 weeks) which was half wheat and half beans and stayed : the same 

throughout the period except for 1316-7 and 1322-4 when it was slightly 

less. Before 1317 there were between two and four ploughmen in the 

famuli, but this rose to twelve between 1322 and 1351 and fourteen 

between 1352 and 1356, as the majority were maintained by. villeins. 

Maurice IV abandoned the seventh team and there were twelve once again 

in the 1360s, and from 1377 there were eight, once Thomas' IV's admini- 

stration had settled down and the numbers risen from six*and seven. 

Before 1299 there were between two and four carters., but from 

1300 to 1366 there were usually two (although this was reduced to one 

during the forfeiture and rose to four in the 1340s). From 1373 there 

was usually only one. The fluctuations can be associated with certain 

occasional activities such as building work at the Castle which led 

to the two extra men being taken on between 1343 and 1348:. Another 

feature is that extra men were often taken on during the summer to 

cope with the hay-making and harvest, and to do what could not be done 

during the winter because of the dreadful state of the roads. Their 

stipend was generally the same as the higher-skilled of the ploughmen 

and they had the same corn allowance. 

The large number of cattle on the manor required three more 

specialised members of the famuli. A bullock-keeper was required 

before 1317 and from 1335 to 1361, but within these periods the job 

was occasionally done by a villein as in 1286-7,1299-130 
. 
and 1346-51. 

When actually employed by the lord (in contrast to being maintained by 

a villein) between 1293 and 1299 and between 1354 and 1356, his stipend 

was 3s 6d, but his corn allowance was reduced from 4 euar. ters 2/ bushels 

in the earlier period to 3 quarters 5/ bushels (or a quarter per 14 weeks) 

in the later one. He is clearly distinguished from the cowman (vaccarius) 

who appears with the establishment of the dairy herd in 1333 and remains 
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a member of the famuli until 1389. His stipend was around 4s and his 

corn allowance 3 quarters 5/ bushels until 1348 when it was increased 

to 4 quarters 2/ bushels. The dairy herd also required ä. dairymaid 

(who made the cheeses) and she had a stipend of 5s and a: corn allowance 

of 4 quarters 2/ bushels. Finally there was a hayward, 'employed part- h ýr+ 

time from 1343 to 1353, and full-time from 1353 to 1363 änd, again from 

1376 onwards when he had the same stipend and corn allowance as the 

ploughmen and carters. 

These were the real agricultural labourers but, in. addition, 

there were parkers to look after the two parks attached to the manor. 

There was one employed from 1343 to 1356 and two from 1361 onwards who 

received a stipend of 5s and the usual corn allowance. 

Two particular trends among the famuli can be emphäsised. The 

first is the rapid rise in their total number from around four or 

five between 1298 and 1317 to thirteen during the forfeiture and to 

around seventeen (and sometimes more) between 1326 and 1366, before it 

fell to around fourteen again after 1373. These changes were the 

result of the changing participation of the villeins (who did much of 

the work before 1317, but then maintained famuli instead) and the 

later addition of the dairymaid, cowman, hayward and parkers. Maurice 

IV reduced the, ploughmen from fourteen to twelve and gave up the bullock- 

keeper and hayward but increased the number of parkers'tö two, while 

under Thomas IV the reduced demesne required fewer ploughmen and carters 

and so the total numbers fell. 

The second point is the effect of the Black Death on the stipends. 

The difference between what the various members were actually paid and 

what was allowed by the auditors is shown in Table 3: 5 and'it is 

immediately obvious that they increased dramatically among all the 

professions except the carters in 1348-9 and in most cases 'remained 
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higher than they had been before 1348 for several years and then 

increased until all of them were receiving 7s per annum from 1376 

onwards. The auditors at first reduced them to their pre-plague 

levels but gradually conceded higher sums until acquiescing in the 

need to pay 7s per annum. In the years immediately after the plague, 

then, the effects of the rising wages were not felt by the-lord and 

the reeve was considerably out of pocket, but by the mid'=1370s the 

lords eventually had to bear the increased costs themselves. This 

was exacerbated by the fewer numbers being maintained as; villein 

tenements were commuted, but relieved to a certain extent by the 

reduction of numbers as the demesne was leased. 

iii) Casual labour; 

Extra labour was hired when required at especially, busy times 

in the agricultural year - hay-making, harvest and hoeing - and for 

threshing and winnowing which went on all year round. 'T1je. cost to 

the manor of this casual labour has already been discussed, but there 

are other points to be made about the wages and quantity-of labour 

hired for each task. As with the stipends of the famuli,, 'the auditors 

were busy adjusting wages after the Black Death and, although the 

actual sums paid are not always legible, the same trends can be seen. 

Corn was stored in the barns in the ear and taken out to be 

threshed and winnowed when required. The work was paid at different 

rates for wheat, beans and oats, partly because some were easier to 

thresh. and partly because it was paid by the quarter which-was a measure 

of volume and not of weight (Table 3: 6). Wheat was paid at just under 

2d per quarter (16d per 9 quarters) until 1317 and then at"2d per 

quarter from 1322 to 1349, rising to 4d per quarter from-then until 

1353 and to 5'd in 1354-5 before dropping to 3d in 1355-6.. Although 

6d per quarter was paid in 1363-4 (after another outbreak of plague), 

the rate stayed at 3d per quarter until 1389. Beans were paid at 
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1zd per quarter until 1349 and then rose to 3d until 1355 before 

dropping to 2Zd after 1373. Although half gras done at 6d per quarter 

in 1362-3, other figures from the 1360s are not legible.. Oats were 

threshed at 04d until 1309 and then at ld per quarter until 1348, 

rising to 2d and 2/d per quarter after the plague and stäbilished at 

2d from 1354. Corn threshed by hired labour was also winnowed at the 

same time (except that, after 1333, the dairymaid was responsible for 

half) and wheat and beans were paid at ld per 4 quarters and oats at 

ld per 8 quarters until 1348. After this no difference was made 

between them and all three crops were winnowed at ld per, -4 quarters 

in 1352-3 and at ld per 3 quarters from 1354 onwards. The proportion 

of the crop which was threshed and winnowed by hired labour shows very 

little consistency, varying between none and 98% on occasions, but 

generally there was a decline between the period 1293-1303'and the 

period 1308-17, before it rose again slightly during the forfeiture 

and dramatically so from then on as less customary works were available 

because so many villeins were initially maintaining famul"i'and later 

holding commuted tenements. 

Hoeing was a labour-intensive task which had to be done throughout 

the summer but required little extra labour before 1326 (Table 3: 7). 

From 1286 to 1317 an average 111 days' work per annum was hired at, 

0%d per day, but between 1326 and 1340 this was doubled to 223 days 

per annum. In 1332-3 the labourers were hired at two rates - 04d per 

day for doing the work with hoes and ld per day for doing it by hand. 

Until 1332 all had been done at 04d per day, implying that it had been 

done with hoes, and from 1333 all was done at ld per day,: implying the 

reverse although this may be merely a wage rise. Annual 'costs rose 

rose from 4s 8d per annum before 1317 to 16s 6d per annum in the later 

period, quadrupled because twice the work was done at twice the rate. 

From 1343 onwards all the corn was hoed by hired labour end payment 
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changed'to a rate per acre, at least for recording purposes in the 

accounts. From 1349 onwards it appears that they were actually paid 

by the day even though the rate is given per acre. Between 1343 and 

1348 costs rose again to 28s per annum (although the changes made by 

the auditors reduced this to 22s per annum) and to 38s per. annum 

between 1348 and 1355 (reduced to 25s per annum). After '"1355, however, 

lower acreages were sown, the auditors stopped making changes, and 

costs dropped to 28s per annum between 1355 and 1366 (as,: they had been 

in the 1340s) and to 8s 10d per annum after 1373 when much lower 

acreages were sown. Real wages rose slightly from 1.3d pet-acre 

between 1348 and 1355 to 1.4d per acre between 1355 and 1366 and to 

1.5d per acre after 1373. 

Hay-making consisted of four processes - mowing, spreading, 

turning and raising - but, except for spreading between 1326 and 1338 

(paid at id per day), wages are given only for the mowing',. the most 

expensive operation (Table 3: 8). These increased from 3d, änd 4d per 

acre in 1308-10 to 5d per acre between 1316 and 1336 before dropping 

to 4d per acre again until 1349. Between 1349 and 1355'they increased 

to 6d per acre, and again to 7d per acre in the 1360s and, even to 8d 

per acre briefly between 1373 and 1376, but then dropped again to 7d 

per acre until 1385 and to 6d per acre in 1388-9. Very little extra 

labour was required before 1317 (between 4 and 11 acres per annum) and 

between 1324 and 1326 (although 101 and 79 acres had been mown by hired, 

labour in the first two years of the forfeiture), and an'average of only 

10 acres per annum until 1336, but thereafter the average, rose to 40 

acres per annum between 1337 and 1348. The next two years saw this leap 

to 126 acres due to the Black Death mortality among the villeins, and 

then drop to 75 acres per annum between 1350 and 1354 as''the reeve 

tried to reduce costs. Between 1351 and 1354 only 38%, 4.9% and 41% 

of the total acreage was mown by hired labour, compared to 62% and 
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63% in 1349 and 1350, but this rose to 75% in 1355 and 76%. in 1356, 

and to 88% in 1362, before another batch of customary tenements were 

commuted and, from 1362 onwards, it was all done by hired labour. 

Before 1310 the extra men taken on at harvest were paid a stipend 

-a fixed sum regardless of how long harvest lasted - but from 1316 to 

1351 they were'paid a wage of 2d per day (or per work) except between 

1337 and 1347 when some of them were paid only l/d per day'. 
' 

Between 

1352 and 1366 they were paid at a rate per acre which was 6/d in 1352-3, 

dropped to 4'd in 1355-6, and then fluctuated between 7d and Ad per 

acre in the 1360s (averaging 7.3d per acre) which can be". compared with 

the 5d per acre paid during the forfeiture. After 1373 the rates are 

given as between 8d and 10/d per acre (averaging 84d) but it is 

apparent that the reeve was actually paying the men by the-day at 3d 

per day until 1382 at least (Table 3: 9). Between 1326 at1d. 1336 an 

average 311 works per annum were hired and this rose to 551 works per 

annum between 1337 and 1348, which represented 54% of all the works 

required (i. e. just over half the labour required was hired). This 

proportion rose to 82% in the plague year of 1348-9 and was 90% in 

the year following, but an effort was then made to reduce it to 75%, 

78% and-81% between 1350 and 1354. This effort was soon abandoned and 

from 1355 all the harvest work, except that done by the Famuli, was done 

by hired labour (Table 3: 10). 

No major conclusions can be drawn from this study. -. of the use 

of hired labour. Firstly, wages remained much the same (and even 

decreased slightly in some areas) until 1349 when they rose, and quite 

dramatically in some cases. Secondly, and more unexpectedly, this 

did not lead to a reimposition of labour services from, the' villeins 

to counteract the wage rises. Brief efforts were made to reduce the 

amount of labour hired but were soon abandoned, and from with the 

harvest and 1362 with the mowing it was all done by paid, labourers. 
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More and more customary tenements came to be held freely and, of those 

that were not, few services were due because they were maintaining 

famuli. The immediate reaction of the auditors was to reduce the 

higher wages paid by the reeves to the pre-plague levels but eventually, 

and usually by the 1360s, they gave up this policy and acquiesced in 

the need to pay higher wages. 

4. Livestock: 

Ham was principally an arable manor and most of the stock was 

therefore concerned with-working the demesne i. e. horses and oxen as 

draught animals, but a surplus usually existed to supply the household 

and other manors, and for sale. Poultry was kept for the latter 

purposes. The most outstanding feature of the stock accounts is the 

degree of interaction with other Berkeley manors (particularly those 

of the honour) with large numbers of cattle especially passing between 

them during the year. Unfortunately, since the date of arrivals and 

departures, and the specific identity of stock, is rarely given, a 

detailed analysis of these stock movements cannot be attempted, but 

two reasons behind it can be assumed. Stock was sent to Ham firstly 

for delivery to the household at the Castle and, secondly, on a rotational 

basis among the manors to make the best use of the meadow and pasture at 

each. A second major point about the stock accounts in general is the 

sometimes sweeping changes made by the auditors when they considered 

that deaths were unwarranted or the number of young produced insufficient, 

but wherever possible the reeve's original figures have been used. 

The oxen were the most numerous and most valuable animals on the 

manor and most were required to fill the plough-teams. There were 

usually six teams requiring 48 oxen during the period, but in the 1350s 

a seventh was added (requiring 56 oxen) and after 1373 there were only 

four (requiring 32 oxen) (Tables 4: 1 and 4: 4). An indication of the 

permanent stock of the manor can be gained by using the numbers remaining 
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on the manor at the end of every account, and it is apparent that 

there were usually more than was required for the ploughs - usually 

between 55 and 60 until 1373 when it dropped to 37 (Table 4: 5). The 

number of cows "permanently" on the manor averaged eight, before 1300, 

and only three or four until 1333 when a dairy herd was established 

and from then until 1389 there were between 25 and 30., The "permanent' 

number of young cattle stock averaged 23 before 1300, dropped between 

1302 and 1326 and jumped to 48 between 1326 and 1340 before declining 

gradually to just under 40 in the 1340s and 1350s and to-just under 30 

after 1361. 

However, large numbers joined and left this permanent stock in 

the course of the year and the numbers are shown in Tables 4: 6,4: 7 and 

4: 8. The numbers moving to and from other manors were, especially high 

before 1300 and between 1326 and 1350 as illustrated by the numbers for 

oxen when an average 15 per annum came from other manors, -and an average 

12 per annum went back to other manors before 1300,10 came from and 

17z Gwent to other manors between 1326 and 1340 and 31 came. from and 30 

went to ether manors in the 1340s. The cows and young. stock show similar 

figures. In other periods, however, the numbers were far. lower. Large 

numbers of oxen were bought before 1300 and between 1326; and 1350 

(averages of 5 and 7 per annum) büt in other periods, and for the cows 

and young stock generally. was far less significant; and-: the seigneurial 

perquisites of strays and heriots were. also an important: sburce of oxen 

(especiall. y in plague years, of course) but less so for. cows and young 

stock. In 1348-49 heriots amounted to 24 oxen, and 11 in 1361-62, but 

usually there were one or two per annum. The young stock already on 

the manor usually'provided four or five oxen a year but a wider range 

of cows from one to seven a year at different periods. The number of 

young stock born on the manor was six or less before 1326 but between 

20 and 30 a year after the establishrcnt of the dairy herd, and otherwise 
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most came from other manors. Of the numbers outgoing (apart from those 

going to other manors) the household accounted for 13 oxen per annum 

before 1300 and in the 1340s, for 12 cows per annum in the 1340s and 

for 10 young cattle per annum before 1300,23 per annum in-the 1340s 

and 15 and 12 per annum in the 1350s and 1360s, but far fewer cattle 

were sent at other times. Few cows were sold at any time but five 

per annum were sold in the 1350s and 3/ per annum after . 1.373', seven 

oxen per annum were sold in the 1360s and 4/ per annum after 1373, and 

six young cattle per annum were sold in'the 1360s and 12. per annum 

after 1373, sale becoming generally more important towards. the end of 

the period. Few cattle ever died, usually because they were sold when 

they became ill or old. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the details bf*cattle 

dynamics. Firstly, although the "permanent" number of oxen remained 

fairly even throughout the period, the number of cows was low until 

the establishment of the dairy herd and the number of young stock low 

until. 1326 when it jumped to its highest between 1326 and 1340 after 

which it declined gradually until the end of the period. '. Secondly, 

the cattle population was in a constant state of flux with large numbers 

of gains and losses during the year at all times, but the proportion of 

the numbers gained and lost compared to the "permanent'. ' Stock varied in 

a well-defined trend among the three groups (Table 4: 9).,. The most 

dynamic periods (when there were the largest numbers gained and lost 

compared to the "permanent" stock) were before 1300 and 1326 to 1350, and 

the periods 1302-26 and after 1350 were more static. These changes 

are closely tied to the movement of stock between manors since the more 

static periods were those when fewer animals came from and'went to other 

manors. The household was also a contributory factor since the periods 

of greatest movement were also those when most animals were sent to the 

household as well as to other manors. The oxen population 

_.... y. ý 
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was the most static and only once were more gained and löst per annum 

than remained on the manor. - in the 1340s. The young stock, in contrast, 

was the most dynamic and more were gained and lost than remained on the 

manor at all times. The cows, with the establishment of, -the herd in 

1333, showed both features being highly dynamic before that date but 

less so afterwards. ºt 

I 

There were far fewer horses than cattle on the manor,, Usually 

there were four working horses, corresponding to the two carters usually 

employed in the famuli, but before 1317 and in the 1340s: there were 

eight (again corresponding to an increased number of carters) (Table 

4: 5). The numbers gained and lost were also small and. there are few 

apparent trends, but it can be said that strays usually-provided a 

large proportion of the gains and the young stock and other manors were 

al'ternatively. the most important factors; and, for the losses, that other 

manors and sale were equally important throughout the per. igd (Table 4: 10). " 

The "permanent" number of young equine stock varied between ten and none 

and, again, the numbers gained and lost were small although there were 

some more definite trends (Tables 4: 5 and 4: 11). The vast, majority of 

gains came from other manors until 1363, but there were none thereafter 

when birth on the manor became the most important source. Of those 

lost, most went to other manors before 1350, and after 1350 the household 

accounted for over two per annum in the 1350s and over two died per 

annum in the 1360s. To a certain extent, the horses follow the same 

rule as the cattle that the periods before 1300 and 1326-50 were ones 

of greatest movement, and that transfer between manors, was"mostly resp- 

onsible for this. Another similar trend is that towards : the end of the 

period, sale became relatively more important among the losses. 

Apart from these working beasts, the manor also supported some 

poultry. There were chickens throughout the period and geese from 
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1293 to 1366 after which they were replaced by ducks which appear in 

the accounts from 1374, but pigeons appear only from 1326:. The 

numbers given in the accounts are extremely suspect since, -with two 

or three hundred chickens running round the manor, for instance, it 

would be very difficult to identify and count every one. This is 

reflected in the number of changes made by the auditors but, again, 

the original numbers have been used wherever possible.,, This becomes 

almost impossible after 1361 when the poultry appears to have been 

run on a standardised basis as revealed by the suspiciously uniform 

numbers hatched. 0 

Chickens were, of course, hatched on the manor but the villeins 

also provided large numbers each year through two customs'which were 

part of their obligations, and some pasture was also "sold' each year 

in return for chickens. In the 1290s a number were also bought (in conn- 

ection with a large quantity going to the household) and before 1317 

a number also came from the courts. It is not clear precisely what 

these chickens from the courts represented but they may have been rents 

in kind which were converted to cash payments during the-forfeiture 

and continued as such by the Berkeley administration. In the 1290s 

an average 337 chickens per annum were received by the manor, a quarter- 

being bought, a third coming from the courts and a third*. from the villein 

customs; but between 1302 and 1317 the numbers were much fewer at 170 

per annum, of which two-thirds came from the customs and most of the 

rest from the sale of pasture and the courts; and during. the forfeiture 

the numbers dropped again to 139 per annum, of which most came from the 

customs. Between 1326 and 1356 the number increased again with between 

a third and a half coming from the customs and about a quarter from the 

sale of pasture before 1350 but, after the Black Death, this source was 

far less important and in the 1350s hatching on the manor provided a 

third. After 1361 hatching and the customs provided all-the chickens in 
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almost equal proportions. The vast majority went to the household at all 

times except during the forfeiture when nearly all were sold and after 

1361 then only half went to the household and the rest were sold. 

A similar picture is seen with the geese except that there was 

no villein custom to provide them so hatching (after 1302) and the sale 

of pasture (until 1326) were more important (Table 4: 15). ' As with the 

chickens, a large proportion were bought in the 1290s, -and nearly half 

the average 75 per annum were brought from other manors. Other manors 

again provided about half between 1326 and 1350 to make up for the loss 

of those received from the sale of pasture, but after 1350. nearly all 

were hatched. Before 1356 most went to the household, but in the 1360s 

this accounted for only a half and a third were sold. The'famuli were 

entitled to eat goose at Michaelmas and this amounted to-two or three 

geese per annum. All the ducks and pigeons were hatched on the manor 

at all times (Tables 4: 16 and 17). whereas nearly all the pigeons 

went to the household before 1356, in the 1360s over two-. thirds were 

sold and after 1374 they appear only in the cash account and were probably 

therefore farmed either indirectly through the reeve being. required to 

account for a specific sum or directly leased. The same. trend is apparent 

with the ducks which appeared after 1374 and of which half went to the 

household and half were sold. 

The poultry therefore confirm the trend noticed aztbng the working 

beasts that, to some extent in the 1360s and more definitely after 1373, 

larger and larger proportions of the stock were sold rather than-being 

used to supply the household. Another major feature is the decline in 

the numbers being transferred between manors. Before 1350 the honour 

manors in particular were being cultivated almost as one-. unit, but this* 

Phenomenon is far less noticeable in the 1350s and almost non-existent 

after 1361 when Ham or had far less contact with other manors. 
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5. The Demesne: 

The arable land is the only element of the manor to show, and to 

continue to shoe, the division bet. 'een the two original manors of Ham 

and Appleridge. 

ne 1285 extent is unfortunately damaged but at A13pleridge there 

appears to be thirteen individually-named plots of which. the acreages 

of ten are legible and total 366 acres. Some of this, hcwever, was 

pasture -a legible total of 101 acres - leaving a maximum arable of 

265 acres. Three of the fields are conspicuously large than the others 

and contain 131 acres said to be enclosed and 96 acres "at: pasture". 

The 1326 extent is more useful in that, not only is it undamaged, it 

also gives values for each field. The total arable acreage is 230 acres, 

an apparent decline from the total of 265 acres in 1286 but this may be 

merely the result of damage to the earlier document. There were now 

only eight named fields and three of them again stand out, - not as being 

larger but as being the most valuable at 6d per acre, these totalling 92 

acres or 39% of the total. Two fields of 44 acres (19%)'. -are valued at 

4d per acre, and the rest - 95 acres (41%) - at 3d per Acre. At these 

rates the total value of the Appleridge demesne is LA 4s. 3d. By 1354 

the acreage had risen to 256 acres because land previously belonging to 

tenants had been added. 

The demesne arable at Ham was much larger. In 1285 there was 350 

acres, undistinguished by plot names and all valued at ßd per acre or 

£11 13s Id in total, but by 1326 the total had risen to 405 acres div- 

ided into twelve fields. Three fields were enclosed and have the highest 

values at 12d and 10d per acre, together making up 35% of the total 

acreage, and the rest are in the ccamon fields and have lower values of 

between 8d and 4d per acre of which 182 acres (45%) was 4d per acre. 

Despite the increased acreage, there was a'fall in the extended value 

to £11 4s 7d. A degree of land exhaustion may be implied but, since the. 
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1285 extent is clearly a rough estimate this is not necessarily true. 

By 1354, however, less than the total available acreage was 

actually being sown. This is seen in a comparison of the acreages sown 

in the 1330s with those later (Table 5: 1). At Appleridge. an average 

175 acres was sown in the 1330s but this declined severely and continuously 

to only 67 acres in the 1360s. At Ham the acreage sown remained at around 

270 acres until the 1360s when it dropped to 241 acres. ,.. Demesne leasing 

was therefore signalled by these declines (caused apparently by the poor 

quality of the land since prices remained relatively high-for some time 

after the plague) and, with the drop in prices, occurred during the min- 

ority of Thomas IV. The entire Appleridge demesne (clearly the least 

valuable) was leased to one tenant at £4 per annum (which: can be com- 

pared with the extended value of £4 4s 3d given in 1326),. and all except 

49 acres of the Ham demesne, but these Ham leases were "at'the will of 

the lord" and were terminated and replaced by others at Michaelmas 1374. 

At that point 93 acres of three fields extended at 4d per'acre in 1326 

were leased, with a further 11 acres from the same fields leased in the 

foliotuing year, 15 acres from another in 1381 and two from-another -in 

1383, all at 8d per acre. Another tenement of four acres with a pigeon- 

house and a small meadow was leased at 16s 2d per annum from 1374. The 

situation at Ham in 1389 was that 127 acres (31%) had been leased, 61 

acres (15%) was not sown, and 217 acres (54%) of the most valuable fields 

were being cultivated. 

The fields at each "manor" were divided into three groups for the 

purposes of rotation. At Appleridge each group was headed by one of 

the fields valued at 6d per acre in 1326 with the other five associated 

with them to make the three groups approximately similar *in size at 77, 

82 and 97 acres, and in value at 26s 8d, 28s 6d and 34s 3d. As the 

fields of least value fell out of use (57 acres from 1348,13 acres from 

1350 and 46 acres from 1353), the groupings were rearranged. At Ham 
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the original groups were not so uniform and although one: of the three 

enclosed fields headed one group, the other two together-formed a second 

group and distorted the joint values. The three groups totalled 139,115 

and 147 acres, but the values were 80s 4d, 38s 6d and 105s 9d. A similar 

change in groupings also occurred at Ham. 

There are some immediately apparent points in the. use made of the 

demesne arable. Firstly, by far the most important crops throughout the 

period were wheat, beans and oats. Some other crops were very occasion- 

ally sown on small areas but were never significant. Secondly, very few 

beans were grown at Appleridge where the land was poorer and thus the 

more suitable spring crop was oats (Table 5: 2). The third major point 

is that no oats were grown at all after 1375. 

To a certain extent the acreage put down to different crops each 

year was governed by the size of the fields in each rotational group, 

but the division within the groups and even within individual fields 

indicates that, to some degree, specific quantities of each crop were 

deliberately sown (Table 5: 3). Overall, the highest acreage was always 

down to wheat because it would be sown on half the available acreage in 

each year, the fields in the spring year of rotation being divided between 

beans and oats, but of the spring crops, the largest acreage was oats being 

twice to three times that of beans. After 1375, when no: oats were grown 

at all, wheat and beans were sown on equal acreages. The changes made by 

the reduction of the total acreage sown can be seen by comparison of the 

decade averages (Table 5: 3). until 1350 over 200 acres of, wheat were 

sown per annum, but this declined to less than 70 acres after 1374, and 

the acreage sown with oats declined from 164 acres per annum in the 1330s 

to 114 acres per annum in the 1360s before being abandoned altogether. 

Until 1356 there was usually between 50 and 60 acres of beans but this 

increased slightly after 1361. 

Turning from acreages sown to the actual quantities of corn 
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handled on the manor, temporal changes can again be seen.. The average 

quantity of receipts of wheat was around 400 quarters per annum until 

1310, but then declined to around 200 quarters between 1316 and 1326, 

rose again to around 300 quarters between 1326 and 1350, and then dropped 

again to 183 quarters per annum in the 1350s and to 112 quarters in the 

1360s and 75 quarters after 1373 (Table 5: 4). Changes_irL the quantity 

of beans and oats followed the same trends except that there was actually 

more beans after 1375 when larger acreages were sown (Tables 5: 5 and 6). 

The vast majority of all this corn was grown on the manor and 

therefore yields were of vital importance (Table 5: 12). . Yields can be 

calculated where two consecutive accounts occur which give the amount 

sown in one year and the amount harvested in the following one. This 

latter figure must then be adjusted to allow for the tithe which was 

taken from the field and thus never received by the reeve. ' Unfortunately, 

it is not possible to differentiate between the yields at. Ham and Apple- 

ridge as the receipts are given in total even though the amount of seed 

for each demesne is given. There was an enormous variation in yields 

from year to year and for this reason the figures given in Table 5: 13 

which coma from only one isolated pair of accounts are almost useless 

since they could represent either extreme. Those from the 1340s and 

later are more representative and show that wheat yields. declined from 

4.4 in the 1340s to 2 in the 1360s but then increased to 4.8 and 5.9 in 

the 1370s and 1380s. Bean yields also declined from 5.7. and 5.8 in the 

1340s and 1350s to 2.7 in the 1360s before a partial recovery to 3.7 and 

3.8 in the last two decades. Oat yields remained much the same at 

between 2.8 and 3.2 between 1343 and 1366. To a certain extent these 

changes can be attributed to the changes in the demesne since the decl- 

ining wheat yields were probably caused by the declining 
. 
fertility of 

the Appleridge demesne (which is suggested by the reduction of the 

acreage sown there from 1350) and the recovered yields of the last two 
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decades to the fact that it was then sown only on the more. fertile Ham 

demesne. The fact that only the most fertile parts of the. Ham demesne 

were sown after 1373 and that the available fertiliser wöilld have had 

a greater effect on the smaller acreages sown explains the. increased 

bean yields and partly those of wheat. The abrupt halt to-the sowing 

of oats seems odd in view of the fact that oat yields had been holding 

up well, but the declining quantities handled on the manqr in the 1350s* 

and 1360s clearly indicates that this crop was needed less and presaged 

its termination. Also the more valuable spring crop was beans and, once 

the less fertile Appleridge demesne had been leased, it was the best 

decision to grow only beans at Ham. 

Although the vast majority of corn handled was grown on the manor 

some also came from other sources (Tables 5: 4-6). A small quantity 

usually remained from the previous year and some was usually brought 

from other manors early in the period - oats until 1300,. wheat until 

1310 and beans until 1329. A proportion was occasionally bought between 

1326 and 1356, most significantly of beans although large quantities of 

wheat and oats were also bought around 1350. This bought-corn was 

usually used for seed although around 1350 and in the year the minority 

ended (1373-4) purchase can also be ascribed to the fact, -that smaller 

than usual quantities were grown. The mill provided small quantities of 

wheat and beans and a tiny quantity of wheat was also received. each year 

in rent from a few free tenants and as boons from the villeins if they 

did not do their plough-works. In-1379 changes in the. arrangements for 

villeins maintaining famuli meant that they gave fixed quantities of corn 

to the reeve and these were a signficant proportion of the receipts. 

The use made of the crops (Tables 5: 7-9) can be divided into two 

parts - the quantity which had to be left on the manor to ensure the 

next year's crop as seed and to feed the labourers and working beasts 

(Table 5: 10) and that which was at the lord's disposal or the surplus 
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(Table 5: 11). Over the whole period around a third of each crop had 

to be left on the manor of which the greater part was for seed, but 

the quantities required to feed the famuli grew towards the end of the 

period (especially after 1361) as fewer and fewer famuli -were maintained 

by villeins and this increased the proportion required on the manor. The 

use of oats after 1375 was, of course, greatly influende'a by tFie fact 

that it was no longer being grown and the small quantities available 

were almost entirely used on the manor. 

The quantity left after this essential proportion has set aside 

was at the lord's disposal and the vast majority of this went to the 

household - 37% of the wheat, 30% of the beans and 47% of the oats, over 

the whole period. This was especially important in the periods between 

1302 and 1317 and in the 1340s. Significant proportions'of wheat and 

beans were sold at times when smaller proportions were going to the 

household (especially before 1300, when large quantities' were sold to 

raise the cash needed to pay subsidies, between 1326 and-1340, -and after 

1373), and small quantities were sent to other manors and used as gifts 

and in annuities. 

In conclusion, the combined manor of Ham-with-Appleridge had an 

enormous demesne of 600-650 acres but the Appleridge portion was far 

less valuable and from 1340 less and less of it. vras sown. In the 1360s. 

smaller acreages were also sown at Ham and this heralded-the initiation 

of demesne leasing during the minority of Thomas IV. By-1389 almost 

60% of the original demense of around 650 acres had been leased, a third 

was still being cultivated and the rest was waste. Wheat, beans and oats 

were the principal crops but beans were rarely grown on the poorer Apple- 

ridge demesne. The cultivation of oats was abandoned after 1375. The 

vast majority of the corn handled on the manor was grown on the demesne 

and-only small quantities were ever bought or brought from other manors. 

Similarly, after around a third of the receipts had been : set aside to 
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ensure the next year's crop, most went to the household but after 1373 

a greater proportion was sold. 

There was also a large amount of demesne meadow and. pasture (Table 

5: 14). The extent of 1285 shows that there was at least. 101 acres of 

pasture at Appleridge, and at Ham there was 129 acres of: meadow valued 

at 2s per acre. By 1326, there were 22 acres of pasture and q8 acres of 

waste at Appleridge (valued at 3d and 2d per acre respectively) and at 

Ham 32 acres of meadow and 4 acres of pasture valued at 2s per acre, 

70 acres of meadow valued at 18d per acre, and 16 acres of pasture at 

12d per acre (although of this last St. Augustine's Abbey had the right 

to pasture eight oxen per annum, a right valued at 8s per annum). The 

next detailed survey comes in the account of 1352-3 which seems to imply 

that the. Appleridge pasture was no longer in the-demesnes leaving 130 

acres of meadow with a further 28 acres which had'belonged. to tenants 

bUt which had been brought into the demesne. There was also 18 acres 

belonging to the Veel sub-manor which was temporarily held by Thomas III, 

4 acres held by him curing the minority of a tenant, and : another 5 acres 

belonging to vacant tenements. This totalled 185 acres of. which 2 acres 

was , sold" for the year and 183 acres mown. The hay produced and its 

use was also detailed and continued to be so until the eiid'of the period. 

In later years, however, smaller areas were mown because. the Veel 

tenement went with the death of Thomas III, other tenements were leased 

again and the under-age tenant reached full age. The average acreages 

mown per annum declined from 169 acres in the 1350s to 146-acres in the 

1360s and to 111 acres in the 1370s, but Thomas IV recXaimed the meadow 

which had been leased during his minority and gradually mowed more of 

that which he had in hand (instead of leasing it annually), and so the 

acreage increased again to 122 acres per annum in the 1380x. The 

waggonloads of hay said to be produced from the meadow are. obviously 

only a rough guide to the quantity, but there is a general trend of 
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greater quantities required to feed the manor's livestock over the 

winter from 90 and 79 waggonloads in the 1360s and 1370s to 115 in the 

1380s. and a corresponding decline in the amount sent to. the household 

from 128 waggonloads in the 1360s to 58 and 55 per annum. in the 1370s 

and 1380s. A small quantity was also required every year. -to feed the 

animals in the park. At the valuation of 2s per waggonload given in the 

accounts, however, the hay crop was clearly a valuable one since the 

average 191 waggonloads produced in the 1360s was worth almost £20 per 

annum, the 136 waggonloads in the 1370s over £13 per annum, and the 172 

waggonloads in the 1380s over £17 per annum. The lack of detailed records 

in the accounts before 1352 means that the earlier period cannot be 

discussed. The appearance of the hay and meadow section. aiter. 1352 

perhaps indicates a tightening-up of the manorial administration, test- 

ifying again to the efficiency of the administration of Thomas III. 

6. Conclusions 

The gross cash income at Ham was greatly affected by the enormous 

increase in rents paid by free tenants between 1285 and 1320 which can 

be associated with Thomas II's preference for rent income. but the total 

received changed very little after his death until 1390.. A small increase 

between 1323 and 1341 was wiped out by the Black Death which also caused 

a huge dislocation in the short term but recovery was rapid and vacant 

tenements were quickly leased again on terms little different to those 

before the plague. Despite this, the situation had changed for the 

worse for the landlord because the release of pressure on. the land meant 

that fewer tenants were willing to pay increased rents for tenements, 

tenements which became vacant took longer to be leased again, and a 

greater proportion could not be leased again at all. The-rent-income 

therefore-tended to-stagnate and even decline slightly rather than increase. 

In contrast, the cash sums received from the villein tenants rose from 
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around £20 per annum or less before 1350 to almost double. this amount 

as large numbers came to be held freely and pay cash rent's instead"of 

works. The rent income was also boosted after 1373 by tY . leasing of 

some of the demesne lands and farms, which had brought in less than £7 

per annum before 1361, provided more than £16 per annum after 1373. Among 

the purely agricultural profits, income from the sale of pasture rights 

also increased after 1373 when less was needed-for the'lbrd's stock., 

and income from the sale of stock also increased as the manor became 

less of a supplier and more of a "cash" manor. This is also seen with the 

sale of corn but, because far less was grown, sums received before 1300, 

during the forfeiture and in the 1330s could not be repeated after 1373. 

Wardships and the courts generally brought in a significant income which 

was especially important in the years immediately after the Black Death. 

The personal influence of the lord at the head of the estate admin- 

istration is seen in the clear evidence of policy changes: in various 

aspects of the exploitation of Ham manor under different lords, but the 

most impressive and certainly the most influential of these was, Thomas HIS 

preference for a rent income which increased the rents paid by free 

tenants to Ham manor by more than four times between 1285-and 1323. In 

this he was similar to Edmund, earl of-Cornwall, who in 1296-7-drew the 

bulk of his income from rents and judicial profits.? However, -under the 

earl's lordship, the seventeen manors in Cornwall (on whir-h there were no 

demesnes after, the end of the 13th century) saw no great 1. ncrease in rents. 8 

Ham was more similar to the estate of the bishopric of Worcester (where 

rents rose by 13% on fifteen manors between 1269 and 1299. )land to the 

lordship of Usk (where there was also a trend of rising rents in the period 

1292 to 1329), but at Usk the rises usually occurred when-tenements changed 

hands at higher rents and when unfree tenements were converted to free ones, 

and there was, none of the great buying of rents which characterised the 

trend at Ham. 9 Thomas II followed the same principle as the bishops of 
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Worcester in buying out intermediate tenants to gain the rents of their 

sub-tenants. 10 Whereas the more vigorous administration. of the,, Cornwall 

estate under Queen Isabella raised rents and made assarts the opposite 

trend occurred on the Berkeley estate since Thomas II's descendants tried 

to recover many of the tenements leased by him. 11 The rents agreed by 

Thomas were fixed ones and, as the value of land rose with. increasing 

population pressure in the first half of the 14th centürk", the "6 rents 

quickly became unrealistic. Unlike the rents of Owston Abbey in Leicester- 

shire where "farm" rents (which were adjustable) were fart more important 

than the fixed "assise" rents, 12 the vast majority of the: rent-roll at 

Ham was of "assise" rents. 

In recovering from the Black Death Ham shows much the same features 

as other estates. As on the Cornish manors of the earldom of Cornwall, 

there was a major drop in rents and a high income from the courts as new 

tenants took over, but the rapid recovery (with some acquiescence in the 

need to reduce rents) in Cornwall and at Ham backs up Holmes' assertion 

that in the 1350s and 1360s "the landlord was winning the: battle for the 

old rent roll, although he could never restore it completely". 13 Another 

factor in the recovery at Ham - the conversion of unfree tenements to 

freely-held ones - is also seen in Cornwall and on the'Clare manors in 

East Anglia. 14 This permanent loss of labour services was the most imp- 

ortant effect of the plague on the Clare manors as well as at Ham, and 

paved the way for the debilitating effects of wage rises 4fter"1350.. 

Two common trends, however - the "seigneurial' reaction" of-a reimposition 

of labour services and tighter control of the villeins to prevent them 

leaving the manor, and the increase in fines in the courts'to bolster 

declining rent income - in the decades immediately after the plague, do 

not appear to have occurred at Ham. 15 The vast majority of villein--ten- 

ements were leased freely and there is no evidence of tighter control of 
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villeins by the imposition of chevage when they'left the manor. Similarly, 

income from the courts was not significantly higher after: 1350: 

Cash expenditure over the century tended to rise as-an inevitable 

result of the overall trend of rising prices, but also as'a result of 

better and more extensive farming by Thomas III between 126 and 1356, 

before falling after 1373 because of the reduction of the!, demesne.. A 

significant feature is the care taken of the manor during. the forfeiture 

when an average £15 13s 6d per annum was spent on it, compared to £13 

10s Od per annum under Thomas II (before 1317). Definite. trends can be" 

seen among the various groups of expenses. The maintenance of the ploughs, 

waggons and carts increased dramatically after the Black-Death. (princi- 

pally as a result of a lack of skilled labour on the manor) and remained 

high, even after the reduction of the demesne, because of, higher prices 

for the materials and higher wages for the craftsmen. The insignificant 

purchases of corn before 1317 was rectified during the forfeiture and high 

expenditure was maintained by Thomas III until 1356, but dropped. consid- 

erably under Maurice IV and dwindled to almost nothing. after 1373. Fairly 

high expenditure on stock before 1317 can be attributed to-purchase for 

the use of the household, but after 1326 with the better'. management of 

Thomas III until 1349 when investment dropped considerably and remained 

low from then on. Expenditure on maintaining the buildings. of.. 'the manor 

rose gradually as prices rose and more care was taken until it declined 

after 1373, and the especial care of Thomas III is seen in"the: new buildings 

constructed during his lordship and in his taking the mill-and dairy into 

the demesne. Labour costs were predominantly governed by the use made of 

the villein tenants who kept down the costs of the famuli, before 1350 

(first by doing much of the work and, after 1322, by maintaining members, 

of the famuli) and also performed a great deal of the other tasks such as 

hay-making and harvest. After 1350 a combination of risizi wages for 

casual labour, and the greater need for it as villein services were com- 
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muted, ensured rapid and dramatic rises in labour costs until the 

reduction of the demesne after 1373 brought them down again. 

The marked rise in wages immediately after the Black Death and 

the attempts of the auditors to minimise the effects of this by making 

sweeping reductions in the accounts are also seen on the Clare manors16 

and on other estates. At Owston Abbey stipends for the famuli rose 

from 4s or 5s in the 1340s to 12s by 1386; at Ramsey Abbey:. those for 

a ploughman rose from 3s 6d in the 1340s to 6s in the 1370s; and on the 

estate of the bishops of Worcester the tenator's wage rose from 8s to 

10s in 1385 and the fugator's from 6s in the 1370s to 8s in 1384.17 At 

Ham, the rises remained on the low side, increasing to 7s; in the 1370s 

and not rising further, but, as on the three estates exampled above, the 

Famuli also received liveries of corn as well as their cash stipend. 18 

The labour services required of the villeins at Ham appear to have been 

heavy as virgators at Ham were required to perform two plough-works per 

week compared to only one on the manors of Ramsey Abbey. 19 As on the 

estate of the bishops of Worcester, 20 a high proportion of the available 

works was used at'all times but even so well over half the threshing and 

winnowing and around a half of the harvest work was generally done by 

hired labour before the plague indicating that villein services were 

not an overwhelmingly important element in the labour supply. This, 

however, may be a reflection of that unusual use made of them in maintain- 

ing the famuli. Because so many of them were used for that purpose before 

1350, the effect on the lord of the drop in services after the plague was 

felt more in the necessity of maintaining the famuli himself than in 

hiring more labour. Despite the rise in wages, the administration quickly 

abandoned attempts to reduce the amount of labour hired and all the 

harvest work from 1355, and all the mowing of hay from 1362, was done 

by paid labourers. The greatest change in overall cash expenditure on 

labour occurred before the plague when costs rose from less than £10 per 
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annum in the 1330s to over £17 per annum in the 1340s, but this average 

then rose to over £22 per annum in the 1360s before being, 'reduced after 

1373. The average figure from the 1340s was, of course, affected by 

the high sums spent in 1348-9 on the harvest in particular, but costs 

had been rising generally since 1326 as less and less work, was done by 

villeins and as the number of famuli increased. The period of"Tow prices 

around 1370 which coincided with high wages to force the leasing of 

demesnes all over the country, 21 coincided also with the minority of 

Thomas IV and it is not surprising that the wardship administration of 

Warin de Lisle decided to lease the vast majority of the-demesne at Ham, 

nor that Thomas IV continued this policy after 1374. Even. the continuing 

cultivation took on a more cash-based aspect as more of the corn and 

stock were sold rather than being sent to the household, and an even 

higher proportion of the value of the manor was in rents. 

This is seen most clearly in the tables of the total value of the 

manor (Tables 6: 1-3) where it is shown that the income in kind from the 

manor became a smaller and smaller proportion of the total. value, esp- 

ecially after 1361 when income in kind was only 18% of the total value 

compared to 55% before . 1356. Over the whole period the manor was worth 

an average of around £180 per annum, varying between £140 in the 1320s 

and 1370s and £280 between 1302 and 1317, but the average income before 

1350 was £210 per annum and only £150 per annum after 1350, a quite 

dramatic drop in value. Since so great a part of its value had been in 

the surplus corn it provided, the fact of less and less Of the arable 

being sown after 1350 had an extremely deleterious effect, on its value. 

In the 1380s when two-thirds of the demesne was either leased or waste, 

the farms of around £10 per annum were nowhere near the epiivalent of 

the value of corn which had been grown. It is the dramatic drop in 

income in kind which lies behind the decline in its value,.. Paco Holmes, 
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income from Ham in the 1370s (£140 per annum) was considerably more than 

10% less than it had been in the 1340s (£224 per annum). 22 In the 1340s 

the lord had received an average £92 per annum in cash and £132"per annum 

in kind. By the 1370s he was receiving £124 in cash and-only £16 in kind. 

The situation improved slightly in the 1380s as there was,. more surplus 

corn and price rises increased its value, and the average'income from 

the manor rose to £150 per annum. Rents (of all types) which had aver-' 4,0.4 ý" 1640" 

aged £73 per annum before 1350 and made up 35% of the tothl value of the 

manor, increased to £110 per annum after 1350 which was 73% of the total 

value. In the earlier period, then, and despite Thomas II, Ham was not 

as dominated by rent income as the estate of the bishops of Worcester 

where rents made up 60% of the total value of the estate., around 1300.23. 

By 1393-4, however,. rents made up over 75% of the bishops' income from 

the estate and was then much the same as Ham. 24 

1. See Appendix 3 for. details of-the accounts 
2. Smyth III, 208 
3. Ibid. I, 157-60 
4. Ibid., 190; and Ham a/c 1308-09 
5. Req. Orleton. 565 (where incorrectly printed as £40); SR 39 
6. Smyth 1,164 
7. Holmes Estates of the Higher Nobility, 112; E. Miller and J. Hatcher 

Medieval England: Rural Society and Economic Change 1086-1348 (1978), 181 
B. J. Hatcher Rural Economy and Society in the Duchy of-Cornwall 1.300-1500 

(1970), 81 
9. Holmes Estates of the Higher Nobility, 103; C. Dyer Lords and Peasants 

in a Changing Society: The Estates of the Bishopric of Worcester, 680- 
1540 (1980), 74 

10. Dyer Worcester Estate, 56 
11. Smyth I, 159; Hatcher Duchy of Cornwall, 84-5 
12. R. H. Hilton Economic Development of some Leicestershire Estates in 

the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries (1947), 122 . 13. Hatcher Duchy of Cornwall, 102-121; Holmes Estates, 90. 
14. Hatcher Duchy of Cornwall, 134; Holmes Estates, 90 
15. Holmes Estates, 100,116; Hatcher Duchy of Cornwall, 136 
16. Holmes Estates, 91 
17. Hilton Leicestershire Estates, 141 and Appendix VI; J.., A. Raftis The" 

Estates of Ramsey Abbey: a study of economic growth and organisation 
(1957), 202; Dyer Worcester Estate, 142 

18. Hilton Leicestershire Estates, 141; Raftis Ramsey Abbey, 205-8; 
Dyer Worcester Estate, 142 

19. Raftis'.; Ramsey Abbey, 191 
20. Dyer Worcester Estate, 72 
21. Holmes Estates of the Higher Nobility, 115 
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Chapter 5: The Seigneurial Economy, Administration 

and Household 

This chapter will deal with a number of small but related topics. 

A number of accounts from other manors of the honour have been used to 

indicate how typical was Ham-with-Appleridge of the honour-as a whole, 

and how the honour was administered almost as one unit. 'This is foll- 

owed by a discussion of the sheep-farming on the estate (principally 

as it was under Thomas III) and by a description of the estate admini- 

stration as revealed in the manorial accounts and a few other documents. 

The importance of produce in kind in the overall value of the ; nanors and 

in the economy of the household leads to a discussion of-the few house- 

hold documents which remain, and finally estimates of the total income 

enjoyed by the lord from the estate at different times throughout the 

period under study are made. 

Far fewer accounts survive from the other manors of the honour 

than those from Ham, and very few indeed from manors outsicle, the honour 

(because these did not remain with the main line), but enough survive 

to show whether the main trends noticed at Ham are typical-of the rest 

of the honour .1 The dramatic increase in rent income is apparent among 

all the manors. The rental drawn up for the entire honour in 1288 

records free rents totalling £70 As 5d per annum, 2 but by'the 1320s 

accounts from all the manors show that free rents had risen by almost 

five times to £318 8s 10d per annum (see Table 5). The increase was 

greatest at Coaley (over ten times) and Cam (six and a half times) and 

least at the manors on the edge of the Cotswolds - Wotton. (almost twice) 

and Symondshall (two and a half times). There were no free rents at all 

at Hurst in 1288 but £2 3s 7d was received in 1325-6 and the rent from 

the newly-acquired and leased manor of Frampton-upon-Severn (of £14 13s 

4d per annum) was paid to Hurst. The disruptive effects: of the. Black 

Death were apparently short term over the whole honour. At Alkington 
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free rents declined by only 22s per annum from £41 12s Win 1345-6 

to £40 10s Od in 1357-8, and at Hinton they actually rose. from £13 

14s 5d in 1345-6 to £15 15s 6d in 1356-7 and later rose to-. almost 

£20 in 1374-5. At Slimbridge free. rents declined from £34 . 10s 4d in 

1346-7 to £33 Os 18d twenty years later. 

Accounts from all ten manors of the honour survive from a short 

period in the 1290s and can be used for a comparison of them and a 

view of the economy of the honour as a whole (See Table 1'). There are 

seven accounts since six manors are coupled under three reeves. They 

are from 1292-3 for Hurst and Slimbridge, from 1296-7 for'. Cam-with- 

Coaley and from 1293-4. for the rest (Ham-with-Appleridge, ""Wotton-with- 
Symondshall, Hinton and Alkington). The most immediately, striking point 

is the widely differing values of the manors from Slimbridge worth about 

£22 per annum to Ham-with-Appleridge worth over eight times as much at 

£182 per annum. The other joint-accounts are the next most valuable 

with Wotton-with-Symondshall being worth £126 and Cam-with-Coaley £116, 

and, Alkington was worth £100. There was then a wide gap to Hurst and 

Hinton at around £43 and lowly Slimbridge. Further details of the 

accounts show a wide variety of conditions on each. 

For all ten manors the gross cash income was just under £340 and 
I I. 

of this rents provided just over half (52%), agricultural: income, just 

over a third (35%) and seigneurial income 12%. Rent income varied between 

£9 per annum at Hurst and £48 per annum at Cam-with-Coaley and rents were 

a large proportion of the gross income of all the manors ; (between 42% 

and 69%) except Hurst where it was only 21%. Agricultural income made 

up 74% of the P gross at Hurst but only 14% at Slimbridge end. Cam-with- 

Coaley, and at the other manors between 30% and 50%. The largest pro- 

portion of Slimbridge's income came from the courts (99%1 but this is 

unlikely to have been a regular feature and, although 17% of the income 

of Cam-with-Coaley and 15% of Hinton's also came from courts, at the 
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other manors the proportion was less than 10%. 

Labour. costs and maintenance costs were the main groups of ex- 

penditure, but the purchase of corn and stock featured in three of the 

accounts. The total cash expenditure from all ten manors was just over 

£60 or 17.5% of the gross cash income, and of this sum 55% was spent 

on labour costs (the stipends of the famuli, and wages for. the extra 

labour taken on for harvest and threshing and winnowing)-, 35% 'en the 

maintenance of buildings, ploughs, waggons and carts, and 10% on the 

purchase of corn and stock. Corn and stock accounted for 27% of the 

expenditure at Wotton-with-Symondshall, 22% at Hurst and. 6% at Cam-with- 

Coaley. On all the manors except Wotton (where the two were almost the 

same) labour costs were higher than maintenance costs but with differing 

degrees. At Slimbridge, Alkington and Hinton labour costs were over 

70% of the total expenditure but the proportion was lower at the others. 

The net cash income from the honour was just over £280 per annum 

but this was only one element of the total value of the manors which 

was £632 per annum. Corn worth £282 was sent to the household (or other- 

wise used by the lord) and stock worth £70. The cash income was-there- 

fore only 44% of the total value, with corn liveries of equal value and 

stock making up 11%. Again, however, this was not representative of 

all the manors. Hurst and Slimbridge were predominantly "cash" manors 

with cash income making up 84% and 91% of the total value of each, in 

contrast to Alkington where cash income was only 13% of the total value. 

On the others it varied between 36% and 55%. Apart from Hürst"and Slim- 

bridge, the corn liveries were between 35% and 60%, but Stock liveries 

were significant only at Alkington where they made up 52% of the value 

of the manor. This represented three-quarters of all the stock received 

from the honour, and at the other manors the stock was less that 5% of 

their values. This, however, should not be misinterpreted since it is 

probable, given the high degree of stock movement between the manors, 
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that Alkington served as an entrepöt for liveries of stock to the 

household at the castle in much the same way as the manor of Broughton 

did for liveries to Ramsey Abbey. 3 Of the corn and cash. -the joint- 

accounts are, not surprisingly, dominant. Ham-with-Appleridge provided 

23% of the cash and 39% of the corn, Cam-with-Coaley 23%: of the cash and 

17% of the corn and Wotton-with-Symondshall 22% of the cash and 21% of 

the corn. 

Wheat, beans and oats were the principal crops and ; were grown, even 

if in minute quantities, on all the manors, but 200 quarters of dredge 

and 34 quarters of barley were also grown at Slimbridge., Cam-with-Coaley 

and Wotton-with-Symondshall, and 9 quarters of rye at Alkington (See 

Tables 4: 6-12). The less valuable but tougher crops were ipbre-suitable 

for the manors on the edge of the Cotswolds and in the. marshy Severn 

estuary. The vast majority of the beans (71%) were grown at Ham-with- 

Appleridge with much smaller quantities at the other manors, but the 

variations among the manors in wheat and oats are. probably. a reflection 

merely of the differing size of the demesnes. Very little-of the corn 

was purchased, the highest proportion being 3% of the beans, and the 

rest was all grown on the manors with a certain amount being shuttled 

between them. Since the accounts are of different years,. this: phenomenon 

unfortunately cannot be evaluated properly, but it almost certainly 

occurred so corn from one manor could be used as seed on. -another, a 

well-known technique for keeping up yields. Smyth goes further and says 

that corn from upland manors was used as seed on the valley manors and 

vice versa. °" Much of the receipts were required to ensure. the next year's 

crop (for seed and feeding the labourers and stock) this amounting to 

30% of the wheat, 46% of the beans, 36% of the oats and 21% of the dredge. 

The bulk of the rest went to the household with a proportion going to 

other manors and very little sold. Despite this, the sal. e. of corn and 

stock formed a high proportion of the "agricultural" cash income on all 

Fm 
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the manors - over 50/ - except at Cam-with-Coaley. 

A second group of accounts survives from the forfeiture (although, 

unfortunately, not from Cam-with-Coaley) and shows how differently the 

honour was exploited under the royal administration (Table 4: 2). Alkington 

is represented by one from 1323-4 and Hurst-with-Slimbridge by one from 

1325-6 and the rest (Ham-with-Appleridge, Wotton-with-Symondshall and 

Hinton) with ones from 1324-5. The variety of years makes-a significant 

difference in this instance because in 1324-5 large quantities of corn 

were sent to the sheriff of Gloucestershire to supply the king's visit 

to Gascony and the three accounts from this year show that-58%, 65% and 

67% was used and not sold. In 1323-4 at Alkington-large quantities were 

sent to supply a carter cutting timber in another forfeited Gloucester- 

shire manor amounting to 43% of the corn, but at Hurst in'1325-6 only 

12% of the corn was used, the rest of the surplus being sold. This was 

the more usual situation at a time when the honour was being exploited 

principally as a cash contributor and everything possible. was converted 

to cash. In the overall figures from all five accounts,. therefore, the 

value of the corn used is distorted by the variety of years. 

Of the total value of all five accounts of £609,22% or £135 was 

in corn used but this would clearly have been lower if all-the accounts 

had followed the example of Hurst in 1325-6 or of Ham in other years. 

The cash income made up 77% of the total (£467), compared. to 44% in the 

1290s, and the value of stock used only 1% compared to 11% earlier. 

Certain other changes had taken place over the preceding thirty years. 

Firstly, taken together, the manors have become more valuable since, 

without Cam-with-Coaley, they were worth £516 in the 1290s and £609 in 

the 1320s. All the manors except Alkington had risen in value and this 

was superficially the result of dramatic rises in cash income which 

offset the decline in the value of the corn and stock used. This was, 

of course, partly the result of the conditions of the forfeiture but 
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principally it was the result of the huge increases in rent income 

under Thomas II which-ensured that overall it had doubled from £130 

in the 1290s (without Cam-with-Coaley) to £291 in the 1320s. The 

seigneurial revenue had, at first sight, stayed much the-same at L24 

but this figure included the sum of £9 from the borough courts of Wottori 

which had not been included in the 1290s account and, therefore, this 

income had declined almost as dramatically as the rent income had risen. 
P-0 A%T 

This is surprising since, with far more tenants, it would be expected 

that income from the courts would have risen accordingly; but the Ham 

accounts show that fines imposed by the royal administration were lower 

than those considered suitable by the Berkeley lords. In the first 

year of Thomas III's lordship increments were charged on: f, ines agreed 

during the forfeiture and, also as shown by the Ham accounts, fines were 

by far the most important element of court revenue. The-agricultural 

income had risen from £115 in the 1290s to £196 in the forfeiture and 

this was due to the sale of corn and stock instead of supply to the 

household. However, if the value of corn both sold and supplied to the 

household is compared it is apparent that in the 1290s the-surplus corn 

was worth £358 whereas in the 1320s it was worth only £245: despite the 

rise in prices. The price rise had, however, been caused by poor harvests, 

which would have affected the yields and therefore it is-not necessary 

to assume that there had been a decline in the arable acreage, perhaps 

caused by the leasing of demesne lands which may be implied by the rise. 

in rents.. The decline in the value of Alkington can be attributed to 

the decline in the value of the stock it had supplied to-the household 

and it is clear that, without a household to support, this manor-had 

lost much of its importance as a supplier of stock and thus its stock 

had been reduced. This is true of the whole honour since the value of 

stock both sold and supplied to the household was £83 in-the 1290s but 

only £18 in the forfeiture. These manors in the fertile: Severn valley 
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were principally arable ones and in normal circumstances'. stock, apart 

from that required to cultivate the land, was produced only to supply 

the household and not as a "cash crop". Thus, when therQ was no house- 

hold, there was no need to maintain the surplus stock. Other interest- 

ing comparisons can be made for the honour as a whole. In the 1290s 

the next'cash income not including the sales of corn and ; stock had 

made up-30% of the total value of the manors, but this'wäs. '57%'fin the 

1320s and whereas the rents of free tenants had made up only 41% of 

this figure in the 1290s it was 59'% in the 1320s. Free rents were 

12.5% of the total value of the manors in the 1290s but 33.5% in the 

1320s. The total value of the corn (both sold and supplied to the 

household) had dropped from 57% to 40.5% of the total value of the 

manors and whereas only 21% of this was sold in the 1290s,. 48% was sold 

in the 1320s. It must be born in mind that, if. a large proportion of 

the accounts had not come from 1324-5 and thus coincided with the king's 

visit to Gascony, the proportion of surplus corn which was 'sold during 

the forfeiture would have been even higher. A similar picture is seen 

with the stock where it made up 13% of the total value, in the 1290s 

(and only 16% of this was sold) but only 3% of the total,. value, in the 

1320s (of which 62% was sold). 

Cash expenditure had dropped from £53 (without Cam-with-Coaley) 

in the 1290s to £49 in the 1320s which was 9% of the greatly-increased 

gross cash income compared to 17.5% in the 1290s. This does not nece- 

ssarily mean that less care was taken of the manors and Oat "asset- 

stripping" and "waste" were taking place under the royal: administration. 

The situation was not similar to that of a wardship where the guardian 

knew that he had only a short time to take what profit he could-since 

the king anticipated that these lands would be in his hands for some 

time, if not for ever. Although maintenance costs had dropped slightly 
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from £18 to £15 10s Od, a more dramatic drop was in laboür, costs 

from £29 to £22 and this was due, as shown by the Ham accounts, to 

an increase in the use (and possibly in the number imposed) of labour 

services,, and a slightly higher sum was actually spent on the purchase 

of new corn and stock. 

Four accounts representing five manors show-the picture as it 

existed in the-1340s, Alkington and Hinton having accounts. fro 1345-6 

and 91imbridge and Ham-with-Appleridge with accounts of 1'346-7 (Table 

4: 3). The gross cash income was £382 and rents made up 60% of this 

sum, agricultural income 35% and the courts 5%. In the 1290s rents had 

made up a lower proportion at 52% and the courts a higher one at 12% 

with agricultural income being much the same. No cash gras. spent on 

new corn and stock at any of the manors and maintenance costs were 

the higher burden at 59% of all expenditure in contrast'tothe; earlier 

two periods when it had been 35% and labour costs had been-the greater 

expenditure. However, the cash "investment" overall was 21% (i. e. cash. 

expenditure was 21% of the gross cash income) comparedýto 17.5% in the 

1290s. In the total value of the manors, net cash income rode up 50% 

(compared to 44% in the 1290s), the value of corn used'3 5%-(compared to 

45%) and the value of stock 15% (compared to 11%). In goneral, then, 

since a greater proportion of the cash income was in rents, and cash 

income was now of far more importance in overall value, rents were 

becoming by far the most important element of the manors.;: 

Another group of accounts representing six manors in the 1350s 

emphasises these trends (Table 4: 4). These accounts are for Cam in 

1354-55, Ham-with-Appleridge and Hurst in 1355-56, Hint6n in 1356-7 

and Alkington in 1357-8. By this time rents formed 72% of the gross 

cash income, with agricultural income reduced to 21% and seigneurial 

income increased slightly to 7%. Cash "investment" had'Xipen dramatically 
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to 29% overall and a great deal of this can be attributed to the 

purchase of new corn and stock which accounted-for 34% of the expend- 

iture. Labour costs were 38% of the expenditure and maintenance 28%. 

Without the new corn and stock, "investment" was 19% and. labour costs 

58% which are more normal proportions. Despite this large'cash ex- 

penditure, net cash income was an even greater proportion of the overall 

value of the manors at 61% (compared to 50% in the decade before and 

44% in the 1290s) with the value of the corn making up 22%'(compared to 

35%. and 45%) and the value of stock and other liveries to" the household 

17% (compared to 15% and 11%). The overall value of the: manors which 

can be compared directly between the 1340s and 1350s (Hanf-with-Appleridge, 

Alkington and Hinton) had, however, declined. Thus, since the. 1290s, 

rent formed an ever-increasing proportion of the cash inýome and the 

net cash income formed an ever-increasing proportion of the total value 

of the manors as the value of corn sent to the household declined and 

the value of stock increased slightly. 

Turning to the question of labour, the first point '. to be made is 

that in the 1290s there was a large quantity of villein labour services 

available in the honour (Table 4: 13). The potential cash rent paid by 

them if they did no works can be used as a guide to the quantity and 

at Cam and Wotton, as at Ham-with-Appleridge, this amounted to over £20. 

At Coaley it was over £13 but at all the other manors it-was between £5 

and X10. At Slimbridge the total potential rent was £9 9s. 8d per annum. 

but half-way through the year, services worth £6 3s Od per annum were 

transferred to Coaley*manor. Over half these services were actually 

used on all the manors except at Hurst (where the proportion used was 

only 22%). By the 1320s, however, a dramatic decline had taken place. 

This is apparent from the accounts of 1325-6 and 1,326-7 since the 

earlier ones, drawn up during the first three years of the forfeiture, 

show the same phenomenon as at Ham in that the casual quarterly assess- 
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ments were abandoned and works were individually valued. At Ham the 

potential rent had declined slightly from £24 to £22 7s Od, but at 

the other manors with accounts from 1325-7 it had declined. much more 

severely, from £6 14s Od to £2 10s Od at Hurst, - from £9 9s "8d to 10s 

10d at Slimbridge, from £21 Os 18d to £4 19s 4d at Cam and-from £13 12s 

lid to 21s 2d at Coaley. The total decline on these four manors was 

from £50 18s Id to £9 Os 16d, a reduction of more than five times, but 
r Ewa iý 

it does not seem to have been so severe at the other four manors. There 

had been works worth £31 15s 6d at Wotton-with-Symondshall in the 1290s 

and by the 1340s they had been reduced by a third to £203s 
, 

lld; and at 

Hinton they had dropped only slightly from £6 2s Od to £5 7s 3d. At 

Alkington they had actually increased slightly from £6 18s'5d to £7 

2s 2d. Due to the lack of accounts it is difficult to say what happened 

to the customary tenements, but at Ham it is known that some at least 

were broken up and leased to new tenants as free tenements and it seems 

probable therefore that this was the fate of many of those on the other 

manors. The same trend, of the conversion of unfree tenements to free 

ones occurred on the Cornish manors of the earldom of Cornwall and in 

the lordship of Usk before the Black Death and, while there was no 

demesne on the Cornish manors which required labour services, there was 

a demesne at the manor of Usk as at Ham and the other manors of Berkeley 

honour. 5 Thomas II was abandoning his labour services, not temporarily 

by annual commutation, but permanently by converting the , customary 

tenements into free ones and, like the Abbot of Battle, clearly found 

it cheaper and more efficient to employ labourers than use labour services 

at a time of over-population resulting in low wages. 6 

Although a high proportion of the remaining services, continued 
to be used up to the 1340s, a great deal of them, even at Slimbridge 

where they were worth only 10s 10d per annum, were used in maintaining 
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the famuli as noticed at Ham. This caused a general drop in the cost of 

the Famuli to the lord between the 1290s and 1320s. Similarly, the con- 

version of customary tenements to ones "freely held" also; occurred over. 

the whole honour immediately after the Black Death, and one of the results 

of this was a rise in the costs of the famuli between the; 1340s and 1350s 

and a continuing rise into the 1360s. There is also a noticeable increase 

in harvest costs after the Black Death but since many of the works bad 

been used in maintaining the famuli, their loss after 350 made more diff- 

erence to the costs of the famuli than to that of casual labour. 

Because of the lack of later accounts, clernesne. leasing in the 

honour cannot be discussed but there is other evidence.? The tenement at 

St. Chloe was leased in 1362, the tenement at Chicklade and the manors 

of Yorkley and Upton St. Leonards by 1368, the manors of Purton and 

Wenden by 1385 and 1389. By 1385 almost a half of the value of the 

Lisle inheritance then held by Thomas IV was in farms and. the tenements 

at Chelworth and Calcutt had been leased by 1386. The Lisle lands show 

how much more profitable it was for the lord to let manors at farm than 

cultivate them himself. The manor of Shirburn, valued at £17 13s 8/d 

in 1385, was leased at £32 in 1389, and the manor of Noke,. valued a'. 

£11 19s 4/d in 1385 and at £16 6s 2/d in 1389, was leased at £22 per 

annum at Michaelmas 1389. These, as far as Thomas IV was concerned, were 

all outlying manors which would be the first to be leased and the honour 

manors, close to the castle, would still be useful as suppliers to the 

household. Nevertheless, a great deal of the demesne at., Ham was leased 

in 137'1. and this manor was the closest to the castle and. therefore least 

likely to be leased but, as seen in the study of Ham, even, this manor 

became more and more-of a "cash" manor with less and less of its value 

being in supplies to the household. But, in Holnts' words; the Berkeley 

lords "did not become rentiers in the decadence of the late Gothic 
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period; they had always been rentiers" since, even in the' 1290s, 44% 

of the gross cash income had been in rents. 8 

The concentration of the estate, particularly of the honour manors 

within the hundred of Berkeley, inevitably led to a great-deal of 

interaction between the manors. This has already been seen at Ham with 

the great numbers of stock transferred between manors during the year 

and, to 'a more limited degree, with the transfer of quantities of corn, 

but interaction occurred in a great many other ways. Some of the manors 

were so close that their demesnes were contiguous and, in the 1330s and 

1340s, a, number of vacant tenements and some of the original demesne 

meadow at Ham were transferred to the Hinton demesne. In 1292-3 a 

large-proportion of the rents, including customary ones, paid at Slim- 

bridge were transferred to Cam-with-Coaley. In 1345-6 one reaper super- 

vised the threshing and winnowing at Yorkley, Awre, Blakeney and, on the 

other side of the Severn, at Hinton, and villein works owed to Hinton 

manor were transferred to Yorkley. The importance of the Severn crossing 

in this particular association is emphasised by the gift of one quarter 

of wheat to the ferryman of the Purton "passage". The impression is 

given that the honour manors in particular, and possibly others within 

a short distance of them, were exploited almost as one. unit before 1350 

much as the thirteen Huntingdonshire manors of Ramsey Abbey formed "an 

independent block in (the) details of inter-manorial supply and production" 

The similarity is ensured by the fact that, like the honour, all but 

four of the Abbey manors were in one solid block of land Arid were intimately 

connected with livery to Ramsey. 9 That the individual manors were not 

regarded as units in themselves (or rather not as immutable and entirely 

autonomous units) but rather as a flexible framework within which adjust- 

ments could be made, is shown by the transfer of rents and demesne lands 
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exampled above and by the fact that they could be joined under one 

reeve and separated again without apparent effort. For eicample, Hurst 

and Slimbridge were accounted for separately in the 1290s: but together 

in the 1320s and separately again in the 1340s and 1350s when Hurst had 

been granted to Maurice IV. Similarly, Cam and Coaley were together in 

the 1290s and in 1326-7 but in the 1350s they were separate. The internal 

structure, however, contained an element of inviolability-since when two 

manors were accounted for together, the rents due to each-are generally 

presented separately as are, to a certain extent, the corn accounts. 

One aspect of agricultural production which was usually centralised; 

even on the more scattered estates, was wool production as-at Ramsey Abbey, 

Crowland Abbey and the bishopric of Worcester where the manor of Blockley 

was the centre. 10 It comes as no surprise, therefore, to-find the same 

system operating on the Berkeley estate. Sheep . had been in element of 

production under Thomas II when, for example, 159 wethers-had been sent 

to Ham for delivery on to the household in 1293-4 but there are few 

details and an expansion of sheep farming seems to have occurred under 

Thomas III. This can be compared with the expansion carried out on the 

Clare manors in East Anglia in the 1330s which appears to have been a 

deliberate effort to exploit resources more thoroughly as: this was a time 

of falling wool prices. 11 The centre of production on the Berkeley estate 

was the manor of Beverstone which was acquired by Thomas III in 1330. In 

1342 he bought 1,500 sheep at one time, and there seems to, have been a 

consistent total of almost 6,000 sheep-on the demesnes. 12', In 1333,5,775 

sheep were sheared at Beverstone and on Thomas III's death in 1361 there 

were 5,750 adult sheep and around 1,000 lambs on the manors then held by 

him. 13 Smyth may be wrong, however, in saying that all the sheep were 

actually sheared at Beverstone since it appears from the'accounts that 

they were sheared at the other manors and the fleeces then sent to Bever- 

stone. After Thomas III's death Beverstone passed to his widow and thence 
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to his younger son, and different arrangements were made,. During the 

1360s production continued to be centralised and the wool was sent 

instead to the receiver, but under Thomas IV it appears that the wool 

was generally sold directly from the manor. 14 

A valuation of stock on the manors carried out by -bis executors 

on the death of Thomas III shows the state of the Berkeley flock as it 

then was on the manors held by him. There were sheep on-thee demesnes of 

Bedminster, Slimbridge, Wotton, Symondshall and Cam of the: patrimony manors,. 

and, of the newly-acquired properties, on those of Ablinnton-with-Alton 

(Wiltshire), Clevelode. (Worcestershire), Barrow Gurney' arid. Tickenham 

(Somerset) and Beverstone, Kingsweston, Westonbirt, Syde,, Tockington and 

Over (Gloucestershire). 15 The honour manors, being in. the rich and fertile 

Severn valley, were not ideally suited to sheep production, but Slimbridge 

(on-the Severn estuary) and Wotton, Symondshall and Cam (adjacent to the 

Cotswolds and its sheep runs) were the most suitable of them. To a 

certain extent, however, this list is misleading because sheep had appeared 

temporarily on some of the other honour manors in the course of. the great 

rotation of stock during the year, but it may reflect the more permanent 

establishments. One point it certainly shows is the degree that wool 

production played in Thomas III's acquisition of land. 8everstone, Syde 

and Westonbirt were all in the Cotswolds although Kingsweston, Over and 

Tockington were in the lower Severn valley; Clevelode, Bedminster, Barrow 

Gurney and Tickenham in a similar situation; and Ablirgton-with-Alton on 

the Salisbury Plain. As on the estate of the bishopric of'Worcester, 16 

the manors had specialist functions and six of them had breeding flocks 

. 
of rams, ewes, young stock and lambs. Of these six, only Beverstone was. 

in the Cotswolds and the others (Slimbridge, Over, Clevelode, Barrow 

Gurney and Abl. ington-with-Alton) were in gentler situations more suitable, 

perhaps, for rearing lambs. Slimbridge was clearly the most important of 

these since over a third of the lambs were there. Smyth gives some more 
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details showing how carefully the sheep were exploited. The rams were 

separated from the ewes and wethers until October and then. some were 

kept back for two weeks or so to ensure that no ewe went barren. '7 

Maurice IV (and probably his father) had a ship which was. üsed to 

transport the wool to other parts of England and abroad, and also, of 

course, for the transport of corn, and the importation of. wine, spices 

and other foreign goods. 18 

Being based in the Cotswolds, the wool from the Berkeley flocks 

would have been among the best. In 1343 a price-fixing ordinance set 

the value of Gloucestershire wool at 12 marks a sack. 19 'Evidence from 

the Slimbridge accounts show that the weight of wool from-each sheep 

varied widely and seems to decline as the century progressed. In 1357-8 

167 fleeces made up a sack, in 1363-4 it was 175 fleeces,: in 1376-77 it 

was 202 and in the next three years it varied between 217, and 232. If 

the figure of 167 fleeces to the sack is typical of the rest of the 

flock under Thomas III, his 6,000 sheep would have produced around 36 

sacks of, wool a year which could be sold at almost £300. In the 1370s, 

when wool was sold directly from the manors, the price df""pure" or 

sorted wool was £9 a sack in 1378 and 1379 and £8 10s Od-a sack in 1380,. 

and the price of "gross" or unsorted wool was £7 6s 8d a'sack in 1382. 

The bishop of Worcester's wool sold at £9 6s 8d per sack in 1384 and for 

around £8 10s Od per sack in 1389 when. about 210 fleeces made up a sack. 20 

In addition to the wool, however, a small proportion of the sheep were 

slaughtered each year to be eaten. in the household. The pIdest sheep 

were separated. as cullions and fattened for slaughter and: in 1395-6,. 

382 wethers were eaten salted and another 91 killed and eaten fresh in 

the household. 21 These were each valued at one shilling. so the 473 were 

worth-L23 13s Od and represented 8% of the entire flock. 'It should also 

be remembered that in the heavily arable Severn valley, the value of the 

sheep in manuring. the arable land was probably as important as the income 

from the ' sale . of wool. 22 
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The reeves were the lynchpins of the manorial administration and 

here again a high degree of interaction between the manors. is apparent. 

In the 1340s the reeves of Awre and Bedminster were both customary tenants 

of Ham manor, and some men moved from one manor to another.. For example, 

Richard atte Fortheye was reeve of Beverstone in 1332-3. and reeve of 

Hurst from 1337, and William Oldelynch was reeve of Hinton from 1328 to 

1339 but by 1343 was reeve of Yorkley, indicating that, these men must have 

made a career in the estate administration at this level and have therefore 

become extremely professional. 

From the evidence of the Ham accounts it is clear. that the reeve 

was usually a customary tenant as was common all over the country. 23 

At Ham he was usually a half-virgator and had his potential cash rent of 

10s per annum "allowed" for performing the office, and, even when he was 

a virgator he was only "allowed" 10s of his rent of 20s per annum. Even 

so, he appears to have been better off than those on the, Cornish manors 

of the earldom of Cornwall where the reeve was allowed between 2s and 5s 

per annum. 24 In 1316-17, however, the Ham reeve was a free tenant and 

was paid a wage of 52s for the year, and towards the end*of the period 

he was more often one of the customary tenants who was holding a commuted 

tenement and had 20s of his "free rent" allowed. In the last three sur- 

viving accounts there was no longer a reeve and instead a bailiff who was 

paid a stipend which is unfortunately illegible in all- three accounts 

(1386-9) and received a bushel of wheat per week or 6 quarters 4 bushels 

a year which, at the prices current at the time, was worth about 30s per 

annum. The reeves generally held office for long periods, which, again, 

was cocoon all over the country, 25 but because of the gaps in the series 

of accounts it is not possible to give exact periods. Henry Whytemay, 

however; was certainly reeve between 1332 and 1351. 

more was a second, subordinate, officer at Ham c41led the beadle 

who was usually a quarter-virgator and had his potential": cash rent of 
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5s per annum allowed. He was (possibly among other things) responsible 

for collecting the rents and thus for a great deal of the-. cash handled 

on the manor. In this Ham was different to the Cornwall manors where 

the beadle was responsible for the enforcement of manorial"-discipline, and 

where the reeve had'assistance in collecting rents from ari. unpaid rent- 

collector, but on the estate of the bishopric of Worcester the beadle was 

also sometimes the rent-collector. 26 At Ham, both the"repveand the 

beadle were responsible for a portion of the balance of cash carried over 

from one'account to the next but, probably because of his rent-collecting 

duties, the beadle was often liable for higher sums than the reeve. The 

amounts for which each was liable at the end of the financial year were 

recorded at the end of each account and the combined sums appear as the 

first entry of the next account as "arrears". 

These balances carried forward occasionally reached'quite high sums 

and give the impression that manorial finances were burdened with a large, 

unpaid and growing debt which never seems to be paid off. - Early in the 

period, however, there was a debit balance in six of the sixteen available 

figures before 1317, but this was never more than £5 and was usually less 

than 25s. When the reeve handed on his office to a successor they raid 

off, usually within two or three years. whatever was remainina of the balance 

held to their account, For example, at Michaelmas 1351 Henry Whytemay 

"owed" £49 13s Od but by Michaelmas 1353 (which was either one or two years 

after he resigned his office) he owed only £4 13s 6d and this had been paid 

off by the next year. The beadles were just as prompt with'repayment as 

shown by John Greyel who finished his term at Michaelmas 1,376 owing £18 10s 

ld and had paid off £18 within a year and the remaining lOs 1d by Michaelmas 

1379. 

The auditors were clearly-very influential in the manorial economy 

as shown by the number and degree of changes they made to the accounts. 27 

The original document laid out what the reeve claimed to have received and 
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spent and the auditors then made adjustments to the figures. In the cash 

account, alterations were made simply by crossing out the sums claimed 

by the reeve and substituting lower or higher ones, and in'the corn and 

stock accounts they used the convenient fiction called "sales upon the 

acount". These "sales" appear in the Ham accounts for the', first time 

during the forfeiture, again in 1328-9 and then regularly from 1333 

onwards. However, the auditors usually repented of some at least of their 

severity and a proportion of the "sales" and the adjustments-made in the 

cash account was usually forgiven the reeve at the end of the account, 

a final balancing which included liveries he had made without a warrant 

or receiving a tally, and allowances made by the special grace of the 

lord. By the 1380s on-the estates of the bishopric of Worcester these 

allowances had taken on the character of deliberate reductions to limit 

the growth of arrears and to encourage the reeves to pay what was left, 

a cömbination of firmness and realism which was highly profitable. 28 

At Ham these reductions appeared from 1333 onwards, coincident with the 

appearance of the "sales", and the final balance after they were made 

were entered as arrears on the next account. The reductions made did 

not always refer specifically to figures of that year's account, one of 

the advantages of the flexible balance system being that it could absorb 

such eccentric practices. 

At Ham a number of expenses were incurred which had nothing to 

do with the running of the manor and can legitimtely be regarded as 

"foreign" expenses (such as the costs of new buildings in the castle, 

and the payment of annuities, miscellaneous cash gifts and pardons of 

fines and amercements on the orders of the lord), but the principal cash 

income from the manor enjoyed by the lord was in cash liveries made to 

the receiver by the reeve. The total sum delivered in any""one year seems 

to bear little relation to the real cash profit in that year. It is 

apparent that the rent income (or a large proportion of it) was handed 
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over almost as soon as it was received by the beadle at the-four annual 

terms, and other sums handed over on demand. Because these-demands 

were not intimately connected to the cash profit they amounted to 

sometimes more and sometimes less than the reeve actually-received during 

the year, another idiosyncratic practice which operated because of the 

flexible balance. Cash injections from the receiver were made to the 

. manor every year, but the largest sums were apparently made to tide over 

a temporary cash flow problem since most of the particularly large 

amounts received at Ham can be associated with some extradrdinary 

expense on the manor. For example, in 1350-51 the Ham reeve received 

£84 15s 4d which can be attributed to the purchase of corn. in that year 

for £63 15s 6d, and in 1373-4 the equally unusual sum of £80 10s 10d 

was clearly intended to cover the high expenditure on new corn and 

stock at the end of Thomas IV's minority. 

With the bulk of the estate being so concentrated, it is not 

surprising that, until 1382 at least, there does not seem . to be any 

subdivision into receiverships. However, in the. 1350s and 1360s there 

are references in the accounts to two intermediate officer's-between the 

steward and the reeves of the individual manors. They were-called 

itinerant bailiffs and covered two territorial areas - the lands in 

Somerset and . the manors around Berkeley -a very logical subdivision. 

William Capel, the itinerant bailiff for Somerset in the late 1350s, 

was paid two marks a year in wages and, possibly before taking up this 

position, is found at Hurst in 1355-6 dealing with the sale,. of wool. These 

bailiffs can be compared with the "bailiffs-errant" on the Cornish manors 

of the earldom of Cornwall who were appointed and paid by-the Duchy 

to assist in the administration and especially to aid the receiver in 

the collection of money, and the bailiffs of the bishopric of Worcester 

who supervised bailiwicks of three to six manors and were paid cash wages 

varying between 26s 8d (as William Capel) and £10 per annum. 29 
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It is possible that the arrangement of the valors of 1385 and 

1389 reflect a further subdivision of the estate, but whether this 

implies separate receiverships is doubtful. In 1389 the manors are 

arranged in clearly separate groups with sub-totals of their values 

at the end of each, as well as the grand total at the bottom. The 

groups are, firstly, the honour manors, the Somerset manors and the 

other lands in Gloucestershire; secondly, two manors in, Gloucestershire 

held temporarily; thirdly, the Lisle lands in Devon; fourthly, the 

other Lisle lands; and lastly the farms and rents of Wenden', Bridgewater, 

Upton and Chicklade. Although the first-group totalled over £1,100, 

a respectable receivership, the temporary holdings totalled only £25 

which seems an extremely small amount to be dealt with by: a. separate 

officer. Consequently, although the valors do seem to reflect some 

sort of subdivision of the estate following the acquisition-of half 

the widespread Lisle estate, it does not seem that there were nece- 

ssarily five different receiverships. 

Because their names appear so frequently in the manorial accounts 

the receivers can be easily identified from 1326 onwards. '. Before 1326 

the tendency for the accounts to record merely that cash liveries were 

made "to the lord's coffers" and the utter obscurity of the few names 

given combine to cloud the issue. From 1326 to 1387 six men held the 

office - William de Syde (1326-29), John de Clyve (1332-40), Walter 

Goidmere (1343-1359), Robert de Couley (1361-63 and, apparently jointly 

with Goldmere from 1363 to 1367 since both appear in the same 'accounts), 

Ralph Cok (1367-8 and 1374-87) and Ralph Waleys (1373-4). - In addition, 

John Bonjohn was receiver in 1414-15. 

The background of most of these men is obscure, but Walter Goldmere 

appears to have been the son of a virgator of Ham manor of the same 

name who was reeve of Ham during the forfeiture. Robert de. Couley was 

a member of a family prominent in the Berkeleys' service throughout the 
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century who later rose to the rank of esquire . Ralph Waleys stands 

out as being the only one of any real prominence, as head of a well- 

established "knightly" family, but he only held the office: for a short 

time at the very beginning of Thomas IV's majority and was probably a 

stop-gap receiver only. 30 He was also a layman and, although there is 

no evidence for Ralph Cok being a clerk, all the others were and many 

were rewarded with livings in the lords' gift. William de;, Syde, 
ta 

highly 
Yn^W t 

valued servant of Thomas III's, was rector of Awre; John de Clyve was 

described as a chaplain; Walter Goidmere was admitted to the priesthood 

in 1332; Robert de Couley was vicar of Syde in 1349 and by. 1364 was 

parson of Slimbridge; and John Bonjohn was vicar of Berkeley. 31 Son 

of these men also held other positions in the estate and/or: household 

administration, and the great trust which was placed in them by the 

lords is illustrated by the fact that two of them were named by 

Thomas III and Thomas IV as their executors (Couley and Iiohjohn). 

While the receiver was the chief financial officer, in the estate 

administration, the chief executive officer was the steward and the 

names of several of them survive. Sometime previous to 1321 the position 

was held by Henry Rockhill and also apparently immediately after 

Thomas III's restoration, 32 but he was quickly replaced by Thomas de 

Rodborough in 1327. William de Cheltenham appears as steward in 1332, 

from 1354 to 1359 and in 1363-4, and Smyth implies that he held this 

position almost permanently under Thomas III, although In: 1339 his 

brother John is referred to as holding the position. JQhn Sergeant 

was the steward from 1377 to 1381 at least, Richard Ruyhall"is and 

in 1388-9 and in 1395, and John de Couley in 1393. The Ham account of 

1388-9 shows an interesting dual situation. Although Ruyhall is specif- 

ically stated to be steward of the lands, another man, John-Arthur, is 

said to have held the courts - one of the steward's principal tasks. 
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It is possible that Ruyhall's position was a sinecure and : that Arthur 

was his deputy and carrying out the real work since Ruyhäll occurs only 

as eating four hens at Ham which could be said of any member of the 

household. 

These eight men are, on the whole, far better known and documented 

than the receivers. Rodborough and Ruyhall came from well-established 

"knightly" families, and the Cheltenhams, Sergeant and'Couley'reached 

that status through their service to the Berkeleys. Only Henry de 

Rockhill is totally obscure. They generally appear as the., holders of 

the hundred courts and leets in the manorial accounts and in assise rolls 

as the men responsible for judicial affairs within theeBerkeleys' private 

hundreds, but the other tasks required of them are shown -by the 

activities of William de Cheltenham recorded in the Bedminster accounts 

of the late 1350s. In 1357-8 he went to Wells in Somerset, on business 

of the lord in the royal courts there, and is mentioned-as-coming to 

the manor to supervise officials there, and to carry out-some business 

in Bristol. Again great trust in them is implied by the 'nomination of 

Rockhill and Cheltenham as executors of Maurice III and Maurice IV. 

They form a contrast to the receivers, however, not only'in being less 

obscure and consequently of notably higher rank, but also in being laymen. 

Along with the receiver and the steward, the estate administration 

was headed by a more general body of advisors called the council. The 

Berkeleys had a council as early as 1327 when members of', it were paid 

their expenses in holding courts with the steward. Other references to 

it come from later in the period when its advice was followed in the 

granting of land at Ham to a chantry in 1362-3, and when At authorised 

payment of 40s to the clerk involved in the making of hew rentals, 

and the allowance to the beadle for the non-payment of a. rent, in 1378-9. 

At other times its involvement is implied. Following the reference in 

the receiver's account of 1327 to members of the council. holding courts 
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it would appear that later references in manorial accounts to the visits 

of two or more men to hold the courts under the heading "expenses of 

the steward" show the members of the council in action. ''-In the 1350s 

William de Cheltenham was steward of the estate but while holding courts 

he was accompanied in 1354-5 by John de Clyve (receiver in the 1330s), 

in 1356-8 by John de Coggeshale, and in 1358-9 by one Nicholas atte 

Pulle. Similarly, John Sergeant was accompanied by William Srrialcombe 

in 1377-79 and Ralph Cok (the receiver) in 1379-80. In 1376-77 the 

courts had been held by William Haicroft, William Smalcombe and Ralph 

Waleys but there is no hint as to which among them was the steward; in 

1378-9 Smalcombe,. Cok and Waleys came to Slimbridge to, weigh the wool 

for sale with the merchant who was buying it; and Waleys. and Robert 

Heigham were making a 'new rental for the manors of Hand, Alkington, 

Slimbridge and Bedminster in 1378-9. In 1381-2 Waleys and Heigham 

were auditors, and between 1356 and 1359 Robert de Couley; (later receiver) 

visited Bedminster each year to raise cash and on other business of the 

lord's. Although they are never named as such, here are probably members 

of the council in action. 

Although the cash handed over from the reeves to the receiver was 

an important element of the seigneurial economy, equally,: important was 

the corn and stock raised on the manors which was sent to the household. 

An account of household expenses of 1345-6 shows that food and drink to 

the value of almost £900 were consumed during the year and two-thirds of. 

this was corn and stock sent from the manors, the remaining £300 being 

spent on wine, luxury items such as spices, and other provisions. The 

household of Elizabeth de Burgh obtained half its basic necessities (in 

grain, hay, meat and fuel) from her manors and the rest was bought so 

it seems that Thomas III made greater use of his own produce in his 

household. 33 The importance of the provisions sent to. the-household 
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as an element of the value of the manors themselves can be deduced from 

the group of accounts from all ten honour manors in the 1290s when, 

of the total value of £632,56% (or £350) was in proviýsipns sent to 

the household and £280 in net cash income. Again thiE different to 

the estate of Elizabeth de Burgh who received three-quarters of her 

total revenue in cash and a quarter in kind 34 

The provisions, according to Smyth, were ordered on a1weekly, 

monthly or quarterly basis by the steward of the household and received 

either by him or by the clerk of the kitchen, 35 but, according to the 

accounts, they were sent to the clerk of the wardrobe at. least in the 

1340s and especially in the 1350s when the officer is properly named. 

This was similar to the household of Elizabeth de Burgh where the clerk 

of the wardrobe accounted for receipts in kind from the manors. 36 

During the lordship of Maurice IV, however, which started in 1361 it is 

the steward who is named as receiving the provisions. The steward was 

the chief executive officer of the household and there appears to 

have been a separate officer from 1297, and certainly from 1328. Some 

can be identified. In 1297 the office was held by Richard de Bisley, 

in 1328. by James de Wilton, in 1348-9 by Matthew de Clyvedon, in 1361-2 

by John Cheyney, from 1364 to 1367 by Ralph Waleys, from. 1373 to 1379 by 

Ralph Cok and in 1387-88 by John Winter. 37 These men were all laymen 

and although John Cheyney, John Winter and Ralph Cok are. somewhat obscure, 

the rest appear to fall within the lower ranks of the gentry. Cok also 

held the office of receiver. Some of the clerks of the wardrobe are 

also named in the accounts - John de Stoke in 1343-44, Walter Goldmere 

in 1347-8 (also receiver) and John le Clerk alias le Vey. in 1345-6 and 

from 1353 to 1359. An account of Thomas de Shipton, wardrober in 1328, 

also survives. All these men were clerks. 

There are a few accounts which throw light on the workings of the 

household administration, 38 
and the first of these is a teceiver's 
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account from I January to Michaelmas 1327. This is not entirely sat- 

isfactory since it does not cover an entire year, it is damaged in 

parts, and the circumstances (with Thomas III newly restored to his 

previously forfeited lands and Edward II being imprisoned at Berkeley) 

were not typical. The receipts are divided into three parts, firstly 

the balance left by the previous receiver of £183, secondly the cash 

liveries of £581 from the estate, and thirdly what max termed "casual" 

income, of £833. Of this last sum, £700 was received from the Exchequer 

for the expenses of Edward II, £77 from the late keeper of the forfeited 

lands from the balance he still held when the lands were restored, £30 

from the lord's coffers (presumably retrieved from St. Augustine's 

Abbey where Maurice III had placed-them during the Despepser War), 

£10 of the previous year's rent from Bridgewater (that from the current 

year being included in the second section), 20s from a wardship, £4 

from Mortimer (presumably as part of his commitment to maintain his 

son-in-law's household for four years agreed in the marriage contract), 

and £5 from the lord's brother Maurice. These receipts-totalled-almost 

£1,600 and just over £1,200 was accounted for leaving a balance of 

just under £400. 

The expense account shows that the receiver was directly respons- 

ible for some expenditure, but parts of it are damaged and: difficult 

to interpret. The first section seems to consist of repairs to the 

castle and running costs (such as the purchase of barrels) and totals 

£27; and the second of the expenses of various servants, running errands 

(such as taking letters from the lord'to John Mautravers'. at Corfe and to 

Odo de Bodrugan in Cornwall) and totals 18s 10d. The purchase of horses 

and saddles (such as the palfrey bought at Winchcombe'for'£5 13s 4d) 

accounts for almost £64 and this is folloi: ed by a very confused part, 

some of which at least refers to expenses connected with the estate 

(for example, that of the steward and other members of the. council 
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holding courts) and some with the expenses of the wardrobe (for example, 

in cloth and, fur bought for liveries, sandals for the lo'rd's brother 

Peter, 100 lbs of wax and luxuries such as ginger, white pepper, 

gingerbread and medicine, although there is also a reference to a 

separate account). This appears to account for around £120. The pen- 

ultimate section is of expenses of the lord (in various journeys such as 

to Ludlow and Westminster, and in alms) totalling over £i7", but the 

bulk of the receiver's expenses was in cash liveries amounting to almost 

£974 or almost four-fifths of his total expenditure. Some of this 

went to various manors, some for the payment of annuities. (such as to 

the lord's uncle granted to him as part of his endowment. -and other 

members of the family including £60 to Maurice and 40 matks to Eudo, 

the lord's brothers), some apparently to various servants'for , out of 

court" expenses, L257-to John Mautravers which was presumably something 

to do with the keeping of Edward II, and £76 to the wardrober for. the 

household. 

The importance of the wardrober as treasurer of the household 

has already been noticed in the fact that liveries of provisions from 

the manors were made to him during the lordship of Thomas'III. An 

account of the vrardrober Thomas de Shipton for the period 24 April to 

11 September 1328 shows how he was involved in the administration. 

His receipts totalled just over £156 of which £143 came as a block 

grant from the receiver and the bulk of his expenses occur"as'large, 

grants for various purposes referring to other rolls for *details. The 

expenses of the lord and his retinue on various expeditions (to Ciren- 

cester, Hereford, Coventry and Exeter for tournaments, to Northampton 

for the parliament, and to Iichester for trailbaston hearings), a gift 

of two marks to his esquires while they were jousting at; Bristol and 

L11 8s lid on the making of three sets of tournament armour and other 

equipment and repairs to them, accounted for £74. He was. ýalso responsible 
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for some at least of the expenses of fitting out the lord's sister 

for her marriage amounting to £60, for two funerals (of the lord's 

brother Eudo and one Matilda de St. Omer) amounting to over. £8, and 

for 41s 3d incurred in"sueing out a charter and a writ. The expenses 

of the household while it was at Bradley for 38 days from 5 August 

accounted for just over £8, and 49s 7d was spent in "various expenses" 

of the wardrobe itself and 51s 7d on the repair of two furs and a ring 

and the purchase of a gold wash-basin. The wardrober therefore rec- 

eived a"grant from the receiver and then handed out sums-to cover the 

expenses of the household while it was itinerating and while it was 

static at one of the lord's houses (these amounting to'around £68 or 

almost half his receipts), but was also responsible for certain extra- 

ordinary expenses, such as a marriage and funerals, and the purchase 

and repair of the lord's armour, as well as expenses of the wardrobe 

itself. 

Expenditure on the household while it was itinerating is shown 

by the chamberlain's account of spring 1328. This account. covers the 

daily expenses of the lord and his retinue from 24 February to 23 March 

while it was in the north, travelling south again and then going on to 

Woodstock and back again. It was presumably to a roll similar to this 

that the wardrober's account refers for the journey to Northampton for 

the parliament, for example. There was 4s 8d left from the previous 

chamberlain's account and almost £54 was received, of which almost ß47 

came from Roger Mortimer (£40 apparently as a gift and"tbe: rest for the 

wages of the grooms - another reference to his obligation to support 

Thomas' household), almost £6 from the receiver and 23s from a retainer 

for which the reason is not given. Of this total all but 9s was spent 

but £30-went in unexplained cash liveries, £10 on the purchase of a 

horse, £5 15s Od was given to servants (some of which atleast was for 
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"out of court" expenses such as the 20s given to Roger. Mael for his 

journey from, Leicester to Berkeley with a "great horse")-and almost 

17s was accounted for the journeys of the ex-chamberlain: to and from 

Woodstock between 31 March and 11 April. Only £7 5s 6d was spent on 

the incidents of the itinerating household (which compares. favourably 

with the sum of just over £8 spent by the wardrober on the household 

at Bradley for 38 days later in the year) of which £2 14s Od was in 

wages of the servants and the rest on food and drink for men and horses, 

ferry passages, alms, shoeing the horses, etc. While staying in York, 

however, no expense had been incurred in victuals which implies that 

the household was being housed by another lord, possibly: Mortimer. 

More interesting than this, however, is the evidence. given by 

the payment of wages to the grooms and chamberlains of the constantly 

changing personnel and size of the household accompanying the lord. 

When the account starts the household is at Doncaster and two days 

from York. For the first four days wages are paid to twenty grooms 

and two chamberlains serving the lord, Sir Odo de Bodrugýn, Sir John 

de Berkeley (the lord's brother) and five unnamed esquires, and the 

ensemble totalled thirty men. For the next eight days, while they 

stayed at York, the number dropped to twenty-seven because one of the 

esquires with his groom departed and Bodrugan's allowance of grooms 

was cut from six to four, but the lord's brother Eudo joined the group 

(and shared his brother John's servants). On Monday 7 March Bodrugan 

and his servants left and were replaced by William de Gamages with 

fewer servants and the group was reduced again to twenty-four men. 

Two days later it was reduced still further to nineteen men when Eudo 

left, and the four unnamed esquires with their servants'were replaced 

by Roger Mael and the lord's cousin Thomas de Berkeley with three servants 

between them. These nineteen men (Thomas III, Sir John de: Berkeley, 

.. J 
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William de Gamages, Roger Mael, Thomas de Berkeley and fourteen grooms) 

formed the household which left York on Thursday 10 March and reached 

Leicester on the following Sunday, but then it appears to have broken 

up. Roger Mael was sent back to Berkeley but the dispersal of the 

rest is unaccounted for. When the lord left Leicester on. Monday 14 

March he had seven men with him (Thomas de Berkeley and another unnamed 

esquire, four grooms and a page) but on the next day Th thasddl". Berkeley 

was sent to Abergavenny and from then until the following Saturday, 

even though the lord travelled on to Gloucestershire (and'may have 

spent a'night at Berkeley), no wages were paid at'all. on. Saturday 

19 March he was on his way to Woodstock with eleven men.: (William de 

Gamages, Sir John de Berkeley and Thomas de Berkeley, and eight grooms), 

and-on arrival at Woodstock on the Sunday was joined by "his falconer. 

The next day they were joined by the lord's brother Maurice with 

another groom, and on the Tuesday by Bodrugan and another brother, 

Peter, and Sir John appears to have been temporarily replaced for the 

day by the lord's uncle Sir Thomas, and the number of grpoms had risen 

to sixteen. On the Wednesday they were returning to Gloucestershire 

and Sir John was back with them with Bodrugan, Maurice and Gamage and 

thirteen grooms, the brother Peter and cousin Thomas having left. 

The implications of-this constant movement, and further discussion, 

will be dealt with later. 

The lord had several houses where he and his household stayed 

for long periods and while these houses were not being used (when he 

was itinerating or at one of the others) a skeleton staff was left 

behind. An account of one Henry Peche, described as the=supervisor of 

the household, shows one of these skeleton staffs in action. He 

remained at Berkeley while the household was at Bradley from 5 August 

to 10 September 1328 and received £6 7s 5d from the receiver for the 
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purpose. Of this sum, almost £4 was spent on the daily expenses of 

food, etc., acquired for the various household departments, 17s 9d on 

provisions sent to the wardrober t Bradley, 6s 8d on the wages of 

workmen carrying out repairs on the structure of the castle, 2s 10d 

on various purchases for one Roger Ferour (apparently in'charge of 

the stables since the purchases included items such as halters and 

horseshoes), and 20s 7d on the wages of the valets, grbbtYis. and'pages 

for nineteen days only of the period. Apart from Henry Peche himself, 

the valet John de Wauton was paid for eighteen days, a page and five 

grooms for nineteen days and a few other grooms were also paid for 

a few days. Henry Peche was clearly accustomed to holding-this-position 

since the receiver's account of 1327 records the payment'. of a sum to 

him for the expenses of the household before it came tb, Berkeley. 

The last account has already been referred to, a cbmposite one 

of 1345-6 setting out "the receipts of victuals and all other expenses, 

intrinsic and foreign, as appears in the household roll and in the ' 

accounts of the receiver and wardrober". As such it does not appear 

to have been drawn up to show the liability of any one 
. 
particular officer 

and the dorse of the accounts lists how much more or less was used of 

every item in this year than in the previous one. It may perhaps be 

attributed to the efficiency of Thomas III, possibly a method of checking 

the expenditure on the household by himself personally. He clearly 

preferred to live well within his income as year after year his income 

exceeded his expenditure leading to huge surpluses which'will be discussed 

later. ' 

The first part of the account deals with the "intrinsic" expenses 

i. e. the provisions brought from the manors and consumed -in the house- 

hold, each item of which is given a value according to the current 

prices. The most valuable element is, of course, the grain (both un- 

improved and malt) and this is followed by the meat slaughtered in the 
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autumn and eaten salted, the meat killed, taken to the kitchen and 

eaten fresh, the poultry also taken directly to the kitchen and finally 

dairy products. The stables accounted for 453 quarters gf'oats (valued 

at almost £68) and hay and litter (valued at £80) which 'ras calculated 

at a rate of 1äd per horse per night. This implies that: there was an 

average of 40 horses in the stables at any one time and they cost almost 

£150 a year to maintain. Paupers and the hounds accountgd'for 63 
P IW '1 

quarters of. beans valued at £12 12s 6d but unfortunately the proportion 

consumed by each is not given. The rest of the corn was consumed by 

the human members of the household, and by far the greatest proportion 

of this, both in quantity and value, was in wheat of which 432 quarters 

was used valued at almost £130. Making up most of the rest of the 

bill was 129 quarters of beans valued at almost £26, but-two quarters 

of barley (7s 6d) and two bushels of white peas (16d) was also used. 

This corn, which would have been made into flour in the pantry, had 

a total value of £156 but another £130-worth was made into. malt in the 

buttery for beer. Most of this was made from oats - 300; quarters valued 

at £50 - but there was also 123 quarters of barley malt (£27), 84 

quarters of dredge malt, a mixture of barley and oats (£15. ) and 122 

quarters of wheat malt (£38). The total value of all the corn sent 

to the household from the manors was £367. Of 550 quarters of wheat, 

four-fifths was made into flour and a fifth into malt; of 190 quarters 

of beans, two-thirds was used in the kitchen and a third went to the 

paupers and hounds; nearly all the barley and all the dredge were made 

into malt; but of 750 quarters of oats, 60% went to the stables and 

40% to the buttery. 

The provisions in meat sent to the household were valued at £120 

but of this meat worth only £12 was }tilled to be eaten fresh. For 

example, 17/ carcases of beef were left from the previous year and 75 

slaughtered in the year of the account, these 92/ being worth X53 Os 8d 
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but, in addition, one ox, one cow, four bullocks and nine : calves were 

sent directly to the kitchen and were valued at £3 Os 4d; Much the 

same-situation can be seen with the mutton (of which 382: carcases 

came from. the larder and another 91 eaten fresh), and pork.. Of the 

whole bill, beef comprised the largest proportion valued. ' at £56 Os 12d, 

followed by pork at £40 5s 8d and mutton at £23 13s Od. Goats were 

also eaten, three being slaughtered for the larder (3d) ändfive kids 

eaten fresh (2s 6d). 

The poultry was, of course, sent directly to the kitchen but the 

bill was much smaller totalling only £14 9s 5d. Although fifteen swans 

(at 3s 4d each), two peacocks (at 12d each), fourteen herons (at 2d 

each), twelve pheasants (at 4d each) and seven ducks (ate1/d each) were 

eaten, the most important fowls were the 299 geese (at 3d 
. each), 195 

capons (2'd), 470 hens (l/d) and 1,972 pigeons (0äd). Dairy products 

worth £5 16s 3d were consumed, but most of this (£4 6s 11) was --in 

cheese. There was also 265 gallons of milk, 2,432 eggs and a'small 

amount of butter and cream. The last item in this section was nineteen 

barrels of cider (valued at £9) but, although still apparently in the 

"intrinsic" section, this is said to have been bought. 

All these "intrincic" expenses totalled just over £596 in value. 

The horses accounted for goods worth £148, the unimproved corn was 

worth £169, the malt £130 and the meat, poultry and dairy products 

( and the cider) £150. In addition to this, however, another £270 was 

spent in cash "for use in the household both itinerating'. and static as 

appears by the household and wardrobe rolls as so much in wine, victuals 

and other essentials for the pantry, buttery, kitchen and stables beyond 

the corn, malt, stores ("lardare"), provisions ("munire"), 'stock 

("instaur"), cheese, butter, milk, cream and cider valued above". 

Unfortunately, no further details are given except that L46 was spent on 
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wine. Another £47 was spent on luxuries such as spices, -raisins, 

saffron, sugar and gingerbread, but in this section of "foreign" 

expenses, only the total sums are given and reference is, 'always 

made to the household and wardrobe rolls. 

As well as the food and drink, £142 was spent on cloth, leather 

and furs for the winter and summer robes of the lord and-, ladies, 

knights, esquires, officers, grooms and pages of the hou$ehöld; 

£45 in the wardrobe on furnishings (such as tapestries, hangings, 

cloth of gold and silver thread); £26 in the stables and: mews on a 

palfrey and five other horses, two falcons and a tiercel; £11 on 

expenses in the royal courts; and £21 on repairs and new-buildings 

in the castle. Annual "pensions" and the wages of the olerks amounted 

to £26 12s Od but some explanation is needed here. This. -was not 

annuities or fees to retainers. Sir John de Berkeley is'-rentioned 

as one of. the recipients and he had to be given ten markt a year 

which was part of the endow ent granted to his father. Other annuitants 

cannot be identified but the "wages of the clerks" probably refers 

to the rents which Thomas III promised to pay to some of, his clerical 

servants as their "benefices" when they were ordained 39. Cash gifts 

by the lord to various people amounted to almost £98 and, although 

Sir Peter Corbet is, mentioned, reference is again made to other rolls 

for details. However Smyth evidently saw these rolls and says that 

Corbet was given £10 for accompanying, the lord's heir on-'campaign in 

France, two more retainers were given £20 to ease a land dispute between 

them, another was given £10 towards the marriage of his daughter, and 

£10 was given to Sir John Tracy and the other knights who äcccmpanied 

the lord on campaign in Scotland S0 Even without the other knights, 

these gifts amount to £50 i. e. more than the amount recorded in this 

account, but Smyth may have mistaken pounds for marks"(a$ he is wont 

to do) in some at least of the above. Finally cash totalling £86 was 
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used in the alms of the lord and, although the document-is difficult 

to read at this point, it appears that reference is made to-the - 

purchase. of cloth and other materials. Smyth obviously saw the 

accompanying roll to this section a's well and says that Thomas III 

clothed 31 paupers on Maundy Thursday 1346 (i. e. during tYe'year of 

this account) with the sane robes as his officers valued, at, l0s each 

or 915 10s Od in total. 41 He also says that Thomas traditionally 

distributed silver coins to paupers at. Christmas, Easter and Whitsun, 

but gives no other details. 

At the end of the account it is recorded that the sum total 

of the expenses of the household in this year was £1,309 Tos 7d 

but, since provisions worth almost £30 remained, the clear expend- 

iture was around £1,280. However, almost £600 of this was received 

in provisions from the manors, so only £680 had been spent in cash 

and, of this, almost £320 had been actually spent on more : food and 

drink. This small figure is probably ä reflection of the. 'great number 

of manors close by the castle. There is one glaring ommission in 

this account. It does not seem to include the wages of the'servants. 

Why this is so is not clear since it does include such bdd expenses 

as those in the royal courts. While Thomas III was travelling in 

the spring of 1328, he spent an average of 2s 2d a day on'the wages 

of the grooms accompanying him and, later in the same year, -an average 

12d a"day i": as spent on the wages of the skeleton"staff ät"Berkeley. 

This'would imply that at least £60 per annum would be required for 

wages and this does not take into account the other houses at which 

there would be skeleton staffs or the fact that the travelling house- 

hold would probably be smaller than his household when ""at"home". 

The accounts show that the household was divided into the usual 

departments - the pantry, buttery, kitchen, poultery, wardrobe and the 

stables are mentioned - and the staff (below the high-ranking steward, 
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rrardrober and chamberlain and the slightly lower-ranking marshal and 

clerk of the kitchen) were divided into three ranks - the valets (or 

"officers", paid 2d per day), the grooms (1'd per day) and. the pages 

(ld per day). These three ranks constituted the "menial" servants in 

contrast to the officers who were generally of knightly rank. Gener- 

ations of the families of Capels, Stinchcombes, Melkshams,, Smalcombes, 

Swonhongres and Sergeants of Stone, for example, are found,: in the 

household and estate administration and they came from-the.; freeholder 

society, tenants of the Berkeley lords in the hundred, who occasionally 

prospered sufficiently to rise to the gentry. More unusually, so also 

was John Averay who was chamberlain until 24 February 1328,42 

A number of other details about the household are given by 

Smyth from documents no longer extant. The care and frugality of 

magnate households is seen when "every dayes and everye males milke 

of every cowe was rated and proportioned to the inferior servant, as 

what quantity of butter and cheese might be raised there from, accord- 

inge to the divers Seasons of sumer and winter, the pasture-where they 

fed and the like. "43 During the lordship of Thomas II (1281-1321) there 

was a domestic cloth industry where much of the lord's wool was pre- 

pared for use in clothing himself, his family and the knights, esquires 

and other members of the household, as well as for giving to the poor. 44 

The wool was sent out of the Castle for spinning, but the accounting 

official, who called himself a Master Clothier, accounted for the 

expenses or all the other stages of manufacture. This practice was 

abandoned by Thomas III (1326-1361) who spent £142 in one year on materials 

for the liveries, and on another occasion obtained "eight brode scarlets 

and of ray for the knights, and twelve for the Esquires Chaplens and 

officers" For the year's robes. 45 The knights wore robes'of cloth of 

ray of a"bastard scarlet furred with the best miniver, as did the lord 
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himself, while the esquires, clerks of the chapel, waiting women and 

household officers (the valets) had robes of a "fine brod ray collour" 

cloth furred with a coarser sort of miniver. The grooms and "under- 

servants" had robes of cloth furred with rabbit, lambskin' or "budge" 

according to their degree. 46 

Smyth says that Thomas III usually had at least tweXve knights 

and twenty-four esquires in his household but not all of them would 

have been present at one time and they probably served on a '. rotational 

basis. 47 The changes of personnel accompanying Thomas III while he 

was travelling in the spring of 1328 show the constant movement and 

fluidity of the household but perhaps is not typical of ' general' use. 

For instance, Bodrugan was with him from 24 February until. 6 March 

and joined him again on 22 March suggesting perhaps that he served 

roughly two weeks on and two weeks off every month, but vhlliam'de 

Gamages joined the lord on 7 March, left him on 13 March, "joined him 

again on "19 March which suggests a weekly rota, and Sir löhn de'Berkeley 

was with his brother from 24 February to 13 March and again from 19 

March. This may represent some form of rotation but it was. clearly 

very haphazard and not designed to maintain the lord's following at 

a standard number since this fluctuated from thirty to eight. 

The position of "knight" or "esquire of the household" was clearly 

a very weit-defined one. In 1318 when Thomas II'promised maintenance 

to Hugh de flisley as an "esquire of the household" this involved the 

payment of 1-2d per day to his groom and 2/d per day for the. support 

of two horses (the allowance made for each horse for hay and litter in 

the 1345-6 household account), as well as 3/d per-day for himself and 

36s Od per annum for two robes for himself. 48 The cost of. supporting 

the horses Emd groom was £6 2s 8d per annum and in total was-L13 4s 1'd. 

In 1351 Thomas III promised to maintain Geoffrey*Gascelyn'. as an esquire 

in his household or give him ten marks in lieu, a figure which was also 
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promised to John de la Mare in a similar land deal in 1345.49 De la 

Mare was also to have two robes per annum, and. the figure of ten marks 

is interestingly similar to the cost of maintaining Hugh de Bisley's 

horses and groom. Under Thomas II, then, the esquires weze"allowed 

one groom and two horses but, according to Smyth, under Thomas III their 

allowances were increased to two servants (a groom and a page) and three 

horses, ana the knights had three servants (two grooms ane a, page) and 

four horses 5O The large number of charters surviving from. the lordship 

of Thomas II indicates that there would normally be three.. knights in 

the household at any one time since this number appears with monotonous 

regularity in the witness lists. This would imply, therefore, that 

the knights and, esquires served on a rotation whereby a quarter; of 

their numbor would be in attendance at any one time (perhaps onla one- 

month-in-four basis) i. e. three knights and six esquires.. Under Thomas 

III they would be accompanied by twelve grooms and nine pages drawing 

wages of 2s 3d per day (or over £40 per annum) and would have with them 

thirty horses which can be compared with the average number-of forty in 

the household at any one time implied by the figures in thie-1345-6 

household account. In addition to these thirty men, the lord (judging 

from the chamberlain's account of spring 1328) would have-: seven grooms 

attending Ihm personally and there would no doubt be many.. more servants 

involved in the running of the household. A total household of forty 

to fifty does not seem unreasonable but it may have been larger. 

The absolute nature of the allowances of servants to, the knights 

and esquires can, however, be doubted from the evidence of the chamber- 

lain's account. Sir Odo de Bodrugan, admittedly an extremely wealthy 

knight, was allowed six grooms and a chamberlain, and later four grooms 

and a chamberlain, while the lord's brother Sir John seems to have been 

allowed only two grooms and a chamberlain which he had to. share; with 

his brother Eudo for several days. Two grooms, however, were also 
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allowed to William de Garages and Roger Mael who were only-esquires 

(and Mael, at. least, was of very lowly rank although Garages could 

have supported knighthood), and the lord's cousin Thomas and the 

other esquires were only allowed one groom each and a page between 

them. the increases in allowances mentioned by Smyth may, 'of course, 

have been introduced after 1328 as Thomas III became wealthier and was 

able to support a larger household, but one thing is c}eaX. Thy position 

of "knight of the household" could be held by men who were 'not actually 

knighted. Valuable men like Gamages and even Mael who had been in the 

service of the family for over twenty years had the "knightly" allow- 

ance of servants, and Smyth refers to William de Cheltenham (another 

highly valued servant who was never actually knighted) as: a "knight 

of the household". 51 Similarly, a very high-ranking knight like 

Odo de Bodrugan would be allowed more servants, possibly as. a 

"banneret of the household" although this is a hypothetical explan- 

ation of the number of his servants (almost as many as the lord him- 

self) and the phrase never occurs. 

It is clearly of the first importance to establish. the income 

enjoyed by the lords from their estates since this affected. so many 

of their activities. The first valuation of the estate occurs in 

Maurice II's Inquisition post Mortem of 1281 which says that the 

honour of Berkeley was worth around £260 per annum. 52 The degree of 

undervaluation co=lon in the Inquisitions is seen by compäring this 

figure with ones derived from the group of accounts from these manors 

in the 1290s which show that they were. then worth around k630 per. 

annum. In addition, the two boroughs of Berkeley and Wotton provided 

a net'cash income of £21 per annum, so the honour was theft worth at 

least £650 a year and'this does not include the profits of the hundred. 

Also unvalued are the Somerset manors of Fortbury and Bedminster, the 
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Essex manor of Wenden and the two manors in Leicestershire and Hunting- 

donshire brought by Thomas II's wife, but the lands brought by Maurice 

III's wife in Somerset and Wiltshire were worth at least £50 per annum. 53 

In the 1290s, then, the estate may have provided an income, approaching 

£900 per annum. 

The next chance for a comprehensive view of the estate occurs 

during the forfeiture with the copious government records-boncet0ing 

'the lands 1.: hile they were in the king's hands. Accounts survive for 

eight of >he ten honour manors and show that they were worth around 

£590 per annum, while the other two provided a cash livery, only (a* 

minimim value since quantities of corn were also used) of. jüst over 

£150 in Fl'-)-5. Berkeley borough and hundred provided a cash income 

of £44 in the same year, bringing the total income from'tfI6. hondur to 

around £800.54 Accounts from Porthury and Bedminster, with. their 

hundreds, show that they were worth around £170 per annum, 'and rents 

from Bridgewater and Bristol amounted to over £16 per annum. 55 The 

two new manors in Gloucestershire acquired for the main line at'Awre 

and Upton St. Leonards were farmed at over £26 per annum, 56: and the 

Beachley tenement of which the reversion had been acquired. by Maurice 

III was worth another £5 per annum. 57 Unfortunately, no value can 

be given to Wenden or to the other new manor at Portishead. -in Somerset, 

but Thomas III's inheritance was worth just over £1,000 per . annum at 

least. In addition to this, however, the lands granted to. Thomas' 

brothers Maurice' and John were worth at least another £90*'pr annum, 

and those iii Gloucestershire granted to his uncle Thomas another £20. 

With the two Ferrers' manors in Leicestershire and Huntingdonshire and 

the few lands granted to his uncle John, the estate had provided'an 

income of over £1,100 per annum during the previous decade.. This had 

not all, of course, been enjoyed by Thomas II since most of'these add- 
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itional lands and some of the patrimony manors had been held by his sons 

but it shows how far the estate had expanded since 1281. 

The lands acquired by Thomas III, apart from the six tenements 

worth X30 per annum which reverted to him on his brother's death in 

1336, are more difficult to evaluate. The manor of Yorkiey, the ten- 

ements at. Chicklade and St. Chloe and the rent from Iron Agton which 

went to Maurice IV were worth £14 per annum, this being the -sum; of the 

rents paid for them by 1368. Most of Thomas' acquisitions.,. however, 

went to his younger son John. Four of the manors (Barrow. Gurney, Over, 

Kingsveston and Laurence Weston) were granted to a servant: for his life 

and later leased back by Thomas in 1350 at £40 per annum (for the rest 

of the servant's life) which would appear to be an accurate"valuation. 

Rents of £7 13s 3d represented a third of the manor of Syde'in 1363 

and therefore the whole manor was probably worth around-£23-per'annum, 

and an extremely detailed (and therefore probably accurate)-valuation 

of Tockington in 1345 shows that it provided an income of. at least £100. 

All the other properties, however, have to be valued from, -. the Inquisitions 

post Mortem of Katherine in 1386 and John in 1428. In 13$6 the manors 

of Beverstone, Compton Greenfield and Clevelode were said. to be worth 

£49 16s 8d and the four manors of the Middelneye inheritance £22, with 

the two holdings at Chelworth and Calcutt farmed at £4 per"annum. By 

1428 the lands of the manor of Woodmancote and the tenements at Falfield, 

Westonbirt, Leckhampton, Down Hatherley, Bentham and AlvestQn in Glouc- 

estershire had been leased at almost £30 per annum, the manor of Cheddar 

had been farmed at £13 6s 8d, and the manors of Elston, Sock Dennis 

and Tickenham were valued at almost £27 per annum. This gives a total 

of around £310 but this is an absolute minimum for the value of-the 

lands when they were held by Thomas III. Tockington was valued at 40 

marks in 1386 compared to its real value in 1345 of £100'which'shows 

how far the Inquisitions could undervalue the manors, and"the leases 
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of 1428 were at rents far below their value in the 1350s a's"witness 

the holding at Caicutt which was leased at 50s in 1386 but, at 33s 4d 

by 1428. These lands were probably worth at least £350, therefore, 

with a conservative allowance for the undervaluation of the-Inquisitions 

and for the lesser value of the 1428 leases. 58 

The influence of the new lands can be seen in the figures given 

by Smyth of the increasing balances carried over from one.. receiver's 

account to the next. Unlike the vast majority of his contemporaries, 

Thomas III did not live up to the limit of his income. As has been seen, 

at Michaelmas 1327 Thomas III had a balance of just under £400, but 

this rose to £452'2s Od at Michaelmas 1328, to £659 7s Od. in 1335, 

to £977 16s 5d in 1345 and to £1,150 18s 8d in 1346.59 These figures 

are of the increasing surpluses i. e. the balance recorded at the beg- 

inning of each account. In the financial year 1345-6, then, he spent 

£170 less than his income since the balance increased by this amount 

between Michaelmas 1345 and Michaelmas 1346. The household-account 

(which does not appear to include the wages bill) of the same year 

records that he spent almost £700 in cash and £600 in foodstuffs pro- 

vided by the estate. His income in this year was therefore at least 

£1,470 (of which cash was £870 and kind £600) but was very probably more 

since the wages of the servants of his knights and esquires alone would 

have been over SAO and the account is only of household expenditure and 

does not therefore show all his cash outgoings. In addition, at the 

end of the year, he had over £1,000 saved. The income had risen by at 

least 50% from the £1,000 per annum provided by his inheritance during 

the forfeiture twenty years previously. 

The next evidence of the income provided by the estate occurs in 

two valors of 1385 and 1389, perhaps the most reliable of'all, and this 

can be projected backwards. 60 In 1361 on Thomas III's death his widow 
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was granted the manors of Wotton, Symondshall and Cam and. two-thirds 

of the hundreds of Berkeley and Bedminster. According to the 1389 

valor, these were worth around £285 per annum - nowhere near the trad- 

itional third of her late husband's lands, but she did hold a great deal 

in jointure. The remaining lands inherited by Maurice IV were valued 

at around £856 in 1389 and thus his whole inheritance shodld have been 

worth around £1,150 compared with the £1,000 from the estate inP1326. 

It is also significant that if the proposed minimum value, of John's 

lands is added to this figure, the total is £1,500, almost the same 

as the minimum income enjoyed by Thomas III in-1346. 

on Maurice's death in 1368 the estate was divided: again, this 

time between his widow and his under-age son. Of his income of-L856, 

his widow already held lands worth around £80 in jointure"and she was 

granted lands in dower worth almost exactly a third of the remainder - 

£253 according to the 1389 valor. However, the extent drawn up. by the, 

jury of the Inquisition post Mortem in 1368 for the purposes of ass- 

igning dower to the widow and calculating the king's interest in the 

wardship of Thomas IV is highly inaccurate (even allowing'. for the fact 

that the-widow's jointure was not included) in evaluating"Maurice's lands. 

at only £555 per annum. 61 The portion of which the king bad the ward- 

ship was. valued at only £370 per annum, and the wardship sold to Thomas' 

father-in-law at £900 per annum, compared to the lands' true value 

(according to the valors) of £536 per annum. 

This was the income enjoyed by Thomas IV from the time he came 

of age in 1374 until 1382, but gradually the position improved as all 

the lands due to him fell in. By 1385 half the Lisle estate was in his 

hands and valued at £280 per annum, and Thomas had also acquired a 

temporary interest in two other manors valued at £30 per annum. His 

income had consequently risen from around £540 to around £850, and 
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four years later this had again risen dramatically. Between 1385 and 

1389 both Berkeley-widows (who had been holding lands worth'£615 per 

annum) died and the whole Berkeley inheritance was at last. in his hands. 

The honour manors and boroughs provided almost £800 per annum, the three 

Somerset manors £175, the hundreds £87, Awre and the other, Gloucestershire 

lands £47, the two temporary manors £25, the Lisle lands £280 and the 

rents and farms of Bedminster, Wenden, Bridgewater, Upton and Chicklade 

just over £63, a total of around £1,480. In addition, there was a 

casual income totalling over £160 from the sale of timber : (£100), fines 

£59) and wool (£9 10s Od) which was not included in the value of the 

manors and which brings the total for 1389 up to almost £1"", 650. Still 

to come, however, was the other half of the Lisle estate in 1392 worth 

another £300 and the lands bought by Thomas after 1398. tespite the 

sale of Wenden in 1404 (farmed at £30 per annum by 1389), Thomas'' income 

must have exceeded £2,000 per annum after 1400. .. 
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Chapter 6: Local Politics 

Every magnate had his "country" - the area, larger or smaller, 

where he had the paramount influence over events, usually änd predict- 

ably the area (or areas, with the most important lords) where he held 

most lands and where his "caput" was situated. For his own greater 

glory and power he would want to extend his "country" but,, since 

other lords had the same ambition, he also had to mainta±n'-his, dom- 

inance over the core area. Carpenter and Cherry have shown how the 

Courtenay earls of Devon and the Beauchamp earls of Warwick could 

influence events, directly or indirectly, over the counties of Devon 

and Warwickshire, l but what was the Berkeleys' , country,,?. -Could they 

aspire to one as large as the whole county of Gloucestershire? In 

the ensuing chapter, references to the retainers named wj. ll be found 

in Appendix 5 unless given in a separate footnote. 

Several factors combined to limit the extent of'a magnate's 

"country" - his income (and thus his status), the territorial situation, 

his rivals, his jurisdictions, his willingness to use force when other 

methods failed and, finally, the practical product of all these factors, 

his retinue and affinity. There are three other factors-which should 

be considered. Firstly, the "country" could only. be called so when 

a lord could influence events intrinsically, where his, authority was 

willingly accepted by the majority at least of those of political 

importance living within it and where, if forced to resort: to violence, 

he could escape the worst consequences. This was most. easily achieved 

by lords who could call on the second factor -a tradition: of service 

to and dependence on the magnate family in the locality which was the 

product of a longtime importance and landed interest. Thirdly, a 

magnate could only ever hope to have the paramount influence. However 

wealthy and powerful he was, other magnates would always be able to 

wield some authority within his "country", even though this may have' 
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been tacitly agreed and the two lords were friends and allies. Thus 

the earl of Warwick was able to influence events over the, 'whole county 

by means of sub-retinues and allied retinues, reflecting the subordinate 

and allied "countries', - of other lords. 2 All these elements have 

relevance to the Berkeleys and the local politics of Gloucestershire. 

One of the most important factors determining the extent of the 

Berkeleys' "country" was their income. This not only affected:; 'their 

ability to support a retinue and maintain a grandiose style of living, 

but also their ability to take part in national affairs, and was 

inextricably linked with their status among other lords. 
., 
The financial 

co mitments of supporting a retinue are clear. The knights and esquires 

had their fees and robes and, when serving in the household, the wages 

of their servants were paid by the lord and they, their servants and 

horses were fed at the lord's expense. Thus his income determined the 

number of liveried knights and esquires, grooms, pages; and"other 

servants which he could support and which would surround him as. he 

journeyed about the country and as he entertained at home.. The 

number and appearance of his following was an essential element of 

the impression he made in public. This impression was vital because 

only if the local gentry and freeholders could see that he was obviously 

a wealthy and important man, only if he maintained himself. in an"imposing, 

grand and stately style, would they believe in his authority and influence. 

Therefore when Thomas II went to Leicestershire in 1318 to: 'attend his 

son's wedding, the Gloucestershire knights Sir William de. Wauton, Sir 

Nicholas de Kingston and Sir Thomas le Boteler, and at least five esquires, 

accompanied him. 3 Similarly when Thomas IV was married: in Berkshire in 

", 1367 the knights Sir Richard de Acton, Sir John Tracy and, Sir Nicholas 

+º'''#'' de Berkeley and no less than twenty-three esquires, all ih their Berkeley 

liveries, went with him. 4 In mentioning Thomas III's attendance at 
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the Northampton parliament and several tournaments in 1320, the 

chamberlain's-account always refers to the expenses of the: "the 

lord and his seguela" or "familia". 5 

But his household was only one of several elements 'forming 

the style of living expected in an"age of conspicuous consumption 

and he also had to dispense lavish hospitality and the noble quality 

of "largesse" (expected of every lord) with a free hand. The appearance 

of his Yiouses, the places to which he took his household and in which 

he lived and entertained, was clearly another important part of his 

public image and throughout the century much money was spent by the 

Berkeley lords on ensuring that their homes were up to scratch. In 

1312-3 Thomas II rebuilt one of the gatehouses of the Castle, and 

Thomas III built new houses at Awre in 1327 and at Over in. 1346, 

"beautified" the Castle in 1328, rebuilt the buildings inside the 

Castle wall in brick in the 1340s, repaired his house at Wptton in 

1346 (at-a cost of £100) and "re-edified" Beverstone Castle in 1348-9.6 

Liberal. hospitality was expected of the lords as when Thgmas II held 

open house for all comers at Berkeley over the Christmas period in 

1303 when the greater guests included the bishop of Llandaff. 7 Other 

great occasions were visits by royalty, such as in 1328 when Isabella 

and Mortimer attended the wedding of Thomas III's sister, and in 1386 

when Richard II visited Thomas IV and was "royally entertained". 8 

A free hand was also expected of the lord in pious.. donations and 

in alms, such as the 40 quarters of wheat and 20 quarters of beans 

from Ham manor alone distributed to paupers on the occasion of the 

Ceath and burial of Thomas II's wife in 1310.9 "Largesse, " was another 

quality which would impress, and which would make men eager to be 

counted among the lord's supporters. Thomas III, "the Rich", was 

well able to dispense gifts with a liberal hand, and in*1346 gave 
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£10 to John Fitznichol towards the marriage of his daughter, £20 

to Sir John de Acton and Sir John de Clyvedon II who were disputing 

a title to land, and £10 to Sir John Tracy and the other. knights 

who had accompanied him on campaign in Scotland and to Sir Peter 

Corbet who had been with his son and heir in France. 10 

As shown in the preceding chapter, the income of the Berkeley 

lords rose gradually, if unsteadily and with various setbacks, through- 

out the period from less than £1,000 per annum in the 1280s to around 

£2,000 after 1400. As their income grew, so did their status'among 

their peers until Thomas IV enjoyed an almost comital position. To 

be heard of in connection with the great affairs of the land, to 

be known to associate with the king, earls and other great ones, 

must have enhanced the Berkeley lords in the eyes of the'local gentry 

and, always granted that the lords could continue to protect their 

interests in the locality, have encouraged them to view the lords 

with awe and respect. This was, then, an important factor. in the 

willing acceptance of the Berkeleys' authority by the local gentry 

and thus in the lords' intrinsic control of events in their "country". 

A more palpable element in local politics and the Berkeleys' 

interest therein was the fact of the intense concentration of their 

landed estate in Gloucestershire and north Somerset, until the effect 

was diluted by the Lisle inheritance towards the end of-'the century. 11 

This fact ensured that the business of the household and estate 

officers was restricted to this area and that there was no necessity 

to retain men from outside it. The same area was littered with tenants 

of the'Berkeleys who were bound to the lord by the payment of rents, 

the need to come to the Castle to make land transactions, 'the occasional 

wardship, and so forth. Most importantly, the lords had no need to 

concern themselves with affairs outside this area and, in. short, all 
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the authority which the family could muster was concentrated in 

this one small area. The effect of this concentration Qf'lands 

was heightened by the family's possession also of two private 

hundreds in Gloucestershire and three in north Somerset which 

will be discussed shortly. 

The influence of the compact estate on the pattern of retaining 

by the Berkeley lords. is seen in the land-holdings of"me#berppf 

the retinue and affinity shown in Tables 1-3. The pattern is clear. 

Even after the Lisle inheritance fell in, the majority of the 

retainers came from Gloucestershire, with a significant proportion 

from Somerset and a few from other adjacent counties, but-the influence 

of the Lisle lands is seen in the number of members of the affinity 

after 1382 who came from Wiltshire and Berkshire. One, bther point 

must, however, be made. During the Mortimer regime a number of men 

were associated with the Berkeleys from counties all over. England - 

Sir Odo de Bodrugan from Cornwall, Sir John de Lisle frpm'Hampshire, 

Sir John de St. John from Oxfordshire and Sir Thomas Blaunkfrount from 

Warwickshire - and this was clearly unrelated to the landed estate. 

What these men all had in common was a Contrariant background, a 

factor which was clearly of the first importance during this period 

and which served to draw them to Mortimer's son-in-law; irrespective 

of their own locality. Blaunkfrount was actually retained by Mortimer 

and, although he did not remain with the Berkeleys for bong, another 

man of lower status, Roger de Estham from Worcestershire, who rebelled 

with Mortimer in 1321-2, did stay in the service of Thomas III. 12 

A second and equally important factor about the. territorial 

concentration was that the family was territorially dominant in the 

county. No other lord held anything remotely approaching. the same 

amount of land there and such manors as were held by other lords 
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were inevitably peripheral to their main landed interests. But other 

lords and their interests, however peripheral, were one of the factors 

limiting the extent of the Berkeleys' "country", and there were other 

lords who might have been rivals to the Berkeleys and who might there- 

fore have detracted from their authority and influence.. ' There are 

three criteria which can be used to determine the extent-of a magnate's 

interest in Gloucestershire - the amount of land he held' there which 

would act as his motive for involving himself in local affairs; the 

extent of his involvement in local government which reveals the central 

government's opinion of the depth of his interest; and the number of 

men he retained in the area which indicates both his desire for 

local influence and the degree to which he was considered. a worthwhile 

lord by the local gentry. 

Table 4 shows those lords who, throughout the period, fulfilled 

one or more of the three criteria, and can be used to determine which, 

if any, may have been rivals to the Berkeleys in Gloucestershire. 13 

Those who held a small quantity of land but apparently had no retainers 

and certainly did not hold office, and the three royal princes who were 

appointed to a few commissions of the peace between 1406 and 1416 but 

held no lands and had no retainers in the county, can immediately be 

dismissed as having a minimal influence in county affairs: A second 

group of lords managed to attract retainers even though they held no 

lands and no local offices, and this was clearly due to two factors, 

firstly their neighbourhood (Alan Plokenet and John Talbot of Richards 

Castle) and secondly their overwhelming national importance (successive 

kings, the Black Prince, Lionel of Clarence and the elderýDespenser). 

The Mortimer family combined both factors. A third group-held land 

in the county and attracted retainers but were not involVed in local 

government and, again, are predominantly lords with neighbouring lands, 
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particularly Marcher lordships - the last Clare earl of Gloucester, 

the younger Despenser and his son Hugh, Hugh Audley and-successive 

earls of Stafford, two Beauchamp earls of Warwick, Hugh"Bigod earl 

of Norfolk (d. 1306), Humphrey de Bohun earl of Hereford and Northampton 

(d. 1373), John Giffard of Brimpsfield (d. 1322), Henry earl of Lancaster 

(d. 1345) and Henry of Grosmont, duke of Lancaster (d. 1361). and finally 

Aymer de valence (d. 1324). These two groups, who attracted retainers 

even though they held no local offices and only some of wahom held 

land in the county were obviously viable lords for Gloucestershire 

gentry because of their neighbouring lands and great power, but it 

is doubtful whether they were able to influence greatly events in the 

county, ' particularly since they would never have had as, many retainers 

as the"Berkeleys in the county and their predominant concerns would 

be elsewhere. 

There were thirteen lords, however, who might have: had more of 

an interest in Gloucestershire, five of whom held land and local offices 

and probably had retainers even though no record of them. survives, and 

eight who had lands, offices and retainers. These were Pugh, earl of 

Stafford (d. 1386), John Mowbray earl of Nottingham (d. 1383), five 

successive Talbots (1322-1416), Edward Despenser (d. 1375)'and his 

son Thomas created earl of Gloucester in 1397 (d. 1400), two of Edward 

III's favourites Guy de Brien (d. 1390) and Thomas de Bradestone (d. 1360)" 

and two sons of Edward III, Thomas duke of Gloucester (d. 1397) and John 

of Gaunt (d. 1399). 

The first point of interest about them is that they., mostly 

appeared in the later half of the period, and the. dates of their part- 

icipation in local government can be used to indicate'when they might 

have been influencing local affairs. Gilbert Talbot I held two comm- 

issions in 1322 and 1328 and his son Richard Talbot Ii. was on the ý-- 
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commissions of the peace of 1332,1351 and 1353 and held : tiro other 

commissions in 1332 and 1336. Thomas de Bradestone was heavily involved 

in the 1350s; Guy de Brien occasionally in the 1350s but more especially 

between 1361 and 1375; and Gilbert Talbot II, Edward Despenser and the 

earl of Nottingham also appear between 1361 and 1375. Hugh, earl of 

Stafford was involved between 1375 and 1384, the duke of Gloucester 

between 1382 and 1394, Richard Talbot III on commissions 'of the peace 
4, M. . IP 

in 1390 and 1394, John of Gaunt between 1390 and 1398, Thomas Despenser 

between 1397 and 1399 and Gilbert Talbot III between 1406 and 1416. The 

appearance of most of them after 1361 is perhaps surprising in view of 

the Berkeleys' rising wealth and stature throughout the century which 

might have been expected to diminish the influence of other lords,. but 

the fact remains that after 1361 the Berkeleys appear to-have had one 

or more significant rivals in the county. 

This appearance was probably illusory in many cases. It is 

noticeable that the vast majority of the offices held by these lords 

were commissions of the peace, and they were also nominated to the 

commissions of many other counties. A study of the Gloucestershire 

commissions between 1361 and 1398 shows that, of the eight lords app- 

ointed, only Thomas IV attended as many as four sessions, and that 

Hugh earl of Stafford sat only once and that the two royal-princes, 

John of Gaunt and Thomas duke of Gloucester, never sat -principally 

because they were out of the country most of the time. 14 The comm- 

issions were greatly enlarged in the latter half of the century and 

contained many members whose appearance was merely nominal. 15 Five of 

the thirteen lords can therefore be dismissed on these grounds. The 

duke of Gloucester and John of Gaunt held two and three manors in the 

county respectively, the earl of Stafford two, and it is-not realistic 

to suppose that they had much interest in the affairs of: Gloucestershire. 
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John of Gaunt was not troubled by the limitations of ordinary magnates 

and retained men in every county. Stafford retained one Gloucester- 

shire knight to act as steward of one of his manors there. Although 

the two later Talbots had six manors, they always followed Thomas IV 

de Bcrkeley on the commissions, reflecting their subordinate. position 

in the county and do not appear to have had much interest in Glouc- 

estershire. 

The other eight lords, however, cannot be dismissed as lightly 

as their involvement in Gloucestershire can be attributed to two 

specific causes - the weakness of the Berkeleys and royal favour. 

Gilbert Talbot I was appointed constable of Gloucester Castle and 

to a commission of array in 1322 when the Berkeleys were in revolt 

in the Despenser War, and his son Richard was on the commission of 

the peace in 1332 and two other commissions in 1332 and 1336, a 

period when Thomas III was in disgrace after Mortimer's fall. Richard's 

later appearance on the commissions of the peace of 1351 and 1353 was 

due only to his six manors which entitled him to a place on the en- 

larged commissions, and the lack of involvement by either Talbot 

between 1336 and 1351 shows that they had no real interest in the 

county. 

Later in the century there was an extraordinary invasion of 

local offices by Gilbert Talbot II, Edward Despenser, the earl of 

Nottingham and Guy de Brien between 1361 and 1375, three of whom 

had not held office before 1361, and three of whom lived on after 

1375 but held no more offices. During the same period no Berkeley 

lord held office until Thomas IV reached his majority in 1374 and 

the period coincides with the lordship of the invalid Maurice IV 

from 1361 to 1368 and the minority of his heir until 1374. The 

Berkeley lords were therefore unnaturally weak over these fourteen 

years and left a gap at the top of the Gloucestershire hierarchy 
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which was filled by these four lords - Talbot with his Herefordshire 

lands and six Gloucestershire manors, Despenser with his Marcher 

lordships and four Gloucestershire manors, Nottingham with his 

Marcher lordship of Chepstow (which extended into parts of Glouc- 

estershire), and Guy de Brien. 

Guy de Brien had only one manor in the county which he inherited 

only in 1376 and he appears as a definite anomaly in this group, 

particularly as he was the only one to have held office in the 

county before 1361. But he was a special case. His earlier interest 

in the county was created by royal grants of the keeping of the 

Forest of Dean and St. Briavel's Castle in 1341, and the keeping of 

Beckford Priory in 1358, and before 1361 he had been appointed to 

the peace commission of 1353, of array in 1356 and of labourers in 

1353 and 1355. This rather modest involvement in the administration 

of Gloucestershire must, however, be compared with numerous commissions 

of the peace and of oyer et terminer to which he was appointed in 

counties all over England, but mostly in his native West Country. 

He had inherited lands in Devon and Wales but received numerous grants 

of land from Edward III and was summoned to parliament, being high 

in the favour of the king. Given his previous interest in the county 

it is not, after. all, surprising that he was one of the four lords who 

appear to take over from the Berkeleys between 1361 and 1375, and 

neither that one Berkeley retainer, the Somerset knight Sir Richard 

de Acton, is found associating himself with Brien on four occasions 

between 1361 and 1374. For Acton, at least, it was advisable to 

ensure good relations with Brien while his Berkeley lords were weak, 

but after 1375 the majority of Thomas IV and'the death of Edward III 

combined to see Brien guickly drop out of Gloucestershire affairs. 

Thomas Despenser, created earl of Gloucester in 1397, appeared 
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as a rival to Thomas IV in another period of artificial conditions. 

He was a courtier and a friend of Richard II, one of the; small group. 

of aristocratic supporters behind Richard's "tyranny". Fie inherited 

the four Despenser manors in Gloucestershire and was granted the 

two forfeited by'the duke of Gloucester in 1397. He was on the 

commissions of the peace of 1397 and 1398 and one. of engiuiry in 1398 

and, moreover,. his retainers : ere sheriff in 1396-7 and'ý`"1398-Y; ' 

both knights of the shire in 1397 and escheator in 1395=7,17 Here 

was a serious challenge to Thomas IV but Despenser's sudden and over- 

whelming authority was purely the effect of national politics. 

"Richard II was working through his trusted courtiers to-ensure that 

men sympathetic to his cause were placed in positions; pfinfluence. "1ß 

Thomas IV was outside the tight clique of courtiers, his local 

power was in jeopardy, and once more a retainer is seen-to be 

associating with the rival at a time when the Berkeley lord was 

not the best protector when Richard Ruyhall acted as attorney for 

Despenser in 1399. However, and again, the artificiality of the 

situation ensured that Despenser's influence would not outlast: the 

fall of Richard II, and soon after 1399 one of his retainers,. Robert 

Poyntz, is found in the Berkeley affinity. 

Guy de Brien and Richard Talbot II had each held a"few conanissions 

in Gloucestershire during the 1350s but far more were held by-Thomas 

de Bradestone who had inherited two manors in the county; and vas 

granted two more by Edward III. He was keeper of Gloucester town, 

castle and barton from 1330 to 1360, appointed to all, four commissions 

of the peace between 1351 and 1359, of labourers in 1353 and 1355, and 

four others between 1345 and 1359. His involvement in the admini- 

stration occurred as his successful military career as a banneret 

and captain of Edward III was drawing to a close, that career having 
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brought him numerous grants of land all over the south, ' summonses 

to parliament and a potent attraction as a local lord. 19 However, 

because of his special relationship with the Berkeleys he presented 

no challenge to Thomas III and even extended his influence through 

Thomas' ability to use Bradestone's retinue as a sub-retinue of his 

own. This alliance was the natural product of the Bradestone family's 

"continual relation of service and depenc'ence" to the''Berkeleys for 

several generations. 20 Thomas' father Robert de Bradestone had been 

a retainer of Thomas II until his death in 1310 and the family's 

two manors were probably worth around £20 per annum. They were thus 

on the lower ranks of the gentry but no member had been knighted until 

Thomas was in 1330. Thomas himself started his career, in the service 

of the Berkeleys until he joined the king's household during the 

Mortimer regime with Thomas III's brother Maurice of Stöke Giffard. 

He maintained his close relations with Thomas and was a-personal 

friend of Maurice. Smyth calls them "unseparable companions in Arms 21 

There were close links between the retinues of Bradestone and, Thomas III. 

William Marmyon, Edmund de Lyons and Sir Edmund de Clyvedon campaigned 

with Bradestone, Sir Peter le Veel II married his daughter, and 

William de Cheltenham acted as his attorney. Among those-of lesser 

status, John de Clyve, Henry de Corsham and Richard de Harsfield were 

associated with both Thomas III and Bradestone. 22 It would appear that 

there was the same sort of co-operation between Thomas-änd Bradestone 

as there was between Thomas and his brother. After his. death, in 1360, 

Bradestone's heir was his grandson, a minor, who died in 1374 soon after 

reaching his majority and who left an inheritance divided-between his 

daughter (the heir general) and a cousin (the heir male)-. 23 By this 

time Bradestone's authority must have dissipated and both the heir 

male and the husband of the heir general were members of: the Berkeley 

affinity. 
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The close links between Thomas III and his brother'Mauricc (of 

Stoke Giffard) have already been mentioned and must be illustrated in 

more detail since Maurice's rise to wealth and influence : as a war 

captain of Edward III, like Bradestone's, served to increase the 

power of Thomas III in the locality. 24 Members of Thomas III's affinity 

who campaigned with Maurice included Hugh de Rodborough, ', Sir John de 

Bitton, Sir Walter de Rodeney and Sir Simon Basset; and William and 

John de Cheltenham, John de Coggeshale and William de Syde acted as 

his attorney while he was on campaign. John ee Cheltenhäm was steward 

of his estate in 1336 (as well as Thomas III's steward in 1339), William 

de Syde acted as feoffee for him in 1334, and Robert Dabdtot was his 

attorney in a local dispute in 1343. Sir John de la Ryvere married 

his heir to Maurice's daughter. Maurice also used his influence at 

court to obtain a pardon for John Fitznichol for not taking up knight- 

hood in 1342 and a respite from doing so for three years. ih 1346, and 

a pardon for William de Syde for acquiring land without licence in 1341. 

These examples show the close links between the affinities of 

the brothers but Maurice also extended Thomas' influence; by retaining 

men who were not connected with Thomas such as Sir Jchn ae. St. Lo, 

Sir Thomas de Bitton, Sir Nicholas Seymour and Sir John Palton, who 

campaigned with him, and John de Strete, William Solers of Rendcomb, 

Robert Lynes and Michael de Asshe who acted for him in peacetime affairs. 25 

Several conclusions can therefore be drawn about the local 

politics of Gloucestershire from 1320 onwards. The first. and most 

obvious point is that the Berkeleys were undoubtedly the. most important 

lords in the county, but they held this position almost by default 

since no other lords held more than six manors there and. znost had 

four or less. Since land-holdings in an area was clearly the most 

important inducement to a lord to wish to influence events in that 

area, only the Berkeleys had any real motive, and this was especially 
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strong since such a large proportion of their landed estate was con- 

tained within the one county. Other lords did retain some Gloucester- 

shire men, principally those with Marcher lordships and a: few manors in 

the county. These few manors also drew them into the local administration 

when-the Berkeleys could not fulfil their usual responsibilities, and 

therefore the Talbots appeared during the Despenser regime and in the 

early 1330s; another Talbot, Despenser and Nottingham between 1361 and 

1375; and Thomas Despenser during the "tyranny". Similarly, when the 

enlarged commissions of the peace in the latter half of the century 

required more magnates to be appointed, Stafford, the Talbots and royal 

dukes appeared on those for Gloucestershire. 

However, this enviable situation only existed from : 1326 since in 

the first forty years of the period, from 1280 to 1320, there were other 

lords with enough interest in the county to act as alternatives to the 

Berkeleys for the Gloucestershire gentry. These were the Clare earls of 

Gloucester, the Giffards of Brimpsfield, and Aymer de Valence earl of 

Pembroke. The Glares had seven manors in the county which provided them 

with an income of around £400 per annum and these, combined with their 

Marcher estates, wealth and comital status, made them attractive as lords. 

The penultimate earl died in 1295 and his heir was a minor until 1307 

which no doubt tended to diminish the family's influence, and when the 

last earl was killed in 1314 his Gloucestershire lands were divided equ- 

ally between two of his sisters and their husbands, Desperiser and Audley. 

This therefore reduced the interest which the Despensers and the Staffords 

had in the county after 1326 but despite this, these two families were 

the most consistent of the other lords to retain Gloucestershire men 

later in the century. 

The Giffards of Brimpsfield also had Marcher lordships to supp- 

lement other lands in the south of England, but their nine Gloucester- 
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shire manors gave them an income of around £150 per annum only. The 

first John who died in 1299, rivalled the Berkeleys in wealth and 

status, but friendly relations appear to have existed with. him 

because Maurice III visited Brimpsfield in 1293-4. Neither he nor 

his son took any part in local administration, but it is'absurd to 

suppose that they had only the one retainer whose name has, survived. 

The second John was captured at Borouchbridge and executed. shortly 

after, and his lands escheated to the crown. 26 In the absence of 

any close heirs, rrost were granted to John Mautravers, Thomas III's 

brother-in-law and ally (if not retainer), in 1328 and were held-by 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard between 1334 and 1351 while Mautravers was 

under attainder. On Mautravers' death in 1364 this inheritance', which 

could have been a base for lords hostile to the Berkeleys, ', was divided 

between Maurice's grandson and Mautravers' granddaughter' and heiress 

who was riarried to a younger son of the earl of Arundel and who held 

no other-lands in the county. 27 This second dangerously large inher- 

itance, therefore, only served to enhance the Berkeleys'-position 
was 

between 1328 and 1364 until itnbroken into harmless halves. 

The third lord who detracted-from the Berkeleys' position before 

1320 was their own lord until 1318 - the earl of Pembroke, -who is known 

to-have retained three Gloucestershire knights. He not only acted as 

an alternative lord. for the local gentry but hit greater: influence at 

court also showed up the weaknesses of the Berkeleys as when he pro- 

cured a licence for Sir William de Wauton, the most prominent of 'the 

Berkeleys' retainers at the time, to have the assise of bread and ale 

in one of his manors in 1312.28 This may have been the result'of the 

Berkeleys' request to Pembroke, but equally Wauton may hive asked 

Pembroke himself, aware that the request was more likely to be granted 

if it came from Pembroke. The break with Pembroke in. 1318, marks the 
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Berkeleys' emergence as real rivals to the earl in Gloucestershire, 

prompted by their rising wealth and status, and Pembroke'. 's. inability 

to bring them to justice shows their very real authority in the 

county by that time. When Pembroke died in 1324 his three. Gloucester- 

shire manors were inherited by his niece Elizabeth Comyn who was 

married to Richard Talbot 11.29 This doubled the Talbots''interest 

in the county and ensured that they were the most consist+snt ofN; the 

other lords involved in the local administration later inýthe century, 

but they were always of very inferior importance to the Berkeleys in 

the county and never presented such a challenge as Pembroice had been. 

It would seem that the Berkeleys took over the locaL"position 

of the Clares and Pembroke. The Clare retainers Sir Robert le Veel 

and John de Abenhall also witnessed charters at Berkeley Castle and 

the heirs of both these men were firmly within the Berkeley affinity. 

The Tracey family seems also to have moved from the Clares- to the 

Berkeley orbit. 30 This may have been made easier by the marriage of 

Isabelle de Clare to Maurice III and there is one example. Of Isabelle 

bringing her own people with her to Maurice when Richard. Wi"lliamscote, 

who came from Oxfordshire where Isabelle held two manorsr'forfeited 

his lz! nd5 for adhering to Maurice in the Despenser War. The careers 

of Pembroke's four known retainers seem to show that the Berkeleys -- 

(rather than the Talbots who inherited his lands) also took over his 

role in Gloucestershire. Although Sir John de la Ryvere died before 

the change took place, his son was in the Berkeley affinity; William 

le Waleys was witnessing charters at the Castle in 1317 and 1318 (and 

his grandson was a prominent retainer from 1350); Sir John de Wylington 

was a member of the affinity from 1298 until his death-in-'1338; and 

Sir Richard de la Ryvere was also brought firmly into thetaffinity after 

1326. 
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Gloucestershire was a county with an unusually large proportion 

of gentry landholders. The survey of 1316 shows that a third of the 

manors in the county were held by religious houses and just'over half 

by the gentry. 31 It can be assumed that the vast majority of the gentry 

wanted to have a "good lord" but there was almost a vacuum of potential 

lordship in the county. The Berkeleys were never able to". retain more 

than, a quarter of the local gentry. There were forty or, fifty'knightly 

families resident in the county during the period, 32 of which eleven were 

retained in the early period 1280-1320, thirteen in the middle period 

1326-68, and fourteen in the later period 1374-1417 (see Appendix 5, Tables 

1-3). " The Berkeleys did what they could to satisfy the needs of-the local 

gentry for lordship, but those they could not retain had to-look hopefully 

to lords in neighbouring counties who had a very minor interest in Glouc- 

estershire. It was thus a very different county from one: like Warwick- 

shire in which more than one lord had an active interest.. The local 

gentry could not afford to ignore the Berkeley lords and were well- 

advised to co-operate with them because there was usually(-. no other lord 

to whom they could turn for protection. 

Consequently, many local knights and esquires who had no-other lord 

were members of the Berkeley affinity and even, in some cases, -. f they did. 

Around half the Gloucestershire gentry (including those probably retained) 

can be identified as members of the affinity (see Tables 1-3) --twenty- 

four in the early period, twenty-five in the middle one, and twenty- 

one in the later one (when many other members came from areas of the 

Lisle inheritance) - of whom a small proportion were connected with 

other lords - eight, five and seven. Ten of these nineteen men were 

retained by the king and royal princes, showing clearly how the prestige 

of even royal livery could not compensate for the local protection and 

favour of the Berkeleys. The royal retainers Sir Miles de Rodborough, 
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John Joce, Sir Thomas de Bradestone, Sir Thomas Moigne,. Sir Simon Basset, 

Sir John Pauncefoot and Thomas Kendal; and Sir Walter de Helyon, Sir 

Peter le Veel and Sir Edmund de Bradestone who were retained by royal 

princes, were all in the Berkeley affinity. 

Around a quarter of the Gloucestershire knightly families, however, 

were never members of the Berkeley affinity - principally the Bluets, 

the Whittingtons, the de la Mares, the Giffards of LeGjc nptoý, 1 the 

Giffards of Weston, the Blounts, the Astons, the Cliffords, the Guises, 

the Cardiffs and the Rodboroughs of Rodborough. Some of them are }mown 

to have been retained by other lords - Sir Peter de la Mare and his son 

Sir Robert by Henry of Grosmont, Sir Ralph Bluet by the Talbots, Sir 

William Whittington by Hugh Despenser III and his son Sir-Robert by 

Henry IV, Robert de Aston by Henry earl of Lancaster and. his son Sir 

Walter by the earl of Warwick, 33 
- but some of them seem; to have had 

no lord at all (the Blounts, the Guises, and the Rodboroizghs of 

Rodborough). 

Land-holding explains much of this pattern of retaining. The 

best example of this is the Talbot retainers. The Gloucestershire 

lands of Sir Ralph de Abenhall, Sir Thomas Moigne, Sir John Greyndour 

and Richard Ruyhall were all in the west of the county,,. in or north 

of the Forest of Dean, by the Herefordshire border, and"Bluet, Ruyhall 

and Grcyndour also held land in Herefordshire which was the Talbots' 

home cournty. 34 There are other examples. Robert Poyntz, a retainer 

of Edmund earl of Stafford (as well as a member of the Berkeley aff- 

inity) held the manors of Iron Acton near the Stafford minor of Thorn- 

bury and also Elkstone and Winstone which were near the Other Stafford 

manor of Rendcomb; and Sir Gilbert Deneys (connected with the four- 

year-old Humphrey Stafford in 1406, and also a member of"the Berkeley 

affinity) held the manors of Alveston and Earthcott which were also 
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near Thornbury. Sir William Whittington held the manor of Pauntley 

which was far- in the north of Gloucestershire, not far from his lord's 

manor of Tewkesbury. 35 Richard Ruyhall held much land in Worcestershire 

which explains his connection with the earl of Warwick. Sir Gilbert 

Giffard (of Weston) held three manors all very close to the earl of 

Hereford's manor of Haresfield. 36 In general, the lands of the eleven 

families who were never connected with the Berkeleys were on the edges 
01 -7 1ý11q 

of the county, especially in the north where the Berkeleys did not 

hold much land and consequently had the least authority, but the lands 

of the Cliffords, the Guises and the Rodboroughs of Rodborough were 

well within the Berkeley orbit. 37 The de la Mare manor of Cherington, 

although close to Berkeley hundred, was only one of five they held 

and, as said earlier, the Bluet manor of Daglingworth was peripheral 

to their main landed interest in Herefordshire and the Match. 

The Berkeleys, however, had one advantage over their rivals. 

This was the important factor of tradition - tradition of 

by the Berkeleys and of service by several gentry families. The 

Berkeley family had been entrenched as lords in Gloucestershire and 

northern Somerset since the mid-12th century and this could be said 

of few others except the Clare earls of Gloucester. The Giffards of 

Brimpsfield had risen to importance through the participation of the 

elder John in the Barons' War of the 1260s, and Pembroke was a relative 

newcomer. Of the other lords the Talbots only really became important 

in the Gloucestershire context after the death of Pembroke, and the 

Despensers and the Staffords only after the death of Gilbert de Clare 

(and, as has been seen, the Berkeleys inherited the Pembroke and Clare 

affinities). The Lancaster inheritance was also a new one at the 

beginning of the period. 

The tradition of service to the Berkeleys was strong. Four gen- 
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erations of the Somerset families of Arthur, Gurney and, Rodeney. and 

of the Gloucestershire families of Rodborough and Veel; three generations 

of Astons, Bassets, Bradestones, Joces, Traceys'and St Lgs; and two 

generations of Abenhalls, Bittons, Botelers of Badminton,. Fitznichols, 

Helyons, Kingscotes, Wautons, Clyvedons, Waleys and Ashtons. This 

disguises the length of service of some of them since two generations 

of the Fitznichols, for instance, covered the period 1315. to 1416, and 

two generations of Clyvedons (Sir John I and his son Sir. 'Edmund). from 

1306 to 1376. An interesting point in this context is that sometimes 

the tradition of service seems to have been passed on with-lands as 

when Henry Fitzwilliam married the widow of Sir Peter Crok"and when 

Sir William de Sudeleye married the widow of Sir Robert je. Veel; and 

when the Corbet lands were inherited by Sir Gilbert Deneys., when some 

of the Bradestone lands were inherited by Sir Walter de la Pole, and 

when the Acton lands passed to the Poyntz family. The tradition of 

service was not always maintained however. Two generations of the 

Abenhalls were members of the Berkeley affinity, but in, 1347 Sir Ralph 

campaigned with Richard Talbot. 39 The contrast must'be made, however, 

between the tradition of service to the Berkeleys among some Gloucester- 

shire families, and the lack of such a tradition to any other lord among 

other families. The only example which can be given is the de la Mares, 

two generations of whom served Henry of Grosmont, but since their manor 

in Gloucestershire was one of several they held in Wiltshire, Oxfordshire, 

Hertfordshire, Herefordshire and Devon it is perhaps not,; so surprising that 

their ambitions were diverted away from the purely local-situation and 

lord to a more nationally-based situation and lord. 40 

Another point about the Gloucestershire retainers of other lords 

is that, even with the far from complete evidence available, it is 

clear that many were far from exclusive in their service Saul names 
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forty-six men as having been retained by lords other than the Berkeleys 

in the 14th century and almost half (twenty) served more-than one 

lord. 41 Sixteen of the twenty (a third of the forty-six): also served 

the lord of Berkeley. It would seem, therefore, that even when they 

were associated with other lords many felt the need to be, members of 

the Berkeley affinity as well and, if not, to be connected with more 

than one lord. As noted above, this is particularly strong with those 
ww i -MA' 

who were retained by the king and royal princes. 

The picture of Gloucestershire political society, then, is that 

around half the county gentry were members of the Berkeley. affinity 

at any one time (of whom around a quarter were retained), and another 

quarter (principally those with lands in the north or with'lands in 

other counties) were never connected with the Berkeleys. the whole 

county of Gloucestershire cannot, therefore, be considered -as the 

Berkeleys' "country" but they were able to exercise more"jnfluence 

than their income and status warranted' because of the lack-of other 

available lords in the county. This ensured that the knights and 

esquires. who were not retained by the Berkeley lords were' nevertheless 

keen to be members of the affinity and that many of those. who were 

able to find lords elsewhere also felt the need for Berkeley protection. 

There was a strong core of families who stayed in the service of the 

Berkeleys throughout the century and those who were outside this 

circle had to find lords where they could. This meant that successive 

generations had different lords, for example as'quoted above, Sir 

William Whittington was retained by Hugh Despenser III and his son 

by Henry 'IV and Robert Aston was retained by Henry earl of'Lancaster 

and his son by the earl of Warwick, and there was no tradition of 

service in any Gloucestershire family to any lord other than the 

Berkeleys. There were. a number of gentry families who did not, apparently, 
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seek the favour either of the Berkeleys or any other lord,: but this 

may be a misleading impression given by the incomplete nature of the 

evidence. 

The most immediate benefit of having a large affinity within a 

county was the degree of influence which, through them, could be 

exerted on the local administration and government. To A certain 

degree, "the extent of a magnate's power in the shires depended on 

his ability to secure the appointment of his own men to local office" 

since having his supporters in office enabled the lord to "bend the 

royal administration ... to suit his own interests. "42 The most 

important offices in this context were those of the sheriff and 

the keepers of the peace. 

The sheriff's duties were partly judicial and partly executive 

and examples of the way he could help his lord in both aspects can 

be given. In 1330 the sheriff of Gloucestershire was called upon 

to explain why he had failed to deliver to John de Berkeley of Dursley 

his cattle which had been seized by Thomas III and his steward. 43 The 

sheriff at the time was William de Gamages, a Berkeley retainer since 

1298, and John de Berkeley was clearly at a severe disadvantage in 

his long-running campaign against Thomas III when his assertions would 

not be backed up by the representative of royal government'. Later in 

the century Thomas IV faced a case brought against him in the King's 

Bench and the king's attorney pointed out that the sheriff; Sir William 

Tracy (a Berkeley retainer) had arrayed a jury favourable to Thomas 

at the instigation of another retainer, Richard Ruyhall. 44 In this 

instance the sheriff's judicial powers came into play. 

Between 1282 and 1417 the office of sheriff was held. half the 

time by members of'the Berkeley affinity - for seventy of the 135 years 

- but a more detailed succession shows the interplay of ether factors 

at work. 45 From 1302 to 1318 the office was held by members of the 
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affinity (except for three single-year terms by two men unconnected 

with any lord and by a royal knight) but this ended with 'the appoint- 

ment of the Despenser retainer John de Hampton until 1323. He was 

followed for another year by another Despenser retainer John Besemaunsel 

and this was clearly the result. of Despenser's acquisistion of the 

Clare lands in 1318 and his growing power under Edward R. Besemaunsel 

was succeeded in 1324, however, by Sir William Tracy who-. was a 

Berkeley retainer despite the eclipse of the family after the Despenser 

War, and during the Mortimer regime it is not surprising. 'to find 

two. more Berkeley retainers holding the office. In December 1330, 

as a clear result of Mortimer's downfall, William de Gages was 

suddenly replaced After a term of only seven months by'Thomas de 

Berkeley of Coberley who, at this time, had no obvious connection 

with the Berkeleys although he was later to witness charters for 

them. He and Richard de Foxcote (who has no known lord): held the 

office until 1340 when for one year a Warwick retainer was appointed, 

but then the Berkeley retainer Sir Simon Basset took over until 1350. 

In the 1350s seven men were appointed of whom two were'retainedýby 

Warwick and Stafford and one was Thomas de Berkeley of, Cgberley, but 

from 1360 to 1371 Berkeley retainers were again in officio (except for 

one year) and again from 1373 to 1384 the sheriffs were members of the 

affinity for eight of the eleven years. There was then a gap of another 

decade until 1392 when Thomas IV's-uncle John of Beverstone aný two 

other retainers held office until '1395. Although John was-again app- 

ointed in 1397 the men who preceded and followed him were both 

Despenser retainers, the effect of Richard II's "tyranny", when he 

"sought to secure the allegiance of the local administration by the 

appointment of local retainers of the. magnate whose power he was seeking 

to build up". 46 After 1399 when Thomas IV was at the height of his 
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power, Berkeley retainers are, surprisingly, not prominent: representing 

only three of the eighteen appointments, but six of the appointments 

were of men retained by Henry IV with whom he was probably on good 

terms. 

It was therefore only on occasions when national politics intruded 

that men inimicable to the Berkeleys were appointed to the'shrievalty - 

Despenser retainers from 1318 to 1324 and between 1396' and' 1349'- but 

even then the circumstances could not completely replace the intrinsic 

Berkeley influence since a retainer was sheriff in both periods of 

Despenser dominance. The underlying strength of the Berkel. ey position 

in the county is also testified to during the period 1361-73 when the 

Berkeley lords were an invalid and a minor but their retainer Sir 

John Tracy held office for seven years. 

The commission of the peace gras the other major office in the 

local administration since the 14th century was an "age when the 

packed jury and the false indictment were the stock-in-trade of local 

politics" and therefore that "the power and influence which lay at 

the disposal of the keepers was enormous. "47 The capacities of the 

keepers increased during the century which encouraged the commissions 

to grow in size. Until 1351 there were only four or five keepers 

but once they were granted the determining power they became more 

influential, more gentry wanted to join them and the magnates wanted 

to make sure they had more retainers on the commissions. For these 

reasons,. and the ambitions of the newly-prosperous after 'the Black 

Death who were eager to get into the higher offices, the commissions 

expanded in number. For thirty years from 1351 the commissions were 

of seven to ten men, only being reduced to six in three'of the 'fifteen 

lists issued. Then there was a sudden explosion in the 1380s when 

twenty-one were appointed in 1382, and thirteen or fourteen in'the 
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next three lists, until reduced to eight in 1389. From then on eight 

to eleven weze"appointed. It was obviously more difficult-for the 

retainers of one magnate to dominate these larger commisýibns, 

especially as other lords were eager to see their men in. this newly- 

important office. 

Until 1327 the office was not important enough to warrant pol- 

itical interference but the commission issued in 1327 (consistjng of 

Thomas III and his most prominent retainer Sir William de Wauton) 

and that of 1329 (when Thomas III was joined by one member-of the 

affinity and another who has no }mown lord) shows clearly the influence 

of the Mortimer regime. The next four commissions of 1331,1332,1334 

and 1335 were affected by Mortimer's fall since Thomas III was on only 

that of 1334, that of 1332 was headed by William la Zouche-and Richard 

Talbot, but from 1338 Thomas III and his retainers predgminated. 

Eý, cluding lords and justices, his affinity made up all. the members of 

the commissions of 1338 and 1344, three of four in 1351,1353 and 

1355 and five of six in 1359, and he headed all of them.; This-was 

despite the fact that in the 1350s the commisions had been. expanded 

by the addition of three other lords - Richard Talbot, Thomas de 

Bradestone and Guy de Brien. 

The 1338 commission shows exactly how his influence affected 

who was appointed. In this year the Commons gained the concession 

that the shires should be allowed to nominate the greater royal officials 

and the Gloucestershire list of nominees for the keepers was Thomas III, 

John de Bures, John de Sudeley, John Giffard of Leckhampton and Thomas 

de Berkeley of Coberley. Of these only the last was a m6mber of the 

Berkeley affinity and he was the only one on the commission issued in 

July, accompanied by William de Cheltenham, Sir William Tracy and Sir 

Thomas le Boteler (all Berkeley retainers). In the following month 
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Thomas III and John de la Ryvere (a member of the affinit') were added. 48 

From 1361, however, this Berkeley dominance vanished: The com- 

mission of this year was headed by Guy de Brien followed by Gilbert 

Talbot and Maurice IV, those of 1364 and 1366 by Edward Despenser, that 

of 1368 by Gilbert Talbot and those of 1369 and 1371 by the-earl of Nott- 

ingham, and the reigning Berkeley lord appeared only on that of 1364. In 

1361 three of the four gentry members were Berkeley affinity but in the 
All! 

next. five commissions there were only one or two. The appearance of 

Robert Palet, a Despenser retainer, testifies to the influence of the 

other lords during this period of Berkeley weakness. Thomas IV came of 

age in 1374 but this did not lead to an immediate revival of Berkeley 

dominance. He headed the commission of 1374, followed theýearl. of 

Stafford on those of December 1375 and 1380, but did not appear on those 

of July 1375,1376 or 1377 (possibly because he was campaiclning although 

probable absence does not seem to have affected appointments). He headed 

that of March 1382 but during the rest of the 1380s followed Stafford and 

Buckingham (later duke of Gloucester) and did not appear on any between 

1389 and November 1397 which were headed by Gaunt and Gloucester. Thomas 

Despenser was appointed to all three commissions of 1397 and 1398, app- 

earing ahead of Thomas IV in the later two, but from 1399 to 1406 Thomas 

IV headed the commissions, following the duke of York between 1406 and 

1413, York and Gilbert Talbot in 1413 and Gloucester and, Talbot in 1416. 

His-position in the commissions therefore reflects very accurately his 

position in the national government. While he was a member. of the 

Privy Council he headed the commissions, but after the death of Henry 

IV and in his declining years he followed Talbot. From 1382 only one 

or two Ber!. eley retainers and affinity were appointed to the commissions. 

Consequently, despite the growing wealth and status. of the lords, 

their influence over the offices of sheriff and keeper of the peace 
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seems to decline towards the end of the period. For the commissions 

of the peace this was probably a result of the changing nature. of 

the commissions but, although Thomas IV's position under'. 11pnry IV 

was recognised by his heading the commissions between 13§9-and 1406, 

his. retainers failed to dominate either the commissions or.: the shrievalty. 

This may be attributed, at least partly, to the effect of the Lisle 

inheritance. Thomas IV was also appointed to commissipna, of t1? 

peace. for Berkshire on which many more of his affinity sat and his 

attention was divided between Gloucestershire and the other counties 

in which he now held land. 

In terms of the general control of the county administration, 

use may-be made of three lists compiled by Saul of the active admini- 

strators, or buzones, around 1300,1350 and 1400.49 That of 1300 

contains seven men of whom four were of the Berkeley affinity;, that 

of 1350 eight men of whom four were of the affinity; and*. that of 1400 

ten men, or whom four were of the affinity. Around half the buzones, 

then, were members of the Berkeley affinity which corresp. onds to the 

proportion of the gentry as a whole who were connected with the Berkeleys. 

Some retainers were clearly of more value in this context than others. 

Sir Peter Corbet and John Fitznichol each sat on one commission of 

Oyer et terminer and that was the sum of their involvement, 50 but in 

contrast was Sir Simon Basset who was sheriff and escheator from 1341 

to 1350, knight of the shire in 1348,1361 and 1363, keeper of the 

peace in 1355,1359 and 1361 and held fourteen other commissions between 

1341 and 1363.51 Retainers from other counties also held Office in 

Gloucestershire, such as Robert Dabetot and Richard Ruyhall from Worc- 

estershire. 52 Both also held land in Gloucestershire but'since half 

Ruyhall's participation in the administration of Gloucestershire occurred 

before he acquired his land there it must be assumed that, the more 

important factor was his connection with Thomas IV. 
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Influence in local government and to provide a suitable following. 

when he moved about. the country were not the only reasons a lord 

retained members of the local gentry and his retainers also performed 

various other services. The campaign-retinues of Thomas'ý, II and'Maurice 

III in the 1290s and 1300s show that whereas Sir Thomas de'Gurney I, 

Sir William de Wauton I, Sir Geoffrey de Hauteville and Sir Thomas de 

Bingham were regular members (although Hauteville and Bingham were 

not knighted at the time), others such as Sir John Basset only partic- 

ipated occasionally, and that the rest of the contingent was made up 

of men retained only for the campaign who were not otherwise connected 

with the Berkeleys such as Sir Walter de Pavely and William Maiansel 

in 1297-8.53 

Some knightly retainers served in the estate administration such 

as the stewards William de Cheltenham, Sir Thomas de Rodborough and 

Richard Ruyhall and the receiver Ralph le Waleys but, more generally, 

their opinions and advice on estate and other matters was expressed 

in the council and this was one of their more important services (see 

Chapter 5). The numerous entails carried out by Thomas III were created 

by means of feoffees who were all of less than knightly status but 

when Thomas IV enfeoffed all the lands he had bought in 1417 his 

agents were the knights Sir Gilbert Deneys and Sir Walter de la Pole 

and the esquires Thomas Sergeant, John Grevell, Robert Greyndour and 

Thomas Ruqge. Other services required of retainers were various. Sir 

John Tracy and the wives of Sir Simon Basset and Sir Thomas le Boteler 

were godparents of Thomas III's sons between 1348 and 1352; Sir William 

de Wauton I acted as Thomas II's agent in resolving a dispute in 1309; 

Sir Simon le Chaumberlain, Sir Nicholas de Kingston and Sir Peter Crok 

were the arbitrators nominated by Thomas II in a dispute-with'Kingswood 

Abbey in 1303; William de Cheltenham and John de Coggeshale were attorneys 
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for Maur-ice of Stoke Giffard while he was on campaign, arid'-Sir Thomas 

Moigne, Sir Richard de Acton and Cheltenham for Katherine while she 

was on a pilgrimage. 

In return for these services the retainers would have their livery 

and some form of fee (either in cash or land) but evidence. of fees is 

sparse and what there is seems to show that the Berkeleyq preferred 

giving land for life rather than fees. Under Thomas IV, 7ohn Wallingford 

had a fee of 40s per annum (which was taken from the farm- he owed for 

the manor of Shirburn in Oxfordshire), 54 Walter Dyar had. -. 'one of the 

same amount from the farm of the manor of Charlton in Wiltshire55 and 

Robert Shottesbroke was granted the farm of £11 per annum paid to 

Thomas IV by his brother John for the manor of "0rdeston". in Berkshire. 56 

Earlier in the century rents had been used in a similar way to provide 

for servants when Sir John le Veel was granted rents of £4 per annum 

from his mother's lands while they were held by Thomas III and Matthew 

de Clyvedon was granted a rent of 19s 6d per annum for life from 1355.57 

Other rewards for life were grants of lands. Ralph Waleys. and,. after 

his death, John Rolnes were granted the small manor of Sages in Slim- 

bridge which in 1416 was valued at just over £17 per annum; 58 Thomas 

Rugge was granted the Chicklade tenement in 1390 which had been-let at 

farm at 40s per annum before 1389; 59 and John Harsfield. and William 

Cauleigh were granted lands in Berkeley hundred for life, 'ih 1397.60 

Several examples can be given of occasional financial benefits which, 

in some cases, appear to be frequent enough to represent,; a fee.. For 

instance, William de Cheltenham was granted a wardship iti 1329 and from 

1357 to 1360 at least was receiving at rent of £10 16s 4d per annum 

during a minority, and Sir William de Wauton was pardoned £5 As 7d 

per annum of the farm for a wardship in 1311-12 and his son received 

a rent of 17s 7d per annum between 1332 and 1336. Other gifts were 
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frequent such as the horses given to Sir John Tracy and Sir Edmund. de 

Clyvedon in 1351, to William Marmion in 1354-5 and to John: Fitznichol 

in 1362, and the gifts of corn to Sir Peter le Veel II and a cow. to 

his heir Sir Thomas in 1379. In his will Thomas IV left; £5 to every 

gentleman in his household and £20 to each of his four executors. The 

cash gifts handed out by Thomas III in 1346 have already 'been mentioned 

- £10, or more probably 10 marks, to at least five retainers. 
fý "'R try' 

, 

Less palpable but more convincing than this sparse; evidence of 

the immediate advantages accruing to retainers is the number of families 

and individuals who evidently prospered in the service of. the Berkeleys. 

John de Couley was a member of the freeholder society whö died in 1325 

holding 200 acres in the honour manor of Coaley valued at 46s per annum. 

His son Robert and grandsons John and Robert continued the-, connection 

with the Berkeleys and the later John, a steward of Thomas-IV, took 

part in local government and was described as an esquire in 1401.61 

A similar story is seen with the Harsfield family. Richard de Harsfield 

held the minor offices of bailiff of one of the Icing's hundreds. and 

sub-escheator and held an estate of a mesuage and carucate"at Blakeney. 62 

His grandson John (who inherited the estate in 1384 on the-death of 

Richard's wife Eleanor) was described as an esquire in 1413. Perhaps 

the most extreme example of a sudden rise to importance through a 

connection with the Berkeleys is that of William de Cheltenham. He 

appears to have been of some importance before he entered. their service 

since he represented Gloucester in parliament in 1325 and: was probably 

a descendant of another man of the same name who was provost of Gloucester 

in 1255,1263,1270 and other years in the 13th century, but hi's rise 

to the ranks of the gentry can almost certainly be attributed to his 

connection with Thomas 111.63 He acquired five manors and'was by far 

the most active of the buzones in the county administration in the 

middle of the century, as well as holding offices 'in several other 
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counties. Ralph Waleys, although coming from a family already well- 

established in the ranks of the gentry, prospered sufficiently' to 

acquire-two new manors and eight other tenements between "1379. and 1386.64 

The financial benefits of being a Berkeley retainer are obvious, 

if implicit in some cases. The social ones are less easy. to assume. 

There is no doubt that many members of the affinity were related by 

marriage and used each other in their land-dealings aslcharter"yitnesses 

and feoffees (see Appendix 5), but whether this was a result of the 

community spirit of the affinity or of the county is open to doubt. 

In Leicestershire and Cheshire where there was no resident'lord and 

no affinity structure, the gentry were associated in the same way and 

although Cherry tries to show that the Courteney affinity provided the 

social glue for the gentry of Devon, he fails to-convince some'readers 

that this is true. 65 In Gloucestershire there is one major point tobe 

made which may go to show that the Berkeley affinity was: a . community 

independent of the county as a whole. There are very few and very 

tenuous links between members of the affinity and the eleven families 

who are not known to have had any contact with the Berkeleys. . In view 

of the partial nature of the evidence concerning the marriages and 

land-dealings of the gentry, too much emphasis must not be'laid on 

this but it seems to indicate that the Berkeley affinity-'was an inde- 

pendent entity. 

The Berkeleys' territorial domination of the county was comple- 

mented and strengthened by their possession of private bondreds. 

Berkeley hundred had been held since 1154 and was synonomous with 

the. lordship or honour of Berkeley, while Bledisloe hundred, much 

smaller but directly opposite Berkeley hundred on the other side of 

the Severn, was acquired in two halves, the first being granted to 
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Maurice III by Pembroke before 1316 and the second being part of 

Margaret Mortimer's portion in marriage with Thomas III ih. 1319. There 

were thirty hundreds in Gloucestershire and so, on first sight, the 

holding of a mere two does not seem very impressive but there were 

two factors which combined to make possession of them very, influential. 

Firstly Berkeley hundred was one of the largest and for the payment of 

subsidies, etc., it was assessed as a twelfth of the county, Mr accurate 

reflection of its size and importance in terms of wealth. and population. 66- 

Secondly, of the thirty hundreds, twelve were still in the hands of 

the king and twelve were held by religious houses so only six were in 

private lay hands. 67 In 1316 two of the other four were. of the Clare 

inheritance (and together equalled the size of Berkeley hundred), one 

was held by a local knight, and one was divided between three co- 

holders, and therefore the Berkeleys had the greatest lay interest in 

private hundreds. 

Possession of the hundreds brought two advantages,,: financial 

and jurisdictional. In 1345-6 Berkeley hundred gave a net profit of 

around £A3 and the valor of 1389 gives a value of around X16 for 

Bledisloe hundred. 68 But their cash value, although welcome, was 

probably not considered the greater advantage. More important eras 

the aimost, total control they gave over the inhabitants of the hundreds 

through the jurisdictional powers it involved, and thus the ability 

to harass enemies and favour friends. 69 The hundred court met every 

three weeks, was presided over the lord's steward in place. of the 

sheriff, and had jurisdiction over civil causes but since: it did not 

hold'pleas of land (which were restricted to the county eogrt), actions 

were chiefly of debt and trespass. This jurisdiction was supplemented 

by other franchises, or regalian rights, granted to the lord by the 

king. Inevitably the Berkeleys had the view of frankpledge which was- 
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carried out twice-yearly. Apart from ensuring that the tithing 

system was working properly, the leet fulfilled two purposes - the 

reporting of grave crimes and 'the subsequent capture and : imprisonment 

of the accused criminals to await trial by the-king's justices at 

Gloucester, and the reporting of minor offences which fell short of 

felony and which were punished by amercements on the spot and the fines 

pocketed by the lord. As well as this, the Berkeleys had the more 

unusual assises of bread and ale which gave them the power of enforcing 

the general ordinances which from time to time fixed the, prices at 

which beer and bread could be sold, and therefore of amercing offenders 

and keeping the fines. By 1274 this seems to have become somewhat 

fossilised as a tenant of the Berkeleys who died in that : year held his 

tenement by knight service and 6s 8d rent , for the amercements of bakers 

and brewers". 70 Theoretically, persistent offenders shoi. ld not have 

been continually fined but should have been punished by means of the 

pillory and tumnrell which were the visible signs of this-jurisdiction. 

A less common franchise of higher justice was "infangenethefe" or the 

power to hang thieves who were taken red-handed or with the stolen goods. 

Thieves were taken to the Castle and imprisoned there'until judgement 

and punishment, at the next hundred court, and the visible manifestation 

of this jurisdiction was the gallows. By far the most important of 

their franchises, however, was that of "return of writs" '. which Thomas III 

obtained during the Mortimer regime. 71 This allowed the lords to 

appoint their own servants to undertake the work in the hundred usually 

carried out by the king's ministers - to execute royal writs of, sunimons, 

attachments and distraints and to sieze lands or goods. The sheriff 

had no authority within the hundred unless the lord's servants did not 

properly carry out their responsibilities. 

Clearly the possession of the hundred and other franchises 

gave the Berkeleys enormous powers over the twelfth part : of the county 
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which was Berkeley hundred, and could-be used to harass enemies. In 

the 1287 Quo. Warranto enquiries the jury of the hundred reported 

Thomas II's bailiffs for wrongful-imprisonments, putting people in 

the stocks without cause, being bribed to release offenders and 

permitting others to escape. 72 The lords' actions did not. pass 

without vociferous complaints from some hostile subjects; of. the 

+' Yr 

jurisdiction. In the 1330s John de Berkeley of Dursley (not oE: 
the 

lord's family) waged an unremitting Urar against Thomas III'. and his 

liberties. In 1330 he presented a comprehensive petition complaining 

that Thomas had been granted his liberty of return of writs through 

his relationship with'the recently-fallen Mortimer and that Thomas 

and his steward had seized some of his plough-beasts Pon" the pretext 

of his office" and still held them. 73 In 1332 another petition told 

how John had impounded some cattle of one Robert le Webbe and-Thomas 

III's bailiff had then replevied Webbe's cattle and impounded six 0 

of John's oxen to cause him to come to the hundred court to answer 

Webbe. John had responded by rescuing his six oxen, assaulting the 

bailiff and taking goods of Thomas' worth £40.79 In 1335. John'attemped 

to claim that he used to have return of writs within his manor of 

Duroley (in Berkeley hundred) but the sheriff returned that his pre- 

decessors had all directed their warrants to Thomas' bailiffs for 

execution within the hundred. 75 Finally in 1339 Thomas'. brought an 

action against John for rescuing an indicted felon whom Thomas' bailiffs 

would have brought to the Castle for delivery to Gloucester gaol. 76 

However, this persistent hostility was exceptional and John seems 

only to have given rein to his enmity while Thomas was under a cloud 

after the fall of Mortimer. 

Abuse of hundredal jurisdiction and other privileges was not, 

however, the only dubious method the Berkeleys could employ to 

enforce their authority. In a violent and lawless age any lord had 
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to be prepared to defend or further his own interests by: violent 

or illegal means if he wanted to aintain his influence, and there 

are two particular examples of the Berkeleys disturbing the peace 

in their own interests, both from the earlier period before 1320. 

In 1304 Thomas II and Maurice III made an attempt to force 

their own jurisdiction on the citizens of Bristol who lývýd in the 
.1 

suburb of Redcliffe Street which lay south of the Avon on. lang, gof 

the Berkeley manor of Bedminster. Their motives, and the details 

behind the attempt (such as exactly what sort of jurisdiction they 

were trying to enforce - hundredal or manorial), are not-clear but 

it seems that they attempted to enforce certain franchises, despite 

the fact that a charter of 1246 incorporated the suburb within, the 

jurisdiction of the burgesses of Bristol-77 The Berkeleys had 

ridden to the suburb , with a great multitude of horse and, foot" and 

assaulted those who lived there because they refused to äo suit to 

their court and the mayor, who attempted to defend the burgesses, 

was later assaulted at Dundry Fair in Somerset. Similarly, the 

king's bailiff had defended the king's rights against them (since 

Bristol, as a borough, came under the king's jurisdiction)- and he was 

assaulted and fatally wounded on the high road near Frampton-upon- 

Severn, and another small army had invaded Tetbury Fair and assaulted 

Redcliffe Street burgesses who would not declare that. they were not 

the king's men. The burgesses had retaliated by attacking Bedminster 

manor and releasing an indicted felon taken for murder by Maurice's 

bailiffs (which suggests strongly that it may have been a hundredal 

jurisdiction the Berkeleys were after). They had also prevented his 

men and tenants from doing suit to his court, from carrying out distraints 

and from buying and selling. No result of the attack on Bedminster is 

recorded ; 'ut Thomas II was fined 1,000 marks for his activities and for- 

feited ßc-minster hundred78which clearly indicates that the justices 
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supported the view that the Berkeleys' claims were unwarranted. The 

fine was later waived in return for Thomas' prcmise to provide ten men- 

at-arms to GPrve in the 1306 campaign at his own cost. 

The events of 1304 show how the resources of a landed family 

could be turned to lawlessness to support the wishes and pretensions 

of the family. Twenty-six people are named as having formed the mob 

which attacked the mayor of Bristol at Dundry Fair. 79 'Roger W41 and 

John Wyther were substantial freeholders from Gloucestershire who are 

known to have been connected with the Berkeleys on other occasions, 

but Matthew de Clyvedon was the only one of knightly status and he 

appears to have been responsible for the appearance of four others, 

three from Clevedon (a manor belonging to his brother Sir. Johnv)`and 

one from Aller (which was his own manor). Also from the three hundreds 

held by the Berkeleys in Somerset were two others from Winford and 

Walton, but the background of the-other sixteen is unknown. It-is 

clear, however, - that the Berkeleys called on some of their-servants 

from Gloucestershire but that several, if not most, of the partici- 

pants came from the locality, either their own tenants or: the servants 

of their retainer john de Clyvedon who were led by his brother Matthew. 

The second major breach of the peace caused by the : Berkeleys was 

their raid on Aymer de Valence's park at Painswick (one of ; his Glouc- 

estershire manors) in July 1318, which event marked the abrupt end of 

the relationship with Valence which had begun in 1297. Välence's 

attempts to bring the culprits to justice show how powerful the family 

had, become in the locality and J. R. S. Phillips says that; they took 

"every possible illegal action to delay settlement". '80 The. Berkeleys 

failed to attend any of the seven sessions of the justices during 

June and July 1319 and also failed to attend the county courts to which 

they were summoned in July, August, September and October',. finally 

being outlawed at the October session. The county court of November 
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was unable to promulgate because of the absence of the coroners who 

had been kidnapped by Maurice III's two elder sons and t'. io of his 

retainers. ßl They finally appeared before the justices in February 

1320 but denied all Valence's charges, and five attempts.: to empanel 

a jury to establish the truth between February and July failed because 

the jurors did not turn up. The implication of intimidation is more 

remarkable because Maurice III and his two elder sons were away in 

Gascony from the beginning of March. Before they left, however, they 

and some of the more prominent members of the hunting party had 

executed a series of recogisances acknowledging debts to-Pembroke, 

private compensation with which he had to be content. Phillips 

concludes his account by pointing out that the episode shows how 

"a family with great local influence could successfully defy royal 

judicial and administrative machinery. " 

Fifty-three people are named in the second, more cromprehensive, 

commission of oyer et terminer, 82 and the most irr¢nediatel, y'striking 

feature of the list is the fourteen men of gentle status. who took 

part. Thomas and Hugh, sons of Sir Miles de Rodborough,. Sir John 

Mautravers, Sir Thomas de Gurney, John de Swonhongre, Walter de Pavely, 

Thomas de Bradestone, John de Berkeley of Arlingham, Thomas de Berkeley 

of Beoley, Nicholas Seymour, Herbert Fitzjohn, Gilbert le Rous and 

John le Rous were all either knights, soon to be knights: or of knightly 

status. This reflects both its hunting nature and its importance as 

marking the end of the relationship with Valence. Thomas de Rodborough, 

Mautravers, Gurney, Swonhongre and Bradestone were retainers of the 

Berkeleys, and five others of lesser status were also regular members 

of the family, but others, for instance Herbert Fitzjehn; had no other 

Known contact with Maurice III. 

The Berkeleys did not always cause lawlessness directly, but 
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were frequently involved through the actions of their retainers. In 

1312'John le Boteler of Llantwit (a particularly unpleasant retainer 

of Maurice III who later gave his bullying services to the younger 

Despenser) brought an action of trespass against St. -Oswald's Priory, 

but while it gras being heard he purchased a new writ for the same 

trespass to be determined before Maurice. Maurice ignored letters 

obtained by the Priory cancelling the new commission and allowed another 

retainer to ravage the Priory's lands. 83 Later in the century, in 1389, 

one. Of Thomas IV's esquires came to the aid of Thomas' chaplain by 

leading a force reputedly of 300 men to besiege the incumbent of a 

Gloucestershire prebend who was disputing the prebend with the chaplain. 84 

Thomas was unable to prevent his esquire being imprisoned briefly in 

the Tower, but his influence can surely be seen in his rapid release 

as soon as he had found mainpernors. 85 

During the 1380s, however, Thomas was involved in what appears 

to be"a, confrontation in the Forest of Dean with Guy de Brien. The 

sequence of events was as follows. In 1384 a group of Thomas' servants 

from-the Forest arrested one John de Bray at Thomas' manor of Awre 

and took him to Berkeley Castle where he was forced to enter into a 

bond that he would not participate in a quarrel against Thomas and his 

men. : T, -o years later another two men from the Forest were seized and 

taken to the Castle. 86 When the case came before the King's Bench in 

1395 Thomas claimed that, in his capacity of keeper of the peace, he 

was. acting on behalf of two men who had been terrorised by Bray and 

had lent the aid of his men to the sheriff's bailiff who had been too 

frightened to arrest Bray on his own. The location of these events and 

people in the Forest of Dean links them with Ralph Greyndour and the 

gang he led in a career of robbery and violence based in the Forest. 

Greyndour directed some at least of his hostile activity against Thomas 
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in-particular since he and his gang were accused of plotting to kill 

two of Thomas' retainers and later, in 1387, another servant and Thomas 

himself while he was hunting in the Forest. 87 In October 1387 he and 

his gang had to find mainpernors for their future peaceable behaviour 

towards Thomas to invalidate a commission of arrest against them. 88 

In-the same month one member of the gang, Haukin atte Ford, his master 

John; Jöce (of Herefordshire, not to be confused with the man of the 

same. name who was retained by Thomas) and one Nicholas Bray had' to 

undertake a separate mainprise for their peaceable behaviour towards 

Thomas. 89 Two months earlier Guy de Brien, still keeper of the Forest 

and constable of St. Briavel's Castle, had been forced to release two 

of 1homas' servants whom he had imprisoned in St. Briavel's "out of 

maliCe" towards Thomas and he too had to find mainpernors for his 

future good behaviour towards Thomas, his men and servants-90 

. It would appear from these events that Thomas buffered a severe 
hF r 

and continuing campaign against him in the 1380s which was based in 
'JV 

the Forest of Dean and involved the Greyndour gang and Guy de Brien, 

possibly one operating under the protection of, if not on behalf of, "' 

the other. The bond John de Bray was forced to enter into, the Main- 

prises of 1387, the plots to kill Thomas and his servants, all imply 

a well-organised and systematic operation which, since it lasted at 

least from 1384 to 1387, would appear to have been masterminded by 

, 14one , erson and not the result of individual expressions of hostility 

against Thomas. The occurence of John and Nicholas de Bray, their 

strongly-implied connection with the Greyndour gang, and the gang's 

own activities against Thomas might suggest that it was Ralph Greyndour 

who was the mastermind, but the close and unvarying connection with 

the Forest of Dean, Brien's positions there, and-his own activities 

against Thomas combine to make a stronger case against Thomas. fie 
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had been a power in Gloucestershire, especially in the period 1361 to 

1374', Berkeley retainers had courted his favour, and he had been 

abruptly deposed when Thomas IV reached his majority in 1374. This 

may be the reason behind his hostility to Thomas. 

Other instances-are }mown of the services of such gangs being 

used by local lords in their quarrels in return for their protection 

and Thomas III seems to have employed a third gang in such a manner. 

This' was led by William de Kingscote and operated in the 1330s and 

1340s. 91 Kingscote was a tenant of Thomas' and witnessed charters 

for him; another member of the family, Nigel, was Thomas' marshal 

and a prominent member of the household; Nigel's son Thomas was a 

member of the gang; and William's son Nicholas was later a retainer 

of. Thomas III's son John. This close connection with the dominant 

lord. in the county probably explains why Kingscote and his gang 

operated with impunity for at least ten years and their attack on 

John. de Berkeley of Dursley (he who had waged such an unremitting war 

against Thomas and his liberties in the 1330s) in 1345 may have been 

carried out on the initiative of Thomas "as the price of continued 

immunity from the processes of law" 92 

A growing sophistication in the methods used by'the Berkeleys 

to-impose their will on the locality can be traced through the century. 

In 1-304 when they wanted to enforce a jurisdiction on the burgesses of 

Redcliffe Street they could find no way other than brute force and paid 

the penalty for failing. By 1319 when they were trying to avoid justice 

for the raid on Painswick they had matured marginally to the techniques 

of kidnapping coroners and intimidating juries, but were still forced 

in the end to pay private compensation to Pembroke. By 1330 the influence 

of the Mortimer regime ensured that Thomas'III had a tight control on 

the local administration when John de Berkeley presented his first 
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complaint of Thomas, liberties in the hundred of Berkeley and the 

sheriff, William de Gamages, was a Berkeley retainer and consequently 

of no use to John in obtaining redress for his wrongs. In the 1340s 

Thomas III used the Kingscote gang to further his quarrel with John 

instead of becoming personally involved himself and by the 1380s and 

the quarrel with Brien Thomas IV was using the full* range of weapons 

open. to him as a powerful lord in the locality. His position as keeper 

of the peace was used as a cover for seizing John de Bray, his gaol 

at'Berkeley Castle was used to force men to enter bonds not to pursue 

quarrels against him, and in 1395 the events in the King's Bench 

showed yet again how useful it was to have control of the local admin- 

istration. When the Bray case first came before the court the counsel 

for the defence objected to the jury on the grounds'that it 

had been empanelled by Sir William Tracy, a Berkeley retainer, and 

that*it could not therefore be trusted to give an impartial verdict. 

The jury was dismissed and another empanelled but this, although found 

acceptable to the defence, acquitted Thomas on the grounds that, although 

Bray. had been brought to the Castle and entered into the bond, he had 

not been forced to do so. Although the defence managed to avoid the 

pitfalls on the first occasion, they failed to continue to do so and 

thus'(assuming that Bray had been under compulsion) Thomas evaded 

justice by this simple means. 

Jurisdictions, the will to resort to violence and tactics of 

dubious legality, the armed force which could be raised from an estate, 

control of the local administration, were all elements which contributed 

to a-lord's power and assisted him to maintain his influence in his own 

"country" against the encroachments of rivals for the loyalty of his 

local-gentry. In Gloucestershire before 1320 the Berkeleys were only 

one possible source of lordship and the Clares, the Giffards and Aymer 
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de Valence all detracted from their position. However after 1326 

conditions changed with the division of the Clare inheritance, the 

passing of the Giffard inheritance to his allies, and that of Valence 

to the Talbots, which left a vacuum of lordship in the county. This 

might have created a situation like that of Cheshire where, without 

a dominant lord to provide leadership, the county gentry organised 

themselves into a community, but the growing wealth and stature of 

the Berkeleys enabled them to provide a partial leadership. They 

retained as many of the local gentry as they could and stood at the 

head: of a wide affinity composed of all those who, whether they could 

find lords outside the county or not, could not afford to ignore or 

anger-the lord of Berkeley. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to study in depth one noble family - 

the Berkeleys - through five generations over the period 1281-1417. The 

source material inevitably concentrated study onto a few aspects - their 

careers in the military sphere, local government and national affairs; 

their families; their lands and especially the manors of the honour; and 

their influence in the local politics of Gloucestershire - but there are 

serious lacunae in the material available. The household is one such aspect 

not well-covered, and so also is the central estate administration. More 

obviously, there is no evidence of their private lives, their beliefs, and 

so forth. 'T'hese gaps, however, are balanced by the abundant material for 

other aspects, some of which (the splendid series of account rolls for the 

honour manors, for instance) have not been dealt with in as much detail as 

they warrant. 

It is now necessary to draw out the most significant points arising 

from the work and see how they compare with the present state of knowledge 

of late medieval society and politics. 

The Berkeleys occupied a place within a certain recognisable stratum 

of English society which is far easier to define in concrete terms towards 

the end of the period. This, at that time, was the parliamentary peerage - 

that group of families at the very top of the land-holding class whose heads 

had achieved a hereditary right to a summons to parliament. Throughout the 

14th century this increasingly hereditary aspect ensured that the privilege 

became increasingly restricted and exclusive, and thereby reduced the number, 

of families included among the top aristocratic group-1 During the 13th 

century this group, which can be termed the "baronage", was considerably 

larger and more fluid. 2 It has no simple definition but the use of certain 

indicators goes to show that a member would probably receive a personal 
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summons to councils and military campaigns and, although Painter says that 

there was "no connection between tenure by barony and being summoned to 

the Great Council or to Parliament", would probably hold his land by barony. 3 

As a group they generally enjoyed higher incomes, and thus a higher status, 

than the "knightly" or "gentry" class. Thomas II received his summons 

almost as of right in the early days of parliament because he was already 

a member of this group and the Berkeleys were one of those families, "usually 

families of long settlement upon their estates, to whom inherited wealth and 

ancient renown had given a consequence which was more than local, (who) were 

in fact regularly summoned from generation to generation from (1290)". 4 

The "baronage"/peerage group always included the titled nobility, of 

course, but during the stratification of the land-holding class which is 

such a well-known feature of the 14th century, greater emphasis came to be 

placed on the differences in social rank between the titled and untitled 

peerage, and between the peerage and the "knightly" class below them. The 

clearest indication of these differences in rank is economic. In the total 

range of incomes from £10 per annum to £12,000 per annum, there were no 

great gaps between the three groups, but there were significant dividing- 

lines over which few trespassed. The grants made by Edward III to his newly- 

created earls indicates that the absolute minimum consonant with the dignity 

of an earl was £1,000 per annum but, while the Courtenay earls of Devon 

enjoyed perhaps as little as £1,500 per annum, most earls had £2,000 or 

more while very few untitled peers did so. 5 Similarly, at the lower end of 

the peerage, Edward granted annuities of 400 and 500 marks to the bannerets 

he later summoned to parliament but, again, this is an absolute minimum income 

for peers since most of them already held some lands. By 1436 the minimum 

income of peers was about £400 per annum and there were few men in receipt 

of incomes above this figure who were not summoned to parliament. 6 

Gray concluded from the. 1436 tax returns that most peers had incomes 
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of between £300 and £1,300 per annum, the average being £865 per annum. 

(including annuities), 7 and it is clear from this that the Berkeleys were 

at all times closer to the comital end of the peerage than to the lower end. 

Except during the period 1361-86 when dowagers were holding a great deal 

of the inheritance, the Berkeley estate provided an income of between 

£900 and £1,150 per annum, rising to £1,500 with the purchases of Thomas III, 

and to almost £2,000 after the Lisle lands came to Thomas IV. 8 An interesting 

social concomitant of this financial fact is that the Berkeleys generally 

formed marriage alliances with other families in the same position. The 

Cliffords and the Zouches were, like the Berkeleys, among the greatest 

families who entered and left the 14th century as peers but who never 

received an earldom; the Mortimers and Despensers were two of nine families 

who did. 9 This indicates that the Berkeleys were conscious of their 

position in the higher echelons of the peerage and deliberately fostered 

relations with others of their status. 10 

The estate which provided the lords' income was unusually compact. 

Whereas the scattered nature of aristocratic estates has perhaps been over- 

emphasised, there can be no doubt that the Berkeleys were fortunate among 

their contemporaries in this respect. There are many examples of magnate 

estates embracing all parts of the kingdom - such as the Mowbray lands in 

Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, the Midlands, Sussex and Wales - but, equally, 

there are many examples of more concentrated ones such as that of the 

Beauchamps (the majority of whose lands lay in Worcestershire and Warwickshire), 

the Nevilles (Yorkshire and south Durham), and the Courteneys (Devon and 

Somerset). 11 However, even among these latter examples, the pattern is 

generally that of a central patrimony area with numerous outlying manors 

far away, such as the Beauchamp manors in twenty-three counties, and the 

seven Courtenay manors (almost a quarter of the total) outside Devon and 

Somerset. 12 
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It might be assumed that these large, rich, comital estates would 

almost inevitably be scattered but there were many far smaller estates 

which were also widely dispersed, such as that of the Lisles which provided 

an income of only £600 but which covered eight counties from Cornwall to 

Northamptonshire, although, again, there was a "patrimony" in Berkshire. 13 

The Berkeley estate was not merely almost confined to Gloucestershire 4nd 

north Somerset, it was further confined to the hundred of Berkeley and to 

the three small hundreds in Somerset less than twenty miles from the Castle. 

"Outliers" for the Berkeley lords were the manors of Awre (just across the 

Severn from Berkeley) and Upton St. Leonards (fifteen miles to the north), 

and one small manor in Essex kept for its convenience for London. The 

purchases of Thomas II and Maurice III were strictly limited within this 

area, and even the more extensive purchases of Thomas III stretched only 

into Wiltshire. The pattern was broken, as usual, by marriage to the 

Lisle heiress. 

The Berkeley lords' activities in national affairs tends to contradict 

the argument that the English aristocracy had a national perspective because, 

unlike their continental counterparts, most of them lacked a well-defined 

local power. The Berkeleys were an exception since they most certainly did 

not lack a well-defined local power, but did this preclude a national per- 

spective on their part? A review of their activities may illuminate this 

point. 

Thomas II was deeply involved in three of the most important events 

of the reign of Edward I. He commanded retinues in all the campaigns of 

the conquest of Wales and took part in the council at Shrewsbury in 1283; 

he was intimately concerned with the Great Cause of 1291-2 as one of the 

auditors appointed by Edward, and later commanded retinues in the Scottish. 

campaigns; finally, he broke with Norfolk over the crisis of 1297 and was 

appointed Constable (in place of Hereford) over the army which crossed to 

Flanders. Apart from this, he was appointed to three embassies and received 
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many rewards, some financial but most in the form of hunting privileges, from 

a notoriously "stingy master". 14 He, at least, did not confine his energies 

to local matters but he may have been drawn into national affairs through 

a personal association with the sovreign resulting from his father's 

position in the household of Henry III. 

Maurice III, campaigning in Scotland, warden of Berwick-upon-Tweed, 

justiciar of Wales and seneschal of Gascony, did not lack a national per- 

spective either, but part of this activity was probably the result of his 

connection with Pembroke. It is probably significant that the relationship 

between Pembroke and the Berkeleys, strong between 1297 and 1300 but leaving 

no record for the next decade, re-emerges again in 1312 and remained close 

until broken by Maurice III in 1318. The significance lies in the date it 

was resumed since it was in 1312 that, infuriated by the actions of the 

Ordainers in siezing Gaveston from his custody and executing him, Pembroke 

moved firmly into support of Edward II. It appears that he then looked 

about him to engage more supporters and rekindled his dormant relationship 

with the Berkeleys by requesting custody of a manor for Thomas II and custody 

of Gloucester for Maurice III in the same year. 15 That Maurice broke with 

him because he had decided to-follow the Marcher star seems obvious, and 

the trouble he caused Pembroke in evading justice for the raid on Painswick 

may have brought about his hurried appointment to Gascony. 

The Marcher connection, and especially the marriage to Mortimer's 

daughter, ensured that Thomas III played a memorable role on the national 

stage in 1327. but the po]: iti ca] reversal of 1330 and his trial for the death 

of Edward II restricted him to local and domestic matters (except for 

campaigns to Scotland) until his acquittal in 1337. His appointment as 

Marshal of the army at Sluys and his involvement in the other important 

events of 1340-41 marked his return to national affairs and this was 

followed by his appointment as Warden of the March in 1342, as keeper of 

the king's forests from 1345 to 1348 and to the council of Lionel of Clarence 
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in the king's absence on the Crecy campaign. Increasing age probably 

accounts for his retiral in the 1350s, and physical incapacity for Maurice 

IV not appearing in the national limelight. 

Neither of these conunon explanations, however, apply to Thomas IV 

in the first twenty-five years after reaching his majority although financial 

considerations may have restricted him until 1390 at least. From this date. 

he was in receipt of a handsome income but, despite this, he made no 

showing in the 1390s, even disappearing from view completely for three years. 

when he was probably abroad. The decade was, of course, marked by Richard 

II's building up of a courtier clique and while Thomas was excluded from 

this ruling party he seems to have made no attempt to protest. This may 

have been political wisdom, a deliberate shunning of national affairs, 

since he was quick enough to welcome a new regime when Bolingbroke invaded. 

For the next few years he was right at the centre of affairs - Privy Counc- 

illor, Admiral, escort to the new Queen - but then he dropped out in 1406, 

almost as quickly as he had arrived, apparently because he was not an 

intimate of Prince Henry. 

The principal factors in whether a lord was involved in national 

affairs appear to have been those of status (high birth, generally accomp- 

anied by a high income), personal inclination and, perhaps most important, 

a personal relationship with the ruler. Thomas III was not one of Edward 

III's close companions and did not have the status which might have negated 

this, but he had status and personal inclination enough to hold several 

national posts in the 1340s. His brother, on the other hand, although of 

lesser status as a younger brother, was intimate with the king and was 

well-rewarded for his great services. 

Status was intimately connected with, although by no means governed 

by, income. Birth was important and those with it, such as Henry of Grosmont. 

and the earls of Devon and Courtenay, had a higher status than other lords, 

such as Thomas IV de Berkeley, who may have had a higher income. It was their 
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which gave them a right to become involved in national affairs if they, 

wished and if they had no personal association with the king. This is 

consistent with what is known of the careers of the Berkeley lords since 

their status was not high enough for them to be entitled to a place at the 

centre of affairs and their appearance there was governed principally by 

their connections at court. Maurice III, rejecting the advances of 

Pembroke which had brought him some important posts, opposed Edward II 

in the Despenser War. His great-grandson, more wisely, did not take sides 

under Richard II, but was a Privy Councillor under Henry IV to whom he had' 

a "special commitment", 16 and was dropped from the Council when Prince 

Henry's influence became more important than that of the king. Thomas II 

played a prominent role because of his relationship (a "service" relation- 

ship) with Edward I and dropped out of national affairs after that king's 

death, while Thomas III's activities were clearly connected with his 

changing relationships with Mortimer and Edward III. The scattered, or 

otherwise, nature of the estate seems not to have been an important influence. 

The nature of the estate had amore definite effect on the part lords 

played in local politics, and their retaining policy, since "the geographical 

location of a lord's affinity ... was very much determined by the distrib- 

ution of his lands". 17 This has two aspects, one from the perspective of 

the lords and the other from the perspective of the county. From the lord's 

point of view, if he held a scattered estate he had to spread his resources 

to cover all the areas where he held land, as did the Mowbrays who retained 

men in Lincolnshire, East Anglia, Sussex and the Midlands, but where the 

estate had a well-defined central patrimony the majority of the lord's resources 

could be concentrated on one area, such as the Courtenays in Devon and the 

Beauchamps in Worcestershire and Warwickshire. 18 Even where there was a 

central patrititöny, however, lords had to retain men outside that area to 

look after their interests in outlying manors, as the earl of Stafford did 

in retaining Sir Thomas Fitznichol as steward of his Gloucestershire manor 
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of Thornbury. 19 The Berkeleys clearly had an advantage in this respect 

since they not only had a central patrimony in Gloucestershire and northern 

Somerset but, further, had only the Essex manor of Wenden to worry about 

outside this area and so almost all their resources could be poured into 

the one district. 

The second perspective, that of the county, was important to the 

lords and their influence in local politics because it was "essential for 

the lord to control as much of the county as possible for it was only by 

dominating the local adminsitration that he could really help his men and 

secure their support". 20 Here, again, there were a variety of situations 

since counties were to a great extent artificial units and bore little or 

no relation to the pattern of land-holding. Very few lords and members of 

the "county" gentry held land only in one county, while the "parish" gentry 

tended to have more localised interests within the county. In Leicester- 

shire and Derbyshire, where there ryas no resident lord, the local gentry 

formed themselves into these localised groupings. 21 More often, probably, 

a county contained more than one magnate inheritance such as Sussex, where 

the Mowbrays may have been able to "count on staunch supporters" but the 

Fitzalans held a great deal more land. 22 In Warwickshire both these trends 

concurred and the local groupings coincided with magnate affinities; for 

Richard Beauchamp to control as much of the county as possible he needed 

to form alliances with the other lords. 23 In this way he personally could 

temporarily form a county-wide political community but it fell apart at 

his death in 1439. 

In other counties there was only one resident lord and in this 

situation, as with the Courtenays in Devon, not surprisingly it is found 

that the one lord and his affinity could act as the "political pivot" for 

the local gentry. 24 This was also the case with Gloucestershire, a special 

feature of which was the predominance of ecclesiastical landholders. 25 A 

brief indication of this is that twelve out of twenty-four hundred were in 
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religious hands. This was all the more pronounced in that the only lay 

magnate whose local holdings gave them comparable incomes and influence 

was the lord of Berkeley, and "as persons of general social and political 

influence" lay magnates outdistanced the abbots. Consequently, the 

Berkeleys were "unchallenged on their own ground". 

Saul's study of the Gloucestershire gentry led him to the conclusion 

that by the end of the 14th century the higher offices of the local admin- 

istration had fallen almost exclusively into the hands of the "county" 

gentry who-were normally*residert in the county. He claims further that 

this development led to the assumption of an identity for this minority 

of the local gentry as a county community. 26 Since it was this group of 

gentry who tended to hold land in more than one county and who were the 

prime targets for magnate retaining, the sense of "belonging" to the one 

county because they lived and only held office there was probably diluted 

by their landed interests in other counties, and probably had less immediacy 

than their connections with magnates. 

In Gloucestershire, these two loyalties - to county and magnate - 

were rarely in conflict since they were usually synonomous. The political- 

community of the county and the political community of the Berkeley affinity 

wree generally one and the same. Whereas the Berkeleys only ever retained 

around a quarter of the Gloucestershire gentry, the affinity was far more 

extensive and included most of those retained by other lords. There were 

no other lords resident and/or with a large landed interest in the county 

who might have established a rival affinity within the county and thus 

created a situation where the political community, the "county" gentry, 

were divided into two or more camps. The exceptions to this rule were 

the latter years of the reigns of Edward II and Richard when Hugh Despenser 

the Younger and his great-nephew Thomas temporarily created this situation 

as a result of national politics. 

In normal circumstances, however, the Berkeleys were allowed to 
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have much their own way in Gloucestershire. With no other lord within easy 

reach, it was a foolish man who went against them. Their influence on 

I appointments to local office seems to have been paramount, and this rule 

is proved by the exception of the 1330s when Thomas III was under a cloud 

and his retainers were not prominent on the commissions of the peace and 

did not hold the shrievalty. A large proportion of the knights of the shire 

were also of their affinity, but this was more a result of their retaining 

the sort of men likely to hold the position than a deliberate attempt to 

pack parliament. Saul saw no evidence of political manipulation in this 

field until 1397 which was a special case. 27 In this parliament, a little 

over a third of the knights were king's knights and esquires and there had 

been some blatant "fixing". For example, neither of the two elected for 

Wiltshire 'held land in the county. In Gloucestershire, Richard seems to 

have relied on the influence of Thomas Despenser and two of his retainers 

were elected, only one of whom held land there. The second occasion on 

which such packing possibly took place is that of the Coventry parliament 

in 1404 and the Gloucestershire knights for this one were a royal knight 

and a stranger who never held any other offices in the county. 28 Since 

Thomas IV de Berkeley was a strong supporter of Henry IV it might be 

expected that his retainers would have been returned but this is not the 

case. 

In more general terms, throughout the century, a man who wished to 

hold office in the county was well-advised to have the support of the 

lord of Berkeley and the extraordinary career of William de Cheltenham, 

who rose to the highest ranks of the gentry through the patronage of 

Thomas III, shows the extent of their influence at this time before the 

Commons had gained their victory in parliament which restricted office- 

holding to already-established families. For those who did not wish to 

hold office, the Berkeleys provided other benefits, such as the £10 given 

to John Fitznichol towards the marriage of his daughter by Thomas III and 
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the maintenance practised by Maurice III on behalf of his retainer John 

le Boteler. In return for such support and patronage, the retainers and 

other members of the affinity reciprocated by supporting the lords in 

such ways as turning up on their behalf at such affrays as the Bristol 

and Painswick affairs, joining their military retinues, assisting them 

while in the shrievalty on such occasions as when John de Berkeley of 

Dursley complained of Thomas III's liberties and when Thomas IV was 

arraigned for abducting John de Bray, perhaps taking part in the household 

or estate adminstration and, more certainly, giving him their advice on 

local matters as members of his council. Some independence was exerted, 

however, and not all the retainers turned out to support Maurice III in 

his rebellion as, eighty years later, the Mowbray affinity declined to 

follow their lord into rebellion. 29 

The importance of land-holding in the formation and maintenance of 

magnate "countries" was paramount and is seen again in the common trend of 

magnates deliberately acquiring land in areas where they already'had con- 

siderable interests to bolster their local influence. This could be done 

by marriage but was more frequently achieved by purchase30 although this 

was not generally a cause of great increase to the main inheritance since 

most lords bought land principally to provide for cadets. Between 1280 

and 1320 the Berkeley lords made additions to the patrimony manors and 

acquired three more in the same areas which stayed with the main line, 

but most of the new manors and lands, which were all in Gloucestershire 

and northern Somerset, went to younger sons. The more extensive purchases 

of Thomas III were similarly concentrated since almost three-quarters of 

them (in terms of value) were in Gloucestershire and most of the rest in 

Somerset, but they too went to his younger son. 

These two major preoccupations - consolidation around the patrimony 

and provision for younger sons - were clearly, to a certain extent, 

incompatible. A lord, conscious of his duty to provide for all his children, 
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bought land. Since he did not wish to disperse his estate more than was 

necessary he bought land around the patrimony and might also make additions 

to his existing holdings. This increased his influence in his "country" 

but only temporarily since the majority, at least, of his new manors 

would normally eventually go to the cadets for whom he had principally 

bought them, although some might stay with the main line and the use of 

entails ensured that they would return to the main line if, as was common, 

the cadet branch died out. 31 

Two contrasting trends concerned with the provision for younger 

sons and the consolidation of the estate are apparent. Distant lands 

brought by the first two Berkeley lords' wives were granted to younger 

sons and this granting of lands far away from the patrimony in order to 

lessen the scattered nature of the estate is seen again in the entails of 

Robert, lord Clifford (d. 1344). 32 The contrasting trend is that of lands 

within the patrimony area (although not, usually, of the patrimony itself) 

being granted to younger sons as well, such as the newly-acquired manors 

in Gloucestershire and Somerset granted to the sons of Thomas II and Maurice 

III de Berkeley, and Thomas III's evident intention to settle his younger 

sons in the same two counties. To a certain extent, the Berkeleys had 

no choice in this since, after granting away the lands brought by their 

wives, they had no other distant lands which might be disposed of in this 

way. Hugh Courteney, however, had nine manors outside Devon and Somerset 

but still chose to grant to his younger sons ten manors within these 

counties. 33 Equally, Thomas III could have purchased lands in new areas 

for his younger sons, as John of Gaunt did in Somerset, 34 but evidently 

there was no objection to cadets sharing in the "country". 

One might go further and suggest that, on some occasions, cadets 

were deliberately involved in the maintenance and growth of the "country". 

ý, 
ý: 
ýý 

c 

The strong evidence of close ties between the Berkeley lords and cadets, 
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and similarly the appearance of five members of the Courtenay family on 

the earl's livery list of 1384-5,35 certainly seems to indicate that, in 

some circumstances at least, cadets had a part to play in the lord's 

attempts to influence local affairs. The lands granted to cadets within 

the patrimony area served to strengthen the lord's position while held by 

them and would normally revert to the main line anyway, sooner or later. 

In the rare instances when a cadet did found a long-lived branch the fact 

of their holding lands within the "country" might cause trouble for the 

future. The Berkeley cadets were notable not only for their ability to 

found long-lived branches but also for their loyalty to the main line, 

and an unusual degree of harmony existed between all the various branches 

established in Gloucestershire during the 14th century. In contrast, 

the provision made for the earl of Devon's son, Philip, in 1377 enabled 

his descendents, the Courtenays of Powderham, to become a major source 

of grief to later earls within their "country" in the 15th century.. 36 

This tendency for cadets to be included in a policy of "familial 

lordship" may be compared with the family clans on the continent studied 

by Jacques Heers, although these clans were considerably larger than the 

active family group of the Berkeleys and operated in an urban environment. 37 

He noticed, however, that the family gorups were united by bearing the 

same family name, the honour of which they protected and defended, and 

that these bonds were reinforced by political or military solidarity and 

by links of neighbourhood. Their collective life had several aspects - 

economic (as when Maurice of Stoke Giffard's manors were brought into the 

great economic unit of the honour manors), social (as when many of the 

cadets can be found in the current lord's household), and spiritual (as 

when chantries founded by Thomas III included other members of the family, 

including in-laws, among the beneficiaries), and the "clan" structure "united 

large numbers of individuals of very varied stations and levels of wealth, 
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(leaders and dependents), into one total community where their interests 

were in common. 

The estate was obviously an important influence in magnates' lives 

and, more especially, the income derived from it. This could be increased 

in various ways, but they can be briefly summarised under the headings of 

vigorous lordship (which affected the rents paid by free and villein tenants, 

and the profits of the manorial court38) and good management (which affected 

production from the demesne). 

The rents paid by villein tenants on the Berkeley manors can be 

compared with others in the locality. Hilton calculated that virgators 

at Cam owed works and aid valued at 8.7d per acre, and at 6.2d per acre 

at Wotton, while at Ham the works and aid were worth 9.9d per acre. 39 

These figures appear to be high compared with the manors of Gloucester 

Abbey where the rates were between 4.5d and 6.5d per acre, 90 but the 

figures for the Berkeley manors are taken from the assessment of services 

made by the royal keepers. The casual quarterly assessment used by the 

Berkeley lords was not so severe, the potential cash rent of 20s per annum 

plus the aid of a little over 10s per annum for a virgate representing 6d 

per acre, and this would appear to be more normal. 41 

Even at the highest assessment, however, villein rents were not as , 
high as those which could be charged on new, competitive free tenures. 

At Cam the lowest of these was 9d per acre, and they rose to 3s per acre. 42 

This widespread difference between customary and free rents led landlords 

to increase the non-customary portion of their rent-rolls and convert 

villein holdings into leaseholds and tenancies at will. 43 Thomas II was 

clearly aware of this tendency and increased the annual amount of rents 

paid by free tenants at Ham from £14 to £50 per annum between 1286 and 1320. 

He also discarded five half-virgates which had owed less than the standard 
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10s per annum cash rent, and although one, at least, of these was broken up 

and leased to new tenants as free tenures at rents of between 12d and 20d 

per acre, the new tenures seem to have been hereditary ones. However, 

while there were no tenants for life or at will in the earlier rentals, 

by 1323 there were 38 owing rents of around £12 per annum to the rents of 

free tenants holding in fee which amounted to £37 per annum. There is no 

evidence that these life and at-will tenancies had been created from the 

old villein half-virgates, but their appearance does suggest that Thomas 

was aware of the advantages of short-term leases. He is most famous, 

however, for creating new freehold tenures entailed in tail male, for 

which rents rose to 18d per acre. 44 At the end of his lordship, free 

tenures predominated in all the honour manors, and in some villein tenures 

had been drastically reduced. In view of later rent rises it was foolish 

to let land at fixed rents on hereditary tenures by it probably seemed 

sensible at the time since he had no means of knowing that land values 

would continue to rise until 1348 and was principally concerned to ensure 

that rents were fixed at the high level they had already reached. It is 

noticeable that the short-term tenures had all appeared since the 1310 

rental which indicates that, in the last decade of his life, Thomas' 

realised that land values were still rising and made the obvious change. 

So the energetic lordship of Thomas II cut down the number of villein 

tenures, raised the rents of free tenures and created leases more amenable 

to changes in land values. How did his lordship affect the rents of the 

remaining villein tenures? It might be expected that services at Ham 

would be heavy since the manor was part of a large estate of ancient 

establishment, 45 but there is the problem of the apparent difference in 

villein burdens under the Berkeley lords and under the royal keepers 

arising from the difference is assessments of the services. As assessed 

by the keepers, villein services were heavy. The virgators owed two plough- 
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works and four winter-works per week for nine months of the year, and two 

plough-works and eight summer- and harvest-works during the remaining 

three months, and this can be compared with typical rates on Midland 

manors where villein burdens were generally heaviest. Virgators here 

could owe three days most of the year, and six at harvest, and although 

"works" are obviously not days, there would appear to be some comparison. 46 

At Buckland, a Warwickshire manor of Gloucester Abbey, a virgator's services 

were valued at 20s per annum47 and although this is the same as the cash 

assessment under the Berkeley lords, services were valued at 37s per annum 

under the royal keepers, almost twice as much, and the villeins would have 

had to pay this higher sum if they wished to commute all their works for 

the year. It is possible, even probable, that the burden of the services 

themselves was also considerably heavier during the forfeiture, but in 

either case it shows that the Berkeley lords were less demanding than the 

royal adminstration. In more general terms, too, it seems that the lords 

did not demand greater services from their villein tenants than did other 

lords with similar estates in the locality, although these were, of course, 

among the heaviest in the country. 

Villein tenure, however, was greatly protected by custom and it 

would appear from other examples that there was little or nothing the 

lords could do to increase the rent from their villein tenants as land 

values rose. 48 One of the ways they might use to increase income from 

them was to raise entry fines, a trend which is seen on other estates. 

Hilton observed a general rise in fines between the 1290s and the 1320s 

when half-virgators might be expected to pay as much as 26s 8d. 49 At Ham 

fines were considerably higher than this. In 1309-10 a tenant paid £6 for 

a half-virgate. He was not, however, the heir of the previous holder and 

Hatcher has pointed out that landlords generally took advantage of a failure 

of heirs to impose higher fines on outsiders (if they did not take the 

opportunity to convert the tenement into leaseholds or tenancies at will). 
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Thus, at Halesowen, the fine for a half-virgate was usually 6s 8d but an 

outsider had to pay £6 13s 4d. 50 The Berkeley lords do not appear to have 

followed a consistent policy in this since in 1297-8 a tenant who was heir 

to his father's virgate paid £6, but in the following year one who was not 

the heir paid only £4. In 1316-17, on the other hand, an heir was charged 

£7 for a'virgate while an outsider was charged £12. In general, however, 

there is a clear trend of rising fines. 

Something here may be attributed to the area in which the Berkeleys 

were fortunate to hold land. Not far away in the Vale of Taunton and 

Sedgemoor in Somerset, a similar area of dense population and fertile land, 

entry fines reached £60 and £80 per virgate, 51 but there is another pointer 

to the Berkeley lords' rigorous attitude to fines since those agreed under 

the forfeiture were not considered high enough by Thomas III when he entered 

his inheritance, and increments were charged. The comparison here is 

particularly instructive. It would appear that the royal keepers were 

content to accept lower fines in return for higher burdens of service, 

while the Berkeley lords took the opposite view. Despite this, the lords 

were not uncompassionate and fines were occasionally pardoned or reduced. 

Another indication of their strict but just attitude to their tenants occurs 

between 1348 and 1354 when Thomas III contributed 20s a year (and another 

6s for the tenants of the Veel manor which was temporarily in'his hands) 

towards payment of subsidies for his tenants. 

The second major example of the lords' rigorous interpretation of 

their rights over the villeins was the unique use made of their service 

obligations in supporting the famuli. During the forfeiture, when corn 

prices were high, the support of a ploughman cost 40s per annum compared 

to the works valued at 22s 10d owed by the half-virgator who supported him. 

In 1326-7, however, corn prices had fallen and the support would cost only 

22s 6d per annum, but at this time the quarterly cash assessment of services 

was back in operation and a half-virgator owed only 10s per annum. For 
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the tenant it was obviously cheaper to pay his rent but if the choice was 

given him between performing his services or supporting a member of the 

famuli, he might prefer the latter. The firm hand of Thomas III probably 

gave him no choice and this was therefore an extremely clever way of 

increasing the value of the villein obligations without flouting custom. 

The labour force was one of the more important aspects in management 

of the demesne, and Thomas III clearly preferred the labour of the famuli 

(making up the deficit with casual labour) to that of his villeins. This 

was probably more efficient since the full-time professionals and casual 

labourers were under the sanction of losing their jobs or their pay. 

Villeins were also, of course, professionals but since they were probably 

more or less unwilling to do their works their labour would not be so 

trustworthy. It was easy enough to carry out the task assigned to them 

but at the same time to do it badly. Although the system appears to have 

started in 1316-17, it was Thomas III who really developed it until at one 

point all the famuli were being maintained. Thomas used a higher proportion 

of the available villein services than his grandfather (84% compared to 

75%), but until 1348 almost half these services were fulfilled by supporting 

famuli, the proportion growing greater after that. 

Thomas III was obviously aware of the advantages of a good, committed 

labour force and he was also not averse to capital investment, in some 

contrast to his grandfather. Expenditure on the maintenance of the buildings 

on the manor rose from an average of 9s per annum before 1317 to 23s 4d 

under Thomas III, and he also spent great sums on the construction of new 

buildings and the purchase of new stock. Between 1326 and 1349 he spent 

an average of around £10 per annum on new buildings and stock compared to 

his gross cash income of £136 per annum, investment of 7.35% which can be 

compared investment of less than 5% which was common-52 He also established 

the dairy herd in 1333, and took the mill into the demesne, spending over 

£12 making substantial repairs to the latter between 1349 and 1351. 
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As regards agricultural practices, Mavis Mates has shown how techniques 

mentioned in the widely-disseminated treatises were practised everywhere, 

but where the treatises were silent, variety was the rule and local customs 

predominated. 53 At Ham this also appears to be the case. The recommended 

habit of discarding weak and sickly animals at the end of the year was 

followed, as also was the common custom of separating older animals from 

the rest and fattening them for slaughter for sale and for the household. 54 

At Ham, most of the big-stock were purely draft animals so the effect of 

nearby Bristol as a market for sale cannot be expected to have influenced 

policy. Sale only became important in the later part of the period and 

it is clear that this was a general trend connected with the conversion 

of the manor from a supplier to a "cash" manor. 

Other widely-followed procedures were those of exchanging seed-corn 

between manors which was practised on the Berkeley manors, 55 and the use of 

fertilisers. Marl was not plentifully available in many areas, but on the 

Berkeley'manors this was not a problem and Smyth mentions several marl-pits 

scattered round the hundred as well as commenting on its especially good 

quality in this area. 56 The large flocks of sheep provided ample manure 

as well, and dung-carts (for carting manure from the barns to the fields) 

were permanent assets at Ham. The lords' right of fold was also strictly 

enforced, even against the more important tenants as Thomas II's dispute 

with Kingswood Abbey makes clear. 57 

Other aspects of agrarian production, however, were not covered by 

the treatises and here local wisdom was the greatest influence. Cropping 

patterns at Ham show that crops were occasionally distributed among different 

fields, -an advantage in that it reduced the likelihood of the entire crop 

being destroyed, but it was not a consistent policy. A more important 

failure was that of the appreciation of the value of high sowing rates. 

At Ham wheat was sown at 2 bushels per acre and oats at 4 bushels per acre 

which can be compared with the higher rates common in Kent of 3-4 bushels 
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per acre for wheat and 6-8 bushels per acre for oats. 58 Higher seeding 

rates produced marginally higher yields per seed but, more importantly, 

much greater yields per acre. 59 At Milton, in Essex, where seeding rates 

were much the same as Ham, oats yielded 6.76 bushels per acre (after seed), 

whereas at Ebony in Kent, higher seeding rates yielded 14 bushels per acre. 

Yields per seed, however, seem to have been high at Ham. Over the period 

1296-1349, wheat yields averaged 5.3 times the seed, compared with 3.9 on 

manors of the Winchester estate and 3.5 on the manor of Eleigh in Essex. 

Similarly, oat yields at Ham were 3.1 times the seed, compared to 2.2 on 

the Winchester manors and 2.53 at Eleigh. 60 These high yields can partly 

be attributed to the good quality of the land, but the liberal use of 

fertiliser was probably the major factor. 

The greater use of legumes, common in the first half of the century, 61 

did not occur at Ham until 1373 and then might have been due simply to its 

greater cash value since sale of the produce became a much more important 

feature at this time. Beans were grown on around a third of the spring 

acreage between 1309 and 1356 and an increase might have occured before 

this. There is no evidence that the pasture land was ever ploughed which 

improved its quality. Convertible husbandry was to a certain extent practised 

since the arable fields were used as pasture but in this, as in other ways, 

the local customs were not as helpful as those which ensured that the best 

use was made of the Christ Church Priory manors in Kent. 

Assessment of the Berkeleys as landlords must concentrate principally 

on Thomas II's rent policies during the period of rising land values and 

their management of the demesne. In raising rents from free tenures where- 

ever possible, converting villein tenures to freehold, and creating lease- 

holds and tenancies for life, Thomas II reacted in the approved manner but 

he made a bad error in leasing so much land on hereditary tenures. Labour 

services as'assessed by the royal keepers were heavy but the more normal 

cash assessment by the lords was typical for the area and type of estate. 
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Extra cash was raised from the villein tenures by raising entry fines, a 

policy which was continued by Thomas III, but he was more concerned with 

the demesne. Several changes point to his influence, such as the increased 

sms spent on the maintenance of buildings, higher capital investment in 

new stock and buildings, the introduction of the dairy herd, and bringing 

the mill into the demesne. In terms of agricultural practices, the Berkeleys 

were fortunate in having marl and sheep manure plentifully available and 

this ensured high yields at Ham, but in other respects, those not covered 

by the treatises, they failed to make the best use of their land. 

The Berkeleys, then, confirm most of the well-known generalisations 

made about the nobility in the late middle ages. Without the status con- 

ferred by a hereditary title (and the accompanying greater income) they 

became important in national affairs only when they had a personal relation- 
. 

ship with the ruler, as Thomas II did with Edward I, Thomas III did with 

Mortimer, Maurice of Stoke Giffard did with Edward III and Thomas IV did 

with Henry IV. They were, however, at the higher end of the untitled 

peerage, a position recognised and enhanced by their alliances with other 

families of a similar position, and when not benefitting from intimacy with 

the sovreign they held some important national posts, especially Maurice III 

during his alliance with Pembroke. The unusually consolidated estate does 

not seem to. have had a negative influence on their activities in this 

field but had a more definite effect on the part they played in local 

politics. Unlike many lords, even those whose estates were more concentrated. 

than has usually been perceived, the Berkeleys did not have to retain men 

outside Gloucestershire and northern Somerset and their resources could 

therefore be concentrated on the one area. This was of special importance 

in Gloucestershire because they were the only lay magnates resident and 

with a large landed interest in the county. In this they were in a 

similar position to the Courteneys in Devon and could dominate the whole 
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county (and especially the county administration) in a way which Richard 

Beauchamp could only achieve by forming alliances with other lords in 

Warwickshire. The question of the development of "county communities" and 

the opposing view that the gentry were likely to form more localised groupings 

within the county therefore has little relevance to Gloucestershire or the 

Berkeleys' influence therein. They did not neglect, however, to boost 

their influence in the county by acquiring more land there and in the 

immediate area as did many other lords, but this intention was to a certain 

extent circumvented by the equally widespread desire to provide for younger 

sons. The Berkeleys were notable for the way the cadets were drawn into 

the "country" by being granted land there, and thereby involved in main- 

taining the family's influence. The loyalty which the cadets showed both 

to Gloucestershire and to the main line gains a special emphasis and sig- 

nificance in the relationship between Thomas III and his courtier brother 

who seem to have divided to functions of lordship, each taking the part 

for which his situation was more suited. The strength of family feeling 

enjoyed by the various branches of the Berkeley family in the 14th century 

is, perhaps, the most signficant feature to emerge from this study. 
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Appendix 1: The Family 

1. Margaret, daughter of Thomas II 
2. Isabelle, daughter of Maurice III 
3. Joan, daughter of Thomas III 
4. Thomas of Wymondham, son of Thomas II 
5. John, son of Thomas II 
6. John "of Planches", son of Maurice III 
7. Maurice and James, sons of Maurice IV 
8. Robert of Arlingham, brother of Thomas II 
9. John of Arlingham, heir of Robert 
10. Robert of Beoley, second son of Robert of Arlingham 
11. Thomas of Beöley, heir of Robert of Beoley 
12. John of Beverstone, son of Thomas III 
13. Maurice of Stoke Giffard I, son of Maurice III 
14. Maurice, second son of Maurice of Stoke Giffard 
15. Edward, third son of Maurice of Stoke Giffard 
16. Thomas of Uley, heir of Maurice of Stoke Giffard 
17. Maurice of Stoke Giffard II, heir of Thomas of Uley 

1. Margaret, daughter of Thomas II: 

Smyth says of Margaret that she "dyed unmarried. And was aswell 

-jointly with her sister Isabelle, as after her sister's death, a Carefull 

Overseer in her father's housekeeping in his widdowhood; which is all 

I can say of her. "1 Despite this, it seems that Margaret was married 

to 1homas Fitzmaurice, head of the Geraldine family of Ireland, who had 

livery of his inheritance in 1282 and 1284.2 In February 1284 he made 

fine with Edward I in 700 marks for his marriage and Thomas II de Berkeley 

bound; himself to pay this sum, but in December he was pardoned payment 

of 200 of the 700 marks. 3 

Fitzmaurice maintained close relations with Berkeley. In 1285 

Berkeley requested a protection for him and in 1291 he was at the Castle. 4 

. tr"A charter of February 1292 concerning Fitzmaurice's lands in Ireland is 

now in Berkeley Castle. 5 He died in 1298 owing money to Berkeley. 6 His 

eldest son and heir was a minor and Margaret was allowed to have custody 

of him on security offered by Berkeley.? In February 1301 Berkeley was 

granted the marriage of the heir, but he sold it in November 1302 to 

Edmund Mortimer. 8 This heir died without issue before April 1309, leaving 

his-brother Maurice to inherit in 1314. Maurice was created earl of 

Desmond in 1329.9 

0 
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Margaret married again to Reginald Russell by March 1300.10 In 

1311-Berkeley requested lenient terms for their custody of a Geraldine 

lordship11 and in 1314 Margaret's brother leased them the manor of Wyke- 

by-Ariingham. 12 Reginald may have been a younger brother of Sir William 

Russell who died in 1311 holding two manors in Gloucestershire and six' 

others in southern England. 13 Smyth clearly knew of some connection 

of Margaret with Berkeley's household and she and Russell may 'have been 
" 

members of it after 1300. 

2.: Isabelle, daughter of Maurice III: 

Isabelle's marriage to Robert lord Clifford was arranged by her 

brother Thomas III and took place at Berkeley in June 1328 attended by 

Isabella and Mortimer-14 Clifford was the younger brother and heir of 

the Contrariant Roger who had been executed after Boroughbridge and had 

siesin of his lands in August 1327.15 Thomas had bought his marriage in 

January 1327 for £500, being under the impression that he was still a 

minor, 16 but gave instead a portion of £700,17 and paid installments of 

100 marks on 1 June 1328 and nine months later on 28 February 1329 which 

implies that he paid it off at 400 marks per annum. '8 Thomas levied an 

aid from his free tenants towards the payment of the portion. 19 The 

wardrober incurred expenses of £60 in connection with the wedding which 

would appear to have been a highly political event. 20 

Clifford died in 1344 leaving three sons, Robert, Roger and Thomas 

krall under age. In 1338 he had created a jointure in the Yorkshire 

honour of Skipton-in-Craven with Isabelle and she was also granted a 

third of the lands in Westmorland, Cumberland and Northumberland in dower, 

an estate worth almost £200 per annum according to the Inquisitions Post 

Mortem. 21 Soon after Clifford's death, she married again to Thomas de 

Musgrave, one of Clifford's more important retainers. 22 Musgrave had 

previously married one of the daughters and co-heiresses of William de 
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Ros and from 1345 he seems to have taken over the Clifford's position 

in the north, being summoned to parliament from 1351.23 Isabelle died 

in July 1362 and her son Roger then inherited all the lands she had held. 24 

3. Joän, dauahter of Thomas III: 

Joan was first married to Thomas, son and heir of John lord Haudlo, 

probably soon after they received a papal dispensation to do so in February 

1337.25 Joan was probably about eight at the time since Smyth says she 

was about fourteen in 1343.26 Until 1357 she held two manors of the 

Haudlo inheritance which had presumably been granted to her and Thomas 

in jointure, but Thomas had died by May 1341 when his brother Nicholas 

was -his father's heir. 27 There is no evidence of her portion or what 

happened to it, but since the marriage had presumably not been consummated, 

Joan returned to her father and a second marriage was arranged, seemingly 

as if the first had never occurred. According to Smyth, she married 

Reginald Cobham in 1343 and had a portion of £2,000 with the reversion 

of the manor of Langley Burrell. 28 Some doubt, however, can be cast on 

these. assertions. Firstly, it appears that Smyth gave the date of the 

marriage as 1343 because this was when the reversion of Langley Burrell 

was'granted to them by Thomas. 29 It is perhaps more likely that it (or 

the betrothal) occurred in the previous year when Thomas and Cobham were 

involved in some sort of land deal. 30 It is probable that this deal was 

included in the marriage settlement, possibly that the lands concerned 

were to be held by Thomas for life, which would partly explain the large 

portion. It is, however, also probable that Smyth made an error similar 

to that with the Clifford marriage and the portion was not £2,000 but 

2,000 marks which, although still high,. is more likely, especially if 

a land deal was also concluded. Joan's jointure was to be worth £200 

per. annum and she was to keep the money of her portion if her husband 

died before purchasing other lands with it which she was to hold for 
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life.. -31 In fact, on Cobham's death in 1361 she held the vast majority 

of his lands in jointure and was granted the rest in dower, dying in 

October 1369, four months before her son reached full age. 32 

4. Thomas of Wymondham, son of Thomas II: 

Thomas would appear to have been born after 1270 (when his parents 

are first known to have been married) and by 1280 at the latest since 

his-first known activity was accompanying his father on campaign in 

1294-5.33 He campaigned again with his. father in 1296,1297-8,1298, 

1300 and 1301-2, and with his brother Maurice III in 1303 and 1304.34 In 

1306 he led the troop of ten men-at-arms which his father provided at 

his own cost35 and also accompanied his father on the 1314 campaign when 

he wäs captured at Bannockburn. His father arranged his early release 

and. Yie returned to Gloucestershire to raise the money for his father's 

ransom. 36 This would appear to have been his last campaign, but in 1316 

he acted as his brother's attorney while Maurice-was at Berwick, and was 

again'named by Maurice in 1320 when he was appointed seneschal of 

Gascony. 37 He did not join the family in the Despenser War but mainperned 

for-his brother's steward when that unfortunate was arrested for complicity 

in-the rebellion. 38 In the spring of 1328 he joined his nephew's house- 

hold, while it was at Woodstock but, being then aged fifty or more, he 

appears to have retired to his Leicestershire estate and obtained an 

exemption from office-holding in that county in 1329.39 
ANL 

His father granted him the manors of Coston and Eynesbury in Leic- 

estershire and Huntingdonshire which his mother had brought as her 

portion and, in Gloucestershire, the manor of Wyke-by-Arlingham, a tene- 

mentat Hartpury and a rent of 10 marks from the Arlincinam fisheries. 40 

In 1314 he leased Wyke to his sister for her life at 10 marks per annum4l 

and`Hartpury to a retainer also for life at £4 per annum. 42 He had 

probably been granted Coston and Eynesbury before 1301. since he does 
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appear in the settlement made by his father in that year. 43 He also 

had: the reversion of another tenement in Arlingham which, having fallen 

in during the forfeiture and incorporated into his brother's estate, 

he sold in 1328.94 

He supplemented this estate by marrying two heiresses. By 1305 

he had married Margery, daughter and heiress of Sir Robert de Bray of 

Wollaston (Northamptonshire). In 1296 Bray is recorded as holding two 

fees : at Wollaston and Strixton, 95 and in 1305 the manor of Wollaston was 

settled on Bray and his wife for their lives with reversion to Thomas 

and-Margery. 46 They had a daughter Katherine born in 1310 but Margery 

had died by 1318 when Thomas was married to Isabelle, the daughter and 

heiress of Sir John Hamelyn. 47 A jointure was created in his Gloucester- 

shire lands in June 1318 at Wymcndham48 and in November he, bought some 

land at Wymondham and nearby Thorpe. 49 Thomas was holding Wollaston 

by* 13251,5 0 but in 1340 he granted it to his nephew Maurice of Stoke 

Giffard to hold for the rest of his. life interest. 51 He died in 1346 

when *the heir to Wollaston was his daughter Katherine, then married to 

Richard Chamberlain. 52 He had, however, also had a son John by his 

second wife who inherited Coston, Eynesbury, Wymondham and the lands in 

Gloucestershire. 

John was at Berkeley in 1349 when he witnessed a charter but had 

died by 1357 when his lands were in the wardship of Thomas III during 

the. minority of his heir, another John. 53 John junior was still under- 

treimigeiin 1360 but in 1374 he was at Arlingham where he created a jointure 

in hi, s Gloucestershire lands with his wife Elizabeth. 54 The lands were 

entailed to himself and his wife and the heirs of their bodies, with 

reversion firstly to the heirs of his body, secondly to his sister (who 

was. märried to Sir John de Seyton) and the heirs. of her body, and lastly 

to Thomas IV and his heirs. This suggests two points. Firstly, friendly 

relations with the main line continued to be enjoyed and secondly that 
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John and his sister were the only remaining heirs of their grandfather 

Thomas. John was active in the higher positions of the Leicestershire 

administration between 1371 and 137455 and had a son (a third John) who 

was. also active in local government between 1399 and 1412.56 The line 

continued until the 17th century. 57 

5. John, son of Thomas II: 

John must also have been born by 1280 at the latest since in 1285 

he was learning to ride. 58 His only known campaign was with his father 

in'1300 by which time he had been knighted, 59 but he intended to join 

his father's cancelled embassy to Rome in 130760 and went with him to 

France for the king's wedding in 1308.61 He married one Hawise who un- 

fortunately remaines unidentified. In December 1301 John's brother 

James: granted the couple some lands in Berkeley hundred and in Portbury62 

and, -according to Smyth, James later granted him more lands in accordance 

with the settlement of their father. 63 In addition to these odd parcels 

of land - of which one seems to have been merely an ex-villein tenement 

in Wotton64 - John also had a tenement at Bradley, 65 but his principal 

endowment was an annuity of £20.66 He died without issue in August 1317 

and named Kingswood Abbey as his heir in return for religious benefits. 67 

6. John "of Planches", son of Maurice III: 

The only indication of the date of birth of John is that he appears 

to have been of age when his lands were forfeited in the Despenser War. 

"+ý8ince his elder brother Maurice was born probably in 1297, this would 

indicate that John was born between then and 1300. In 1319 his father 

granted him two tenements at Kingsweston and Laurence Weston (perhaps 

indicating that he was of age by then) and in January 1322 a tenement in 

the'manor of Cam called "Planches". 68 These three and three others at 

Leckhampton, Awre and Blakeney he forfeited for his involvement in the 

rebellion and while in the king's hands they were farmed at just over 
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£30. per annum. 69 He also had the wardship of another tenement farmed 

at £3. per annum and received the two marks per annum paid for another 

wardship. 70 

. John died in 133671 - apparently without male issue since his 

lands seem to revert to his brother Thomas III. Smyth, however, says 

that his line continued but he is extremely vague about his supposed 

immediate descendents. He says that he had a son John, "who was called 

alsöe: John de Planches"72 but this John de Planches occurs as a free 

tenant in the Hurst account of 1364-5 and it would appear that he was 

holding "the said farm of Plänches" which Smyth says descended in John's 

line. ' If John's line did continue, they were extremely obscure consid- 

ering-. they held lands worth £30 per annum 

7. Maurice and James, sons of Maurice IV: 

Little is ]mown about either of these cadets. Both must have been 

born after 1353 since their elder brother Thomas IV was born in late 

1352 or early 1353, and they may well have been born-before 1356 since 

from then until 1360 their father was in France and after his return is 

supposed to have been incapacitated by his wounds. In 1367 the manor of 

Little Marshfield was entailed on to James and his heirs male with reversion 

to his brother Maurice and his heirs male, but there is no evidence of 

any other endowment for Maurice and nothing more is heard of him. 73 

James occurs as holding Little Marshfield in January 138774 and 

was -a. member of his brother's household from 1378 to '1385 at least. 75 

According to Smyth, he was knighted for his service in the French vrar: 76 

and by 1394 had married Elizabeth the heiress of Sir John Bluet of 

Daglingworth. She may have been either his daughter and the widow of 

Sir-Bartholomew Pycpt, or the daughter of this marriage. Bluet was still 

a minor in November 1361 and alive in April 1366 but had probably died 

by 1368 when Elizabeth was named as his daughter and heiress. 77 Since 
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he himself was not born until after 1340, it is highly unlikely that 

his daughter was born much before 1355 and would therefore have been 

thirteen or less in 1368 when married to Pycot. 78 The Elizabeth who 

was married to James de Berkeley bore their eldest son in 1394 and 

another in 139679and remarried after the death of James in'1405. She 

could have been either Bluet's daughter or his grand-daughter, but it 

is perhaps more likely that she was his grand-daughter. 

This is not the only mystery about James' marriage since it is 

not-clear exactly what lands comprised her inheritance. It certainly 

included the manors of Daglingworth (Gloucestershire) and Thorglestone 

(Herefordshire) and in the March the castle and town of Raglan and a 

manor. called Ystradwy at Tretower in the cantred of Talgarth. 80 These 

were Bluet lands but it seems that she was also the heiress of some at 

least of the ap-Rhys lands. John Bluet was the grandson of Rhvs ap-Rhys 

and great-nephew of Philip ap-Rhys who held a valuable estate in the 

March. According to Smyth, on the death of the "issue" of Philip ap- 

Rhys'Elizabeth inherited a Shropshire manor and *'ht- manors of Talgarth, 

"Tore", Bronllys, Liangoit and Cantref Selyf. 81 Charters concerning 

Talgarth and Bronllys are still in Berkeley Castle which suggests strongly 

that- he may be right and the Welsh lands of the inheritance of James' son 

(James I lord of Berkeley) were worth at least 400 marks per annum in 

1420: 82 

In September 1403 James was given the custody of Tretowor Castle 

to hold against Glendower, 83 and he died in 1405, possibly fighting the 

Welsh. 84 He left two sons, James and Maurice, who were his brother's 

heirs male and his widow afterwards married William ap-Thomas "the leading 

political figure in south-east Wales (who) laid the foundation of the 

Herbert family fortunes as earls of Pembroke". 85. 
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8. Sir Robert de Berkeley of Arlinaham: 

-Robert was the younger brother of Thomas II and was granted, 

jointly with his brother Simon, the manor of Arlingham by their father 

Maurice II in 1275.86 Simon gras a clerk and presented: to the family 

living of Slimbridge in 1270, but was dead by 1290 when the living 

was re-granted. 87 By 1287 Robert had married one Elizabeth, and a small 

tenement in Beoley (in Cam) was acquired by them at that time. 88 She 

seems to have been the heiress of quarter parts of the manors of Wanstrow 

and-Stathe in Somerset since these were held by their son but is other- 

vise ünidentified. 89 Robert also seems to have held, some land in 

Herefordshire since the county was named as one in which lands could 

be distrained in 1285.90 He was little involved in local government - 

in Gloucestershire as a tax-collector in 1294 and levying troops in 1297, 

and as a tax-collector in Herefordshire in 129791 - but was prominent 

in the service of his brother. 

He witnessed six charters between 1288 and 1298 testifying to his 

presence in Thomas' household and campaigned with him in 1294-5 when he 

was. described as the "socio" of his nephew Maurice 111.92 In July 1284 

and. August 1285 he stood as one of the sureties for the payment of the 

fine for the Fitzmaurice marriage by his brother, and, also in July 1284, 

had. a protection in order to go to Ireland which was probably in connection 

with his niece's marriage. 93 In 1297 he was attorney for Thomas while 

he was away on the Flanders campaign94 but he died around 1300.95 He 

left two sons, John and Robert. 

9. John de Berkeley of Arlingham: 

John was the eldest son and heir of Robert but he was still under- 

age and-in the wardship of his uncle Thomas II in December 1304.96 He 

campaigned with his cousin Maurice III in 1303 and 1304, witnessed a 

charter at the Castle in 1314 and took part in the raid on Painswick in 

1318.97 He died, however, in 1320 leaving four daughters - Elizabeth 
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(aged 16), Felicia or Leticia (14), Thomasia (11) and Margaret (9)98 

- but Thomasia had died without issue by 1332.99 The eldest was already 

married by 1322 but the wardship of the other three, which'belonged to 

Thomas II, had been granted by him to a local ]might Sir Reginald de 

Abenhall. 100 

Elizabeth married firstly James de Wilton who was a retainer of 

Thomas II101 and in 1345 jointures were created in her portion of the 

two-Somerset manors (to be held by them and the heirs of their bodies), 102 

and. in what were probably James' lands in Arlingham, Coaley, Up Hatherley 

and elsewhere in Gloucestershire. 103 James was still alive in 1346104 

but, -had died by 1355 when Elizabeth was remarried to one Walter de 

Thorn hull and re-entailed her lands on to herself and Walter and their 

issue with reversion to James and Joan, her children by her former 

husband, and their issue. 105 Her lands descended with the Thornhulls. 106 

Leticia was married to John Westmancote by 1332.107 He died in 

13381.08 but the Westmancotes continued to hold her lands at least until 

1405.: 109 Smyth, however, says that they died out around 1415 having first 

sold. their portion of Arlingham to Thomas IV around 1413.110 The 

youngest daughter Margaret was married to one Richard de Aston by 1332111 

but. he died without issue by Margaret who married again to John atte Yate, 

a member of a family of free tenants of the Berkeleys, and this family 

continued to hold her lands. 112 The family were on friendly terms with 

the. ßerkeleys since Robert atte Yate witnessed a charter in 1319, and 

Roger atte Yate, a clerk, had acted as attorney for Thomas III in 1344.113 

None of these husbands were of knightly families and the rapid 

deterioration of the family in two generations from Sir Robert de 

Berkeley is a good example of the deleterious effect of a plurality of 

daughters. 
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10.. Robert de Berkeley of Beoley: 

Robert was the second son of Sir Robert-of Arlingham and his 

father was wealthy enough to grant him a tenement called "Beoley'" and 

another at Clingre in Cam manor which, when forfeited in 1322, were 

farmed at £6 12s 6d per annum. 114 Part of the Beoley tenement was an 

assart called Inwood which was granted to him before his father's death 

in 1298.115 In 1305 he acquired a tenement at Wyke Dangerville in 

Alkington which he entailed to himself and his wife Joan and their daughter 

Isabelle; in 1310 a tenement at "Nethereston" worth two marks per annum; 

and"in 1313 a rent of 40s per annum in Cam, and a large tenement at 

"Estrieye" in Wiltshire worth £5 per annum. 116 By 1310 he was holding 

a tenement at Stone in Ham manor of Thomas II of which the custody was 

sold : at almost 18s, per annum while in the wardship of Thomas III in the 

1340s. 117 In November 1315 he was granted a croft at Alkington by 

Thomas 11.118 His income was therefore-over £15 per annum, and the 

amount of land he acquired suggests that he did well in the service 

of his uncle Thomas II. 

This service is reflected in his witnessing of nine charters 

between 1301 and 1314 and his campaigning with Thomas in 1300 and 1301.119 

According to Smyth he died in 1315-16 which accords well with his last 

known appearance in November 1315.120 His daughter Isabelle married 

Hug-de Bisley by 1319, he who was maintained as an esquire of the 

ýýjhousehold by Thomas II in return for land granted to him by Hugh's father 

Richard de Bisley. 121 

11. -Thomas de Berkeley of Beoley: 

Thomas followed his father in the service of the main line, taking 

part: in the raid on Pembroke's park at Painswick in 1318 and paying private 

compensation to Pembroke in 1320, and witnessing. charters in 1318 (when 

he was a member of the retinue which accompanied Thomas II to his son's 

wedding in Leicestershire) and January 1322 (at the end of the De penser 
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War when only the most loyal servants would still have been with Maurice)122 

Thomas rebelled with Maurice, raiding Despenser manors in the 

company of Thomas III and his brother Maurice and forfeiting his lands-123 

After the reversal of fortunes in 1326 he was again a member of the 

Berkeley household and was travelling with Thomas III in 1328.124 

Nothing else is known of him until his death between 1.340 and 1343. In 

1343 his son and heir John was aged five and in the wardship of Thomas TIT 

but John died in 1348 and his heir was his sister Margaret married to 

Ralph Trye. 125 The Tryes were another family which, like the atte Yates 

and-Westmancotes, were of the freeholder society with friendly relations 

with the Castle. John Trye, who was probably the younger brother of 

Ralph, was a charter witness in 1334 and a member of the household (prob- 

ably of the rank of valet) in 1346-7, and Thomas and Walter Trye were 

later-connected with Thomas IV. 126 

'. With the death of John in 1348 there were no living male descendents 

of Sir Robert de Berkeley and his lands were divided between the 

Thornhulls, Westmancotes and atte Yates through his three grand-daughters 

by his eldest son John and the Tryes through his great-granddaughter of 

the'Beoley line. 

12. -Sir John de Berkeley of Beverstone, son of Thomas III: 

John was the youngest of the eight sons of Thomas III, born in 

January 1352, and the only one other than his heir to survive him. 127 

On Thomas' death in 1361 he was only nine but there is no evidence of 

who acquired his wardship. His marriage, at least, seems to have been 

bought by, or granted to, the king's knight Sir Robert de Ashton. 

In 1361 lands which were due to come to him immediately on his 

father's death were the manors of Syde and Woodmancote in Gloucestershire, 

Barrow Gurney, Cheddar and Sock Dennis in Somerset and Elston in Wiltshire 

and'öther lands in Falfield, Westonbirt, Leckhampton, Down Hatherley, 
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Bentham, Alveston in Gloucestershire and in Tickenham in Somerset. 128 

At. that time the escheators were ordered to deliver the holdings at 

Westonbirt and Down Hatherley to his mother Katherine129 but some 

resistance must have been made by John's guardian because it was only in 

April 1363 that, with the help of the sheriff, Katherine recovered a 

third of Syde. manor and the tenements at Westonbirt, Down Hatherley, 

Leckhampton and Bentham as dower-130 She seems to have granted him these 

dower lands before her death in 1386 since they do not appear in her 

Inquisition post Mortem. 131 On her death the rest of - his inheritance 

came: to him - the manors of Beverstone, Over, Tockington and Compton Green- 

field in Gloucestershire, Los-, Ham, Ham "Bursy" and Exton and the hamlet 

of Beer "Rivell" in Somerset, and tenements at Kingsweston in Gloucester- 

shire, Clevelode in Worcestershire, Lyng, Curry Rivell and "Chadmead" in 

Somerset and at Chelworth, Caicutt and Cricklade in Wiltshire. 132 By 

1386, then, John was holding fourteen manors and sixteen other tenements, 

of which six manors and eight tenements were in Gloucestershire, seven 

manors and four tenements in Somerset and the rest in Wiltshire and Worc- 

estershire. They were worth around £350 per annum. (see Map 6)13 

This was an extremely valuable inheritance and in 1368 he was 

married to Eleanor, the daughter and heiress of Sir Robert de Ashton. 134 

However, Eleanor had died without issue by the time of her father's 

death in 1384 and probably by the time he re-granted some of the lands 

. tbkpreviously entailed on to them and their issue to the use of Alice 

Pbrrers which must have been before 1377.135 John then married a 

second heiress - Elizabeth, the daughter of Sir John Bettesthorne - 

and she inherited his lands on her father's death in early 1399.136 

They must have been married well before 1388 since one of their younger 

sons, was born by then. 137 In Dorset there were tenements at Shaftesbury, 

Gillingham and Milton worth £9 per annum, and in Wiltshire lands at 
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Mere e. the hamlet of Bemerton (now in Salisbury) and a tenement at 

Enford. 138 The bulk of the Bettesthorne estate, however, was in 

Hampshire, seven manors at Bisterne, Exbury, Minstead, Plaitford, 

Ibsley, Arnewood and Southavon. 139 The Wiltshire and Hampshire lands 

were valued at just over £36 per annum in John's Inquisition Post 

Mortem of 1428 but this is clearly a gross undervaluation. 140 According 

to Smyth, John had fourteen sons and two daughters by Elizabeth but 

she'had died by June 1427 when John created. a jointure for his third 

wife; Margaret, the widow of the Gloucestershire knight Thomas de 

Brepuse. 141 He died in the following year-142 

He was one of the leading members of the gentry in the four 

counties of Gloucestershire, Somerset, Hampshire and Wiltshire. In 

Gloucestershire he was sheriff in 1392-3,1397-8 and 1414-15, knight 

of the shire in June and October 1388 and in February 1397, and a 

justice of the peace in 1394,1397,1398,1399,1400,1401,1404, 

1406,1407,1408 and 1413 as well as carrying out nine commissions of 

ärray. between 1377 and 1418 and numerous other commissions between 

1381-and 1421.143 In Somerset he was knight-of the shire in December 

1390'and March 1394 and sheriff in 1394-5 and 1397 and carried out three 

other commissions between 1390 and 1401.144 His interests, in Somerset 

were then superseded by those in Hampshire and he was-sheriff there in 

1402-3 and 1406-7 and knight of the shire in December 1406 as well as 

Jýibeing appointed to several other commissions between 1405 and 1415.145 

The'-additional lands brought by his wife combined with his own lands 

there. to warrant his holding office in that county after 1400 and he 

was. sheriff in 1410-11, knight of the shire in November 1402 and justice 

of the peace in 1407.146 

.. This impressive list of offices and commissions shows several 

interesting points. Firstly it reflects very accurately his landed 

interests. He held office most frequently and most consistently in 
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Gloucestershire in which county lay most of his lands. and his "caput" 

of Beverstone Castle, but until 1401 he also held office in Somerset 

where the bulk of the rest of his estate lay. After the death of his 

father-in-law, however, he had a greater responsibility in Hampshire 

and. Wiltshire. He was most busy in the two decades of the 1390s (in 

Gloucestershire and Somerset) and the 1400s (in Gloucestershire, Hamp- 

shire and Wiltshire) but also held some offices in Gloucestershire in 

the. 1380s and there and in Hampshire in the 1410s. Soon after reaching 

his majority in 1373 he started his career in the lower echelons of 

local government with commissions of array and arrest, and graduated 

to the higher offices in the 1390s. Towards the end of his life he 

slowed up considerably, holding very few offices after 1415 and those 

all-in Gloucestershire. The factors of age, experience and landed 

interest in local government are clearly illustrated. 

. He also held a few positions which were not primarily local but 

maybe connected with his landed interests. He was appointed to hear 

appeals in the court of admiralty in 1391 and in the court of chivalry 

in 1391 and 1394 which may have been concerned with people or places 

in Gloucestershire and Somerset where he was holding office at the 

time. 147 Connected with Wiltshire was the commission in 1402 to protect 

a king's clerk in the possession of a prebend in the church of Salisbury, 

and with Hampshire was the commission in 1412 to supervise the muster of 

the troops at Southampton who were going to Gascony with the duke of 

Clarence. 148 

He does not seem to have been a great military man but had obviously 

taken part in a campaign before 1372 during which he was taken prisoner 

and had to pay a ransom (or perhaps only an installment) of 200 gold 

francs-149 He also seems to have taken part in the campaign led by 

the. earl of March in 1375 since seven years later he was claiming a part 
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share in a prisoner captured during that campaign. 150 Smyth says that 

a younger brother of Thomas IV named John accompanied Thomas on the 

expedition of 1381 but since this is the only thing he can find to 

say-about this John and there is no other evidence of his having 

existed, it again seems likely that the John referred to was John of 

Beverstone. 151 Since Thomas IV also took part in March's expedition of 

1375, John may well have joined his nephew's retinue on that occasion 

as well. 

Very few of his putative sons can be identified. ' His heir eras 

named, Maurice and another son, a clerk, was also called Maurice. 152 

His'"two daughters can, however, be identified. Joan was married by 

1392: to Thomas Stawell153 who, although not knighted, was clearly of 

the knightly class and had landed interests in Gloucestershire, Somerset 

and: Wiltshire as did John. 154 The marriage of the other daughter, 

Eleanor, had unexpected consequences since she married Sir John d'Arundel 

Who. jater became earl of Arundel in 1415 and died in 1421.155 As his 

countess, she later married Sir Richard Poynings and thirdly Walter, 

lord Hungerford. 156 

13., Maurice of Stoke Giffard I, son of Maurice III: 

Maurice was the second son of Maurice III and was born before 

January 1298 but, since he was still in the charge of a woman at that 

time; cannot have been born long before. 157 He was already knighted 

A6iwhen serving in his father's personal retinue at Berwick-upon-Tweed, 

and'in 1318 took part in the raid on Pembroke's park. 158" In the 

following year he kidnapped the Gloucestershire coroners with his 

brother Thomas III and two retainers to delay justice over the raid, 

but in 1320 paid private compensation to Pembroke just before obtaining 

protections to go with his father to Gascony. 159' He rebelled in the 

Despenser War with his father, raiding Despenser manors and forfeiting 
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his lands, and was captured at Boroughbridge with his brother Thomas. 160 

In July 1322 they were handed over to be imprisoned at York Castle but 

by October 1326 they were in the Tower from where they'were released 

soon after Isabella's invasion. 161 

His lands were restored in the parliament of February 1327162 and 

until 1330 he was closely connected with Mortimer's regime. He was 

appointed temporary keeper of Prudhoe Castle from September 1327 until 

the following Easter and temporary keeper of the Tower in April 1328.163 

He held two ex-Despenser manors in Gloucestershire from December 1327 

until they were restored to Eleanor Despenser in April 1328, and was 

appointed keeper of the town and castle of Gloucester in December 1328,164 

and' keeper of Bristol Castle. 165 During the same period his close 

association with the court is seen in his witnessing of the handing 

over-of the Great Seal in January 1329 and a successful petition by 

him in March 1329.166 

He was a recipient of the king's livery as a knight of the house- 

hold-by 1328 and as a banneret in 1330, but the first indication of 

a formal relationship is an indenture of retainer of June 1330 by which 

Maurice agreed to serve with fourteen men-at-arms in time of war, 167 

His. fee was composed of £90 per annum paid by Kirkstall Abbey and the 

farm-rent of Andover which was £104 Os 12d. 168 This presumably repress 

ented a fee of £200 per annum. The Andover rent was granted to Oliver 

de Ingham later in the same year, however, and in May 1331 Maurice was 

granted two manors for life in fulfillment of a promise of land worth 

£100'per annum, this promise presumably having been made to replace the 

Andover rent. 169 

He spent the rest of his life in the king's service. His 

continuing close association with the court is seen in his requests 

for; pardons between 1338 and 1346 (many connected with "good service 

in war" probably in his retinues) and for exemptions from office- 
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holding and knighthood in 1330 and 1346 and for a safe-conduct for 

his cousin the earl of Desmond in 1346.170 Also his activities as 

a charter witness for the earls of Salisbury and Northampton in 1338 

and '1343 and as a feoffee for the earl of Arundel in 1345 show how 

closely he was linked with this inner circle of the king's friends 

and'advisors. 171 Another indication of his close relationship with 

the-. king is the order to the Exchequer in April 1339 to reimburse him 

for 'cash which he had paid out by the king's orders and X51 16s Od in 

which'. the king was bound to him by bills in the wardrobe. 172 

. His activities in the king's service were varied. In the diplomatic 

field-he was a member of-the embassies which treated with the count 

of Flanders in November 1339, with William Douglas in Scotland in 

August 1342 and at Malestroit in 1343.173 -In November 1339 he was 

described as one of "the council now present" in connection with the 

promise made to the marquis of Juliers to make him an English earl, 

and again as one of "the king's secretaries" when commissioned to treat 

with the count of Flanders. 174 In 1342 he was one of the-ninety-six 

untitled magnates summoned to a Great Council, one of the few bannerets 

who had not, at that point, been summoned to parliament but most of whom, 

(for-example Reginald Cobham and Thomas de Bradestone) were to be later. 175 

In the military field he was at the siege of Berwick-upon-Tweed 

in early 1333 and was then left in charge of the defence of the north 

from'. 19 March to 8 April. 176 He was with the king in Flanders from June 

1338-to Easter 1339, and campaigned almost continuously in France between 

1340. and 1347 when he died at the siege of Calais. 178 The retinues he 

took'on these campaigns grew as his means and reputation increased, 

from-the fourteen men-at-arms in his indenture of 1330, to the thirty 

he had at Berwick, the four knights, fifteen men-at-arms and twenty 

mounted archers he led in the 1340-41 campaign and forty men-at-arms 

(probably including a number of knights), twenty mounted archers and 
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two hundred foot archers in`the 1346-7 campaign. 178 

Maurice was not prominent in local government and was never 

summoned to parliament but these ommissions were probably the result 

of his early death as a comparison with the similar career of his 

friend and companion, Sir Thomas de Bradestone, makes clear. P. radestone 

was summoned from just after Maurice's death in 1347 until his own in 

1360-'and became more involved in the local government of his home 

county in the 1350s at the end of his military career. 179 

Maurice was rewarded generously for "the good place which he (held) 

in the king's gars and other business", receiving also a few marks of 

special favour such as being allowed to export ten sacks of wool in 

November 1338 without paying subsidy or customs, and the even more sig- 

nificant sign of royal favour of a grant-of two tuns of wine a year 

from the Bristol prise in May 1343.180 In October 1344 he was granted 

the custody of the lands of his late brother-in-law Clifford to hold 

at £36 less than the extent. 181 He gras also granted two other wardships 

- the lands of the late Cecily de Hickling in April ]345'and of Robert 

de Huntly in November 1346.182 Further recognition of his services was 

given after his death to his young heir, who was allowed to have his own 

marriage and the custody of his own lands despite being a minor, and to 

his-widow, who was not to be compelled to re-marry, 183 but the most 

important of Maurice's rewards were grants of lands. 

His father had granted him the manors of Bradley (Gloucestershire), 

Brigmerston and Milston (Wiltshire), the reversion of the manor of 

Kingston Seymour (Somerset) after the death of his stepmother, and two 

other tenements at Edingworth and Milverton (Somerset). 18'1 These lands 

were worth around £60 per annum and on his own account he purchased 

three more manors in Gloucestershire - Kingsweston and Elburton in 1330 

and-Uley sometime before 1340 - which were valued at almo. 9 t £90 in an 
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Inquisition Post Mortem of 1400.185 More valuable, however, even than 

these were the lands granted him by the king (see Map 5). 

.... In 1331 he was granted two Herefordshire manors which had been 

forfeited by Roger Mortimer and which were supposed tobe worth £100 

per annum to make up for the Andover rent in his fee. Originally granted 

for-life only, they were re-granted in fee in 1337.186 In 1333 he was 

granted two manors and three other holdings in Oxfordshire forfeited by 

the. younger Despenser, for life, to hold at their extended value of 

£48.. 19s 4d per annum, but the rent was reduced to £20 in 1335 and aban- 

doned altogether when they were granted in fee with the Herefordshire 

manors in 1337.187 A third grant was even more important and valuable. 

This . was that part of the inheritance of John Giffard of Brimpsfieid 

which had lately been forfeited by Maurice's brother-in-law John 

Mautravers - four manors in Gloucestershire, four in Wiltshire and two 

lordships in the Welsh March - granted in November 1334 for life at the 

extended value. 188 In 1337 six of the manors, and the reversion of 

fours re currently held by a Giffard widow, were re-granted to him 

in fee without farm, and an eleventh manor (the "caput" of the castle 

and-manor of Brimpsfield) to hold as before for life at the extent of 

£28 6s 8d. 189 Thus, although he lost the Welsh lordships, he had ten 

manors in fee and Brimpsfield was later granted also in fee in November 

1339. and without the farm in April 1340.190 He seems to have exchanged 

.,,,,, 
two of the Wiltshire manors for others of the same inheritance in the 

säure county with Sir Ralph de Wylington, and also sold one of them to 

his brother Thomas 111.191 In March 1339 Maurice entailed the ten 

Giffard manors he then held. in fee to himself for life with reversion 

in tail male to his nephew John Mautravers, the son of the regicide 

who was still abroad under attainder. 192 These Giffard lands were 

worth'a minimum of £120 per annum and very probably much more. 193 

In brief, then, Maurice's income rose from the £60 per annum from the 
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lands he was granted by his father, to well over L400 per annum by the 

end of his life, the three manors he bought himself being worth £90 

and, the lands he was granted by the king £270, all these figure being 

minimums. In fact, his income was likely to have been around £500. 

Maurice was married by January 1331 (when they received papal 

dispensation to remain married with legitimisation of past issue) to 

a certain Margery de Vere whose identity is unknown. 194 There are two 

alternatives. She may have been a member of the knightly family of 

that: name of Northamptonshire, possibly a sister of the John de Vere 

who' died in 1346 holding the two manors of Great Addington and Thrapston 

and the Robert de Vere who inherited them a few years later on the death 

of his nephew. 195 In favour of this are the facts that Maurice leased 

a manor in that county from his uncle to hold for the rest of his uncle's 

life-interest, but the leasing of the manor may just have been a private 

agreement with his uncle, unconnected with the acquisition of relations 

by marriage in the county. 196 Margery was clearly not an heiress and 

it is unlikely that she had a cash portion large enough to tempt the 

younger son of a peer. 197 Furthermore, it is difficult to see how 

they-could be related in the fourth degree which was the reason behind 

the-papal dispensation. 198 

The second alternative is that Margery was a connection of the 

de Vere earls of oxford, possibly a daughter of Hugh, lord Vere, who was 

ALSsummoned to parliament from 1299 until 1318.199 Hugh was the closest 

younger brother of Robert, earl of oxford (d. 1331), and his only known 

wife was Denise de Munchensey who died without issue in 1314. Hugh, 

however, lived on until at least 1319 and is assumed to have died 

without issue but it is possible that he re-married and had a daughter 

in 1315 or 1316. She would then have been old enough to have had issue 

by Maurice in 1330 and would then have been living as the closest heir 

of the earl of Oxford after the death of his son in 1329. She would 
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therefore have constituted the reason behind the complicated re-enfeoff- 

ment, and entail of the earldom on to John, son of the third brother 

Alphonsus. 200 There are other telling points. Hugh was well-known 

to the Berkeley since he was staying with them in 1303 and witnessed 

three charters in April and his wife Denise held the Gloucestershire 

manor. of Painswick until her death in 1314.201 Margery's proposed age 

would indicate that they were married after the deposition of Edward II 

and: thus at a time when Maurice's prospects were particularly good and 

the daughter of a comital cadet was a suitable match. It is also 

highly suggestive that one of Thomas III's sons was called Aiphonsus, 

unprecedented in the Berkeley family but the name of Hugh de Vere's 

brother. 202 The tendency of Thomas III to honour his relatives by 

marriage by giving their family names to his sons has already been 

noticed with the Clifford connection. 203 The most important point 

in this argument's favour, however, is that it can be proved that 

Maurice and a daughter of Hugh lord Vere would be related in the fourth 

degree since Saer de Quincy, earl of Winchester, was the great-grandfather 

of Hugh and the great-great-grandfather of Maurice. 204 

Descent of Huah de Vere and Maurice of Stoke Giffard from Saer de Quinc 

Saer de Quifcy E. Winchester 

Hawise m. Hugh de Vere Roger de Quincy E. Winchester 
E. Oxford d. 1263 

Robert de Vere William de Ferrers m. Margaret 
E. Oxford d. 1296 E. Derhy d. 1254 

Robert de Vere Hugh lord Vere Alphonsus Thomas II m. Joan de Ferrers 
E. Oxford d. 1331 d. 1328 de Berkeley 

Thomas (Margery? ) John de Vere Maurice III 
: d. 1329 E. Oxford de Berkeley 

Maurice of 
Stoke Giffard 

It may be surmised that, when the earl's son died in 1329 and Margery 

(if-she existed) became the heir, a large cash portion was offered 
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with-her to compensate for being cut out of the comital inheritance. 

Maurice may have used the cash to buy two manors in April 1330, 

especially since these two manors later became part of her jointure. 205 

Both possibilities are entirely hypothetical and, although the 

comital connection seems the more likely of the two, no firm conclusions 

'can-be drawn. A jointure was created in 1334 in the two manors bought 

by Maurice in 1330 and the Herefordshire and Oxfordshire lands granted 

by the king were re-granted to them both in 1337.206 Her jointure was 

therefore worth about £220 per annum or over half all M urice's lands. 207 

She survived him and in 1348 stood as godmother to one of Thomas III's 

sons, 'her nephew by marriage, dying in 1351 without having remarried. 208 

They are known to have had three sons - Thomas, Maurice and Edward 

- and-two daughters. One of the daughters, Isabelle, was still alive 

and apparently unmarried in 1400,210 but the other daughter, Emna, 

l1 

was married by Easter 1346 to Thomas, son and heir of Sir John de la 

Ryvere of Tormartion, a substantial Gloucestershire knicht.. 211 John's 

eventual heir was his son Henry so it must be assumed that Thomas and 

Emma died without issue. 212 

The : cadet branch of Stoke Giffard 

Maurice of Stoke Giffard in. Margery 
1297-1347 d. 1351 

Thomas of Uley m. Katherine Maurice m. Joan Edward m. Joan de 
d. 1361 Buttetourte Hereward d. 1.380 Hickling 

yý"t '. Maurice of Stoke Giffard II Maurice 

.. :'d. 1400 dsp 

14.. Maurice, son of Maurice of Stoke Giffard: 

Maurice was established by marriage to Joan, daughter and 

heiress of William Hereward, who brought three manors in Devon, one 

in Cornwall and one in Gloucestershire. 213 These had been acquired 

by Hereward's father as a result of a series of dubious grants and 
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entails around 1320 which denied them to the proper heir, and in 1351 

Maurice and Joan had to regain them through an assise of novel disseisin 

after their occupation by a descendent of the rightful heir. 214 In 

1354. Joan settled. the manors on to herself and Maurice and the heirs 

of 'their bodies, adding a remainder to Maurice's uncle Thomas III and 

his wife Katherine and their heirs male in 1356.215 Maurice is known to 

have campaigned with the Black Prince in 1359 and to have been a 

"follower of the prince of Wales in his ffrench wars", 216 but had died 

by'April 1371. At that time Sir John de Wylington, significantly 

described as lord of Umberleigh in Devon, quitclaimed his interest in 

the wardship of the young son and heir (another Maurice) to the executors 

of Maurice IV. 217 This would suggest that Maurice had died before 1368 

and the wardship had been acquired by Maurice IV. The young heir had, 

however, obviously died without issue by 1400 when the only surviving 

descendent of Maurice of Stoke Giffard was his daughter Isabelle. 218 

Since the lands did not revert to the main line it must be assumed that 

the Hereward lands were regained by their rightful heir. 

15. Edward, son of Maurice of Stoke Giffard: 

Maurice's brother Edward had a longer and more interesting career. 

He was married to Joan, daughter and heiress of Cecily de Hickling, the 

wardship of whose lands had been granted to his father in 1345, and they 

received livery of her inheritance when she came of age in 1352.219 Edward 

ý`irhiniself cannot have been much older since his eldest brother was only 

eighteen at the time. Her lands consisted of some holdings in Dorset 

and four manors in Suffolk, and Edward also held a small portion of 

a fee at Compton Pauncefoot in Somerset in 1372 which may have been in 

his own right. 220 He acted as a feoffee for his eldest brother in 1361, 

took possession of Maurice IV's London tenements. on his death in 1368, 

and in 1377 had the keeping of the only manor of his nephew's inheritance 
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not held by the boy's mother. 221 

He spent his life in the service of the Black Prince and Richard II. 

He campaigned with the Prince in 1359,1362 and 1363; in 1361 rt: ceived 

a gift of £20 from the Prince and again in 1363 another £20 "by way 

of an'imprest°. 222 In 1371 he was granted a fee of £50 per annum for 

life-by the Prince and this was confirmed by Richard II as his heir in 

December 1376 and as king in March 1378.223 Towards the latter end of 

his life he had a brief but busy period as an ambassador. From 15 

January 1377 to 10 January 1378 he was away in Gascony and Navarre and 

soon after his return he was sent to Bruges from 13 February to 12 

April and again from 26 April to 15 May, and finally to Lombardy from 

28 May to 19 September (1378). 224 For these services he was paid 20s 

a day. He may also have received fees and/or livery from the earl of 

Suffolk (d. 1369) who was chief of the Black Prince's council and thus 

not an unlikely lord for Edward. In 1371 the second earl was described 

as his lord when witnessing a charter for Edward which was probably the 

result of an earlier connection with the first earl since indentures 

of retainer were usually made for life. 225 He had no issue by Joan who 

predeceased him and, on his death in 1380, the heirs to the lands which 

he had contined to hold by the courtesy of England were her cousins. 226 

16. Thomas of Uley, heir of Maurice of Stoke Giffard: 

Thomas was thirteen when his father died in February 1347 but was 

j'ýýranted his own marriage and the custody of his lands in recognition 

of'his father's services. 227 In August 1348, however, the escheator 

was ordered to take some of them back into the king's hands because they 

had . been. occupied by others, probably his cousin John Mautravers since, 

despite the fact that the ten Giffard manors bad been entailed by his 

father on to the younger"Mautravers, the juries of Maurice's Inquisition 

Post"Mortem had returned that these manors were held in fee simple. 228 

An enquiry was started into the entail of 1339 but nothing came of it, 
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probably because the heir to the entail died without heirs male in the 

following year. 229 

In May 1351 Thomas' mother died and, still under-age, he was 

granted the lands she held in jointure230 but in the following mnth 

his uncle John-Mautravers the regicide was restored rind the Giffard 

lands. returned to him. 231 Soon afterwards the Herefordshire and Ox- 

fordshire lands were restored to the Mortimers and the Despensers232 

and Thomas' income consequently shrank dramatically from the minimum 

of £400 per annum enjoyed by his father to the £150 per annum provided 

by the lands of his father's inheritance and purchase. In 1353 and 

1354.,.. however, Mautravers re-entailed three of the Giffard manors to 

himself and the heirs male of his body (a highly optimistic precaution) 

with reversion to Thomas and his heirs male, and his brothers Maurice 

and Edward and their heirs male. 
233 The three manors were worth around 

£50-per annum and duly reverted to Thomas' son on Mautravers' death 

in 1364.234 Thomas also acquired a tenement in Rotherwick and Stratfield 

in Hampshire. 235 

The only known events of his life are his military campaigns of 

1351, '1355-7 and 1359, the last two at least being with the Black Prince 

like his younger brothers. 236 Smyth says that he was allowed immediate 

siesin of his mother's lands so he could equip himself better for the 

first-campaign and two of his uncle Thomas III's servants were admitted 

"Is his guardians from 8 November 1351 until 1 August 1352, presumably to 

look äfter his interests while he was away-237 He married Katherine, 

daughter of Sir John Buttetourte, in 1355 and died in 1361 leaving his 

young"son Maurice, born in late 1358, as his heir. 238 His widow held 

all but one manor in jointure and this may have been let on a lease for 

life since it was only in 1377 that it was granted to the heir's uncle 

Edward. 239 Katherine took all these lands with her to her second husband, 

Sir John de Thorpe, who was granted the marriage of Thomas' son in 
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November 1363 for eighty marks. 240 

17. Maurice of Stoke Giffard II: 

Maurice proved his age and the king took his fealty in February 

1380 iahen he inherited the single Gloucestershire Manor not held by 

his möther and the three others which had reverted to him on Mautravers' 

death sixteen years earlier. 241 His mother died in 1388 and he was then 

in possession of his full inheritance. 242 While still'under-age he 

joined the retinue of Sir Robert Knollys to campaign in Brittany in 

July 1379 and was campaigning again in 1382-3, in 1385-6 and finally in 

1394-5 in Gascony with John of Gaunt, having been retained by Gaunt in 

1391 with a fee of £20 per annum. 243 This fee was confirmed by Richard II 

äfter. Gaunt's death in 1399, Maurice being one of the twelve knights 

and twenty-four esquires whose fees, as the more senior members of 

Gaunt! s retinue, were confirmed only if they stayed with the king alone. 244 

There-is no record of his activities during the revolution of later that 

year and he died aged forty-two in October 1400.245 

His widow Joan was then pregnant and a posthumous son, another 

Maurice, was born between 21 December and 16 February 1401.246 This 

cadet. line was therefore almost extinguished since, if no living child 

had been produced, Maurice's heir would have been his aunt Isabelle then 

well over fifty and apparently unmarried. 247 The identity of the widow 

is unknown but it must be assumed that she was Maurice's second wife. 

His marriage had been sold to his stepfather and it is unlikely that 

this-would have wasted, but his first wife was presumably barren and died 

fortuitously, allowing Maurice to re-marry (the jointure for Joan being 

created in May 1400248) and conceive an heir in the nick of time. His 

son survived to carry on the line and when he came of age in 1423 he was 

also heir to a third of the Buttetourte inheritance as grandson of 

Katherine one of the three aunts of Joyce Buttetourte who had died in 1407.241. 
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Appendix 2: Lands 

This appendix will give details of the acquisitik>. -entails and 

value of the lands acquired by the first four lords to 1368. They are 

arranged in alphabetical order and at the end are details of the Lisle 

inheritance. 

Arlingham (Wyke-by-): a tenement here was acquired by Thomas II through 

litigation in 1290 and was later granted by him to his second son 

Thomas of Wymondham who in 1314 leased it to his sister for her life 

at 19 marks per annum. ' It was still held by his descendents in 1374 

but may have been bought by Thomas IV later. 2 

Alveston: There is no record of Thomas III acquiring or holding this 

tenement but Smyth says that the one held by his son John had been 

inherited by him from Thomas. 3 

Awre: Thomas II acquired lands in Awre and Blakeney in 1308, and in 

Etloe and Blakeney in 1317.4 By 1316 Aymer de Valence had granted half 

the manor of Awre (with moieties of its appurtenant advowson and hundred 

of Bledisloe) to Maurice III and-the other moieties came with Margaret 

Mortimer on her marriage to Thomas III in 1319.5 Thomas II granted 

lands in Awre and Blakeney to Thomas III at £10 per annum in December 

1319 and the manor of Awre, with its appurtenances in Etloe and Blakeney 

and the hundred, was farmed at £21 per annum when forfeited by Thomas III 

from'1322 to 1326.6 In addition to this manor, Thomas III's brother 

. John forfeited two tenements at Awre and Blakeney which were farmed at 

, 
0-and £2 16s 6/d per annum respectively.? The Awre tenement consisted 

almost entirely of rents, and the tenement at Blakeney of rents of 

24s 2d and some land. 8 These two tenements reverted1to Thomas III on 

John's death without issue in 1336 when the whole manor of Awre, inc- 

luding the hundred, then held by Thomas III was worth over £32 per annum. 

On Maurice IV's death in 1368 his Inquisition post Mortem valued the 

manor and hundred at around £28 per annum, 9 and the valor of 1389 
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valued the manor at almost £21 and the hundred at around £15 per annum. 

This manor, with the hundred, was therefore worth around £30 at any 

point between 1336 and 1389. 

Aston Lodge, Chiddingstone, etc. (Kent): According to Smyth, in 1342 

Thomas III bought from Reginald Cobham the manors of Aston Lodge and 

Chiddingstone and tenements at Aldington, "Bourdfield Shelve and Shard- 

marsh". Charters in the Castle record the grant by Cobham to Thomas of 

his goods and chattels in the manors and the tenements at Aldington and 

"Shardmarsh" and a notification by Cobham to his tenants in the manors 

and at Aldington, "Bourdefelde Shelve" and the marsh of "Shardmarsh" of 

his grant to Thomas in June 1342.10 Thomas appointed an attorney to 

take, siesin of the said manors and tenements from Thomas de Fitlyng 

(a. servant of Cobham's) in July 1342, but there is no evidence of their 

ever: being part of the estate. 11 After the deaths of Thomas and Cobham 

in. 1361, Thomas' daughter Joan (Cobham's widow) had to pay a fine because 

Aldington, "Estshelve and Burdefield" had. been granted by Cobham to 

Fitlyng for regrant to himself and Joan without licence, and shortly 

after Joan did her fealty for these tenements and for the manors of 

Aston Lodge and Chiddingstone. 12 It is possible that. Thomas acquired 

these lands to hold for life and when he died, shortly before Cobham, 

they'reverted to Cobham who then created the jointure in them just before 

his own death. Although it seems unlikely that Thomas would be interested 

'in these lands so far from Gloucestershire, they were relatively close 

to his holdings in London and Essex, a connection with his sheep-farming 

business may be inferred and a deal concerning them may lie behind Joan's 

large cash portion. 

Barrow Gurney (Somerset): This manor was purchased by Thomas III from 

Thomas ap-Adam in 1330 and settled on him, his wife Margaret and their 

heirs. 13 In 1337 Thomas granted it to his servant William de Syde for 

life'. but in 1350 leased it back from him at 20 marks per annum to be 
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paid to Syde for Syde's lifetime-14 In 1352 it was entailed to, Thomas 

III for life, with remainder to his son Edmund and his heirs male, and 

the heirs male of Thomas III and Katherine and was consequently inheri- 

ted by his son John on his death in 1361.15 

Beachley (Gloucs): Smyth mentions-that Maurice III bought"a tenement 

here in 1318 and it would seem that this was that held by'Richard de 

la Marche and it was the reversion which Maurice acquired:.. Marche 

died in 1326 and in 1334 Thomas III leased it at £5 per annum. 16 A 

second tenement here was acquired from Thomas de Gurney in 1330 for 

Thomas III's life in return for which Thomas provided Gurney with the 

wherewithall to make his escape after his indictment for the murder of 

Edward 111.17. Beachley lay within the small corner of Gloucestershire 

which was within the Marcher lordship of Chepstow and was associated 

with two other places in the same area. According to Smyth, Thomas III 

b6ught tenements at Beachley, Tidenham and "Gorst" in 1330, at Beachley, 

Sedbury and "Gorst" in 1333 and at Beachley, Tidenham and "Gorst" in : ý. 

1339.18 It must be assumed that these other tenements were also 

leased and the rents paid to Awre or Yorkley manors. 

Beer "Rivell" (Somerset): see Exton 

Bentham (Gloucs): A tenement here was acquired in or before 1346 but 

there is no evidence of its purchase. For more details see Down Hatherley. 

Beverstone (Gloucs. ): This manor was bought by Thomas III in 1330 from 

Thomas ap-Adam and in 1352 was entailed on to Thomas III: and Katherine 

and their heirs male. 19 After Thomas' death it was held'by Katherine 

until her death in 1386 when it was valued at 20 marks per annum and 

was inherited by her son John. 20 

Bradley (Gloucs. ): A manor here was acquired by Thomas Il; in 1292 and 

was granted to his grandson Maurice of Stoke Giffard before 1322.21 

While in the hands of the king it was farmed at just over: £5 per annum, 

and it stayed with the Stoke Giffard cadet line. 22 
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Burghill and Tillington (Herefs. ): In July 1327 Roger de Burgull 

granted the manor of Burghull and two-thirds of the manor of Burghall 

to Thomas III and this was followed in June 1328 by another grant of 

the'reversion of various tenements there held for life by others. . 
23 

In November 1328 Thomas appointed an attorney to receive the fealty 

of Burghull's tenants for the lands granted to him by'Burghull and an 

account from the manor of Burghill for the year 1332-3 survives. 24 The 

manor is mentioned in other-Berkeley manorial accounts' between 1332 and 

1336. An entry in the receiver's account of 1327 records that a payment 

was. made to Burghull in part payment of £100 for the manors of Burghill 

and'. Tillington if Burghull and his wife died without heirs of their 

bodies. 25 The manors were, however, eventually held by'Sir John de 

Eylesford, the'heir of William de Eylesford, to whom Burghull had granted 

the-reversion of another of his manors in 1336. It seems therefore that, 

although Thomas held the manors for some time, the reversion was event- 

ually-granted by Burghull to Eylesford, but on John de Eylesford's 

death in 1396 he was said to be holding Tillington of Thomas IV in fee 

tail. 27 

Calcutt (Wilts. ): see Chelworth 

Cheddar (Somerset): In 1346 Sir John de Acton granted the reversion of 

the-manor, after his death, to Thomas III, but he also seems to have 

granted part of it to Thomas outright since in 1352 Thomas entailed a 

''"' mesuäge and two carucated of land there which"_used to be 'Acton'c to 

himself for life, with reversion to his son Edmund and his heirs male, 

and-the heirs male of Thomas III and Katherine. 28 On Thomas' death'in 

1361 he was holding a mesuage and a carucate of-land (valued at 66s 8d) 

andý66s 8d rent (presumably representing the other carucate entailed in 

1352)'tä which the heir was his son John. 29 On John's death in 1428 he 

held there considerably more than a mesuage and two carucates and it was 

farmed at 20 marks per annum which indicates that the rest of the. manor 
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bad-come to him after his father's death. 30 

Chelwbrth, Caicutt and Cricklade (Wilts. ): Three mesuages, two carucates 

of land and 20s rent at these three places were sold by Sir John de 

la Ryvere to Thomas III in 1350 and granted to Thomas, Katherine and 

the heirs of their bodies. 31 A toft and carucate at Chelworth and 

two. mesuages and a carucate. at Calcutt leased at £4 per annum were held 

by Katherine at her death in 1386, and the same holdings, leased at 

33s 4d, by her son John at his death in 1429.32 It must'be assumed that 

the -rent of 20s sold in 1350 came from Cricklade and. was absorbed into 

one or other of the Chelworth or Caicutt holdings. 

Chickiade (Wilts. ): The reversion of a mesuage and a carucate of land 

was granted by Sir John de la Ryvere to Thomas III in 1350 and this 

passed with the main line. 33 On Maurice IV's death in 1368 it was 

described as a rent of 30s and it was granted to his widow in dower, 

but-on her death in 1389 it was described as a mesuage; 60 acres of 

lands'. and 10s rent and was leased at 50s per annum. 34 The advowson 

, and-another acre of*land here were bought by Thomas IV in ! 380.35 

The. tenement vas granted by Thomas IV to his retainer 'Thomas Rugge 

and. in 1417 was said to be worth 40s per annum in his Inquisition 

post"Mortem. 36 Thomas IV presented a clerk to the church in 1411.37 

Childrey (Berks. ): A fine of Easter 1321 records the grant by Thomas de 

Luda to Thomas III of a mesuage, a carucate of land, 18 acres of meadow 

anc '16s 10d rent38 This was forfeited by Thomas and the meadow farmed 

. 
at 9s: per annum, 39 a rent which is also recorded as having been received 

by Thomas in 1327.40 In 1338 Thomas granted a mill and 18 acres of land 

to Nicholas atte Beche and also released his right in all mills, lands, 

meadows, rents and services to him. 41 

Clevelode, Eckington and Eastham (Worcs. ): There is no record of the 

11 -7 

purchase of any of these tenements but Eckington is mentioned-in the 
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Ham accounts between 1333 and 1349, Eastham between 1345 and 1349 and 

Clevelode between 1345 and 1353. There is, however, an account which 

is probably from Eastham manor of 1342-3 which mentions rents from 

nearby Tenbury Wells and Burford and Overton. In 1341 Roger de Estham 

had: granted to Thomas III the rents and services of his tenants at 

Burford and Overton and Richard le Porter was granted power of attorney 

by Thomas to receive seisin. 42 There is an. undated inventory of goods, 

_ -�ý-ý, 

furniture, etc. at Eastham, and two undated charters whereby Thomas III 

granted his holdings at Clevelode, Eastham and Eckington to four of his 

servants and Richard le Porter (described significantly as lord of 

Eastham) granted a share in the park at Eastham to one of them. 43 The 

Eastham account shows that the main value of the manor and that of 

Eckington was in sheep since 192 fleeces were produced at Eastham and 

204-fleeces received from Eckington, wool worth around £15. Apart from 

the'sheep, Eastham showed a net cash profit of £7 15s 6d. It would 

appear therefore that Thomas acquired a temporary interest in these 

manors from Roger de Estham and Richard le Porter, probably for a term 

Pf years which ended in or just after 1349 since this is when the last 

references to them occur in other accounts. Although Clevelode was 

associated with them in Thomas' grant to his four servants, this manor 

was'-a': permanent acquisition and was held by his. wife Katherine at her 

death. in 1386 when it was described as a carucate of land and 20 acres 

, y.? f meadow (valued at £5 per annum) and 30s rents. 44 It had clearly been 

entailed since it was inherited by her son John. 45 

Compton Greenfield (Gloucs. ): According to Smyth, this manor was built 

up though purchases by Thomas III from several lords in 1330 and 1331 

and charters confirm his interests here in 1341 and 1358.46 At some 

point:: it was entailed to Thomas III and Katherine. and their heirs since 

it was held by Katherine at her death when it was described as two-thirds 

of the manor with the reversion of the remaining third to come and 
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was valued at £20.97 It was inherited by her son John and held by him 

at his death in 1428 when the damaged Inquisistion Post Mortem shows 

that the parts which can be read were valued at just over £24.48 

Cricklade (Wilts. ): see Chelworth 

Cristön and Uphill (Somerset): A small tenement of a mesuage and a virgate 

of land was bought by Maurice IV in 1352 and was hold in jointure with 

his wife. 49 On her death in 1389 it was valued at 21s and it passed to 

Thomas IV. 50 

Down Hatherley (Gloucs. ): The reversion of a carucate of land here was 

granted by Roger de Burghull. to Thomas III in 1327 but, according to 

Smyth, Thomas bought a tenement here in 1346 along with others at 

Leckhämpton and Bentham. 51 It is perhaps more likely that the three 

tenements were entailed in that year since an undated charter records 

the grant by Thomas of the Bentham tenement to two of his servants fre- 

quently used in the creation of entails with two other manors also 

entailed in 1346.52 The three tenements of Down Hatherley, Leckhampton 

and'. Bentham were associated again in 1363 when they were held in dower 

by Katherine, and they were inherited by her son John so it would seem 

that they were entailed on to the heirs of Thomas III and Katherine. 53 

Eastham (Worcs. ): see Clevelode 

EckinGton (Worcs. ): see Clevelode 

Elston (Wilts. ): This manor was acquired by Maurice of Stoke Giffard 

in 1339 and he seems to have sold it shortly after ards to his brother 

Thoma's III since it was held by Thomas by 134454 In 1344 it was entailed 

by Thomas to himself for life with reversion to his son Thomas (by his 

first wife) and in 1347 it was granted by Thomas III to the same two 

servants which suggests that it gras entailed again then. 55 A grant recorded 

in a. fine of Easter 1349 entailed the manor yet again to Thomas III for 

life: with reversion to his son-Alphonsus and the heirs male of his body, 
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and then to his son Thomas (by his second wife) and the heirs male of 

Thomas III and Katherine. 56 It was inherited by her son John and valued 

at almost £5 per annum on his death in 1428.57 

Exton/the Middelneye inheritance (Somerset): In 1355 when Maurice "post- 

natus", son of Thomas III, was married to Catherine, granddaughter and 

heiress of Sir Ralph de Middelneye, Middelneye settled his estate on to 

himself and his wife for their lives with reversion to Maurice and 

Catherine and the heirs of their bodies. Failing any issue between them, 

his lands were then to go Thomas III and his wife Katherine and the 

heirs male of their bodies before reverting to his own right heirs. 58 

The inheritance consisted of the manors of Low Ham, Ham "Bursy" and 

Exton, the hamlet of Beer "Rivell" and tenements at Lyng,. Curry''Rivell 

and "Chadmead" in Somerset. Middelneye died in 1363 by which time his 

granddaughter and her husband had also died without issue and the lands, 

after the death of his, wife, were to revert to Katherine, vidow"of Thomas 

111.59 Katherine held them at her death in 1386 when they were valued 

at £22-per annum, and they then went to her son John. 60 

Falfield (Gloucs. ): A tenement here was held as early as 
, 
1329 since it 

is Mentioned in the Ham account of that year, and in 1337 Thomas III 

granted siesin. of it to his stepmother (who held another tenement here) 

and his son Thomas. 61 It was administered with Alkington in 1345-6 and 

1357-8 and in 1352 was entailed to Thomas III for life with reversion to 

his son Edmund and his heirs male and the heirs male of Thomas III and 

Katherine. 62 It was inherited by his son John and in 1428 was valued 

at £5 per annum. 63 

Frampton-upon-Severn (Gloucs. ): This manor was acquired in'. 1303*'from 

Richard de Clifford and. almost immediately leased at £14 13s 4d. per 

annum. 64 The rent was paid to Hurst manor and, with that manor, 
t 
granted 

to Maurice IV and his wife in jointure on their marriage in 1338.65 

It was thereby entailed since the grant was to them and their hers male 
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and it consequently passed with the main line. 

Ham "Burst'" (Somerset): see Exton 

Hartpury (Gloucs. ): In 1313 Thomas II's clerical son James acquired a 

tenement here from Richard de Bisley and then granted it to his father 

who then granted it to his son Thomas of Wymondham who, in the following 

year., granted it to their retainer William de Gamages for life at £4 per 

annum. 66 In 1318 Thomas II regranted it to Thomas junior and his second 

wife'and their heirs male and a few months later Thomas II granted main- 

tenance as an esquire of the household to Bisley's son in return for the 

tenement. 67 It descended with the Leicestershire branch of the family. 68 

Kirigston Seymour (Somerset): Described as a third of the manor, this 

(with a third of the advowson) was acquired by Maurice III in 1318 from 

Philip de Wyke and his wife Matilda, but it was clearly of Matilda's 

inheritance since they quitclaimed for themselves andýthe heirs of 

Matilda. 69 In the following year, Maurice granted it to his father 

who granted it back to him and his second wife with reversion to Maurice's 

second son Maurice of Stoke Giffard, and the heirs of his body. 70 It 

was farmed at £14 per annum during the forfeiture and descended with 

the Stoke Giffard line. 71 

Kinasweston and Laurence Weston (Gloucs. ): Maurice III acquired a ten- 

ement in Laurence Weston in 1315 and three tenements in Kingsweston in 

1317, ', and in 1319 granted both to his son John and the heirs male of 

ý, his body. 72 John forfeited them in 1322 and Kingsweston was farmed at 

50s per annum and Laurence Weston at £6 per annum. 73 John died in 1336 

and they reverter: to his brother Thomas, III. In 1344 Thomas granted 

them to his servant William de Syde for life with reversion to his 

(Thomas') son Thomas and they were entailed'again in 1346 to Syde for 

life. -with reversion to Thomas III and then to his son Thomas and his 

heirs male when they were described jointly as a mesuage, a carucate of 
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land, * 30 acres of meadow and £8 of rent. 74 From then on only Kingsweston 

is referred to-and it must be assumed that the two tenements were hence- 

forward regarded as one manor. In November 1348 it was entailed to 

Thomas III, his wife Katherine and their son Thomas and his heirs male, 

and the heirs male of Thomas III and Katherine. 75 In 1350 Thomas III 

leased it back from William de Syde, with the manor of Over, at a rent 

of 40; marks per annum for both. 76 It was held by Katherine at her 

death in 1386 when it was valued at 10 marks per annum and described as 

consisting of a mesuage and a carucate of land. 77 On her son John's 

death',. however, it was described as a mesuage and carucate (leased at 

a reise per annum) and rents of £5 per annum, so it was probably worth 

well over £10 per annum. 78 

Langley Burrell (Wilts. ): This manor was acquired by Thomas III in 1343 

from John de la Mare by means of allowing de la Mare to continue holding 

it for life and paying him, -in addition, ten marks per annum which, since 

this was the sum offered to Geoffrey Gascelyn in lieu of maintenance in 

the household as an esquire, and since de la Mare also had two robes per 

annum, would appear to represent maintenance as an esauire. 79 Soon 

afterwards, the reversion of the manor on the Beath of de la Mare, and 

the responsibility of paying the annuity, Thomas handed on to his daughter 

and ; son-in-law Reginald Cobham. 

Laurence Weston (Gloucs. ): see Kingsweston 

Leckhampton (Gloucs. ): A tenement here was bought by Thomas II with 

"PIanches" from Thomas Monmouth. 80 This is implied by the fact that 

the tenement forfeited by John de Berkeley in 1322 owed the same rent 

to Fecamp Abbey as the one previously held by the Monmouths. 81 It was 

granted to John, son of Maurice III, and when forfeited by him was 

farmed at 50s per annum. 82 It then followed a similar history to the 

tenements at Down Hatherley and Bentham. 
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Little Marshfield (Gloucs. ): Smyth says that this manor was acquired 

by Thomas III and granted to his servant William de Cheltenham for life, 

but he says the same of the manor of Purton which was certainly purchased 

by'Cheltenham and sold by him to Maurice IV. It seems probable, therefore, 

that-the reversion of Little Marshfield was also bought by Maurice IV from 

Cheltenham. In 1367 the reversion after the death of Cheltenham was 

granted to James, son of Maurice IV, and his heirs male, with remainder 

to-his brother Maurice and his heirs male. 83 It was held by James by 

January 1387.84 

Low Ham (Somerset): see Exton 

Mondewdon (Suffolk): The reversion of this manor, held for life by Isabelle 

de Hastings, was granted to Thomas III by Thomas ap-Adam in 1330, but 

two years later Thomas sold his reversionary right to Isabelle for 100 

marks. 85 

Over"(Gloucs. ): This manor was bought by Thomas III from Thomas ap-Adam 

in 1330 and between 1344 and 1350 it was linked with Kingsweston for a 

series of entails, having been granted by Thomas III to William de Syde 

for life, and having been leased back from Syde at 10 marks per annum (with 

Kingsweston) for Syde's. life (see Kingsweston). On Katherine's death in 

1386; it was valued at £10 per annum, but at almost £13 per annum in the 

more detailed Inquisition on the death of John in 1428.86 

"Planches" (Gloucs. ): This was a tenement in the honour manor of Cam and 

was bought by Thomas II from Thomas de Monmouth. 87 It was granted to 
. 
16L, 

Maürýce III's son John in January 1322 and when forfeited by him was 

farmed at £7 5s 4d which was the total of the rents of which it consisted. 88 

On John's death in 1336 it reverted to Thomas III and in 1354-5 the rents 

of £7 4s 9d per annum were paid to Cam manor. 

Portis'head (Somerset); Smyth says that this manor was forfeited by 

Maurice III and it was certainly held by Thomas III immediately after 
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his restoration to the estate since references to it are made in the 

receiver's account of 1327.89 Although there appears to be no evidence 

of its purchase, the acquisition by Maurice in 1311 of a large tenement 

said to be in nearby Portbury may represent the acquisition of the manor. 90 

This is suggested by the fact that it was bought from one John Gacelyn 

and. his wife Matilda and they quitclaimed for themselves and the heirs 

of Matilda, indicating that the tenement was of Matilda's inheritance. 

There 
. 
'is consequently a strong similarity to the manor of Kingston Seymour 

which. w"ras also bought from a Matilda and was also described as a third 

of the manor, as was Portishead. If Matilda was one of three heiresses 

to Kingston Seymour, she may also have been co-heiress to Portishead 

and sold her portions of both manors to Maurice in 1311 (when married to 

Gacelyn) and in 1317 (when married to Philip de Wy}: e). Portishead 

descended with the main line, probably because it was so close to the 

patrimony manor of Portbury (compared to Kingston Seymour which was some 

way off and was granted to a cadet branch), and was held by Maurice IV 

at his death in 1368.91 It was then held in dower by his widow until 

her-death in 1389 and appeared in a valor of that year when it was valued 

ät almost £8 per annum. 92 

Purton (Gloucs. ): The reversion of this manor was acquired by Maurice IV 

from his retainer William de Cheltenham in 1366.93 Maurice already 

held another tenement at Purton (part of the old manor of Yorkley) 

; ý, 
üahich consisted of rents of £3 7s Od per annum and, since this does 

appear to change in value, this manor of Purton is probably represented 

in the valors of 1385 and 1389 by the name Etloe when it was worth around 

£6 per annum. 

St.: Chloe (Gloucs. ): A tenement of a mesuage and a carucate of land 

was-acquired by Thomas III from Lucy, widow of William de Tydrington, 

but-the relevant deeds are undated. 94 In 1363 it was leased to Philip 
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de. Rodborough for life, 95 and in 1368 it was said to be worth 40s per 

annum which, was probably the rent paid and it was held by Maurice's 

widow in dower until 1389.96 

Sheldon (Wilts. ): This manor, with associated holdings including the 

hundred of Chippenham, was acquired by Thomas III in 1351 for his life 

in return for maintenance for Geoffrey Gascelyn as an esquire in the 

household. 97 

Sock Dennis (Somerset): This manor was bought by Thomas III in 1355 from 

Sir Grimbald Pauncefoot and. settled on Thomas for life with reversion to 

his on Edmund and the heirs male of his body, then to another son 

Maurice "postnatus" and the heirs male of his body, and finally to the 

heirs male of the bodies of Thomas and Katherine. 98 On Thomas' death 

"in'1361 it was valued at £12 per annum and it was inherited by his son 

John. 99 On John's death, however, it was valued at £20 per annum. 100 

Syde"(Gloucs. ): This was a Giffard manor held by a widow of which Thomas 

III acquired the reversion in 1332.101 It was entailed in 1349-(with a 

tenement at Westonbirt) to Thomas III and his son Thomas and the heirs 

male'of his body with reversion to the heirs male of Thomas III and 

Katherine. 102 It may have been entailed earlier in 1344 (like Over and 

Kirigsweston) since a charter records its grant from a servant to Thomas 

111.103 A third of the manor was held in dower by Katherine in 1363 

and was represented by rents of £7 13s 3d indicating that it was worth 

461-ar6urd £23 per annum but, like the other lands she held in dower, she 

was not holding it at her death in 1386 and had probably granted it to 

her 'ion John before then. 104 John was holding it at his death in 1428 

but had granted it to Robert Poyntz at a rent of a rose per annum. 105 

Tickenham (Somerset): A tenement here was bought by Thomas III from 

John-de Manners and entailed in 1352 to himself for life with reversion 

to. h. is son Edmund and his heirs male, and the heirs male of Thomas III 
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and: Katherine. 106 It was inherited by John and held by him at his 

death. in 1428.107 

Tillington (Herefs. ): see Burghill 

Tockington (Gloucs. ): Unfortunately there are no charters. referring to 

this manor but Smyth says that it was bought in 1355 from one Piers 

Chilworth. 108 Chilworth was holding it for the repayment of debts by 

its proper holder Sir Nicholas Poyntz, and ten years earlier it had 

been seized in a similar fashion. 109 It was a very valuable manor, 

however, and there were rents of almost £60 with another £20 received 

from the meadows, watermill, windmill, courts and other elements, as 

well. clis, the profits of demesne cultivation. 110 It must have been 

entailed in much the same way as the rest of Thomas' purchases since 

his widow Katherine held it in jointure until her death in 1386 and 

then it passed to her son John. 111 

Upton-St. Leopards (Gloucs. ): This manor was bought by Maurice III in 

131.7 and was farmed at just over £5 per annum during the forfeiture. 112 

In 1351 Thomas III leased it to his servant William de Syde for life at 

£5 per annum, but by 1368 it was leased at £4 per annum, and again by 

1389 at 1.0 marks per annum. 113 It was entailed, with the bulk of the 

honour manors, in 1349.114 

Westonbirt (Gloucs. ): A tenement :, ad been acquiree by Thomas III before 

1344 'when it was entailed in some way-115 In 1349 it was entailed again, 

"` 11th the manor of Syde, to Thomas III and his son Thomas and the heirs 

male of his body with remainder to the heirs male of Thomas III and 

Katherine-116 On Thomas III's death in 1361 it was granted to Katherine 

in dozer and was held by her son John at his death when it was valued 

at just over £4 per annum. 117 

Woodmancote (Gloucs. ): This manor was bought by Thomas III from Robert 

de Swynburne who was still a minor in 1342 but it had been acquired by 
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Thomas by 1343-4.118 It was entailed in 1351 to Thomas III, Katherine 

and their son Maurice and his heirs male, but a damaged fine of 1355 

suggests that it was re-entailed then, again to Katherine for life, 

although she was not holding it at her death in 1386.119 It was inher- 

ited by John who held it at his death in 1428 when it was valued at 

almost. L15 per annum-120 

Yewdon (Bucks. ): The temporary interest in this manor of Thomas III is 

a confused affair. It was held by Amice de Beauchampt from the death of 

her second husband, Miles de Beauchamp, in 1338 until at least 1346.12.1 

In 1345 a ioond from Thomas III to Reginald de Montfort, Amice's son, 

concerning the payment of a furred robe a year to Reginald contingent 

on the acquisition of the manor by Henry de Montfort, Reginald's father, 

was-discharged. 122 In 1350 Reginald released his rights in the manor 

to Thomas and in the following year one Reginald de Reyny did likewise. 123 

By an, undated charter Thomas released his rights to Amice (described as 

widow of Henry de Montfort) but in 1354 Thomas sold the right of reversion 

to one Thomas Doyly and two others who released their rights to Doyly in 

1357.124 

Yorkley (Gloucs. ): A number of small tenements at Aylberton, Purton, 

Newland, Lydney, Tutnalls, Nass and Yorkley bought by Thomas III between 

1340 and 1350 seem to have been combined into a manor called Yorkley. 125 

An account of this manor from May to Michaelmas 1346 specifically mentions 

two'tenements in Lydney which Thomas had bought in 1344 and 1345.126 

After Thomas' death, however, the manor seems to have been abandoned and 

by 1368 it was represented by two tenements at Tutnalls and Purton which 

were mostly rents, together worth £6 12s Od per annum. 127 In the valors 

of 1385-and 1389 Tutnalls and Purton are combined and valued at £6 in 

1385 and £6 18s 8d in 1389. 
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The Lisle estate: (see Map 7)128 

The entire estate consisted of twenty manors, five substantial 

holdings, three smaller holdings and five rents totalling £24 As 8d. 

There were three manors in Cornwall (Tywarnhaile, Penzance and "Alwarton"), 

five in Devon (Clawton, Tetcott, North Bovy, Longdown and "Chariton"), 

four In Berkshire (Kingston Lisle, Beedon, "Hordewell" and Calcutt 

Row),, three in Oxfordshire (Noke, Fritwell and Shirburn), two in North- 

amptonshire (Church Stowe and Kislingbury), two in Wiltshire (Draycot 

Foliat and Chilton Foliat) and one in Buckinghamshire (Wingrave). In 

addition, there were substantial tenements at Church Brampton in North- 

amptonshire, Frishton-by-Highworth in Wiltshire, and at Peasemore, 

Fawler (in Kingston Lisle) and Bockhampton (now Bockhampton Farm in 

Lambourn) in Berkshire; smaller tenements at Fulham in Middlesex, and 

at*Upper Lambourn and "Leverton" in Berkshire; and rents of £13 As 8d at 

Charlton-by-Hungerford, Rodbourne, Draycot Foliat and "Nethercote" in 

Wiltshire and of £11 at Odstone (in Ashbury) in Berkshire. 

Of these lands Thomas and Margaret inherited immediately on Lisle's 

death in 1382 four of the Devon manors, Wingrave, Kingston Lisle, Noke 

and Shirburn. These appear in the valors of 1385 and 1389 but there are 

some-difficulties. The manor of Fritwell, " which they'should have inher- 

ited'since it was held by neither widow, does not appear in the valors 

but Shirburn does, and this should have been held by the widow Joan. 

The obvious conclusion is that the two Oxfordshire manors were exchanged 

bj, Thomas and Joan. The manor of Kislingbury, held by the widow Amy, 

appears in the 1385 valor but not in that of 1389, but a document of May 

1386'. recording the payment by Thomas to Amy of £50 for the Easter term 

of-her "pension" in respect of the manors of Kislingbury and Draycot 

Foliat (which she held in jointure) indicates that, for a short while at 

least, Thomas held these manors and paid Amy an allowance. There are 

problems, however, since an Easter term payment of £50 suggests an annual 
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payment of £100 and this, although a suitable jointure for Amy, seems 

a high figure for two manors one of which, Kislingbury, was at farm for 

25 marks in 1385. However, it may be that the Easter term payment was 

the pension in its entirety since the 1385 valor records farms totalling 

£40 Os 16d paid to Kingston Lisle while it is apparent that the total. 

should be £90 Os 16d. Thomas and Margaret should also have inherited 

the holdings at Peasemore, Fawler, Bockhampton and Upper Lambourn in 

Berkshire and part of the rent for "Hordewell" and Odstone (which were 

leased to a Lisle servant at 10 marks per annum of which the Lisle 

widow Joan had £5 per annum) but, although these do not appear in the 

valors, they are probably represented in the farms paid to the Berkshire 

manor of Kingston Lisle. The portion of the estate held by Thomas and 

Margaret in 1385 and 1389 was valued at almost £280 in both valors. 

The Lisle vidow Joan died in 1392 when the manors of Church Stowe, 

Chilton Foliat, Beedon, Calcutt Row, "Alwarton° and Tywarnhaile (and, 

presumably, Fritwell, Clz ton, and Penzance), holdings a, t Church 

Brampton, Friston-by-Highworth, Fulham and Leverton and the Wiltshire 

rents of £13 As 8d (and the full 10-mark rent from "Hordewell" and 

Odstöne) came to Thomas and Margaret. Finally in 1412 the widow Amy 

died. releasing the manors of Kislingbury and Draycot Foliat which must 

have been restored to her before that date. Shortly after it passed 

out of Thomas' hands the whole inheritance was valued at around £600 

; j; 6"'Lwper annum. 

1. Smyth I, 193; GC 1980 
2. ' Smyth III, 61, II, 21 (where Thomas IV gave the manor of Wyke near 

Rodleys weir by Arlingham to a servant for life circa 1410); GC 3668, 
3669. 

3. Smyth I, 350; PRO C139/35 no-50 
4. GC 1645,1647,2155,2166 
5. Feud. Aids ii 264,273; CPR 1327-30,269; fiber Niger de Wigrnore 
6. -GC 2293; PRO SC6/1148/12, 
7.. PRO-SC6/1148/12 
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B., PRO SC6/1147/12 9. PRO C135/199 no. 9 
10. GC 3013,1317; Smyth I, 328 11. GC 3018 
12. CPR 1361-64,129; CCR 1360-64,231 
13. SRS xii, 238; GC 2767,2821 14. GC 2917,3094,3246 
15. SRS xvii, 181; PRO C135/156 no. 12 
16.: $myth I, 327; GC 2672,2796; Cal. Mem. Rolls 1700 
17. GC 2597,2683,3040,3514; Smyth I, 297,326 
18.. Smyth I, 326,327 
19. GC 2710*; CPR 1350-54,294; PRO CP25(1)77/69 no. 347; GC 3412,3422-3 
20.; CCR 1360-64,236; PRO C136/38 no. 10, C139/35 no. 50 
21.. Smyth I, 107 22. PRO SC6/1148/12; CIPM ix 46 
23., GC 2633,2633**, 2633***, 2634,2654,2668,3415 
24. - GC 2662; Burghill a/c 1332-3 25. SR 39 
26. PRO CP25(1)77/61 no. 129, C136/87 no. 22 
27.. PRO C136/87 no. 22; CPR 1345-48,63 
28. PRO CP25(1)199/24 no. 61; GC 3663 29. PRO C135/156 no. 12 
30.. PRO C139/35 no-50 31. Wilts. Fines 380' 
32.. PRO C136/38 no. 10, C139/35 no. 50 33. Wilts. Fines 379 
34. R0 C135/199 no. 9, C136/58 no-1 35. Smyth II, 13' 
36., PRO C138/28 no-50; Smyth 11,20 37. Rect. Hallum, 224 
38.. GC 2347 39. Cal. Mem. Rolls, 872 
40. SR 39 41. CCR 1337-39,522 
42. GC 2987 43. GC 3278,3327,3356 
44.. PRO C136/38 no. 10 45. PRO C139/35 no. 50 
46. ' CC 2997,3477; Smyth I, 327 47. PRO C136/38 no. 10 
48.: PR0 C139/35 no. 50 49. PRO C136/58 no-1; Smyth I, 371 
50. -PRO C136/58 no. 1, C138/28 no. 50 
51.. PRO CP25(1)77/56 no. 12; Smyth I, 328 (where he says that they were 

bought "in the names of his said Servants Goldmere, Syde and others" 
and therefore indicates that they were entailed in that-year). 

52.. GC 3344 
53. GC 3538; PRO C139/35 no. 50 
54. Wilts. Fines 199; GC 3107,3108. Smyth (I, 327) says that Thomas 

. bought it from Wylington in 1339. 
55. GC 3107,3108,3156 56. GC 3223 
57.. -PRO C139/35 no. 50 58. SRS xvii, 28-9 
59. CIPM xi 517 60. PRO C136/38 no. 10, C139/35 no. 50 
61. GC 2876 62. GC 3663 
63.. PRO C139/35 no. 50 64. GC 1043-6,1049,1070 
65.: Smyth I, 364; PRO C136/58 no. 1 66. GC 1912,1920,1922,1925,1981 
67. ' SC 489 68. GC 3668.3669 
69. ' GC 2210; PRO CP25(1)198/18 no. 46 70. GC 2261; CIM ii 919 
71. CIPM ix 46, xi 10 
72. " GC 2056,2144,2148,2192,2194,2294,. 2295 
73. "PR0 SC6/1148/12 

wº, 74: GC 3104,3133; PRO CP25(1)77/66 no. 268 
75. CC 3190,3222; PRO CP25(1)77/69 no. 330 
76. " GC 3245 
77. 'PRO C136/38 no. 10 
78. 'PRO C139/35 no. 50 
79. - GC 3063,3064**, 3075,3081; Wilts Fines 284 
80. SB 10 f. 31 81. PRO SC6/1147/12; GIPM v4 
82. PRO SC6/1148/12 83. GC 3593 
84. CIPM xvi 449 
85. 'GC 2695; CPR 1327-30,507; CCR 1330-33,424,. 529 
86.: PR0 C136/38 no. 10, C139/35 no. 50 
87. SB 10 f. 31 
88.. C 2371; PRO SC12/36/11 m. 8, SC6/1147/12,1148/12 
89. Smyth I, 273; SR 39 
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90.. 'PRO CP25(1)198/16 no. 3 
91. ' 'PRO C135/199 no. 9 
92. ' . *PRO C136/58 no. 1 
93. ' GC 3573,3576,3578,3579,3594 
94: ' .. GC 3347,3348 
95. ýSt. Chloe a/c 
96. ' -PRO C135/199 no. 9 
97. - GC 3375,3376,3377,3470 
98., : GC 3433,3434 
99'. *PRO C135/156 no. 12; CCR 1360-64,232 
100. -PRO C139/35 no. 50 
101. PRO CP25(1)77/62 no. 162 
102, PRO CP25(, 1)77/67 no. 295 
103.. 'rC 3103 
104. '. GC 3538; PRO C136/38 no-10 
105... PRO C139/35 no. 50 
106.. GC 3320,3663; Smyth I, 330 
107. -PRO C139/35 no. 50 
108.. Smyth I, 330 
109.. J. Maclean "The Manor of Tockington" TBGAS 
110. '. GIPM v 309 
11I. '. PRO C139/35 no. 50, C136/38 no-10 
112... GC 2208,2209; PRO SC6/1148/12; Rot. Parl. 
113.. GC 3379; PRO C135/199 no. 9; 1389 valor 
114. 'CPR 1348-50,225,234 
115..: GC 3102 
116"-'. PRO CP25("1)77/67 no. 295 

xii; GIPM v 309- 

ii 399; CPR 1327-30,269 

117.: CCR 1360-64,236; GC 3538; PRO C139/35 no. 50 
118.: CPR 1340-43,443; Ham a/c 1343-4 
119.. 'Smyth III, 387-8; PRO CP25(1)78/70 no. 357, C136/38 no. 10 
120. 'PRO C139/35 no. 50 
121". "VCH Bucks iii 49 
122. "GC3109 
123.; GC 3370, VCH Bucks iii 49 
124. -VCH Bucks iii 49; GC 3271; CCR 1354-60,310 
125. -GC 2968,3002,3068,3100,3123,3310,3243,3351,3352,3355,1417 
126.. Yorkley a/c; GC 3100,3310 
127., 'PRO 0135/199 no-9 
128.. 'CIPM xv 801-8; CCR 1292-96,2,1369-74,557,1409-13,274-5; Smyth 

-II, 5; Cal. Charter Rolls ii 430; PRO SC12/18/42d. 

Oll imh 
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Appendix 3: Data from the accounts of Ham manor 

Table 1 Gross Cash Income 
1: 1 Gross cash income; decade averages 
1: 2 Free rents 
1: 3 Customary payments and Peter's Pence 
1: 4 Farms and fisheries 
1: 5 Agricultural profits 
1: 6 Courts and wardships 

Table 2 Cash Expenses 
2: 1 Cash expenses; decade averages 
2: 2 Purchase of corn and stock 
2: 3 Purchase of corn and stock; decade averages 
2: 4 Labour costs 
2: 5 Labour costs; decade averages 
2: 6 Temporary expenses 

Table 3: 1 Villein rents in cash and works 
3: 2 Villein rents in cash and works; adjusted 
3: 3 Proportion of works fulfilled by maintaining famuli 
3: 4 The Famuli 
3: 5 Stipends of the famuli 
3: 6 Proportion of corn threshed by hired labour and wages 
3: 7 Hoeing data 
3: 8 Hay-making data 
3: 9 Wages for reaping 
3: 10 Proportion of harvest work done by hired labour 
3: 11 Use made of villein works 1322-25 

.. Table 4: 1 Incoming and outgoing oxen 
4: 2 Incoming and outgoing cows 
4: 3 Incoming and outgoing young cattle stock 
4: 4 Numbers of plough-teams and working oxen 
4: 5 Numbers of stock on manor at Michaelmas 
4: 6 Average numbers of incoming and ougoing oxen 
4: 7 Average numbers of incoming and outgoing cows 
4: 8 Average numbers of incoming and outgoing young cattle 
4: 9 Comparison of permanent stock with movement 
4: 10 Incoming and outgoing working horses 
4: 11 Incoming and outgoing young horses 
4: 12 Average numbers of incoming and outgoing working horses 
4: 13 Average numbers of incoming and outgoing young horses 
4: 14 Incoming and outgoing chickens 

yw` 4: 15 Incoming and outgoing geese 
4: 16 Incoming and outgoing ducks 
4: 17 Incoming and outgoing pigeons 

'Table 5: 1 Acreages sown at Ham and Appleridge 
5: 2 Acreages sown with different crops 
5: 3 Crops sown on combined demesnes 
5: 4 Receipts of wheat 
5: 5 Receipts of beans 
5: 6 Receipts of oats 
5: 7 Use of wheat 
5: 8 Use of beans 
5: 9 Use of oats 
5: 10 Average quantities of corn required on manor 
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Table 5: 11 Average quantities of corn surplus and use 
5: 12 Proportion of total corn receipts grown on manor 
5: 13 Yields. 
5: 14 Demesne meadow and hay production 

Table 6: 1 Net cash profits 
6: 2 Income in kind 
6: 3 Total value"of manor 
6: 4 Averages per annum of total value 

The accounts from which-this data is drawn have been microfilmed and 

the. microfilms are on loan to Cambridge University Library (Microfilm 

Mss.. 401, reels 2 and 3). There are fifty- four accounts, forty on 

reel:. 2 and fourteen on reel 3 which also contains the rentals and 

extents mentioned in the text. Many of the accounts have been damaged 

to a-greater or lesser degree and where this has affected the figures 

lacunae are represented by rows of dots in the tables. The accounts do 

not appear on the reels absolutely in chronological order because of 

errors in the original cataloguing. The following is a list of the 

accounts and the order in which they appear on the reels. 

Reel' 2 Reel 3 
1. 1308-9 27. 1347-48 1. 1373-74 
2. Very damaged 28. 1346-47 2. 1375-76 
3. 1286-7 29. 1348-49 3. 1374-75 
4. 1322-3 30. 1349-50 4. 1376-77 
5. 1289-June 1290 31. 1350-51 5. 1377-78 
6. Very damaged 32. 1352-53 6. 1378-79 
7.. 1324-5 33. 1337-38 7. 1379-80 
8. 1293-4 34. 1353-54 8. 1380-81 
9. ' 1296-7 35. 1354-55 9. 1381-82 
10. 1297-8 36. 1355-56 10. 1383-84 
11. 1298-9 37. 1361-62 11. 1384-85 

4L, 12: 
p, 

1299-1300 
"1302-3 

38. 
39. 

1365-66 
1362-63 

12. 
13. 

1387-88 
1388-89 

14.: 1309-10 40. 1363-64 14. 1386-87 
15. '. 1316-17 
16. Very damaged, possibly a view from 1322-23 
17. 1323-4 
18. 1325-6 
19. Jan-Mich 1329 
20. Mich 1328-Jan 1329 
21. 1332-3 
22. 1333-4 
23. 3335-6 
24. ' 1339-40 
25. 1343-4 
26. 1326-7 
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Table 3: 1 Villein rents in cash and works 

"Allowed" Potential % potential 
rent paid in 

works 
128647 £17 16s 52d £24 3s 8d 74% 
129394 £17 19s Od £24 Os 4d 75% 
1296-97 £18 4s Od £24 19s 10d 73% 
1297-98 £18 9s Od £24 19s 10d 74% 
1298-99 £17 14s Od £25 Os 22d 71% 
1299-1300 £19 17s 9d £25 Os 22d 79% 
1302-03 £19 Os 8d £25 Os 22d 76% 
1308-09 £18 13s Od £24 8s 2d 76% 
1309-10 £18 13s 10d £22 18s 7d 81% 
1316-17 £17 3s Od £22 6s 10d 77% 
1325-26 £15 9s 84d £22 7s Od 69% 
1326-27 £16 18s 31-2d £22 7s Od 76% 
1328-29 £18 5s Od £22 7s Od 82% 
1332-33 £18 5s Od £22 7s Od 82% 
1333-34 £18 8s 9d £20 17s Od 89% 
1335-36 £18 Os Od £20 17s Od 86% 
1337-38 £18 12s 6d £20 17s Od 89% 
1339-40 £17 15s Od £20 17s Od 85% 
1343-44 £18 Os Od £20 17s Od 86% 
1346-47 £16 19s 9d £20 17s Od 82% 
1341-48 £17 Os Od £20 17s Od 82% 
1348-49 £11 14s Od £20 17s Od 56% 
1349-50 £8 9s 9d £20 17s Od 41% 
1350-51 £7 17s 6d £20 17s Od 38% 
1352-53 £7 15s Od £20 17s Od 37% 
1353-54 £7 15s Od £20 17s Od 37% 
1354-55 £7 15s Od £20 17s Od 37% 
1355-56 £7 15s Od £20 17s Od 37% 

; 1361-62 £6 15s Od £20 17s Od 32% 
1362-63 £4 15s Od £20 17s Od 23% 
1363-64 £4 los Od £20 17s Od 22% 
1365=66 £4 los Od £20 17s Od 22% 
1373-74 £4 Os Od £20. 17s Od 19% 
1374-75 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1375--76 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1376-77 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1377-78 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1378-79 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1379-80 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 

: m6&1380781 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1'381-82 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1383-84 £4 Os Od £20 17s Od 19% 
1384-85 £3 15s Od £20 17s Od 18% 
1386-87 £3 15s Od £20 17s Od 18% 
1387-88 £3 15s Od £20 17s Od 18% 
1388189 £3 15s Od £20 17s Od 18% 
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Table 3: 2 Villein rents in cash and works; -adjusted to. account, 

1352-53 
1353-54 
1354-55 
1355-56 
1361-62 
1362-63 
1363-64 
1365-66 
1373-74 
1374-75 
1375-76 
1376-77 
1377-78 
1378-79 
1379-80 
1380-81 
1381-82 
1383-84 
1384-85 
1386-87 
1387-88 
1388-89 

for commuted 
Potential* 

£11 2s Od 
£11 2s Od 
£11 2s Od 
£11 2s Od 
£11 2s Od 

£8 2s Od 
£7 12s Od 
£7 12s 'Od 
£7 7s Od 
£7 7s Od 
£7 7s Od 
£7 7s Od 
£7 7s Od 
£4 8s 9d 
£4 8s 9d 
£4 8s 9d 
£A 8s 9d 
£4 8s 9d 
£4 3s 9d 
£9 3s 9d 
£4 3s 9d 
£4 3s 9d 

"Allowed" Proportion 
£7 15s Od 70°% 
£7 15s Od 70% 
£7 15s Od 70% 
£7 15s Od 7% 
£6 15s Od 60% 
£4 15s Od 59% 
£4 los Od 59% 
£4 los Od 59% 
£4 Os Od 54% 
£4 Os Od 54% 
£4 Os Od 54% 
£4 Os Od 54% 
£4 Os Od 54% 
£4 Os Od 89% 
£4 Os Od 89% 
£4 Os Od 89% 
£4 Os Od 89% 
£4 Os Od 89% 
£3 15s Od 90% 
£3 15s Od 90% 
£3 15s Od 90% 
£3 15s Od 90% 

Until 1378 this figure is a maximum calculated from 
those tenements known to have been commuted. From 
1378 it is known to be accurate 

Table 3: 3 Proportion of works fulfilled by maintenance of""famuli" 
"Allowed" Allowance for Proportion maintenance 

ren t maintenance of allowance 
1352-53 £7 15s Od £3 lOs Od 45% 
1353-54 £7 15s Od £3 lOs Od 45% 
1354-55 £7 15s Od £4 Os Od 52% 
1355-56 £7 15s Od £4 Os Od 52% 
1361-62 £6 15s Od £4 Os Od 60% 
1362-63 £4 15s Od £4 Os Od 84% 
1363-64 £4 lOs Od £3 15s Od 83% 
1365-66 £4 1Os Od £4 5s Od 94% 
1373-74 £4 Os Od £3 5s Od 81% 
1374-75 £4 Os Od £3 5s Od 81% 
1375-76 £4 Os Od £3 5s Od 81% 
1376-77 £4 Os Od £3 5s Od 81% 

"' -1377-78 £4 Os Od £3 5s Od 81% 
1378-79 £4 Os Od £3 5s Od 81% 
1379-80 £4 Os Od £3 15s Od 94% 
1380-81 £4 Os Od £3 15s Od 94% 
1381-82 £4 Os Od £3 15s Od 94% 
1383-84 £4 Os Od £3 15s Od 94% 
1384-85 £3 15s Od £3 lOs Od 93% 
1386-87 £3 15s Od £3 lOs Od 93% 
1387-88 £3 15s Od £3 lOs Od 93% 
1388-89 £3 15s Od £3 lOs Od 93% 

tenements 
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Table 3: 4 The " Famuli" 
Ploughmen Carters 

EO (1) 

°' Q) 

1 10 r. U) 

x 
ID 

Ö W o U 
xA x Ä a x TOTAL 

128687 22 2 T 6 
1293-94 22 2(1) 1 7 (1) 
1296-97 22 3(1) (1) 7 (2) 
1297-98 22 4(1) 1 9 (1) 
1298-99 (2) (2) 4 1 5 (4) 

1299-1300 2 2 T 4 
1302-03 21 2 T 5 
1308-09 21 2 T 5 
1309710 21 2 T 5 
1316-17 2 2 T 4 
1322-23 12 1 13 
1323-24 12 1 13 
1324=25 12 1 13 
1325-26 12 1 13 
1326-27 12 1(1) 13 (1) 
1328-29 10(3) 2(2) 12 (5) 
1332-33 12 2 14 
1333-34 12 2 1 1 16 
1335-36 12 2 1 1 1 17 
1337-38 12 2 1 1 1 17 
1339-40 13 2 1 1 1 18 
1343-44 12 4 1 1 1 1 (1) 20 (1) 
1346-47 12 4 T 1 1 1 (1) 19 (1) 
1347-48 10(1) 4 T 1 1 1 (1) 17 (2)- 
1348'49 11(3) 2 T 1 1 2 17 (3) 
1349-50 12(1) 2 T 1 1 1 17 (1) 
1350-51 66 2 T 1 1 1 17 
1352-53 15 2 1 1 1 (1) 20 (1) 
1353-54 77 1(1) (1) 1 1 1 1 19 (2) 
1354-55 14 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 
1355-56 14 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 
1361-62 12(2) 1(2) (1) 1 1 2 1 18 (5) 
1362-63 12 2(1) 1 1 2 1 19 (1) 
1363-64 12 2 1 1 1(1 ) 17 (1) 
1365-66 12 2 1 1 2 18 
1373-74 2 1 3 
1374.75 6 1 1 1 2 (1) 11 (1) 
137.5-76 6 1(1) 1 1 2 (1) 11 (1) 

- @', ý-1376 -77. 7 2 1 1 2 1 14 
1377-78 8 1 1 1 2 1 14 
1378-79 8 1 1 1 2 1 14 
1380-81 8 1 1 1 2 1 14 
1381-82 8 1 1 2 1 13 
1383-84 7(1) 1 1 1 2 1 13 (1) 
1384-85 8 1 1 1 2 1 14 
1388-89 8 1 1 1 2 1 14 

T indicates task performed by a villein tenant 
(1) indicates one man employed for part of year only 
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Table 3: 5 Stipends of the "famuli" 
Holders Drivers Carters Cowman Dairymaid Bullock- 
Pd. Aud Pd. Aud Pd. Aud; Pd. Aud Pd. Aud. keeper 

1286-1310 5s 3s6d 5s 3s6d 

1316-47 5s 4s " 5s 4s 

1347-48 5s 4s6d 5s 4s 
1348-49 7s 5s 7s 5s 5s 5s 4s 7s 5s 
1349-50 6s 5s 6s 5s 5s 6s 5s 6s 5s 
1350-51 5s 4s6d 4s 5s 4s6d 4s 5s 
1352-53 5s 5s 4s6d 5s 4s6d 4s 5s 
1353. -54 5s 4s6d 4s 5s 4s6d 4s 5s 
1354-55 5s 5s 4s 5s 4s 5s 3s6d 
1355-56 5s 5s 4s 5s 4s 5s 3s6d 

1361-62 7s 6s 7s 6s 7s 6s 7s 6s 
1362-63 6s 5s 6s 4s 5s 
1363=64 7s 6s 5s 7s 6s 7s 5s 5s 
1365-66 7s 6s 5s 7s 6s 7s 5s 5s 
1373-74 7s 
1374-75 7s 7s 7s 5s 7s 5s 
1375-76 7s 7s 5s 5s 
1376-77 7s 7s 7s 7s 7s 

1377-89 7s 7s 7s 7s 7s 

Pd. indicates the sum actually paid 
Aud.: indicates the sum allowed by the auditors 

A't" 
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Table 3: 7 Hoeing Data 
Days/ Wages Rate 
Acres paid 

1286-87 
1293-94 86 days 3s 7d 
1296-97 
1297-98 132 " 5s 6d 
1298-99 336 " 14s Old 
1299-1300 
1302-03 88 " 3s 8d /d pd 
1308-09 156 " 6s 6d 
1309-10 159 " 6s 7'd 
1316-17 152 " 6s 4d 

1326-27 372 " 22s 5d qd pd 
1328-29 168 " lOs 81d " 
1332-33 279 " 20s 4d 4d and ld 
1333-34 251 " 20slld ld pd 
1335-36 131 " 10sl1d of 
1337-38 200 " 16s 8d It 
1339=40 163 " 13s 7d 

1343-44 354(234) " 29s6d(19s6d) 
1346-47 370 acres 37s2d(30sld) 14d (ld) per acre 
1347-48 413 " 17s2'd /d per acre 

1348-49 26s0d(22s11/d) 
1349-50 410 acres 19s4d(17sld) ?( /d) per acre 
1350-51 363 " 18s4d(15s1/d) ? " 
1352-53 338 38s10/d(28s1/d) ?( ld) per acre 
1353-54 327 " 32s 6d 14d per acre less 18d 
1354-55 301(273)" 41s 3d(34s1d) 2/d (12d per acre less 6d) 

1355-56 264 acres 23s 6d ld per acre plus 182d 
1361-62 216 21s 6d 1äd " 18d 
1362-63 235 " 21s 3d ld " 20d 
1363-64 258 " 43s 6d 2d " 6d 
1365-66 225 " 28s 9d 1/d " 7d 

1373-74 52 acres 4s Od ld per acre plus 4d 
1374-75 FAMULI 
1375-76 80 " lOs Od 1gd " 
1376-77 74 " lOs 6d 2d " less 21d 
1377-78 60 " 8s 4d 2d " 11 20d 
1378-79 84 " 7s 3d ld " plus 3d 

, ý,. J38O-81 62 " 8s 9d 1/d " less 13d 
1381-82 85 " 9s 2d 1'd " 181-2d 
1383-84 69 " 9s 3d l/d " plus 7/d 
1384-85 68 " 9s 4d 2d less 2s 
1388-89 74 " 12s ld 2d " 2Zd 
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Table 3: 8 Hay-making Data 
Wages for 

mowing 
1308-09 7a. x4d; 4a. x3d 
1309-10 3/a. x4d; la. x3d 
1316-17 1/a. x6d; 4a. x5d 
1322-23 5d per acre 
1 11 1) 11. ) )A go A. -1 

1324-25 (Tenants) 
1325-26 5d per acre 
1326-27 of 
1328-29 of 
1332-33 of 
1333-34 4a. x6d(5d); 8a. x5d 
1335. -36 5d per acre 
1337-38 15a. x5d; 12a. x4kd(4d) 
1339-40 8a. x5d; 14a. x4d 
1343-44 4d per acre 
1346-47 it 
1347-48 of 
1348-49 of 
1349-50 6d(4d) per acre 
135051 6d(4d) per acre 
1352-53 17a. x6d; 73a. x5d 
1353-54 6d per acre 
1354-55 6d per acre 
1355-56 86a. x6d; 35a. x5d 
1361-62 7d(6d) per acre 
1362-63 7d(6d) per acre 
1363-64 7d per acre plus 18d 
1365-66 7d per acre 
1373-74 66a. x8d; 39a. x7d 
1374-75 8d per acre 
1375-76 38a. x8d; 67a. x7d 
1376-77 7d per acre 
1377-78 7d per acre 
1378-79 7d per acre 
1380-81 7d(6d) per acre 
1381-82 21a. x8d; rest 7d (all 7d) 
1383-84 7d per acre 
1384-85 26a. x7d; 95a. x6d 
1388-89 6d per acre 

Acreage Acreage by % mown by 
mown hired lab hired lab 

228a. 141a. 62% 
175a. 110a. 63% 
175a. 66a. 38% 
183a. 90a. 49% 
170a. 69a. 41% 
167a. 126a. 75% 
160a. 121a. 76% 
147a. 130a. 88% 
149a. 149a. 100' 
147a. 147a. 1QO% 
142a. 142a. 100% 

(4d). indicates sum allowed by the auditors 

J- t 6- 
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Table 3: 9 Waaes for reapin 
Cash paid Rate per day 

1316-17 21s 6d 129 dx 2d 
1322-23 22s lld 
1323-24 53s 4d 
1324-25 39s 2d 
1325-26 19s 6d 117 dx 2d 
1326-27 29s 4d 176 dx 2d 
1328-29 21s 10d 131 dx 2d 
1332-33 50s 8d 304 wx 2d 
1333-34 £3 6s 4d 398 wx 2d 
1335-36 £4 lls Od 546 wx 2d 
1337-38 £3 12s 6d 300 wx 2d; 

180 wx l/d 
1339-40 57s 3d 458 wx 1'd 
1343-44 £4 15s 8d 301 wx 2d 

365 wx l/d 
1346-47 £4 3s Od 240 wx 2d 

344 wx 19 
1347-48 £4 5s lid 585 w ..... 
1348-49 £9 1ps 8d 1144 wx 2d 
1349-50 £5 Os 4d 602 wx 2d 
1350-51 S4 2s 8d 496 wx 2d 
1352-53 £8 3s 7d 
1353-54 £6 16s 3d 776/ wx 2d 
1354-55 £6 4s 8d 
1355-56 £5 18s 2d 
1361. -62 £9 2s Od(£5 13s 4d) 
1362-63 £6 5s 4d(£5 19s 6d) 
1363-64 £10 7s Od 
1365-66 £10 12s 8d 
1373-74 £5 3s 3d 315 x 3d 
1374-75 LA lls 10/d 367/ x 3d 
1375-76 £6 Os 18d 486 x 3d 
1376-77 £4 8s 74d 354 x 3d 
1377-78 £5 Os 6d 402 x 3d 
1378-79 £5 Os 9d 403 x 3d 
1380-81 £4- 15s 9d 383 x 3d 
1381-82 £5 9s Od 436 x 3d 
1383-84 £4 10s 4d 
1384. -85 £4 5s lld 

Rate per acre 

55a. x 5d 
128a. x 5d 
94a. x 5d 

£8 3s 7d 302a. x 6'd 
£6 16s 3d 776/ wx 2d plus 6s 10d (395a. ) 
£6 4s 8d 329a. x 7d(5d) less 7d (4s 2d) 
£5 18s 2d 306a x 4'd plus 3s 4d 
£9 2s Od(L5 13s 4d) 272a. x 8d(5d) 
£6 5s 4d(£5 19s 6d) 287a. x 7d (5d) 

£10 7s Od 330a. x 7/d plus 2s 7'd 
£10 12s 8d 300a. x 8%d plus 2d 

£5 3s 3d 315 x 3d 133/a. x 9d plus 3s l/d(7d) 
£4 lls 10/d 367/ x 3d 132/a. x 8d plus 3s 62d (8d) 
£6 Os 18d 486 x 3d 137a. x 102d plus 19/d (9d) 
£4 8s 7/d 354 x 3d 129a. x 8d plus 2s 9/d 
£5 Os 6d 402 x 3d 135a. x 9d less, 7d 
£5 Os 9d 403 x 3d 145a. x 8d plus 4s ld 
£4 15s 9d 383 x 3d 134a. x 8äd plus 3s l/d 
£5 9s Od 436 x 3d 143a. x 9d (82d less 3d) 
£4 10s 4d 135a. x 8d plus 6d(7/d) 
£4 5s lld 129a. x 8d plus ld (7%d) 

(7/d) indicates rate allowed by the auditors 

hm ho. r_ 
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Table 3: 10 Proportion of harvest work done by hired labour 
Total works Works Proportion 

used hired 
1332-33 "928 304 33% 
1333-34 820 398 49% 
1335-36 827' 546 66% 
1337-38 852 480 56% 
1339-40 996 458 46% 
1343-44 1126 665 59% 
1346-47 1012 584 58% 
1347-48 1173 590 50% 
1348-49 1398 1144 82% 
1349-50 668 602 90% 
1350-51 665 496 75% 
1352-53 (385a. )' (302a. ) 78% 
1353-54 959 777 81% 
1355-56 (306a. ) (306a. ) 100% 
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Table 3: 11 Use made of villein works 1322-25 

Plough-works: 

TOTAL R. Fam. Plg Flg Ctg Rpg Mwg Sold 
1322-23 1,862 529 274 352 270 168 130 . 139 
1323-24 1,960 98 529 452 328 285 135 44 " 169 
1324-25 1,986 50 550 102 40 36 1208 

Winter-works: 

T(TAL R. Fam. Fst Hrg Hdg Thg Msc Sold ",, 
1322-23 3,500 1540 266 110 192 638 144 570 
1323-24 3,640 140 1540 266 270 120 174 194 936 
1324-25 3,666 140 1540 294 10 1178 213 291 

Sun¢r r-works: 

TOTAL R. B. Fam. Fst Hay Rpg Msc Sold 
1322-23 903 15 231 ... ... 395 40 101 
1323-24 945 43 15 231 112 57 328 159 61 
1324-25 1016 44 17 242 108 393 151 

Harvest-works: 

TOTAL R. B. Fst Fam Hvt Rpg Sold Msc 
1322-23 1,448 24 189 363 34 747 91 
1323-24 1,512 64 24 189 363 69 663 140 
1324-25 1,784 70 25 162 385 972 127 

. 
43 

Abbreviations: R. = works allowed to reeve for performing office 
B. = works allowed to beadle for performing office 

Fam. = works allowed to tenants for maintaining famuli 
Fst. = works allowed for feast days 
Plg. = works expended in ploughing 
Ctg. = works expended in carting 
Rpg. = works expended in reaping at harvest 
Mwg. = works expended in mowing meadow 
Hrg. = works expended in harrowing 
Hdg. = works expended in hedging and ditching. 
Thg. = works expended in threshing and winnowing 
Msc. = works expended in miscellaneous tasks 
Hay = works expended in hay-making. 
Hvt. = works expended in general tasks at harvest-time 

Notes: 
1. Total due; this changes from year to year firstly because an extra 
virgate was formed in 1323-24 and secondly because, for the summer-works 
and harvest-works, an eighth quarter-virgate was added in the last year 
and extra works for the odd days were added; and thirdly because 26 boon- 
works were added to the plough-works and winter-v: orks in the latter two 
years. 
2. Feast-days: for the period of winter-works 19 feast-days'were allowed 
to those tenants who were not reeve or beadle, for the period of summer- 
works 4 feast-days, and for the period of harvest-works 7 feast-days. 
This was changed to 21 for the winter-works and 6 for the harvest-works 
in 1324-25. 
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Table 4: 1 Incoming and-Outgoing Oxen 
INCOMING OUTGOING 

f4 ºNi 
o 

H 
uý 
((i 9 

+ 
v1 .) >0 ý0 0) 

' 
U) 

ö i 

5 il T0ThTJ ö Ä ä x0 -4 v TOTAL 
ý 

1286-87 2 3 7 1 0 13 3 0 0 i7 0 20 
1293-94 3 7 0 0 0 10 12 0 0 4 0 16 
1296-97 21 2 6 0 0 29 0 0 0 20 0 20 
1297-98 17 5 5 4 11 42 6 2 4 21 0 33 
1298-99 30 3 8 2 4 47 37 0 6 4 0 47 

1302-03 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 4 
1308-09 0 3 0 2 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1309-10 1 8 2 3 0 14 0 0 1 6 0 7 
1316-17 0 7 6 2 1 16 0 0 1 15 0 16 
1322-23 2 3 0 1 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 1 

1323-24 4 10 0 1 0 15 0 1 2 0 0 3 
1324-25 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 3 
1325-26 0 0 2 3 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 2 

1326-27 12 0 19 4 5 40 8 1 2 16 0 27 

1328-29 26 8 4 6 2 46 47 4 3 2 0 56 

1332-33 3 0 7 0 0 10 4 0 0 0 0 4 

1333-34 13 1 12 1 0 27 37 0 1 0 0 38 

1335-36 10 3 5 2 0 20 4 1 1 0 0 6 
1337-38 6 9 1 3 0 19 16 0 1 0 2 19 
1339=40 3 4 2 3 0 12 6 1 2 8 0 17 
1343=44 6 4 9 2 0 21 17 3 1 0 0 21 
1346-47 12 0 2 1 0 15 11 1 0 4 0 16 
1347-48 19 10 13 0 0 42 39 0 0 2 0 41 
1348-49 42 6 9 24 0 81 52 0 0 4 2 58 
1349-50 74 1 1 3 0 79 31 0 1 56 2 90 
1350-51 4 0 1 1 0 6 1 1 1 5 0 8 

1352-53 2 0 0 1 5 8 7 0 1 3 0 11 
1353-54 4 5 0 0 1 10 7 0 1 3 0 11 
1354-55 4 8 0 0 0 12 0 0 1 4 0 5 
1355-56 3 12 0 0 3 18 15 0 2 3 0 20 

1361-62 0 7 0 11 6 24 -0 1 16 1 2 20 

1362-63 0 5 0 2 0 7 12 1 3 0 0 16 

1363-64 0 3 4 3 0 10 0 0 7 0 4 11 
1365^66 0 7 0 1 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 5 

1373-74 0 0 28 1 0 29 5 0 0 0 0 5 

1374-75 2 2 2 0 0 6 0 0 2 0 0 2 

1375-76 0 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 1 

1376-77 0 0 0 3 0 3 5 0 3 0 0 8 

x�1377-78 ,,,, 
3 6 2 1 0 12 0 0 3 0 0 3 

, 1,378-79 0 5 7 1 0 13 0 1 7 0 0 8 

1379-80 0 2 1 3 0 6 0 0 8 2 0 '10 
1380-81 0 3 1 3 0 7 0 0 3 0 0 3 
1381-82 0 4 0 8/ 0 9/ 0 0 8ý 1) 0 S' 
1383-84 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 9 0 0 9 
1304-85 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1386-87 0 1 3 0 0 4 0 0 2 4 0 6 
1387-88 2 1 6 7 0 16 0 0 8 5 1 14 
1388. -89 0 2 2 0 0 4 0 0 2 4 

.0 
6 
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Table 4: 2 Incoming and Out going Cows 

o + 
U) 
0 

U) 
U 

Eli Cl) 
(a -4 E) 

U) 
(1) 0 V In 10 C) 

.ý o >U) 
O4 4)W 

U) x z TOTAL O 
0 
U) 

OO ", > TOTAL 

1286-87 5 0 0 1 0 6 4 0 0 1 0 5 
1293-94 0 5 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 5 
1296-97 25 5 ' / 0 31 6 0 0 13 0 19 
1297-98 8 0 1 2 0 11 0 0 0 13 0 13 
1298-99 28 10 0 1 1 40 32 0 0 7 0. 39 
1302-03 0 1 0 1 0 2 6 0 0 0 0 6 
1308-09 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
1309-10 0 4 1 2 0 7 5 0 0 0 0 5 
1316-17 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1322-23 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 4 

1323-24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1324-25 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1325-26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

. 1326-27 1 0 7 0 -0 8 0 0 0 5 0 5 

1328-29 30 0 0 2 0 32 36 0 1 0 0 37 
1332-33 6 3 0 2 0 11 5 2 0 0 0 7 
1333-34 11 6 6 1 0 24 0 0 4 4 1 9 

1335-36 0 5 3 2 0 10 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1337-38 8 4 0 0 0 12 18 0 1 0 2 21 
1339-40 2 4 0 1 0 7 9 0 0 10 0 19 
1343-44 4 11 0 1 0 16 0 1 1 12 0 14 
1346-47 1 5 0 1 0 .7 4 0 0 0 0 4 
1347-48 1 5 3 0 1 10 18 0 0 0 0 18 
1348-49 57 13 0 5/ 4 79/ 41 0 z 6 0 472 
1349-50 63 0 0 1 0 64 32 0 0 44 0 76 
1350-51 6 0 0 2 0 8 10 0 14 4 0 28 
1352-53 13 2 1 0 2 18 18 1 0 0 0 19 
1353-54 1 7 1 1 3 13 4 1 0 0 1 6 
1354-55 0 3 0 0 3 6 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1355-56 0 5 0 1 4 10 2 1 9 3 0 15 
1361-62 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1362-63 3 2 0 0 0 5 11 0 1 0 0 12 
1363-64 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1365-66 0 5 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1373-74 0 4 41 1 0 46 17 0 1 0 0 18 
1374-75 1 6 4 0 0 11 0 1 8 0 0 9 

1375-76 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 3 
1376. -77 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 5 
'1377-78 2 2 1 0 0 5 0 0 2 1 0 3 
178-79 0 4 2 0 2 8 0 3 3 0 1 7 
1379-80 0 2 2 1 2 7 0 0 4 0 2 6 
1380-81 0 2 6 0 0 8 0 1 9 0 0 10 
1381-82 0 4 1 1 2 8 0 0 3 0 0 3 
1383-84 1 8 1 0 0 10 0 1 4 0 0 5 
138485 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 2 5 0 0 7 
1386-87 3 4 0 0 0 7 0 1 2 2 0 7 
1387-88 1 1 1 0 2 5 0 0 1 6 0 7 
13881-89 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 1 3 0 0 2 
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Table 4: 3 Incoming and Outgoing Young Cattle Stock 

'a G) + m m '0 
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rö 
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r. 
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c°0 
- 4 x. 

äJ 
Gä 

U) 
TOTAL 

1286-87 31 3 0 1 0 35 9 3 0 1 1 0 14 
1293-94 13 7 0 0 0 20 9 12 0 4 7 0 32 
1296-97 42 5 0 0 0 47 16 7 0 12 1 0 36 
1297-98 21 5 0 1 0 27 0 5 0 14 5 0 24 
1298-99 23 9 0 0 0 32 12 13 0 19 0 0 44 
1302-03 0 5 0 0 1 6 5 1 0 1 0 0 7 
1308-09 15 3 0 0 0 18 6 3 0 3 0 0 12 
1309-10 5 2 0 0 0 7 0 12 0 5 0 0 17 
1316-17 2 2 0 2 0 6 0 7 0 1 0 0 8 
1322-23 2 2 0 0 0 4 1 5 1 0 0 0 7 
1323-24 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 10 0 0 0 0 14 
1324-25 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1325-26 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1326-27 0 1 0 2 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1328-29 18 1 2 1 0 22 17 8 0 0 0 0 25 
1332-33 45 23 0 0 0 68 74 3 5 0 0 0 82 
1333-34 98 20 0 0 0 118 48 7 1 5 3 3 67 
135-36 20 23 0 0 

.0 
43 39 8 13 0 2 0 62 

1337-38 56 25 0 1 0 82 44 13 10 "3 5 4 79 
1339-40 55 24 0 1 0 80 21 8 11 0 1 0 41 
1343.. 44 10 30 0 0 0 40 15 15 17 8 2 0 57 
1346-47 11 33 0 0 1 45 24 5 0 22 0 

.0 
51 

1347=48 46 30 0 0 0 76 43 16 0 16 1 0 76 
1348=49 37 29 2 6/ 0 74/ 41 19 2 34 1 0 95/ 
1349-50 13 31 0 0 1 45 29 1 0 37 0 0 67 
1350-51 27 23 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 19 1 0 20 
1352-53 11 25 2 0 4 42 0 3 1 15 1 0 20 
1353-54 1 25 0 1 0 27 0 12 1 10 3 0 26 
1354-55 5 30 0 0 7 42 6 11 2 13 0 0 32 
1355-56 16 33 0 0 0 49 0 19 0 18 1 0 38 
1361-62 0 29 0 1 0 30 0 8 15 5 1 0 29 
1362-63 0 29 0 0 0 29 8 7 10 9 0 0 34 
1363-64 0 25 0 0 0 25 7 6 0 14 2 0 29 
136566 0 29 0 0 0 29 2 13 0 19 0 0 34 
1373-74 0 25 21 0 0 46 0 4 25 0 1 0 30 
1374-75 0 25 0 1 0 26 2 10 19 0 3 0 34 
1375-76 0 23 0 1 0 24 0 0 9 0 3 0 12 
1376: 77 0 26 0 2 0 28 0 0 12 0 2 0 14 
1377h-78 0 24 0 1 0 25 0 9 12 0 6 0 27 
1378-79 0 27 0 0 1 28 0 10 14 2 5 0 31 
1379-80 2 25 0 0 0 27 1 4 22 0 3 1 31 
1380-81 0 26 0 2 0 28 0 5 12 0 2 1 20 
1381-82 0 29 0 0 0 29 0 8 15 0 3 0 26 
1383-84 0 25 0 0 0 25 0 10 13 0 4 0 27 
1384-85 0 25 0 6 0 25 0 1 7 0 6 0 14 
1386-87 0 24 0 0 0 24 0 5 5 2 6 1 19 
1387-88 1 25 0 0 1 27 14 2 13 1 11 0 41 
1388-89 0 23 0 0 0 23 

.0 
3 8 2 10 0 23 
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Table 4: 4 Numbers of plough-teams and working oxen 

No. of Plough- Working 
ploughmen teams oxen 

1326-27 12 6 48 
1328-29 10 5 40 
1332-33 12 6 48 
1333-34 12 6 48 
1335-36 12 6 48 
1337-38 12 6 48 
1339-40 13 6/7 48/56 
1343-44 12 6 48 
1346-47 12 6 48 
1347-48 10/11 5 40 
1348-49 14/10 7/5 56/40 
1349-50 12 6 48 
1350-51 12 6 48 
1352, -53 14 7 56 
1353-54 14 7 56 
1354-55 14 7 56 
1355-56 14 7 56 
1361-62 14 7 56 
1362-63 12 6 48 
1363-64 12 6 48 
1365-66 12 6 48 
1373-74 3/5 2 16 
1374-75 6 3 24 
1375'-76 6 3 24 
1376-77 8 4 32 
1317-78 8 4 32 
1378-79 8 4 32 
1379-80 8 4 32 
1380-81 8 4 32 
1381-82 8 4 32 
1383-84 8 4 32 
1384-85 8 4 32 
1388-89 8 4 32 

ý., ý_< 
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Table 4: 5 Numbers of stcK-n on manor at Michaelmas 
YH WH 0 C YC YH WH 0 C YC 

1286. 0 3 58 3 23 1373 0 0 0" 0 0 
1287- 1 3 51 4 44 1374 3 4 24 28 16 
1293- 10 11 67 4 25 1375 3 2 28 30 8 
1294. 6 13 61 4 13 1376 2 3 33 29 20- 
1296. 14 14 66 5 13 1377 2 4 28 26 34 
1297: 6 12 75 17 24 1378 0 4 37 28 32 
1298. 7 11 84 15 27 1379 3 4 42 29 29 
1299. 2 10 84 15 15 1380 4 4 38 30 25 
1302 2 7 53 4 19 1381 3 4 42 28 32 
1303 10 8 51 0 18 1382 3 5 43 33 33 
1308. 4 7 49 2 11 1383 2 3 46 26 23 
1309: 1 7 53 0 17 1384 3 3 40 31 21 
1310 4 7 60 2 7 1385 3 4 41 28 32 
1316, 0 4 60 2 5 1386 2 "4 40 29 37 
1317 1 5 60 2 3 1387 2 5 38 31 42 
1322" 0 4 31 4 16 1388 1 3 40 29 28 
1323. 0 3 36 2 13 1389 2 5 38 30 28 
1324- 2 2 48 1 0 
1325: 2 2 48 1 2 Average ("permanent") numbers 
1326 0 2 51 2 2 YH WH 0 C 
1327' 5 4 64 5 3 1286-99 68 8 
1328 5 4 64 5 3 1302-17 55 2 
1329' 4 3 54 0 0 1322-26 43 2 
1332' 1 5 56 1 36 1326-40 59 3/25 
1333' 3 4 62 5 22 1343-50 55 30 
1334" 2 4 50 20 73 1350-56 60 27 
1335 3 4 51 21 81 1361-66 57 28 
1336: 2 4 65 30 62 1374-89 37 29 
1337 5 4 59 31 71 
1338. 12 4 59 22 74 
1339 22 5 65 30 61 
1340' 8 4 60 18 90 
1343' 5 10 48 22 53 
1344 11 11 48 24 36 YH indicates Young Horses 

. 1346- 5 7 51 23 54 WH indicates Working Horses 
1347. 0 8 50 26 48 0 indicates Oxen 
1348 10 5 51 19 48 C indicates Cows 
1349: 8 8 74 53 29 YC indicates Young Cattle 
1350 8 5 63 41 7 
1351' 7 5 60 21 37 
1352. 5 5 60 24 12 
1353. - 3 4 57 23 34 
1354.. 4 4 56 30 35 
1355 4 3 63 35 45 
1956. 6 2 61 30 56 
1361 8 3 60 32 30 
1362. 10 5 64 33 31 
1363: 10 6 55 26 26 
1364 8 6 54 28 22 
1365 12 5 54 24 35 
1366 10 5 57 27 30 

YC 
23 
11 
7 

48 
39 
37 
29 
28 
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Table 4: 6 Averaqe numbers per annum of incoming and outaoinc 
oxen with proportions of total 

INCOMING 
Other manors Young stock Purchase Str. +Her. Misc. TOTAL 

1286-99 15 52% 4 14% 5 18% 1 5% 3 11% 28 
1302-17 ä 2ý% 5 49% 2 22% 2 24% ä 2? /6 9 
1322-26 1' 21% 3 46% 1 11% 1/ 21% 7 
1326-40 10 42% 4 14% 7 29% 3 11% 1 4% 25 
1343-50 31 64% 4 9% 7 14% 6 13% 48 
1350-56 3 31% 5 46% 4 2% / 4% 2 17% 11 
1361"-66 5' 45% 1 8% 4 35% 1ý 12% 12 
1374-89 / 7% 2 32% 2 32% 2 27% 2% 7 

OiTIGOING 
Other manors De ath Sale Household Misc. TOTAL 

1286=99 12 43% / 1% 2 7% 13 49% 27 
1302-17 1 14% 1z 7% 5/ 79"/ 7 
1322-26 1 44% 1 56% 2 
1326-40 172 73% 1 4% 1/ 6% 4 16% 1% 24 
1343-50 30 66% 1 2% ' 1% 13 29% 1 2% 45 
1350-56 6 55% 1% 1 11% 4 33% 11 
1361=66 4 33% /Z 3% 7 50% 2% 1' 12% " 13 
1374-89 / 8% 1% 4/' 71% 1 19°/. 1% 6 

Table 4: 7 Averaqe numbers per annum of incoming and outgoing cows 
with p roportions of total 

INCOMING 
.,, Other manors Young stock Purchase Str.. +Her. Misc. TOTAL 

1286=99 13 71% 4 22% 1% 1 5% 18' 
1302-17 1 50% ä 10% 1 40% 2/ 
1322-26 ' 66% 4 33°% ý 
132640 8 56% 3 21% 2 15% 1 8% 15 
1343-50 25 71% 7 19% ' 2% 2 5% 1 3% 35 
1350-56 4 36% 3 31% / 4% 1 7% 2 22% 11 
1361-66 1 23% 2/ 77% 3 
1374-89 / 11% 2' 41% 2 31% 3% 1 14% 6 

OUTGOING 
Other manors Death Sa le Household Misc. TOTAL 

1286. -99 9 57% 7 42% 16 
1302-17 3 93% 4 7% 3/ 
1322=26 ' 40% ä 20% 20% 4 20% 1 
1326-40 10 69% 2% 1 6% 3 20% 3% 14 
1343-50* 19 59% 1% 1% 12/ 39% 32 
1350=56 7 49% 5% 5 33% 1 10% 3% 14 
1361. -66 31-4 93% / 7% 3A 
1374-89 3% 1 18% 3/ 63% ' 13% 3% 5h 
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Table 4: 8 Averag e numbers pe r annum of incoming and outgoing young 
cattle stock with propo rtions of total 

INCOMING 
Other manors Born Purchase Str. +Her. Mi sc. TOTAL 

1286-99 26 81% 6 18% 32 
1302-17 5/ 59% 3 32% / 6% 4 3% 9 
1322-26 / 29% 1 71% 2 
1326-40 42 70% 17 28% 1% 1 1% 59 
1343-50 23 42% 31 54% 2 1 2121, 56 
1350-56 12 29% 27 65% / 2 5% 42 
1361-66 28 99% 1% 28 
137449 1% 25 96% 2% 1% 26 

OUTGOING 
Other manors Household Sale Matured Death TOTAL 

1286-99. 9 31% 10 33% 8 27% 3 9% 30 
1302-17 3 25% 2/ 23% 6 52°%% 11 
1322-26 1 24% / 5% 4 71% 5 
1326-40 35 70% 1 2% 6 11% 7 13% 1' 3% 50 
1343-50 30 44% 23 34% 4 5% 11 16% 1 1% 69 
1350'-56 1 4 z16 15 55% 1 3% 9 33% 1 4'/% 27 
1361-66 4 13/% 12 37% 6 20% 9 27%, 1 2/% 32 
1374-89 1 5% z 4% 12 5 0% 5 21% 5 20% 24 

. m,; 
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Table 4: 9 Comparison of "permanent" numbers on manor with numbers 
incoming and outgoing 

OXEN 

.. 
Av. "perm" Av. nos. Proportion 
number in + out of 1 to 2 

1286-99 68 55 81% 
1302-17 55 16 29% 
1322-26 43 9 21% 
1326-40 59 49 83% 
1343=50 55 93 169% 
1350-56 60 22 37% 
1361-66 . 57 25 44% 
1374-89 37 13 35% 

cows. 
12$6-99 8 35 438% 
1302-17 2 6 300% 
1322-26 2 2 100% 
1326-33 3 34 1133% 
1333-40 25 24 96% 
1 43-50 30 67 223% 
1350-56 27 25 93% 
1361=66 28 7 25% 
1374-89 29 12 41% 

YOUNG CATTLE STOCK 
1286-99 23 62 270Yo 
1302-17 11 20 182% 
1322-26 7 7 100% 
1326-40 48 110 229% 
1343-50 39 126 323% 
1350-56 37 69 186% 
1361-66 29 60 207% 
1374-89 28 51 182% 

I. e. -in the period 1286-99 the average number of oxen coming in to 
the manor per annum was 28 and the average number leaving the manor 
was 27. This totals 55'oxen joining and leaving the manor, compared 
to, the "permanent" stock of 68 per annum. The numbers moving in and 
out was four-fifths of those remaining. 

, "t 
b. 
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Table 4: 10 Incoming and outgoin g working horses 

INCOMING OUTGOING 

W + 
' m En 4-) U) U) 
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14 
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-° s. ý L4 Wö c0 u m a iö ca 'a 
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Vo N m 

c, r 
4 Z TOT ö x ion Ä X TOTAL 

1286-87 0 0 2 0 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 
1293-94 0 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1296-97 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 3 0 4 
1297-98 8 1 0 3 0 12 10 0 0 3 0 13 
1298-99 7 0 2 1 0 10 7 0 1 1 2 11 
1302-03 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1308=09 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 
1309-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1316-17 0 3 1 0 0 4 0 1 2 0 0 3 
1322-23 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1323-24 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 

1324-25 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1325-26 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 
1326-27 0 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 

1328-29 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 3 
1332-33 1 0 1 2 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 5 
1333-34 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1335-36 0 0 3 1 0 4 2 0 2 0 0 4 
1337-38 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 
1339-40 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 3 1 0 4 
1343-44 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1346-47 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 
'1347-48 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 3 0 5, 
1348-49 0 0 8 21 1 29 Cl 1 16 2 0 28 
1349-50 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 3 

1350-51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1352: -53 2 1 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 1 0 4 
1353-54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1354-55 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1355-56 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1361-62 0 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1362-63 1 1 0 1 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 

.2 
1363--64 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1365-66 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1373-74 0 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1374-75 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
1375-76 0 0 0 0 2 2 0. 0 0 1 0 1 
1376-77 .0 

0 0 2' 0 2 0 0 0 .0 1 1 

iiý,, 4377-78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 
1'378-79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 
1379. -80 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 
1380-81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1381-82 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1383-84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1384-85 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 '0 0 0 
1386-87 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1387-88 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 
1388-89 0. 0 1 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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Table 4: 11 Incoming and outgoing young horses. 

U1 U) V 

.i OH 1 ý U 

x 9 R 2 ° a ä U) 0 ä TOTAL 0 TOTAL 
1286-87 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1293-94 0 0 0 4 4 4 0 1 0 0 3 8 
1296-97 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 2 1 2 9 
1297-98 2 6 0 2 10 0 0 0 0 8 1 9 
1298-99 0 8 0 2 10 0 0 3 0 7 5 35 
1302-03 0 6 1 2 9 0 0 0 0 1 .0 1 
1308-09 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 4. 
1309-10 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1316-17 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 
1322=23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1323-24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 
1324-25 
1325-26 
1326-27 1 2 0 3 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1328-29 0 5 0 1 .6 3 0 2 1 0 1 7 
1332-33 0 8 0 4 12 0 0 8 0 1 1 10 
1333-34 2 0 0 1 3 1 1 0 2 0 0 4 
1335-36 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 1 0 0 

.0 
3 

1337-38 0 8 0 3 11 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 
1339-40 0 6 0 2 8 10 0 9 3 0 0 22 
1343-44 0 11 0 2 13 5 0 1 1 0 0 7 
1346-47 0 6 0 1 7 11 0 0 0 1 0 12 
1347-48 0 16 0 0 16 5 0 0 0 0 1 '6 
1348-49 1 7 0 0 8 5 2 2 1 0 0 10 
1349-50 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1350-51 0 3 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 
1352-53 2 5 0 0 7 0 4 2 1 2 0 9 
1353-54 1 5 0 0 6 0 3 1 1 0 0 5 
1354-55 1 2 0 1 4 0 3 1 0 0 0 4 
1355-56 1 5 0 1 7 0 1 1 3 0 0 5 
1361-62 1 5 0 0 6 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 
1362-63 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 0 7 1 1 9 
1363-64 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 4 0 1 0 5 
1365-66 1 0 0 2 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 
1373-74 1 0 0 3 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1374'-75 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1375-76 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
1376-77 1 0 0 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 
1377-78 0 0 1* 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 
1378-79 1 0 1* 2 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1319-80 1 0 0 3 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 3 
1380-81 1 0 0 2 3 .. .. .. 2 .. 1 (3) 
1381-82 1 0 1* 2 4 0 1 0 3 0 0 4 
1383-84 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1384-85 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1386-87 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1387-88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1388-89 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 

1*. indicates miscellanous sources not purchase 
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Table 4: 12 Average numbers per annum of incoming and outooin 
working horses with pro portions of total 

INCOMING 
Other manors Young stock Purchase Str. + Her. Misc. TOTAL 

1286-99 1.0 17% 3.2 53% 0.6 10% 0.8 13% 0.4 7% 6 
1302-07 0.25 14% 0.75 43% 0.75 43°% 1.75 
1322-26 0.25 25% 0.5 50% 0.25 25% 1 
1326-40 1.0 37% 0.14 5% 0.57 21% 0.86 32% 0.14 5% 2.71 
1343-50 5.0 68% 0.2 2k% 2.0 27% 0.2 2'% 7.4 
1350-56 0.4 67% 0.2 33% 0.6 
1361-66 0.5 29% 0.5 29% 0.25 13% 0.5 29% 1.75 
1374-89 0.38 33% 0.08 7% 0.38 33% 0.3 27% 1.15 

OUTGOING 
Other manors Household Sold Died Misc. TOTAL 

1286-99 4 63% 0.4 6% 1.6 25% 0.4 6% 6.4 
1302-17 0.25 20% 0.25 20% 0.75 60% 1.25 
1322: -26 0.25 17% 1.0 66% 0.25 17% 1.5 
1326-40 1.14 40% 1.0. 35% 0.43 15% 0.29 10% 2.86 
1343-50 3.0 40% 0.4 5% 3.2 42% 1.0 13% 7.6 
1350-56 0.8 66% 0.2 17% 0.2 17% 1.2 
1361-66 0*. 25 25% 0.75 75% 1.0 
1374-89 0.3 33% 0.15 17% 0.15 17% 0.3 33%" 0., 90 

Table 4: 13 Average numbers per annum of incoming and outaoin 
working horses with proportions of total. 

Other manors Born Purchased Str. + Her TOTAL 
1286-99 2.80 54% 1.60 31% 0.80 15% 5.20 
1302-17 2.25 64% 0.75 21% 0.50 15% 3.50 
1322-26 
1326-40 4.14 60% 2.29 33% 0.43 6% 6.86 
1343-50 8.00 89% 0.80 9'% 0.20 2% 9.00 
1350-56 4.00 699 0.80 14% 1.00 17% 5.80 
1361-66 3.50 67% 1.00 19% 0.75 14% 5.25 
1374-89 1.15 68% 0.54 32% 1.69 

OUTGOING 
Oth. mans. Househld Sold Died Gif 

1286-99 1.60 20% 0.80 10% 0.40 5% 2.20 
1302-17 1.00 80% 
1322-26 
1326-40 2.71 36% 0.14 1% 2.86 38% 1.00 13% 0.43 
1343-50 5.20 72% 0.40 6% 0.60 8% 0.60 8% 0.20 
1350-56 2.20 38% 1.00 17% 1.00 17% 1.20 
1361-66 1.25 22% 1.00 17% 2.25 39% 0.75 
1374-89 0.08 4% 0.23 14% 0.30 17% 0.77 44% 0.30 

is Matured TOTAL 
27% 3.20 39% 8.20 

. 0.25 20% 1.25 

6% 0.43 6% 7.57 
3% 0.20 3% 7.20 

21% 0.40 7% 5.80 
13%. 0.50 9% 5.75 
17% 0.08 4% 1.77 
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Table 4: 14 Incoming and outgoing chickens 

ro a) LI-4 0) 

0 1 U) 

m U) U) 
4. ) a3 u u (I) o ý u7u ro ro ü 
14 C/ x ý 0 Ö2 Ä a 

Z TOTAL = TOTAL 
1293-94 97 .0 35 109 91 0 46 378 38'l 8 0 0 392 
1296-97 101 40 30 140 54 0 0 365 277 0 0 0 277 
1297-98 101 0 31 70 94 0 48 344 426 3 0 0 429 
12.98-99 99 0 20 27 98 0 15 259 211 2 0 0 213 
1302-03 95 25 0 0 125 0 0 245 224 24 0 0 248 
1308-09 106 9 0 0 0 0 0 115 115 2 0 0 117 
1309-10 115 24 0 0 0 0 0 139 139 0 0 0 139 
1316-17 119 43 20 0 0 0 0 182 175 5 0 0 180 
1322-23 86 13 13 0 0 0 0 112 0 4 119 0 123 
1323-24 101 17 30 0 0 0 0 148 44 0 104 0 148 
1324-25 98 21 23 0 0 0 0 142 0 0 119 0 119 
1325-26 107 21 25 0 0 0 0 153 0 0 141 0 141 
1326-27 107 28* 21 0 0 96 0 252 156 0 51 46 253 
1328-29 107 36 60 64 0 72 0 339 264 0 76 0 340 
1332-33 110 140 75 0 0 0 0 325 220 0 91 0 74 
1333-34 110 153 71 0 0 0 0 334 246 0 88 0 334 
1335-36 110 44 60 0 0 0 0 214 178 0 0 0 178 
1337-38 119 74 60 0 0 20 0 273 180 0 78 0 258 
1339-40 113 71 60 5 0 30 0 279 176 0 149 0 325 
1343-44 110 84 34 0 0 48 0 276 268 268 
1346-47 118 138 60 0 0 18 0 334 328 31 359 
1341-48 118 110 23 0 0 9 0 260 275 40. 315 
1348-49 118 20 39 0 0 9 0 186 200 200 
1349-50 88 0 26 0 0 39 0 153 148 148 
1350-51 86 0 45 0 0 0 0 131 135 135 
1352-53 74 22 60 0 0 0 0 156 148 148 
1353-54 83 0 60 0 0 114 0 257 253 4 257 
1354-55 83 8 60 0 0 0 0 151 15-1 154 
1355-56 83 24 100 0 0 0 0 207 130 64 194 
1361-62 89 12 100 0 0 0 0 201 76 89 . 165 
1362-63 89 0 100 0 0 15 .0 204 118 18 136 
1363-64 91 0 100 0 0 0 0 191 106 50 63 219 
1365-66 91 0 100 0 0 0 0 191 110 91 201 
1373-74 84 0 6 0 0 0 0 90 8 8 
1374-75 82 0 50 0 0 0 0 132 73 21 32 
1375-76 82 0 50 0 0 0 0 132 12 82 94 
1376-77 82 0 50 0 0 0 0 132 24 24 
1377-78 82 0 70 0 0 0 0 152 22 28 50 
1378-79 72 0 50 0 0 0 0 122 63 63 
1379-80 72 0 50 0 0 0 0 122 46 57 103 
1380-81 72 0 50 0 0 0 0 122 29 61 90 
1381-82 70 0 50 0 0 0 0 120 47 53 100 
1383-84 68 0 50 0 0 0 0 118 28 70 98 
1384-85 68 0 50 0 0 0 0 118 24 65 89 
1386-87 71 0 50 0 0 0 0 121 29 " 51 80 
1387-88 71 0 50 0 0 0 0 121 70 4 74 
1388-89 71 0 50 0 0 0 0 121 42 3 45 
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Table 4: 15 Incoming and outaoina Geese 

OUTGOING INCOMING 
'a lu 

UI 
0W 

to 
U) 
ra Ui 

0 
ra 

4 0) vö ü ü ü U) z0 T, 6 

U 
r1U) in ü. r. 9 x U) z 'TO'T'AL x 0) Ä con F w 

U) 
TOTAL 

1293=94 7 36 21 65 64 64 
1296-97 5 22 55 23 118 70 40 110 
1297-98 2 27 38 27 94 90 90 
1298-99 2 17 16 35 27 2 29 
1302-03 28 26 54 177 1,1 2 193 
1308-09 26 12 42 80 50 4 54 
1309-10 18 43 61 62 4 66 
1316-17 24 31 55 71 3 2 76 
1322-23 15 23 38 .. .. 22 2 3 .. (28) 
1323-24 18 21 39 5 32 * 2 2 41 
1324-25 20 22 42 37 2 2 41 
1325-26 15 28 43 
1326-27 24 1 14 39 2 .. .. 2 7 (11) 
1328-29 25 202 8 22 257 119 12 2 2 135 
1332-33 130 54 184 51 8 2 61 
1333-34 57 57 172 8 2 20 202 
1335-36 60 60 39 6 2 47 
1337-38 60 60 62 6 2 - 70 
1339-40 74 76 1 151 103 7 2 12 124 
1343-44 77 77 109 7 116 
1346-47 47 60 107 86 6 2 94 
1347-48 29 62 91 120 16 6 2. 144 
1348-49 129 40 169 42 4 2 48 
1349-50 43 43 117 4 2 123 
1350-51 60 60 38 6 2 46 
1352-53 50 50 19 5 24 
1353=54 44 44 35 8 4 2 49 
1354-55 42 42 43 4 2 49 
1355-56 60 60 64 6 2 72 
13617,62 84 84 52 21 8 3 84 
1362-63 6 28 34 8 3 3 14 
1363-64 22 22 28 2 3 33 
1365-66 84 84 29 54 8 3 94 

Table 4: 16 Incoming and out goin g ducks 
INCOMING OUTGOING 

Hatched(Auditor ) Kitchen Sold Died TOTAL 
1374-75 42 31 31 
1375-76 10 42 12 12 
1376-77 28 60 24 24 
1377-78 28 42 9 9 
1378-79 28 48 
1379-80 28 2 20 22 
1380-81 28 7 20 13 110 
1381-82 28 22 6 28 
1383-84 28 7 9 12 28 
13$4-85 28 23 5 28 
1386-87 28 2 13 " 15 
138788 28 18 4 17 39 
1388-89 28 11 13 24 
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Table 4: 17 Incoming and outgoing pigeons 
INCOMING OUTGOING 
Hatched Tithe Kitchen Sold TOTAL 

1326-27 337 33 255 49 337 
1328-29 1035 103 713 816 
1332-33 786 78 645 723 
133334 851 85 638 723 
1335-36 683 68 615 68' 
1337-38 1173 117 984 72 1173 
1339-40 879 88 791 879 
1343-44 862 86 776 862 
134647 1769 175 1594 1761) 
13474-48 1936 ... 1924 .... 1348-49 .... ... .... .... 1349-50 1606 159 1447 1606 
1350-51 1331 134 1197 1331 
1352-53 1280 128 1152 1280 
1353-54 1111* 1111 1111 
1354-55 839 839 839 
1355-56 862 862 862 

1362-63 660 50 610 660 
136364 325 208 117 325 
1365=66 367 147 220 367 
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Table 5: 1 Acreages sown at Ham and Appleri. dge 

Ham App. TOTAL Decade average per annum 
1309-10 261a 182a 443a 
1316-17 262a 154a 416a 

1323-24 438a 
1324-25 418a 
1325-26 262a 155a 417a 267a 164a 429a 
1326-27 290a 161a 451a 
1328-29 248a 175a 423a 

1332-33 286a 174a 460a 
1333-34 262a 175a 437a 274a 175a 449a 
1335-36 294a 174a 468a 
1339-40 253a 178a 431a 

1343-44 264a 158a 422a 
1346-47 263a 159a 422a 
1347-48 286a 174a 460a 262a 154a 416a 
1348-49 237a 122a 359a 
1349-50 262a 155a 417a 

1350-51 286a 110a 396a 
1352-53 386a 
1353-54 274a 71a 345a 265a 73a 348a 
1354-55 250a 65a 315a 
1355-56 249a 47a 296a 

1362-63 229a 61a 290a 
1363-64 254a 77a 331a 241a 67a 308a 
1365166 241a 62a 303a 

137.3-74 133a 133a 
1374-75 136a 136a 
1375=76 139a 139a 
1376-77 154a 154a 143a 143a 
1377-78 137a 137a 
1378-79 147a 147a 
1379-80 154a 154a 

1380-81 136a 136a 
1383-84 131a 131a 
1384-85 127a 127a 136a 136a 
1387-88 139a 139a 
1388-89 146a 146a 
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Table 5: 2 Division of sown acreages at each demesne between different 
crops and proportion of sown acreages on combined demesnes 

1309-10 
1316-17 
1325-26 
1326-27 
1328-29 
1332-33 
1333-34 
1335-36 
1339-40 
1343-44 
1346-47 
134748 
1348-49 
1349-50- 
1350-51 
1353-54 
1354-55 
1355-56 
1362-63 
1363-64 
1365-66 
1373-74 
1374-75 
1375-76 
1376-77 
137778 
1378-79 
1379-80 
1380-81 
1383-84 
1384-85 
1387r-88 
1388-89 

Proportion 
HAM 

Wheat Beans 
44% 23% 
56% 13% 
56% 10% 
49% 26% 
45% 25% 
49% 27% 
45% 24% 
50% 21% 
46% 26% 
56% 16% 
56% 18% 
49% 25% 
48% 25% 
56% 16% 
49% 21% 
51% 18% 
46% 24% 
54% 18% 
33% 24% 
41% 27% 
44% 32% 
37% 53% 
43% 47% 
58% 42% 
48% 52% 
46% 54% 
57% 43% 
48% 52% 
46% 54% 
48% 52% 
50% 50% 
58% 42% 
43% 57% 

of deme 

Oats 
33% 
31% 
34% 
25% 
30% 
24% 
31% 
29% 
28% 
28% 
26% 
26% 
27% 
28% 
30% 
31% 
30% 
28% 
43% 
32% 
24% 
10'0 
10% 

snes sown 
APPLERIDGE 

Wheat Beans Oats 
47% 53% 
50% 3% 47% 
50% 1% 49% 
37% 5% 58% 
45% 5% 50% 
56% 44% 
44% 56% 
56% 44% 
46% 54% 
49% 51% 
49% 51%. 
56% 44% 
67% 33% 
50% 50% 
36% 64% 
56% 44% 
38% 62% 
66% 34% 
50% 500/0 
42% 4% 54% 
50% 50% 

Ham demesne as pro- 
portion of combined* 

Wheat Beans Oats 
58% 1000/0 47% 
66% 87% 53% 
66ro 91% 54% 
70% 90% 44% 
59% 86% 45% 
59% 100% 48% 

. 
60% 100% 45% 
60% 100% 52% 
59% 100% 42% 
66% 100% 48% 
66% 1000 46% 
59% 100% 50% 
58% 100% 62% 
66% 100% 98% 
78% 100% 55% 
78% 100% 74% 
82% 100°/ 65% 
81% 100% 81% 
71% 100% 76% 
76% 96% 66% 
77% 100% 65% 

. I. e. in 1309-10, of the wheat grown on the combined demesnes at 
Häm and Appleridge, 58% was grown on the Ham demesne 
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Table 5: 3 Division of combined sown demesnes between different crops 
ACREAGES SOWN PROPORTION OF TO'rAL 

Wheat Beans Oats Total Wheat Beans Oats 
13Q9-10 200a 60a 183a 443a 45% 14% 41% 
1316-17 223a 38a 154a 415a 54% 9% 37% 
1322-23 199a 20a 197a 415a 48% 5% 47% 
1323-24 219a 75a 144a 438a 50% 17% 55% 
1324-25 192a 75a 151a 418a 46% 18% 36% 
1325-26 223a 28a 166a 417a 54% 6% 40% 
1326-27 202a 82a 167a 451a 45% 18% 37% 
1328=29 190a 72a 160a 421a 45% 17% 38% 
1332-33 236a 76a 148a 460a 51% 17% 32% 
1333-34 195a 64a 178a 437a 45% 14% 41% 
1335-36 243a 62a 162a 467a 52% 13% 35% 
1339=40 198a 65a 168a 431a 46% 15% 39% 
1343. =44 224a 43a 155a 422a 53% 10% 37% 
1346-47 224a 46a 151a 421a 53% 11% 36% 
1347=48 236a 71a 153a 460a 51% 15% 34% 
1398-49 194a 60a 104a 359a 54% 17% 29% 
1349-50 224a 42a 151a 417a 54% 10% 36% 
1350-51 179a 60a 157a 396a 45% 15% 40% 
1352-53 196a 47a 142a 385a 51% 12% 37% 
1353-54 179a 49a 117a 345a 52% 14% 34% 
1354-55 140a 60a 115a 315a 45% 19% 36% 
1355-56 164a 46a 86a 296a 56% 15% 29% 
1362-63 105a 54a 131a 290a 36% 19% 45% 
1363-64 136a 72a 123a 331a 41% 22% 37% 
1365-66 136a 78a 89a 303a 45% 26% 29% 
1373-74 49a 71a 13a 133a 37% 53% 10% 
1374-75 58a 64a 14a 136a 43% 47% 10% 
1375-76 80a 59a 139a 58% 42% 
1376-77 74a 80a 154a 48% 52% 
1317-78 63a 74a 137a 46% 54% 
1378-79 84a 63a 147a 57% 43% 
1379-80 74a 80a 154a 48% 52% 
1380-81 62a 74a 136a 46% 54% 
1381-82 ... 60a .... 
1383-84 63a 68a 131a 48% 52% 
1384-85 64a 63a 127a 50% 50% 
1387-88 80a 59a 139a 58% 42% 
1388-89 62a 84a 146a 43% 57% 

Averages per annum 
1322-29 204a 59a 164a 427a 48% 14% 38% 
1332-40 218a 67a 164a 449a 49% 15% 36% 
1,343-50 220a 53a 143a 416a 53% 13% 34% 
1350-56 172a 53a 124a 349a 49% 15% 36% 
1362-66 126a 68a 114a 308a 41% 22% 37% 
1373-80 69a 70a (4a) 139a 50% 50% 
1380-89 66a 67a 133a 50% 50% 
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Table 5: 4 Wheat receipts 

Grown Other Rents Rem. Purch. Misc. TOTAL 
Manors 

1286-87 231qr 58qr 3qr 17gr 309qr 
1293'-94 252qr 38qr 4qr 4qr 4qr 300qr 
1296-97 459qr 30gr 3/qr 26qr 519qr 
1297; 98 379qr 177qr 3/qr 34qr 594qr 
1298-99 291qr 22qr 32gr 19gr 3qr 

. 
338qr 

1302-03 388gr 50gr 3kgr 8qr 450qr 
1309-10 280qr 36qr 3kgr llqr 2qr 333qr 
1316-17 193qr 3 Zqr 2qr 198qr 
1322-23 187qr 3qr 6qr 6kgr 12kgr 215qr 
1323-24 106gr 381-2gr 3qr 6qr 3Zgr 157qr 
1324-25 2242gr 6zgr 2qr 2qr 235qr 
1326727 303qr 8/qr 2zgr 2qr 2qr 318qr 
1328-29 149qr 11zgr 4qr 30gr 3qr 2qr 200qr 
1332-33 230qr 131-2gr 5qr lzgr 268qr 
1333-34 253qr 4qr 16gr 1ýqr 274qr 
1335-36 311gr 4qr 3qr 4/qr 4qr 326qr 
1339-40 212qr 28qr 4qr 17gr 13gr 2qr" 277qr 
1343-44 288qr 4qr 6qr lqr 299qr 
1346-47 254qr 24qr 4qr llqr /qr 293qr 
1347-48 281qr 3/qr lqr 21gr /qr 308qr 
1348-49 290qr 3zgr 21gr /qr 315qr 
1349-50 215qr 2qr 72qr 289qr 
1350-51 88qr 71gr 2qr 92qr 3qr 256qr 
1352-53 159qr 6qr 2qr 2kgr 169qr 
1353-54 157qr 2qr 24qr 5qr 188gr 
1354-55 156qr 5qr 16gr 1ýqr 178gr 
1355-56 114gr 2qr 5kgr 3qr l/qr 126qr 
1362-63 120gr 3qr lqr 124qr 
1363, -64 50gr l/qr 5qr 2qr 10/qr 69qr 
1365-66 141/qr /Ar 142qr 
1373-74 lqr 3qr 38qr* 42qr 
1314-75 6 Zqr 7qr /qr 12gr 26qr 
1375-76 47qr .... .... 50gr 
1376-77 130/qr 2/b 2/b lqr 132qr 
1377-78 106gr 2zb 6/b 107gr 
1378-79 
1379-80 59qr 2/b 2qr 2kgr 174gr* 8lgr 
1380-81 37/qr 2/b 2qr 174gr* 57gr 
1383-84 44/qr 22-b 174gr* 62qr 
1384-85 67qr 2b 15gr* 82gr 
1388-89 93qr 2b 15gr* 108gr 

I 
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Table 5: 5 Receipts of beans 

Grown Other Purch- Rem. Misc. TOTAL 
Manors ased 

1286-87 138qr 18kgr /qr 157qr 
1293-94 207qr 37qr 244qr 
1296-97 57qr 38 zqr 95'zgr 
1297-98 157qr 38qr 195qr 
129'8-99 102gr 16gr 118gr 
1302-03 205qr 44qr 249qr 
1309=10 112gr 13gr llgr 136qr 
1316-17 95qr 3qr lqr 99qr 
1322-23 90gr 12gr lOgr 112gr 
1323=24 42qr 13gr 3 Zqr 58'gr 
1326-27 132gr 51-2gr 24qr 43qr 
1328-29 12kgr 7qr 55qr 5qr 79%2qr 
1332-33 77qr 2qr 79qr 
1333-34 56 zqr 6qr 16 Zqr 79qr 
1335-36 51gr zqr 24qr 3qr 7qra 85ýgr 
1337-38 611-2gr 5/qr 8gra 75qr 
1339-40 149gr 13/qr 7qra 16912gr 
1343-44 165qr 5qr 4qra 174qr 
1346-47 177qr 48qr 3qra 228qr 
1347-48 143qr 2/qra 145zgr 
1348=49 104zgr l/qr 2qra 108gr 
1349-50 79qr 141-2gr 

. 
28gr 121 zqr 

1350-51. 165/qr 471-2gr 62qr 9qr 5gra 289qr 
1352-53 54 zqr 120 zqr 175qr 
1353-54 632gr 19gr 108gr 4zgra 195qr 
1354=55 98qr 122gr 21zgr 59qr 6qra 197qr 
1355-56 161gr 4qr 7qra 172qr 
1361.62 6 2qr 48/qr ýqr 55 2qr 
1362-63 36 Zqr 6qr 9qr 511Zgr 
1363-64 67qr 2qr 69qr 
1365-66 66/Zqr 26ýgr 93qr 
1373-74 30gr 174grb 47gr 
1374=75 68qr 4qr 72qr 
1375-76 72qr 72qr 
1376=77 1032gr 3qr 4/qr lllgr 
1377-78 140gr 140gr 
1378-79 141kgr 12kgr. 174grb 1,71gr 
1379-80 101/qr 162gr 12gr 174grb 147qr 
1380-81 125qr 2qr 17%grb 144qr 
1381=82 115qr 16grb 131gr 
13837-84 55qr 174grb 72qr 
1384-85 72qr 15gr 87gr 
1386-87 151gr 9ý2gr 2qr 15grb 177/qr 
1387-88 146qr 15grb 161gr 
1388-89 49qr 8ýqr 3qr 15grb 75'2gr 

a indicates receipts from mill 1335-56 
b indicates receipts from villeins 1373-89 
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Table 5: 6 Receipts of oats 

Grown Other Purch- Rem. Misc. TOTAL 
Manors ased 

1286-87 145qr 82qr 227qr 
1293-94 299qr 14gr 313qr 
1296-97 217qr 20gr 237qr 
1297-98 164qr 128kgr 13gr 4'qr 310gr 
1298-99 207qr 74qr 281qr 
1302-03 191gr 2qr 193qr 
1308-09 339qr 339qr 
1309-10 214zgr 69kgr 284qr 
1316-17 216qr 216qr 
1322-23 207gr 21gr 228qr 
1323-24 237qr 237qr 
1326-27 133qr 33qr 34qr 200qr 
132829 294qr lqr 6qr 301gr 
1332-33 237qr 6qr 243qr 
133,3. -34 258 2qr 4 Zqr 4qr 267qr 
1335-36 341qr 19gr 360qr 
1337-38 304qr 4qr 308gr 
1339-40 255kgr 27qr 16gr 298ýgr 
1343. -44 200qr 30gr 230gr 
1346=47 229 Zqr 41gr 270'-2q r 
1347-48 240zgr 109gr 46qr 395qr 
1348-49 2622gr 51gr 313kgr 
1349-50 197qr 7qr 35qr 239qr 
1350-51 121gr 3qr 26qr 150gr 
1352-53 134qr 62qr 196qr 
1353=54 136qr 84qr 220qr 
1354-55 138qr 105gr 8qr 251qr 
1355-56 187qr 8qr 195qr 
1361-62 45/qr 45/qr 
1362=63 113gr 20gr 133gr 
1363-64 142qr 142qr 

1365-66 98 zqr 98igr 
1373=74 7/qr 4qra 11ýgr 
1374=75 74/qr 74ýgr 
1375-76 15gr 15gr 
1376=77 lqr 4ýqr 5ýqr 
137.7-78 lqr 3qr 4qr 
1378-79 lqr 3qr 4qra 8qr 
1379.80 5qr 3/qr 4gra 12ýgr 
1380-81 l/qr 3/qr 4qra 9qr 
1381-82 1 zqr 3 Zqr 4qra 9qr 
1983-84 8qr 4gr4 12gr 
1384-85 10Zgr 3ýgra 14qr 
1386-87 7qr 2/qr 3kgra 13gr 
1387-88 44gr 3ýgra 71gr 
1388-89 3qr lägr 3ýgra 71qr 

a indicates receipts from villeins 1373-89 
Yields af ter 1380 are from oats sown among the beans 
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Table-5: 7 Use of wheat: 

1286-87 
1293-94 
1296-97 
1297-98 
1298-99 
1302-03 
1308-09 
1309-10 
1316-17 
1323-24 
1326-27 
1328-29 
1332-33 
1333-34 
1335-36 
1337-38 
1339-40 
1343-44 
1346-47 
1347-48 
1348-49 
1349'-50 
1350-51 
1352-53 
1353-54 
1354-55 
1355-56 
1361-62 
1362-63 
1363-64 
1365-66 
1373-74 
1374-75 
1375-76 
1376-77 
1377-78 
1378-79 
1379-ß0 
1380-81 
1381-82 
1383-84 
1384-85 
1387-88 

Seed 
74 Zqr 
68qr 
54qr 
44/qr 
53/qr 
59qr 

50gr 
56gr 
55qr 
50ýgr 
50gr 
59qr 
47qr 
59qr 

48qr 
52qr 
48gr 
57qr 
50gr 
48qr 
49qr 
49qr 
47qr 
38/qr 
37qr 

28qr 
34qr 
34qr 
12gr 
14%zqr 
20gr 
19qr 
16gr 
19gr 
18gr 
15kgr 

13gr 
16gr 
18gr 

Famuli 
12gr 
14gr 
13gr 

8qr 
512gr 
5 zqr 

1 32qr 
10%Zqr 

5qr 
5 Zqr 
7qr 

12gr 
3ýqr 

10gr 
7qr 

4/qr 
16gr 
14ýgr 
20gr 
26qr 
28qr 
30gr 
30gr 
32qr 
29qr 
28qr 
26 zqr 
32/qr 
2512gr 
25/qr 
20ýgr 
10ýgr 
15gr 
24kgr 
20gr 
36/qr 
35gr 
34qr 
33qr 
32qr 
33qr 
33qr 

Hsehld 
28 Zqr 

142qr 
87qr 

168qr 
165'gr 
294gr 
253qr 
104%Zgr 
110gr 

47 zqr 
115gr 

53qr 
118gr 
204qr 
138gr 
186qr 
187gr 
161gr. 
159gr 
203qr 
195qr 
167qr 

84qr 
43qr 
95 zqr 
48qr 

38qr 
6qr 

65qr 

1lgr 
39qr 
15gr 
10gr 

3/qr 
4qr 
5qr 
9qr 

18gr 

Malt Sold 
27qr 6qr 

3qr 261gr 
17gr 197qr 
53qr 202qr 
22/Zqr 23/qr 
59qr 16gr 
24qr .... 
17ýgr 2qr 
7/qr 

63qr 
9qr 162/qr 
6ýqr 

Other 
manors 
142ýgr 

14gr 
21 zqr 
12gr 
25qr 

3/qr 
9qr 

12gr 
17ýgr 
20gr 

6qr 
133qr 

97qr 
9qr 30gr 

... 79qr 
1lgr 8/qr 7qr 
18gr 14/gr 
7ýZgr 42qr 18gr 

4.3gr 8ýqr 14gr 
31gr 

54ýgr 
4'qr 

lqr 
3qr 

7qr 
4qr 

10gr 
72qr 
19gr 
37qr 

2/qr 

4ýqr 

4ýqr 

15gr 
lqr 

15gr 
7qr 

Gifts 
etc. 

6qr 
29ýgr 
84ýgr 
86ýgr 
16ýgr 
13gr 

137'gr 
2qr 
4ýqr 

11 1iqr 
3qr 
4'qr 
3qr 
5qr 

5qr 
1'qr 

6'qr 
5qr 

17gr 
IOqr 
6qr 

11'gr 
I Oqr 
13gr 

1ýqr 
ýqr 

5ýqr 
1/qr 

1Ogr 
%Zqr 

5qr 
1 qr 
Bqr 
4igr 
5qr 
4qr 
3qr 

12ýgr 
3qr 
Sqr 

TOTAL 
296qr 
297qr 
474qr 
574gr 
312qr 
450qr 

334qr 
198gr 
14Bgr 
288gr 
192'gr 
253gr 
275gr 
314qr 
286qr 
270qr 
289qr 
291qr 
308gr 
315qr 
288qr 
256qr 
169gr 
1BBgr 
178gr 
126qr 

29qr 
122qr 
7lgr 

133gr 
41/qr 

50gr 
131gr 
102gr 
112gr 
75gr 
57qr 

62/qr 
76qr 
84qr 

* this figure included 125 qr distributed on the death of Thomas II's wife 
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Table 5: 8 Use of beans 
Other 

Seed Famuli Hsehld Sold manors Misc TOTAL 
1286-87 251-Zqr 17gr 55/qr 55ýgr 3kgr 157qr 
1293-94 55qr 15gr 7qr 76qr 71gr 20gr 244qr 

1296-97 56qr 4qr 23ýgr 10gr 2hgr 96qr 

1297-98. 34gr 25qr 118gr 18gr 195qr 
1298-99 29qr 23Zgr 18gr 22qr 24qr /qr 117gr 
1302-03 28%Zqr 16/qr 160gr 4/qr 30gr /qr 240qr 

1309-10 23qr 10/qr 6kgr 95qr 135qr 
1316-17 15gr 10'gr 39qr 6qr 5kqr 23qr 99or 

1322-23 8qr 5qr 99qr 112gr 
1323-24 282gr 5qr 17ýgr 3/qr 3/qr 58qr 

1326-27 31gr 62gr 4qr lkqr 43qr 
1328-29 26qr 12gr 30gr 9qr 3qr 80gr 

1332-33 28qr 21-2qr 9qr 22qr kqr 62qr 
1333-34 25kgr 8qr 28qr 16kgr lqr 79qr 
1335-36 231-2gr 8zgr 46qr 78qr 

73ý 1337-38 12gr 5qr 41/qr 14gr lqr gr 
1339-40 24qr 4/qr 90gr 50gr 1'qr 170gr 

1343-44 16gr 12/qr 115gr 30gr %qr 174qr 

1346-47 17/qr 15zgr 116/qr 70/qr 7qr lqr 228gr. 

1347-48 30gr 22qr 76qr 12ýgr 3/qr 114gr 
1348-49 272gr 26qr 50gr 3/qr 107gr 

13499-50 22qr 28Zgr 62ýgr 113gr 
1350-51 22-2qr 30gr 225qr 8qr /qr 286qr 

1352-53 18gr 27qr 123qr 4kgr 172ýgr 
1353-54 182gr 32qr 39/qr 46gr 136qr 
1354-55 23qr 29qr 123qr 12gr 6qr 193qr 
1355-56 17gr 29qr 110gr 6qr 162qr 
1361-62 

" 
22Zgr 27qr 6kgr 56qr 

51/qr 
-63 1362 19 Zqr 29qr 3qr 

1363-64 26/qr 23%Zqr 16gr 3qr 69qr 
1365-66 272gr 22qr 34qr 3/qr 87qr 

47' r 1373-74 
1374-75 

26%2qr 
30gr 

21gr 
12gr 11kgr 

2g 
53ýgr 

1375-76 
1376-77 

30gr 
39%Zqr 

15gr 
24qr 

8qr 
40gr 

20gr 
6qr 7qr 

73qr 
116kgr 

1377-78 31gr 20gr 53qr 14gr 9/qr 127kgr 

1378-79 32qr 38qr 76qr 10gr 
6 

10gr 
l 

4qr 170gr 
146/qr 1379-. 80 40gr 34kgr 65qr qr qr 144' 

1380-81 32/qr 32kgr 612gr 18gr gr 
1381-82 25qr 332gr 67qr 6qr 2kgr 134qr 
1383-84 25qr 34qr 14gr 4qr 77qr 
1384-85 24qr 33qr 22qr lqr 10gr 90gr 
13$6-87 28qr .... .... 

58qr 170gr 

1387-88 24qr 35qr 34qr 67qr 16Ogr 

1388-89 37qr 34qr 71gr 
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Table-5: 9 Use of oats 
Use on Other 

Seed manor Hsehold manors Malt Sold Misc TOTAL 
1286-87 74qr 4qr 34qr 12gr 91gr 12gr 227qr 
1293-94 66zgr 7qr 10gr 36qr 13/qr 6qr 173qr 312qr 
1296-97 61gr 6qr 46qr 51zgr 34ýgr 10gr 22qr 231qr 
1297-98 89qr 7qr 31gr 2qr 148/qr 32/qr 310gr 
1298-99 77qr 5qr 31gr 130gr 24qr 13gr 280qr 
1302-03 86qr 4qr 451-2gr 132ýgr 3qr 271qr 
1308-09 67qr 4qr ll5qr 145qr 8qr 339qr 
1309-10 93qr 31-2gr 46qr 131gr 2qr 8/qr 284qr 
1316-17 67qr 3qr 28qr 107gr llqr 216qr 
1322-23 98qr 2 zqr 127cgr kqr 228qr 
1323-24 72qr lzgr 14/qr 9qr 66qr 74qr 237qr 
1326-27 88qr 22gr 90gr 9kgr 190gr 
1328-29 83qr 5qr 142qr 4qr 25qr 6qr 265qr 
1332-33 70gr lzgr lllqr 43qr 4'qr 230qr 

1333. -34 86qr 3qr 135qr 26qr 13cr 263qr 
1335-36 79qr 3qr 184qr 91gr 357qr 
1337-38 85qr 7qr 180gr 26qr 10gr 308qr 
1339-40 82qr 7qr 170gr 40gr 299qr 
1343-44 71gr 8qr 123qr 28gr 230qr 
1346-47 70gr 7qr 95qr 98qr 270qr 
1347-48 64qr 5qr 134qr 180gr 383qr 
1348-49 81gr 7qr 114gr lllqr 313qr 
1349-50 91gr 6qr 71gr 76qr 244qr 
1350-51 66qr 6qr 78qr 150gr 
1352-53 71gr 8qr ll3qr 192qr 
1353-54 56qr 24qr 132qr 212gr 
1354-55 56qr 10gr 178qr 244qr 
1355-56 41gr 7qr 147qr 195qr 
1361-62 40gr 6qr 46qr 

1362-63 58qr 10gr 63qr 3qr 134qr 
1363-64 54qr 9qr 76 /qr 13zgr 141gr 
1365-66 36qr 3qr 58qr 97qr 
1373-74 6/qr 5qr 11ýgr 
1374-75 10zgr 61-2gr 54qr 71gr 

1375-76 4/qr 8/qr ikqr l4kgr 
1376-77 51,2gr 5kgr 
1377-78 4; qr 4ägr 
1378-79 7/qr 7/qr 

12k r 1379-80 5qr 7/qr g 
1380-81 lkgr 7 Zqr 9qr 

8r 1381-82 l/qr 74gr 
ll/qr 1383-84 44gr 74gr 
13 g r 1384-85 

8 
21qr 74gr ý 

q 11 r 1386- 7 4 Zqr 6 äqr 
71gr 1387-88 7ägr 

1388-89 74gr 7ýqr 
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Table 5: 10 Average quantities of corn required on manor. 

SEED OTHER USES 
Wheat Beans Oats Wheat Beans Oats 

128Os 74kgr 251-2gr 74%2qr 12gr 17gr 3/qr 
1290s 55qr 43kgr 73qr 12gr 18gr 6qr 
1300s 55qr 26qr 82gr lOgr 14gr 4rr 
13106 56qr 15gr 67qr 5qr 10kgr 3qr 
Forf. 55qr 18gr 85qr 5kgr 5qr 2qr 
1320s 50gr 28zgr' 85qr 10gr lOgr 4qr 
1330s 53qr 23qe 80gr 71-2qr 6qr 4qr 
1340s 51gr 23qr 75qr 24qr 21gr 7qr 
1350s -44gr 20gr 58qr 33qr 29qr llqr 
1360s 32qr 24qr 47qr 28qr 26qr 7qr 
1370s 17gr 33qr 3qr 24qr 23/qr 5qr 
1380s 16gr 28gr 2qr 35qr 34qr 7qr 

Proportion of total receipts; 

Seed Other Total Seed Other Total Seed Other Total 
1280s. 2% 4% 6% 16% 11% 27% 33% 2% 35% 
1290s 13% 3% 16% 27% 11% 38% 26% 2% 28% 
1300s 14% 7% 21% 27% 1% 28% 
1310s 28% 3% 31% 15% 11% 26% 31% 1% 32% 
Forf; 37% 4% 41% 21% 6% 27% 37% 17% 54% 
1320s 21% 4% 25% 46% 16% 62% 38^/ 3% 41% 
1330s 19% ... ... 24% 6% 30% 28% 2% . 30% 
1340s 17% 8% 25% 15% 14% 29% 26% 2% 28% 
1350s 24% 18% 42% 10% 15% 25% 29% 6% 35% 
1360s 27% 32% 59% 36% 38% 74% 45% 7% 52% 
1370s 22% 31% 53% 31% 22% 53% 17% 32% 49% 
1380s 21% ... ... 23% 28% 51% 21% 74% 95% 
1286- 
1389'. 21% 12% 33% 23% 15% 39% 32% 4% 36%* 

* oats figures do not include those after 1373 
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Table 5: 12 Proportion of total receipts of crops crown on manor 
WHEAT BEANS OATS 

Rec. Manor Rec. Manor Rec. Manor 
1280s 309qr 75% 157qr 88% 227qr 64% 
1290s 438qr 79% 163qr 80% 285qr 78% 
1300s 392qr 85% 193qr 82% 272qr 9l. % 
1310s 198qr 98% 99qr 96% 216qr 100% 
Forf. 202qr 78% 86qr 77% 233qr 95% 
1330s* 277qr 88% 87qr 69% 283qr 92% 
1340s 301gr 88% 156qr 88% 290qr 7E/% 
1350s 183qr 74% 206qr 53% 202qr 71% 
1360s 112gr 93% 71gr 80% 125gr 941% 
1370s + 75qr 80% 115gr 83% 15gr 54% 
1380s 

* 1330s includes the accounts of 1326-7 and 1328-9 

Table 5: 13 Yields 

1296-97 
1297-98 
1308-09 
1322-23 
1332-33 
1346-47 
1347-48 
1348-49 
1349-50 
1352-53 
1353-54 
1354-55 
1361-62 
1362-63 
1373-74 
1374-75 
1375-76 
1376-77 
1377-78 
1378-79 
1379-80 
1380-81 
1383-84 

'1386-87 
1.387-88 

WHEAT 
Sown Rec. Yield 
54qr 379qr x7.7 
45qr 287qr x7.0 

BEANS 
Sown Rec. Yield 
56qr 157qr x3.1 
34qr 100gr x3.3 

O\TS 
Sown Rec. Yield 
61gr 164qr x3.0 
89qr 207qr x2.6 
67qr 215qr x3.6 
98qr 237qr x2.7 
70gr 257qr x4.1 
70gr 224qr x3.6 
64qr 262qr. x4.5 
83qr 196qr x2.6 
83qr 105gr x1.4 
71gr 137qr x2.1 
56qr 138qr x2.7 
56qr 187gr x3.7 
40gr 134qr x3.7 
58qr 142qr x2.7 

59qr 253qr x4.8 
48qr 254gr x5.9 
57qr 289qr x5.5 
50gr 212qr x4.7 
59qr 76qr x1.4 
49qr 213qr x4.8 
47qr 156qr x3.7 
39qr ll4qr x3.2 

28qr 50gr x2.0 

15gr 65qr x4.8 
20gr 130gr x7.2 
19gr 106gr x6.2 

23qr 58qr x2.8 
19gr 37gr x2.2 

13gr 70gr x6.0 

18gr 93qr x5.7 

8qr 42qr x5.8 
28qr 56qr x2.2 
17gr 134qr x8.7 
30gr 89qr x3.3 
28qr 79qr x3.1 
22qr 151gr x7.6 
18gr 64qr x4.0 
18gr 91gr x5.6 
23qr 161gr x7.7 
23qr 36qr x1.7 
20gr 67qr x3.7 
27qr 68qr x2.8 
24qr 72qr x3.3 
30gr 104gr x3.9 
39qr 123qr x3.5 
31gr 103gr x3.7 
32qr 102gr x3.5 
43qr 125qr x3.2 
33qr 115gr x3.9 
25qr 71gr x3.2 
28qr 146qr x5.8 

Average yields pe r annum 
WHEAT BEANS OATS 

Av. High Low Av. High Low Av. High 
1340s 4.4 (5.9 1.4) 5.7 (8.7 3.1) 3.0 (4.5 
1350s 3.9 (4.8 3.2) 5.8 (7.7 4.0) 2.8 (3.7 
1360s 2.0 2.7 (3.7 1.7) 3.2 (3.7 
1.370s 4.8 0.4 2.2) 3.7 (5.0 2.8) 
1380s 5.9 (6.0 5.7) 3.8 (5.8 2.3) 

flow 
I ., l) 
2.1) 
2.7) 
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Table 5: 14 Demese meadow and hav production 

Rem. Acreage Waggons Misc. TOTAL Winter- House- Park 
mown of hay feeding hold animals 

1352-53 183a 262w 31w 293w 41w 7w 
1353-54 245w 165a 248w 493w 11w 169w 

124a 
1354-55 41a 167a 208a 41a 11-Oa 
1355=56 50w 160a 140w 53w 243w 84w 80w 6w 
1361-62 20w 147a 220w 240w 20w 
1362-63 220w 149a 220w 28w 468w 104w 130w 
136.3-64 243w 147a 180w 56w 470w. 130w 104w 
1365-66 205w 142a 143w 10w. 358w 105w 150w 
1373-74 105a 116w 116w 
1374-75 116w 95a 75w 191w 64w 42w 10w 
1375-76 75w 105a 180w 255w 68w 68w 7w 
1316-77 112w lila 140w 252w 84w 60w 8w 
1377=78 100w 117a 160w 260w 75w 55w low 
1378-79 120w 120a 180w 300w 102w 64w 8w 
1379=80 .... 125a 104w .... .... .... 1380-81 127w 123a 160w 287w 100w 51w low 
1381-82 126w 121a 160w 286w 113w 50w 8w 
1383-84 106w 120a 164w 270w 106w 62w 8w 
1384-85 94w 121a 160w 254w 92w 60w 10w 
1386-87 141w 124a 206w 347w 141w 54w 11w 
1388-89 138w 124a 179w lw 318w 138w 51w 10w 

Table 5: 15 Average figures of meadow and hay 

Acreage Winter- House- 
mown feeding hold 

1352-56 169a 
1361. -66 146a 90w 128w 
1373-80 lila 79w 58w 
1380-89 122a 115w 55w 

w indicates waggonloads of hay 
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Table'. 6: 1 Net cash income 

Gross cash income 
1286-87 £56 9s 7d 
1293-94 £80 los 114d 
1296-97 £97 15s 94d 
1297-98 £137 14s 84d 
1298-99 £104 3s 64d 
1299-00 £70 5s lid 
1302-03 £55 19s 6zd 
1308-09 £95 lls lid 
1309-10 £117 9s 34d 
1316-17 £117 Os 3d 
1322-23 £218 16s ll/d 
1323-24 £125 6s 2d 
1324-25 £146 17s lid 
1325-26 £153 16s Od 
1326-27 £145 6s 64d 
132$-29 £117 17s 94d 
1332-33 £151 9s 94d 
1333-34 £140 3s 6d 
1335-36 " £115 16s 94d 
1337-ý8 £139 5s 82d 
1339-40 £119 lls 10d 
1343-44 £133 Os 13/d 
1346-47 £161 7s ld 
1347-48 £132 19s 2d 
1348-49 £142 3s 61d 
1349-50 £126 7s 64d 
1350-51 £130 13s 34d 
1352-53 £125 As 104d 
1353-54 £139 2s 9'd 
1354-55 £135 Os 214d 
1355-56 £135 4s 114d 
1361-62 £141 lls 3d 
1362-63 £150 2s ll/d 
1363-64 £146 13s Od 
1365-66 £139 8s 9zd 
1373-74 £199 9s 3/d 
1374-75 £171 Os 154d 
1375-76 £157 15s 34d 
1376-77 £166 Os 9/d 
137748 £151 4s 8d 
1378-79 £150 14s 104d 
1379-80 £157 2s 0'-2d 
13,8Ö-81 £152 3s 04d 
1381-2 £152 Os 144d 
1383-84 £142 18s 8äd 
1384-85 £167 18s 2/d 
1386-87 £148 2s 04d 
1387-88 £153 lOs 04d 
1388-89 £143 18s 71d 

Cash 
(£15 
£13 
£16 
£26 
£22 

£6 
£8 
£8 
£6 

£10 
£16 
£12 
£23 

£9 
£44 
£25 
£30 
£32 
£34 
£25 
£26 
£29 
£41 
£67 
£46 
£48 

£102 
£57 
£66 
£73 
£36 
£35 
£30 
£46 
£35 
£88 
£33 
£27 
£28 
£23 
£34 

expenses 
4s 11d) 
5s 10/d 

lls 6/d 
15s . 10/d 
16s. 7/d 
18s 94d 
16s 54d 
3s 5/d 

13s ld 
2s 5/d 

15s 6d 
8s 54d 

17s 10/d 
lls lld 
lOs 10äd 
19s 9/d 
12s 3äd 
13s 11'ßd 

2s 10/d 
5s 10d 
Os 12'd 
5s 434d 
4s 4d 

17s 9äd 
8s 2/d 

19s 1äd 
6s 4d 

15s 14d 
8s 114d 
Os 12/d 

lls 2/d 
Os 3d 

lOs 2/d 
9s 1/d 
3s lid 
4s 10d 

15s 4d 
Os 20/d 

15s 9d 
lOs ll/d 
13s l/d 

£25.14s.. 3d 
£22 15s 8d 
£22 17s 5/d 
£23 7s 8/d 

£26 4s O/d 

Net cash income 

£67 5s 0äd 
£81 4s 2)ad 

£110 18s 94d 
£81 6s 10äd 
£63 7s 1äd 
£47 3s 0äd 
£87 8s 5/d 

£110 16s 2äd 
£106 17s 9'-2d 
£202 Os 17/d 
£112 17s 8%d 
£123 Os 0l d 
£144 4s Id 
£100 ]5s 8d 

£91 18s 0äd 
L120 17s 5/d 
£107 9s 6/d 

9,81 13s 10ýd 
£114 05 10'-2d 

£93 10s 9/d 
£103 15s 8%d 
£120 2s 9d 

£65 Os 16ýd 
£95 11)s 4%d 
£77 8s 5d 
£28 6s 11/d' 
£67 19s 9/d 
£72 13s 94d 
£62 Os 9/d 

, 
£98 13s 8äd 

£106 lls Od 
£119 12s 9d 
£100 3s 10/d 
£104 'is 10'd 
£111 4s 5/d 
£137 5s 11äd 
£130 13s 6ýd 
£137 5s 01-2d 
£127 13s 8/d 
£116 Os 21/d 

£126 Ss 9/d . 

£129 5s 6; d 
£120 Os 14ýd 
£144 1Os 5ýd 

£117 1'ls 7/d 
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Table 6: 2 Income in kind: 
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(Table 6: 2 cont. ) 
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Table 6: 3 Total value of manor 

1286-87 
1293-94 
1296-97 
1297-98 
1298-99 
1299-00 
1302-03 
1308-09 
1309-10 
1316-17 
1322-23 
1323-24 
1324-25 
1325-26 
1326-27 
1328-29 
1332-33 
1333-34 
1335-36 
1337-38 
1339-40 
1343-44 
1346-47 
1347-48 
1348-49 
1349-50 
1350-51 
1352-53 
1353-54 
1354-55 
1355-56 
1361-62 
1362-63 
1363-64 
1365-66 
1373-74 
1374-75 
1375-76 
1376-77 
1377-78 
1378-79 
1379-80 
1380-81 
'1381-82 
1383-84 
1384-85 
1386-87 
1387-88 
1388-89 

Net cash income Income in kind 
£70 15s 3d 

£141 16s 7/d 
£93 Os 20d 

£147 19s 8d 
£114 lOs 5d 

TOTAL 

£67 5s 04d 
£81 4s 2äd 

£110 18s 9äd 
£81 6s 10äd 
£63 7s 14d 
£47 3s 04d 
£87 8s 5 zd 

£110 16s 23 d 
£106 17s 9/d 
£202 Os 17'd 
£112 17s 84d 
£123 Os 0-12d 
£144 4s ld 
£100 15s 8d 

£91 18s 0äd 
£120 17s 5/d 
£107 9s 64d 

£81 13s 104d 
£114 Os 101-2d 

£93 lOs 9'ßd 
£103 15s 8äd 
£120 2s 9d 
£65 Os 164d 

£95 15s 4 Zd 
£77 8s 5d 
£28 6s 114d 
£67 19s 9/d 
£72 13s ed 
£62 Os 9/d 
£98 13s 8äd 

£106 lls Od 
£119 12s 9d 
£100 3s 10/d 
£104 4s 10-1,2d 
£111 4s 5/d 
£137 5s 114d 
£130 13s 64d 
£137 5s O/d 
£127 13s 8 Zd 
£116 Os 214d 

£126. "8s .. 94d 
£129 5s 64d 
£120 Os 144d 
£144 lOs 5äd 

£117.14s. 
"74d 

£209 Os 20/d 
£174 5s 1Ond 
£258 18s 5; d 
£195 17s 3äd 

........... ............. 
£107 Os 5d £154 3s 53-4d 

..... £228 
.... 10s 

... 
ld 

..... £339 .... 6s .... 311d 
£228 8s 6/d £335 6s 4d 
..... 
£24 

.... 
16s 

.... 
6d 

..... 
£137 

.... 
14s 

... 2ýd 

". 
£34 

". 
3s 1/d 

" 

£52 12s 2d 
£40 9s 4; d 
£72 2s 74d 
£88 17s 9d 

£130 lo 10d 
£113 13s 4-2d 
£184 los 5/d 
£121 lls 10/d 
£119 8s 2/d 
£120 15s 104d 
£145 2s 6%d 

£74 16s 7/d 
£65 lls 34d 

£112 17s 8d 
£87 19s 11'd 

£5 15s 64d 
£39 16s 6äd 
£42 12s 5d 
£60 Os 20d 
£5 2s Od 

.... 
£14 

.... 
15s 

... 
8d 

£16 19s 10/d 
£22 Os ld 
£19 2s O/d 

(£30 19s Od) 
(£22 19s 3d) 
£23 los 3/d 
£18 los 6/d 
£23 2s 2d 

(£24 6s 4d) 
(£36 5s 3/d) 
£31 12s l/d 

..... £134 
........ 18s 9'; d 

£144 10s 2/d 
£161 6s 9%, d 
£179 12s 1! -id 
£170 lls 734d 

£224 " Os l9, -2d 
£217 9s Ind 
£304 13s 2`ld 
£186 13s ?d 
£215 3s 7d 
£198 4s 3ýd 
£173 9s 6d 
£142 16s 5d 
£138. 5s 1/d 
£174 18s 5'ld 
£186 13s 8äd 
£112 6s 6., ýd 
£159 9s 34d 
£142 16s 31-2d 
£164 6s 6-12d 
£116 6s 5-12d 
..... .... 

9s 
.... 2äd 

£154 4s ]ld 
£149 13s 9'2d 
£135 3s 9 'ld 

..... £149 ....... 8s 0'4d 
£152 15s 9%, d 
£138 lls 9Äd 
1167 12s 734d 

£149*, 6s""84d 
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Table 6: 4 Averages per annum of total value 

1293-99 
1302-17 
1323-29 
1332-40 
1343-50 
1350-56 
1361-66 
1373-80 
1380-89 

Proportion of kind 
Income in cash Income in kind TOTAL in total 

£85 4s Od £124 6s Od £209 lOs Od 59% 
£88 6s Od £188 Os Od £276 6s Od 68% 

£101. 16s 4d £37 4s Od £139 Os 'Id 27% 
£100 18s Od £83 Os Od £183 18s Od 45% 
£92 9s Od £132 Os Od £224 9s Od 59% 
£65 19s Od £97 6s Od £163 5s Od 60% 

£107 13s Od £37 Os 18d £144 14s 6d 26% 
£124 12s Od £15 12s Od £140 4s Od 11% 
£127 12s Od £23 19s Od £151 11s Od 16% 
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Appendix 4: Data from the other manors 

Table 1: General data from the 1290s 
2: General data from the 1320s 

-3: General data from the 1340s 
4: General data from the 1350s 
5: Rent income 
6: Wheat grown on the honour in the 1290s 
7: Beans grown on the honour in the 1320s 
8: Oats grown-on the honour in the 1290s 
9: Dredge grown on the honour in the 1290s 

10: Rye grown on the honour in the 1290s 
11: Barley grown on the honour in the 1290s 
12: Total corn grown on the honour in the 1290s 
13: Villein labour services 
14: Proportion of labour services used 

These accounts have been microfilmed and loaned to Cambridge University 

Library in the same way as the Ham accounts. There are many more but 

these few have been selected as representative over the period. The 

following list details the accounts used and the real;: on whict« they 

can be found at Cambridge University Library Microfilm Mss. 400-401: 

Wotton and Symondshall joint account rolls 1293-4 and 1324-5 (400, reels 
"2 and 3) 

Wotton manor account rolls 1311-12,1346-47 (400, reels 2 and 3) 
Alkington manor account rolls 1293-4,1323-4 (400 reel 3), 1345-6,1357-8, 

. 
1366-7 (400 reel 4) 

Hurst manor account rolls 1292-3,1355-6,1364-5 (400 reel 4) 
Hurst and Slimbridge account roll 1325-6 (400 reel 4) 
Slimbridge manor account rolls 1292-3,1339-40,1346-7,1357-8,1359-60, 

" 1363-67,1376-82,1384-5,1414-15 (400, reel 5) 
Cam and Coaley manor account rolls 1296-7,1326-7 (e, 00 reel 5) 
Cam manor account roll 1354-5 (400, reel 5) 
Conley manor account roll 1367-8 (400, reel 5) 
Hinton manor account rolls 1293-4,1324-5,1345-6,1356-7 (401, reel 1A) 
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Table 1: General data from the 1290s: 

Cash-income: 
Rent income Aqr. income Seig n. incomc, TOTAL 

Ham+App £37 lOs 8/d £38 9s 7d £2 8s lid £78 9s 24d 
Hurst £9 2s O/d £32 Os l/d £2 9s 7d £43 lls 81d 
Slimbr. £10 lOs 2d £3 13s 7d £11 Os 4d £25 4s Id 
Cam+Coa £48 7s 2d £9 14s 6d £12 13s 7d £70 15s 7d 
Wot+Sym £46 16s 114d £23 16s 2d £5 12s lld £76 5s " 2äd 
Alking. £12 18s 9d £10 Os 7/d - 13s 5d £23 9s 94d 
Hinton £11 16s 5d £6 9s 5d £3 3s 4d £21 9s 2'd 
TOTAL £77 Os 16zd £124 4s Od £38 2s ld £339 7s 5d 

( 52%) ( 36%) ( 12%) 

Cash expenses: 
Maintenance Labour costs Corn+stock TOTAL 

Ham+App £5 Os 10d £7 13s 44d £12 14s 24d 
Hurst £2 8s 94d £3 13s 114d 34s O/d £7 16s 9zd 
Sliubr. 27s 1äd £3 17s 31d £5 4s 5d 
Cam+Coa £3 2s 1/d £3 17s 10d 7s 8d £7 7s 7zd 
Wot+Sym £5 10s 94d £5 Os 04d £3 18s . 7d £. 14 9s 5/d 
Alking. 0- Os 15Zd £7 Os 34d £10 Os 181d 
Hinton 12s 8/d 33s 74d £2 6s" 31d 
TOTAL £21 3s 734d £32 16s 5d £6 Os 3/d £60 Os 4äd 

( 35%) (55%) (10%) 

Total va lue of manors: 

Ham+App £65 15s Od' £109 18s Od £6 Os 7/d £181 13s 7/d 
Hurst £35 14s 114d £5 3s 10d 37s ld £. 42 15s 10/d 
Slimbr. £19 19s 8d 33s 6d 6s 5'd £21 19s 7/d 
Cam+Coa- £64 3s 7-2d £48 8s Od £3 14s 21d £116 5s 104d 
Wot+Sym £61 15s 834d £58 lOs 6d £5 15s 81d £126 Os 23/d 
Alking £13 8s 3d £34 19s 7d £51 17s 1/d £100 4s 11/d 
Hinton £19 2s 104d £23 lls Od 8s 6/d £43 2s 54d 
TOTAL £280 Os 14d £282 4s 5d £69 19s 9/d £632 4s 3%d 

(44%) (45%) (11%) 
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Table 2: General data from the 1320s: 

Cash'. income: 
Rent income 

Alking £38 13s 74d 
Hinton £27 12s 5d 
Ham+App £92 4s 0/d 
Wot+Sym £54 12s 3d 
Hu+Simb £78 5s 8d 
TOTAL £291 7s 11gd 

(57%) 

Agr. income 
£21 7s 7d 
£19 7s 8d 
£59 3s 0'd 
£52 US 21d 
£43 4s 10äd 

£195 14s 5d 
( 38%) 

Cash expenses: 
Labour costs 

Alking £6 18s 6d 
Hinton 38s 5d 
Ham+App £3 19s 92-d 
Wot+Sym £2 2s ld 
Hu+Slmb £7 5s 5d 
TOTAL £22 4s 2/d 

(50/) 

Total value of manors: 
Cash income 

Alking £51 5s 2'd 
Hinton £45 14s 7/d 
Ham+App £146 5s 6/d 
Wot+Sym £109 lOs 71d 
Hu+Slmb £114 6s 9/d 
TOTAL £467 2s 9/d 

(77%) 

Maintenance 
£3 19s 9; d 

18s 3/d 
£4 5s Od 
£5 Os 22d 

26s 5/d 
£15 lOs 114d 

(35%) 

Value of corn 
£6 Os Od 

£17.8s Od 
£82 2s Od 
£25 Os Od 
£4 9s Od 

£134 19s Od 
(22%) 

Seign. income 
£3 13s 9d 

31s 3d 
£3 9s 3d 

£13 16s lld 
28s ld 

£23 19s 3d 
(5/) 

Corn+stock 
31s 10d 

6s Od 
£4 5s 10d 

£6 3s 8d 
(15%) 

Value of stock 
£6 17s Od 

£6 17s Od 
(1%) 

TOTAL 
£63 14s 114d 
£48 lls 4d 

£154 16s 4d 
£121 Os 4ýd 
£122 18s 7ýd 
£511 Os 19äd 

TOTAL 
£12 9s 8äd 

£2 16s 8/d 
£8 10s 9'd 

£11 9s 9d 
£8 US 10/d 

£43 18s 10/d 

TOTAL 
£64 2s 2/d 
£63 2s 7/d 

£288 7s 6/d 
£134 lOs 7kd 
£118 15s 9'ßd 
£608 18s 9'd 

i 
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Table 3: General data from the 1340s: 

Cash income: 
Rent income 

Ham+App £92 Os 234d 
Alking. £53 9s lld 
Hinton £21 lls 24d 
Slimbr.. £60 16s 8d 
TOTAL £227 19s 9d 

(60%) 

Agr. income 
£62 4s 14d 
£93 Os 6d 
£23 Os 3d 
£5' 2s 8d 

£133 7s 6äd 
(35%) 

Cast expenses: 
Maintenance 

Ham+App L18 Os 5-2d 
Alking. £13 5s ld 
Hinton £2 12s 8d 
Slimbr. £13 9s 114d 
TOTAL £47 ' 8s 14d 

(59%) 

Total value of manors: 
Cash income 

Ham+App £129 11s 3d 
Alking. £78 9s 64d 
Hinton £42 15s 0äd 
Slimbr. L51 Os 0'-2d 
TOTAL £301 15s 10d 

(50%) 

Labour costs 
£13 15s 4'd 
£12 8s 64d 

£2 17s 11gd 
£3 9s 94d 

£32 lls 8/d 
(41%) 

Value of corn 
£164 16s Od 
£33 Os 12d 
£14 5s Od 

£212 2s Od 
(35%) 

Seign. income 
£7 Os 11%d 
£7 12s ' 9d 
£3 14s 2/d 
£2 Os 5'd 

£20 8s 4-2d 
(5%) 

Corn+stock 

Value of stock 
£11 4s 7d 
£72 13s 4'd 

£4 18s 1d 
39s 9d 

£90 15s 9/d 
(15%) 

TOTAL 
£161 7s ld 
£1.04 3s 2d 

£48 5s 7äd 
£67 19s 9/d 

£381 15s 8/d 

TOTAL 
£31 15s 10d 
£25 13s 74d 

£5 10s. 7'd 
£16 19s 9d 
£79 19s- 10/d 

TOTiiL 
£305 lls 10d 
£184 3s 10äd 

£61 18s 1'd 
£52 19s 9/d 

£604 13s 7'd 

i 
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Table 4: General data from the 1350s 

Cash income: 
Rent income 

Ham+App £108 19s 44d 
Alking. £59 16s 3/d 
Hinton £30 lOs 8d 
Hurst £35 3s 1 Zd 
Cam. ' £69 14s Od 
TOTAL - £304 3s 51d 

(72%) 

Cash expenses: 
Maintenance 

Ham+App £15 14s 8d 
Alkirig. £7 3s 114d 
Hinton £2 13s 5d 
Hurst £4 18s 6d 
Cam £3 14s 5d 
TOTAL £34 4s 114d 

(28%) 

Total value of manors: 
Cash income 

Ham+Ppp £98 13s 44d 
Alking. £60 Os l/d 
Hinton £36 8s 3d 
Hurst £44 lOs 3/d 
Cam ' £59 6s 7d 
TOTAL £298 18s 74d 

(61%) 

Agr. income Seign. incomr- TOTAL 
£19 lls 92d £6 13s 9d £135 4s 114d 
£14 8s 4d £10 2s 64d £84 7s 1äd 
£7 8s 3d £7 17s ld £45 16s Od 

£30 5s 7d 22s 7d £66 lls 3/d 
£16 Os 8d . £4 3s 7d £89 18s - 3d 
£87 14s 7/d £29 19s 6; ßd £421 17s 7/d 

( 21%) (7%) 

Labour costs 
£17 17s 4/d 
£12 6s 7/d 

£2 5s 4d 
£5 lOs lld 
£8 16s 10d 

£46 17s ld 
(38%) 

Corn+stock 
£2 19s 6d 
£4 16s 5d 
£4 9s Od 

£11 lls 7d 
£18 Os " 5d 
£41 16s lld 

('34%) 

TOTAL 
£36 lls 6/d 
£24 7s 0'd 

£9 7s 9d 
£22 Os 12d 
£30 lls 8d 

£122 18s 11äd 

Value of corn 
£49 Os 4d 
£20 17s 4d 
£25 lls 4d 

£13 18s Od 
£109 7s Od 

(22%) 

Value of stock 
£15 11s 5/d 
£30 12s 74d 
£29 8s 7d 

£4 18s 8d 
£80 lls 44d 

(17%) 

TOTAL, 
£163 5s 2äd 
£111 los 1'd 

£91 8s 2d 
£44 los 3/d 
£78 3s 3d 

£488 17s Od 
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Table 5: Rent income from free tenements: 

1288 1320s 1340s 1350s+1360s 
Slimbr. £6 7s 2d £31 8s 92d £34 10s 3'd £33 Os 18da 
Hurst- £16 16s 10'-2d £20 Os 15db 
Cam-'. £11 lls 2d £75 Os 19äd £56 14s 6db 
Coaley £4 18s 6zd £52 2s 7gd £46 16s 8/da 
Alking. £7 7s 74d £33 12s 04d £41 12s 1äd £40 lOs O/db 
Wotton £17 5s 6d £30 15s 10zd £30 14s 51d 
Symond. 31s ld £3 16s Od 
Hinton £4 2s 10d £13 7s 6d £13 14s 5äd £15 15s 6db 
TOTAL £53 3s 10äd £257 Os 15zd 

a indicates figure drawn from account of 1360s 
b indicates figure drawn from account of 1350s 

Table 6: Wheat grown on the honour in the 1290s: 
Grown Bght Others TOTAL* Manor. Sale Others Hsehold 

Ham±App 260qr 38qr 302qr 82qr 27qr 14gr 178qr 
Hurst 80gr 80gr 29qr 41gr 10gr 
Slimbr. 29qr 12gr 41gr 32qr lqr 4qr 
Cam+Coa 183qr l/qr 5ýqr 190gr 59qr 5qr 2qr 115gr 
Wot+Sym 134gr 41-2gr 17/qr 174qr 50gr 32qr llqr 8lgr 
Alkirig. 99qr 10gr 109gr 21gr lqr 3qr 66gr 
Hinton 87qr l/qr 88qr 27qr 4qr 13gr 44qr 
TOTAL 871qr 6qr 84/qr 984qr 300qr lllqr 47qr 494gr 

89% 9% 30% 11% 5% 50% 

* this figure includes, in some cases, a small quantity remaining on 
the manor at the beginning of the account 

Table 7: Beans Grown on the honour in the 1290s: 

Grown Eght Others TOTAL Manor Sale Others Hsehld 
Hann+App 207qr 38qr 245qr 70gr 77qr 71gr 27qr 
Hurst 21gr 8qr 29qr 21gr 2qr 6qr 
Sliinbr 6qr 22qr 28gr 25qr 2qr 
Cam+Coa 21gr 14gr 35qr 26qr 9qr 
Wot+Sym 10gr 2qr 12gr 6qr 4qr 
Alking. 3qr 50gr 53qr 33qr 18gr 2qr 
Hinton 24qr 18gr 42qr 24qr 8qr 10gr 
TQTAL 291qr 144qr 444qr 205qr 111gr 90gr 35qr 

66% 32% 46% 25% 20% 8% 
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Table 8: Oats grown on the honour in the 1290s: 

Grown Bght Others TOTAL 
Ham+App 299qr 14gr 313qr 
Hurst 36qr 36qr 
Slimbr 15gr 6qr 21gr 
Cam+Coa 205qr lqr 210gr 
Wot+Sym 308qr 20gr 328qr 
Alkitig. 68qr 30gr 98qr 
Hinton 122qr 122qr 
TOTAL 1053qr 70gr 1127qr 

93% 6% 

Manor Sale Others Hdehid 
77qr 6qr 30gr 200qr 
19gr 15gr 2qr 
8qr 5qr 7qr 

85qr 125qr 
154qr 174qr 
34qr 3qr 59qr 
34qr lqr 70gr 17gr 

411gr 30gr 100gr 585qr 
36% 3% 52% 

Table 9: Dredge grown on the honour in the 1290s: 

Grown Others TOTAL 
Hurst 4qr 
Slimbr 18gr 18gr 
Cam+Coa 66qr 66qr 
Wot+Sym 116gr 20gr 136qr 
TOTAL 200qr 20gr 224qr 

89/ 9% 

Manor Sale Others 11: ehold 
1 zqr 2/qr 
4qr 8qr 6qr 

10gr 56qr 
31gr 105gr 
46ýZgr 10/qr 56qr 111gr 

21% 4% 25 0 50% 

Table 10: Rye grown on the honour in the 1290s: 

Grown Others TOTAL Manor Sale Others 
Alking 8/qr 3zgr 12gr 10/qr /qr lqr 

Table 11: Barley crown on the honour in the 1290s: 

' Grown Others TOTAL Manor Others Sale Hsehld 
Slimbr 3qr 5qr 8qr 8qr 
Cam+Coa 6/qr 6/qr 2kqr 3qr lqr 
Wot+Sym 24qr 24qr 17gr 2qr 2qr 
TOTAL 33ýgr 5qr 38/qr 27kgr 5qr 2qr "lqr 

"" 87% 13% 71% 13% 5% 3% 
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Table 12: Total corn crown on the honour in the 1290s: 

Wheat Beans Oats Dredge Barley Rye 
Ham+App- 260qr 207qr 299qr 
Hurst" 80gr 21gr 36qr 
Slimbr 29qr 6qr 15gr 18gr 3qr 
Cam+Coa 183qr 21gr 205qr 66qr 6ýqr 
Wot+Sym 134qr 10gr 308qr ll6qr 24qr 
Alking 99gr 3qr 68qr 8ýqr 
Hinton "87gr 24qr 122qr 
TOTAL 871qr 291qr 1053qr 200qr 33kgr 8zgr 

Table 13: Villein labour services: 

1290s 1320s 1340s 1350s 
Ham+App £24 Os 4d £22 17s Od £20 17s Od £20 17s Od 
Hurst £6 As Od £2 lOs Od £2 10s Od 
Slimbr £9 9s 8d* lOs 10d 10s 10d 
Cam'. £21 Os 182d £4 19s 4d £? 19s- Od 
Coaley £13 12s lld 21s 2d 
W6tton £26 12s 5d )£20 

3s lld 
Symond £5 3s 1 /d ) 
Alking £6 18s 42d £7 2s 24d £7 2s 24d 
Hinton £6 2s Od £5 7s 3d £5 7s 3d 

Table 14: Proportion of-services used: 

1290s 1320s 1340s ]350s 
Ham+App 75% 69% 82% 37% 
Hurst 22% 70% 70% 
Slimbr ... 

6% 36% 
Cam 59% 7 66%. 
Coaley 61% 
Wotton 51% 
Symond 71% 
Alking 67% 56% -ß"/ 
Hinton 53% 56% 43% 
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Appendix 5: The Affinity 

This appendix will give abbreviated accounts of the knightly mem- 

bers of the Berkeley affinity, detailing their connections with the 

Berkeleys, their connections with other lords (if any), their connections 

with-'other members of the Berkeley affinity (if any), and the lands they 

held, It will necessarily not give complete biographies. In Tables 1-3 

they: are divided into probable retainers and mere members of the affinity 

in three periods. Any friendly contact with the Berkeley lords is the 

criteria for inclusion in the affinity, but those with stronger links are 

cited as probable retainers. Inevitably, this has been a subjective exer- 

cise. and Sir Thomas le Boteler, for instance, whose wife was godmother to 

one of Thomas III's sons in 1352 may have been a retainer since this seems 

to be a very close link but there is no other evidence of a connection with 

Thomas III so he has been assigned to the affinity. 

ABENHALL, JOHN DE; charter witness 1314. Retained by Ralph de Monthermer 

and-Gilbert de Clare, earls of Gloucester 1306-14. Died 1316 holding one 

Gloucestershire manor. 1 

ABENHALL, SIR REGINALD DE; nephew and heir of above. Charter witness 1327 

and 1338; granted wardship of Arlingham heiresses by Thomas II in 1320. 

Died'-1341 holding one manor and two tenements in Glouceste'rshire. 2 

ACTON, SIR JOHN DE (I and II); there were two men of this name, father and 

son, active at the same time, and it is not clear which witnessed two 

charters in 1290 and two in 1301. Both married heiresses and acquired four 

Somerset manors and two Gloucs. manors in this way. The son died in 1312 

holding a Hampshire manor (settled on his daughter for her life), one manor 

and two tenements in Gloucs. and three manors in Somerset, and having the 

reversion of two Gloucs. manors and one in Somerset. In 1308 the younger 

one witnessed a charter'for the earl of Gloucester.? 

ACTON, SIR JOHN DE III; son and heir of above I. I. Charter witness 1343 

and"1345; sold reversion of Cheddar (Somerset) to Thomas III in 1346. 
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Held. three manors in Gloucs. and four in Somerset. Died 1361 when heir 

to Gloucs lands his cousin John Poyntz, father of Robert Poyntz. 4 

ACTON, SIR RICHARD DE; not apparently related to above. Attorney 

for Katherine in 1363; granted a villein'by Maurice IV in 1365; as a 

liveried retainer accompanied Thomas IV to his wedding in 1367; occurs 

asa. member of the household in 1375; feoffee for Thomas IV in 1377. 

Held'seven Somerset manors. Engaged in pious works with Guy de'Brien 

1361-74. His feoffees included Guy de Brien, John de St Lo senior, 

Robert Couley, and Walter Laurence. 5 

ARTHUR, SIR RICHARD; charter witness in 1305. Held two manors in 

Somerset in 1283 and 1296.6 

ARTHUR, WILLIAM; son and heir of above, holding the manors by 1314. 

Charter witness 1317,1318,1319 and 1334. Roger and Thomas Arthur,, 

possibly his younger brothers, were with Maurice III during the Desp- 

enser War. 7 

ARTHUR, RICHARD; son and heir of above, holding the manors in 1349 and 

1375. Charter witness undated but temp. Thomas III; campaigned with 

Thomas III in 1336.8 

ARTHUR, HUGH; probably brother of above. Given a cow by Thomas III in 

1354.. Married one of daughters and co-heiresses of Nicholas Gamage (son 

of William Gamages) and held in her right third parts of two manors in 

Oxon. and Gloucs. 9 

ARTHUR, JOHN; probably younger son of Richard (and brother of Sir 

Thomas Arthur, contemporary holder of two Somerset manors). Charter 

witness 1397; holding hundred courts (as member of council possibly) 

1388'-89.10 

ASHTON, SIR SIMON DE; charter witness 1305,1317 and 1319; granted 

lands in Weston-in-Gordano (Somerset) to Maurice'III in 1318. Described 

as'a., king's yeoman in 1296. Held one manor and three other tenements 

in. Somerset. Dead by 1327.11 
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ASHTON, SIR ROBERT DE; grandson of above. Charter witness 1350; married 

his daughter and heiress to John of Beverstone in 1368. Held six 

manors and a hundred in Somerset and three manors and three hundreds 

in. Dorset. A king's knight by 1369 and later became chamberlain of the 

royal household and Treasurer of England. 12 

BASSET, SIR JOHN; first cousin of Thomas II; charter witness 1301,1303 

and 1306; campaigned with Thomas II in 1300. Held one manor in Gloucs. 

and other lands. 13 

BASSET, SIR EDMUND; brother of above. Charter witness 1301; camp- 

aigned with Thomas II in 1300.14 

BASSET, SIR SIMON; son of above. Witnessed twelve charters 1343-55; 

member of household 1327-8; campaigned with Maurice cf Stoke Giffard 

in 1342 and 1346; surety for Thomas of Uley in 1354 and feoffee for 

him, in 1361; wife godmother to one of Thomas III's sons in 1349. 

Retained by Edward III. Married Matilda, daughter of Sir John de Bitton 

and. vidow of William de la More. Held land in Gloucs. and Somerset. 

Nicholas de Berkeley, William de Cheltenham, John Sergeant, Nicholas de 

Kingscote, Peter le Veel, Thomas Moigne and John de Couley witnessed 

charters for him in 1363.15 

BASSET, EDMUND; son and heir of above. Witnessed five charters 1397- 

1417: Had reversion of some Somerset lands from Cecily, widow of 

Nicholas de Berkeley, in 1394; witnessed charter for Walter de la Pole 

in 1414.16 

BATHONIA, SIR NICHOLAS DE; charter witness 1308. Died in 1326 holding 

three manors in Gloucs. 17 

BATHONIA, THOMAS DE; probably a younger brother of above. With Maurice 

III'at Berwick in 1315-16; at Painswick 1318; went to Gascony with 

Maurice III in 1320.18 

BERKELEY, SIR THOMAS DE (OF COBERLEY); charter witness undated but temp. 
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Thomas III; with him and other members of the affinity to witness a 

charter for St. Peter's Abbey in 1345. Held one manor in Gloucs. and 

one. in Worcs; second wife heiress of another Gloucs. manor. In ward- 

ship of Sir Thomas le Boteler 1299-1311 and first wife possibly his 

daughter. Died in 1365.19 

BERKELEY, SIR NICHOLAS DE (OF DURSLEY); as a liveried retainer accomp- 

anied Thomas IV to his wedding in 1367. Married heiress of one Gloucs. 

manor and had three others in his own right. Witnessed a charter for 

Simon Basset (his mother-in-law's second husband) in 1363.20 

BINGHAM, SIR THOMAS DE; charter witness in 1316; campaigned with Berkeleys 

1297-8,1301,1303 and 1304. Married a widow with dower lands in 

Northants; described as being of that county. 21 

BITION, SIR JOHN DE I; witnessed four charters 1306-13; described Thomas 

II as his lord in his will of 1313. Held one manor in Gloucs and five 

in : Somerset . 
22 

BITTÖN, SIR JOHN DE II; son and heir of above. Charter witness. '1319; 

campäigned with Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1342 and 1345; when entail- 

ing his five Somerset manors in 1335 and 1343, he granted the final 

reversion (after himself and his brother Thomas) to Thomas 111.23 

BITION, SIR THOMAS DE; brother of above. Campaigned with-Maurice of 

Stoke Giffard in 1345. Held lands in Northants. 24 

BLAUNKFROUNT, SIR THOMAS DE; joined Thomas III-while travelling in the 

north in 1328. Retained by Mortimer. Held land in Warwicks. and Worcs. 25 

BLUE T, JOHN; charter witness in 1399. Married two heiresses and had 

with them two manors and a hundred in Somerset. First wife daughter 

of Edmund de Clyvedon. Died in 1404.26 

BODRUGAN, SIR ODO DE; member of travelling retinue 1328; received letter 

from Thomas III in 1327. Died in 1331 holding eight manors in Cornwall. 27 

BOTELER, JOHN LE (OF LLANTWIT); witnessed three charters 1314-17; named 
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as retainer of Maurice III in petition of 1312. Later transferred to 

younger Despenser. Held three manors in Gloucs. 28 

BOTELER, SIR THOMAS LE (OF BADMINTON) I; witnessed four charters 1303- 

1318; accompanied Thomas II to his son's wedding in Leics. in 1318. 

Had wardship of Thomas de Berkeley of Coberley 1299-1311'. Held one 

Gloucs. manor. 29 

BOTELER, SIR THOMAS LE (OF BADMINTON) II; wife Joan godmother of John 

of. Beverstone in 1352. Held one Gloucs manor and wife held another 

two in dower from her first husband. Died 1367.30 

BRADESTONE, ROBERT DE; witnessed twenty-one charters 1287-1308; cam- 

paigned with Thomas II 1297-8. Held two Gloucs. manors from Bc keley 

Castle. Died 1310.31 

BRADESTONE, SIR THOMAS DE; son of above. Witnessed eleven charters 

1315.49; at Painswick 1318; went to Gascony with Maurice III in 1320; 

named as adherent of Maurice III in the Despenser War; given £10 by 

Thomas III for Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1327; godfather to one of 

Thomas III's sons in 1348; wife godmother to another in 1350. Joined 

household of Edward III by 1330; summoned tc parliament from 1347. 

Died'1360 leaving a grandson as his under-age heir. Daughter married 

Peter le Veel II; grandson's daughter and heiress married Walter de la 

Pole. 32 

BRADESTONE, SIR EDMUND DE; charter witness 1384. Heir male to some of 

Sir Thomas' lands (as his nephew) in"-1374. Retained by-the Black 

Prince. Died 1388.33 

BROUNYNG, JOHN; executor of Thomas IV. Probably the John Brounyng who 

in'1394 executed a recognisance with Richard, Ruyhall to John do Bray 

and is thus implicated in the affair of Bray's abduction to Berkeley 

Castle. Probably the one who married Alice, widow of Thomas Brugge 

and laughter and co-heiress of Thomas de Berkeley of Coberley. Not 

the one who married one of the Rodborough co-heiresses and one of the 
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Fitznichol heiresses who was probably the one retained by Thomas 

Despenser. 34 

CALSTON, THOMAS; charter witness 1412. Held six manors in Wiltshire 

and One in Dorset. Charters of his witnessed by Stourton and Coventre 

in. 1410, and by Hungerford in 1415; Coventre a feoffee for him in 1415; 

witnessed charters for Coventre in 1405 and for Hungerford in 1415; 

acted as feoffee for Hankeford in 1408.35 

CAULEIGH, WILLIAM; described as esquire of Thomas IV when granted lands 

in'1397 for good service; member of Brittany retinue 1402-3. Retained 

by Sir Robert Knollys (d. 1407) 1380-90.36 

CHAUNBERLEYN, SIR SIMON LE; arbitrator for Thomas II in 1303; witnessed 

charter with Thomas II for Bp. Worcs in 1303; charter witness January 

1322; adherent of Maurice III in Despenser War. Forfeited two manors 

in. Gloucs and Wiltshire. Died 1325 in Gloucester gaol. 37 

CHELTENHAM, WILLIAM DE; witnessed twenty-two charters 1330-64; steward 

of estate 1332,1354-59 and 1363-4; dealing with allowance to executors 

of-Maurice III 1327; feoffee for Thomas III, in 1351; attorney for Kath- 

erine in 1363; executor of Maurice IV in 1368; granted wardship by 

Thomas III in 1329; granted rent of £10 16s 4d per annum 1357-60 

during minority of tenant; attorney for Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 

1338:, 1340,1345 and 1346; guardian of Thomas of Uley in 1351. Acquired 

three (possibly four) Gloucs manors; also held-two other Gloucs manors. 

Probably a descendent of William de Cheltenham who was provost of 

Gloucester in 1255,1263 and 1270; M. P. for Gloucester 1325. Feoffee 

for Mautravers in 1354;. attorney for Thomas de Bradestone in the 1340s; 

witnessed charters for John de la Ryvere in 1337, and for Simon Basset 

in 1363. Died in 1374.38 

CHELTENHAM, JOHN DE; probably brother of above. Attorney for Thomas 

III in 1330; steward of lands in 1339. Witnessed charter for Maurice 
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of Stoke Giffard in 1338; attorney for him in 1338; his steward in 

1336. Obtained licences for oratories at two Gloucs manors 1339 (one 

held-by William by 1360). Died 1340-43.39 

CHEYNE, SIR WILLIAM; charter witness in 1412. Nephew by marriage of 

John-de St Lo (St Lo and Cheyne's father having married sisters) and 

cousin of Robert de Ashton. Died 1420 holding nine manors in Wiltshire, 

one in Lincs., one in Somerset and three in Devon. 40 

CLYVEDON, SIR JOHN DE I; witnessed charters in 1317,1318,1319 and 1330; 

campaigned with Maurice III in 1306. Held three manors in Somerset. 

Cousin of John de Acton I since their mothers were sisters. 41 

CLYVEDON, SIR EDMUND DE; son and heir of above. Witnessed six charters 

1349-55; given a colt by Thomas III in 1351; brother-in-law of Thomas 

III after sister Katherine married Thomas in 1347. Campaigned with 

Thomas de Bradestone. Died in 1376 when heir grandson Edmund Hogshawe 

but Edmund died 1382 when heirs sisters Joan and Margaret (vife of John 

Bluet). Clyvedon's widow married John de Rodeney. 42 

CLYVEDON, MATTHEW DE II; brother of above. Steward of household 1348-9; 

leased lands in Beverstone (Gloucs. ) from Thomas III for his life; 

granted rent of 19s 6d per annum for life in 1355. Died 1379-81. 

Events of life badly confused with another Matthew de Clyvedon (III), 

son 6f Sfr Matthew of Aller (I). 43 

CLYVEDON, RICHARD DE; brother of Edmund and Matthew II; witnessed a 

charter for Thomas III. Held five tenements in Somerset. in 1373.44 

CLYVEDON, SIR MATTHEW DE (OF ALLER) I; member of Berkeley mob at 

Dundry Fair in 1304. Younger brother of Sir John I; had mother's 

inheritance of two manors in Somerset; acquired another in 1317. Went 

abroad with Robert Fitzpayn. in 1313; witnessed a charter for Bartholomew 

Badlesmere in 1314. Dead by 1332.45 

CLYVEDON, SIR JOHN DE (OF ALLER) II; son and heir of above. Probably 
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The Clyvedon family 

Raymond de Clyvedon m. Elizabeth, daughter and co-heiress 
(d. by 1280) of Sir John de Alre 

Emma m. Sir John de Clyvedon Sir Matthew of Aller m. Hawise 
(d. 1335-7) (d. by 1332) 

Sir Edmund Matthew Richard Katherine m. Sir John II Matthew 
(d. "1376) 1. Peter le Veel (d. c. 1373) (d. 13 6-91) 

2. THOMAS III 

Emmeline m. Thomas Hogshawe Sir John Richard John 
(d. by1348) Alexander 

Edmund Joan m. Margaret m. Margaret m. 1. Sir John de 
Hogshawe Thomas John Bluet d. 1412 St-Lo 
(d. 1.382) Lovell 

the "Clyvedon" who was given £20 with one "Acton" in 1346 by Thomas III 

to ease a dispute over land since in 1335 he acquired half a manor from 

John de Acton III. Witnessed charter for earl of Salisbury in 1352. 

Granddaughter and heiress married John de St Lo and held eight manors 

in: Somerset (and four in Hampshire apparently as heiress of Philip de 

Drokensford). 46 

CLXV. EDON, MATTHEW DE III; son of Sir Matthew I (of Aller); granted 

final reversion of some of lands to John of Beverstone when entailing 

them in 1370 and 1376. Connected with Richard Damory 1342-51. Probably 

he and not Matthew II who had three sons Richard, Alexander and John and 

acquired lands in Somerset and Wiltshire. 47 

COGGESHALE, JOHN DE; holding courts at Hurst in 1355-6 (possibly as 

steward of Maurice IV since this manor was held by him at this time); 

attorney for Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1345 and 1346; feoffee for 

Thömas. of Uley before 1361; feoffee for Mautravers for entail of lands 

onto Thomas of Uley in 1354. Acquired one manor in Gloucs. in 1341, 

possibly by marriage to a daughter of John Lohout. Probably related 
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to"the Essex knight Sir John de Coggeshale who died in 1361 holding 

seven manors in that county. 48 

GOBBET, SIR PETER; witnessed charters in 1343,1345 and 1346; cam- 

paigned with Maurice IV in 1346 and given X10 by Thomas III for that 

service. Held one manor in Gloucs and one in Salop; lands in Pembroke- 

shire granted to him and his heirs male at £110 per annum by William 

Corbet"of Chaddesleye for William's life; described as "of Caus, lord 

of"Siston"(Gloucs. ); acquired in 1341 the reversion of two manors and 

a hundred in Gloucs. Died 1362 leaving a grandson John as his heir, 

but after the deaths of John and his brother William in 1370 and 1377, 

his eventual heiress was his granddaughter who married Gilbert Deneys. 49 

COVENTRE, WILLIAM; feoffee for Thomas IV in 1404; charter witness 1410. 

Acquired three Berkshire manors and one-in Wiltshire; described as 

esquire of Berkshire in 1401 and of Wiltshire in 1421.. Feoffee for 

Hankeforde and Calston in 1408, and for Stowell (son-in-law of John of 

Beverstone) in 1404; witnessed charters with Shotteshroke, Joce and 

Estbury junior in 1400 and for Caiston in 1410; and his charter of 1405 

witnessed by Hungerford, Cheyne and Calston. 50 

CROK, SIR PETER; witnessed five charters 1298-1306; arbitrator for 

Thomas II in 1303. Held two Gloucs. manors. Widow married Henry Fitz- 

william; son Roger leased lands to Maurice 111.51 

CROUPES, SIR RICHARD; campaigned with Thomas III in 1336; died 1336 

holding one Gloucs manor and a rent of £8 in Leics. 52 

dOULEY, JOHN DE; steward of lands 1393; granted marriage of John Swon- 

hongre by Thomas IV in 1390. Described as esquire in 1401 and as being 

of Westbury in 1386. Witnessed charters for Simon Basset and John 

Sergeant in 1363. Newly risen in status from family of freeholder 

tenants of Berkeleys in Coaley of which three other members had prev- 

iously been in their service. 53 
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DABETOT, ROBERT; charter witness 1335 and 1336; attorney for Maurice 

of'Stoke Giffard in 1343; member of household in 1327. Held one manor 

in Wores and one in Gloucs; acquired three other tenements in Gloucs 

in-1317 and 1319.54 

DAUNTYSEY, EDMUND; member of Brittany retinue 1402-3. Brother of 

Sir John Dauntysey of Wiltshire; described as esquire of Gloucs in 

1402-and of Wiltshire in 1416. Feoffee for Hankeforde in 1408 and 

1417; "soldier" of Hungerford in 1416.55 

DENEYS, SIR GILBERT; feoffee for Thomas IV in 1417. Married daughter 

and -co-heiress of Maurice Russell by 1416. Retainer of earl of 

Stafford in 1406. Possibly his father who married the Corbet heiress 

(d. 1398) in 1382 and whom the Greyndour gang plotted to kill around 

1387: which implies a connection with Thomas IV. Active in Gloucs 

administration 1389-1410 so possibly same man. 56 

ERLEYE, SIR JOHN DE; campaigned with Thomas III in 1336. Held five 

manors and a hundred in Somerset, one manor in Berkshire. ' Died 1337.57 

FI'DZNICHOL, JOHN; witnessed six charters 1315-45; at Berwick with 

Maurice III in 1315-16; given £10 towards marriage of daughter in 1346 

by Thomas III; given a colt by Maurice IV in 1362; pardon for not 

taking up knighthood and respite from knighthood in 1342 and 1346 req- 

uested by Maurice of Stoke Giffard. Held two Gloucs manors from 

Berkeleys. William de Syde feoffee for him in 1332. Died 1375.58 

FITZNICHOL, SIR THOMAS; grandson and heir of above. Charter witness 

1384-', 1400,1409,1417; entailed two Gloucs manors 1383 with final 

remainder to John of Beverstone. Wife inherited moieties of two more 

Gloucs manors. Connected with earl of Stafford 1386-9 and with earl 

of Arundel 1395-6. Witnessed charters for Peter le Veel II in 1386 

and Walter de lä Pole in 1400. Charters of 1383-and 1397 witnessed 

by-Ralph Waleys, Henry Waryner, John Sergeant and William Smalcombe; 

Robert Poyntz and Edmund Forde feoffees for him in 1397 and 1411. 
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Daughters and heiresses married to Robert Poyntz and John t3rounyng. 

Died: 1418.59 

FITZWILLIAM, HENRY; wore livery of Maurice III and consequently arrai- 

gned as a Contrariant; died in Gloucester gaol before being attainted. 

Married widow of Peter Crok and held thirds of his two manors. 60 

FORDE, EDMUND; executor of James, brother of Thomas IV, in 1405; charter 

witness 1412. Married Joan, daughter and heiress of John Sergeant of 

Stone and had her Gloucs lands; held one manor and three other tene- 

ments in Somerset and two tenements in Wiltshire. Feoffee for Thomas 

Fitznichol in 1397 and 1411.61 

GASCELYN, SIR WALTER; charter witness in 1315. Campaigned with earl of 

Pembroke in 1297-8. Held manor in Wiltshire and four tenements in 

Gloucs. Died 1333.62 

GAMAGES, WILLIAM DE; witnessed nine charters 1313-1334; member of 

household 1296-7; organised supplies for Falkirk campaign and member 

of. that retinue; member of retinues of Thomas II on postponed embassy 

to, Rome in 1307, of Maurice III on embassy of 1313 and of Thomas III 

while travelling in 1328; attorney for Maurice III in 1317. Held one 

manor in Gloucs and acquired one in Oxon from Maurice III; leased an- 

other Gloucs manor from Thomas of Wymondham for life in 1314. Died 

1346; son and heir Nicholas died 1350 leaving three daughters, one of 

whom married to Hugh Arthur. 63 

GLOUCESTRE, SIR WALTER DE; witnessed charters 1301 and 1303 but each 

also.. witnessed by John ap-Adam and no others by either indicating that 

he may-have been retained by ap-Adam. 'Died 1311 holding four manors 

in'Lincs, one in Worcs, and two in Gloucs. 64 

GREVELL, JOHN; feoffee for Thomas IV in 1417. Married daughter and 

heiress of Sir Robert Corbet of Hadley who held two Gloucs manors and 

five others; had three Gloucs manors and one in Warwicks from father; 

described as esquire and as being of Sezincote (Gloucs). 65 
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GREYNDOUR, ROBERT; feoffee for Thomas IV in 1417. Son and heir of 

Sir ; lohn (d. 1416), held four manors and other lands in Gloucs; married 

daughter and heiress of Thomas Rugge. Thomas IV and Thomas Sergeant 

feoffees for him in 1416-7.66 

GURNEY, SIR THOMAS DE I; charter witness in 1301; campaigned with 

Berkeleys in 1297-8,1300,1301,1303 and 1304; hunting with Maurice III 

in'1293-4; mainperned. with Maurice III in 1306. Father (d. 1286) granted 

him 'three manors in Somerset; acquired another in 1308. Probably dead 

by 1.310 when son acquiring another one. 67 

GURNEY, SIR THOMAS DE II; charter witness 1313 and 1317. Acquired 

reversion of a fifth Somerset manor in 1310 (son of above). 68 

GURNEY, SIR THOMAS DE III; while unknighted was with Maurice III at 

Berwick in 1315-16; at Painswick 1318; kidnapped coroners in 1319; 

forfeited three Somerset manors in Despenser War. Appointed keeper 

of Edward II by Thomas III in 1327; 1330 cited for adherence to Mortimer 

and death of Edward II, fled with assistance from Thomas III but arr- 

ested at Burgos and transferred to Bayonne in 1331; forfeited the 

three manors and reversion-of two acquired by father and grandfather; 

wife-Joan (widow of Thomas Tryvet d. 1316) granted her Tryvet dower lands 

and one of manors for support of children, granted keeping of other two 

at farm 1331-39; reversion of two newly-acquired granted to Thomas de 

Bradestone, but Joan successfully recovered one of them from him in 

1337.69 

GURNEY, SIR THOMAS DE IV; charter witness in 1351. Successfully pet- 

itioned for return of three manors in 1339, proved age in March 1340 

when lands restored to him. Dead by April 1352.70 

HANKEFORDE, SIR WILLIAM; Thomas IV feoffee for him in 1408; he was 

feoffee for Thomas IV in 1412. Probably younger brother of Sir Richard, 

of-Devon; appointed justice of common pleas 1398, continued in office 
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under Henry IV, 1413 became chief justice of Kings Bench. Acquired 

lands in Berkshire from heir of John Estbury in 1408, when Stourton, 

Hungerford, Calston and Coventre also feoffees for him. 71 

HARSFIELD, JOHN; granted lands by Thomas IV in 1397 for life for 

good service; member of Brittany retinue 1402-3. Described as esquire 

in 1413. Grandson and heir of Richard (valet of Thomas III 1327-30); 

inherited small manor in Gloucs. 72 

HAUTEVILLE, SIR GEOFFREY DE; campaigned 1296,1297-8,1300,1301,1304; 

hunting with Maurice III in 1294; member of household 1299; collected 

debtfor Thomas II 1311-12; charter witness 1317,1330. Held one 

manor in Somerset and two in Oxon. 73 

HELYON, SIR WALTER DE; charter witness 1298. Connected with Edmund, 

earl-of Lancaster (d. 1'296) 1-2092-4. Held three mp"rnr= in c 1oucs . 
7° 

HELYON, PETER DE; eldest son of above. Witnessed Four charters, 1313-4.75 

HELYON, JOHN DE; brother of above. Campaigned-1297-8; member of house- 

hold 1298-9; charter witness 1313. Lands in Herefs entailed on to him 

by: father in 1300.75 

HUNGERFORD, SIR WALTER; charter witness 1400,1412 (2). Lancastrian 

family; king's knight from 1399; steward of household and executor of 

Henry V; summoned to parliament from 1426. Second wife Eleanor, daughter 

of. Jbhn of Beverstone. Feoffee for Hankeforde 1406; Stourton feoffee 

for him in 1406.76 

JOCE, JOHN I; charter witness 1350 and 1365. Lands in Gloucs. 77 

JOCE, JOHN II; witnessed four charters 1365-7. Son of above. 78 

JOCt, JOHN III; witnessed four charters 1397; member of Brittany retinue 

1402-3; feoffee in sale of Wenden 1404. Described as esquire 1410 and 

1417. Witnessed charter with John Shottesbroke and Coventre in 1400; 

joint-mainpernor with Coventre in 1401.79 

KENDAL, THOMAS; described as esquire and servant of 'Thomas IV 1403; 

1402-3 member of Brittany retinue; 1417 witnessed charter. A king's 
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esquire by 1400. Married daughter and heiress of John Capel (lands in 

Gloucs). 80 

KINGSCOTE, WILLIAM DE; witnessed charters 1335,1338; in wardship of 

Berkeleys 1318-22, then king until proved age 1326. Held manor of 

Kingscote from Berkeleys. John and Robert, his brothers also witnessed 

1335'charter. 81 

KINGSCOTE, NICHOLAS DE; surety for payment of ransom by John of Bever- 

stone 1372. Son of above. Witnessed charter for Simon Basset 1363.82 

KINGSTON, SIR NICHOLAS DE; witnessed six charters 1304-19; arbitrator 

for Thomas II 1303; member of retinue with Thomas II to son's wedding 

in-Leics in 1318. Made contract with Maunsel in 1298; until 1313 rec- 

eived two robes a year from Alan Plokenet; witnessed charter for 

Giffard of Brimpsfieid 1309; Robert Fitzpayn arranged for his appoint- 

ment'as sheriff of Gioucs 1311. Married heiress of two Berks manors 

by 1292; exchanged them for two in Gioucs with Maunsel; entailed manors 

onto Peter le Veel I and wife Cecily (possibly his heiress) 1324.83 

LISLE, SIR JOHN DE; member of household 1327-8. Died 1331 holding six 

manors in Hants/I. Wight, one in Northants and one in Wilts. 84 

LOKYNTON, SIR ROGER DE; charter witness 1287,1288. Hold land in Wilts 

and. Gloucs (including tenement in Ham from Berkeleys); died 1288.85 

LOKYNTON, JOHN DE; son of above. Campaigned with Thomas II in 1297; 

sold'Ham tenement to him. 86 

LORTY, SIR JOHN; auditor and charter witness 1395. Held two manors in 

Somerset. Died 1411. John de Clyvedon II feoffee for him in 1365.87 

LYONS, EDMUND DE; witnessed five charters 1331-55. field one manor in 

Somerset; heir of brother Thomas 1327; granted land by Thomas III 1346. 

Exemption from office-holding requested by William Montague 1333; cam- 

paigned with Thomas de Bradestone. Died 1364.88. 

MARMYON, WILLIAM; given a horse by Thomas III in 1354-5. Possibly 

Lincs knight with four manors in Lincs and Leics-who campaigned with 
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Thomas de Bradestone in 1346.89 

MALINSEL, SIR WILLIAM; witnessed three charters 1290-1317; campaigned with 

Thomas II 1297-8. Contract with Kingston 1298. Held two Berks manors 

(exchanged with Kingston) and one Gloucs. manor. 90 

MOIGNE, SIR THOMAS; attorney for Katherine 1363. Unc]s of Henry Moigne 

who married daughter of Katherine and Peter le Veel I. Retained by 

Talbots and Edward III. Held two Norfolk manors and two in Gloucs through 

marriage with Knoville widow. Died 1364.91 

MORE-, SIR STEPHEN DE LA; witnessed four charters 1315-19. Campaigned 

five: times 1298-1311 in different retinues. Held two tenements in 

Somerset and one manor in Gloucs. Son married daughter of Sir John de 

Bitton II; granddaughter (and eventual heiress) married Nicholas Berkeley 

of Dursley. Died 1328.92 

PALTON, SIR JOHN; campaigned with Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1345 and 

1346; with Thomas de Bradestone in 1347. Held five Somerset manors. 

Witnessed charter for William Montague in 1337.93 

PAUNCEFOOT, SIR GRIMBALD; surety for Thomas II for payment of fine 1285. 

Held three manors in Gloucs, Herefs and Worcs; married heiress to 

second Herefs manor. Younger son Richard campaigned with Maurice 1II 

in 1301. Died 1287.94 

PAUNCEFOOT, SIR JOHN; witnessed charter 1417. Grandson of above. In ward- 

ship'"of Richard Ruyhall while a minor. Retainer of earl of March (d. 1398) 

and king's knight of Henry IV-95 

PbLE SIR WALTER DE LA; feoffee for Thomas IV 1417. Married daughter and 

heiress of Thomas de Bradestone (grandson of Sir Thomas) by 1374. Charters 

witnessed by Thomas Fitznichol, Robert Poyntz, Thomas Kugele and Edmund 

Basset in 1414. Also retained by Richard II and Henry IV. 96 

POYN'rZ, SIR NICHOLAS; campaigned with Thomas 111,1336; sold Tockington to 

Thomas III c. 1355; beneficiary of chantry founded by Maurice IV 1349; 

second cousin of Maurice IV since their grandmothers were both daughters 
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of Eudo lord Zouche. Held land in Dorset, Kent, Somerset 'and Gloucs. 97 

POYNTZ, ROBERT; cousin of above; son of Sir John (heir of John de Acton 

III,. *and half-brother of Hugh, father of above). Charter witness 1400 

and 1417. Married daugher and co-heiress of Thomas Fitznichol. Inheri- 

ted three Gloucs manors on death of father 1376, and wife inherited four 

more, in 1419. Feoffee for Thomas Fitznichol 1397; witnessed charter for 

Walter de la Pole 1414. Feoffee for widow of Thomas Despenser 1401 and 

probably retained by Despenser. 98 

PYCHARD, SIR ROGER; witnessed charter 1313; went on embassy with Pem- 

broke in 1313, possibly in retinue of Maurice III. Of Herefordshire. 

Went'abroad with Thomas of Brotherton 1322, with Edmund earl of Kent 

1324, and with Edward III in 1329.99 

RODBOROUGH, SIR MILES DE (of St. Chloe); witnessed four charters 1300- 

1313; campaigned with Thomas II 1297-8; 'holding hundred courts with 

steward 1298-99; Thomas II requested protection for him in 1302. 

Retained by earl of Norfolk 1304-5 and by Edward IT 1313. field manor 

in'Gloucs and one in Gloucs March. Died 1314.100 

RODBOROUGH, THOMAS DE; son and heir of above. At P-i. nswick 1318 (with 

brother Hugh);. steward and member of council 1327; member of household 

1328; charter witness 1329. Died 1334.101 

RODBOROUGH, HUGH DE; nephew and heir of above (son of Hugh). Witnessed 

charter' undated but temp. Thomas III; campaigned with Maurice of Stoke 

Giffärd in 1346. In wardship of Simon Basset 1334-44. Died 1394.102 

RbDBOROUGH, EDMUND DE; grandson and heir of above. In Brittany retinue 

1402-3. Jointly owed money with Harsfield in 1410.103 

RODENEY, SIR RICHARD DE; charter witness 1303 and 1319; Maurice III 

took'. part in his knighting in 1316. Acquired five tenements in Som- 

erset (for other lands see John Rodeney). Dead py 1329.104 

RODENEY, SIR WALTER DE; son and heir of above. Witnessed charter 1355; 
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campaigned with Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1346. Field four manors and 

other tenements in Somerset. 105 

RODENEY, SIR JOHN; son and heir of above. Witnessed charter 1375. Married 

widow of Edmund de Clyvedon. Died 1401 holding seven manors in Somerset. 106 

RODENEY, SIR WALTER II; son and heir of above. Charter witness 1412.107 

ROLNES, JOHN; witnessed five charters 1395-1409; in Brittany retinue 1402- 

3. Acquired two tenements in Gloucs by 1411. Granted manor of Sages for 

life-by Thomas IV. Feoffee for Peter le Veel II; witnessed charter for 

Edmund Forde in 1392. Dead by 1414.108 

ROUS; SIR JOHN LE; witnessed charter 1317; at Painswick 1318. field two 

manors in Gloucs., four in Herefs, married heiress to lands in Salop. 109 

RUGGE, THOMAS; granted Chicklade tenement for life by Thomas IV in 1390; 

member of Brittany retinue 1402-3; feoffee for Thomas TV 1417. Married 

daughter and heiress of Sir John de Bitton (d. 1382, son of Sir John II) 

and-had her five manors in Somerset and land in Gloucs. Witnessed 

charter for Walter de la Pole in 1414; daughter and heiress married 

Robert Greyndour. 110 

RUYIIALL, RICHARD (JUNIOR); steward of lands 1388-9 and 1395; member of 

council 1395; involved with abduction of Bray for Thomas IV 1987; 

accused of leading William Tracy to array favourable jury for Bray case 

in 1395. Died 1408 holding three manors and other lands in Worcs., two 

tenements in Herefs., and one manor in Gloucs. Connected with earl of 

Warwick. 1383-90, with Thomas Despenser-1399 and Gilbert Talbot 1405. 

Fboffee for Peter le Veel II. 111 

RYVERE, SIR JOHN DE LA; witnessed charter 1351; son and heir married to 

daughter of Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1346; sold sheep to Thomas III 

in: 1345 and lands in Wilts to him in 1350; with Berkeleys in 1336 to 

witness charter of William de la Zouche. Held three Gloucs manors and 

two in Somerset. 112 
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RYVERE, SIR RICHARD DE LA; uncle of above. Witnessed charter 1290 and 

1330; granted free common of pasture by Thomas III in 1330. Retainer 

of'Pembroke and Henry of Lancaster. Held two Wilts manors for life; in 

1327, his wife inherited a Gloucs. manor. Died 1332.113 

ST'JOHN, SIR JOHN DE; with Thomas III at York in 1328. Died 1349 hold- 

ing two Oxon manors, one in Berks and one in Surrey. 114 

ST LO, SIR JOHN DE I; witnessed charter in 1301.115 

ST. LO, SIR JOHN DE II; son and heir of above. Campaigned with Maurice 

of-Stoke Giffard in 1345 and 1346. Held one Gloucs manor and three in 

Somerset; married heiress of two Wilts manors and one in Dorset. 116 

ST'. LO, SIR JOHN DE III; charter witness in 1375. Married two heiresses, 

first to two manors in Wilts (whose sister married father of William 

Cheyne) and second (granddaughter of John de Clyvedon II) to eight manors 

in. Somerset and four in Hampshire. Died in 1375 leaving son who had 

died' without issue by 1390. Eventual heirs two daughters from first 

marriage and one from second. 117 

SEYMOUR, SIR NICHOLAS; at Painswick in 1318; campaigned with Maurice 

of'Stoke Giffard in 1342,1345 and 1347. Married heiress of nine 

manors in Somerset by 1351; 1358 heir of brother Thomas (lands in 

Somerset, Dorset, Devon and Wilts). Died 1361. Son and heir Richard 

married on of daughters of John de St Lo III, widow of Thomas de 

Bradestone (grandson of Sir Thomas). 118 

SHOT TESBROKE, JOHN; witnessed three charters 1397; member of Brittany 

retinue 1402-3. Son of Sir Gilbert and heiress of Staffs manor; from 

Berkshire; leased Berks manor from Thomas'IV at £11'per annum. Charter 

witness with John Estbury, John Joce III and WilliamCovontre in 1400.119 

SHOTTESBROKE, ROBERT; brother of above; granted for life-the rent paid 

by brother for Berks manor in 1400; member of Brittany retinue 1402-3. 

Retained by Henry IV and V. 120 
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STOURTON, WILLIAM; witnessed charter in 1412; feoffee for John of 

Beverstone in 1411. Died 1413 holding lands in Somerset, Dorset, 

Wilts and Essex. Feoffee for Hankeforde and Hungerford in 1408; 

acknowleged debt with Coventre in 1408; witnessed charter for Calston 

in-1410; Hankeforde one of executors. 121 

SUDELEYE, SIR WILLIAM DE; witnessed charter 1319. Married widow of 

Robert le Veel; probably younger brother of Sir John de Sudeley-who 

died. 1336 holding manors in Worcs and Gloucs. 122 

TRACY, SIR WILLIAM I; described as household knight of Thomas III by 

Smyth. Held two Gloucs manors and one in Hants. Possibly moved from 

dares to Berkeleys. Died after 1344.123 

TRACY, SIR JOHN; charter witness 1349,1355,1367; given, a colt by 

Thomas III in 1351; godfather to John of Beverstone in 1352; as liveried 

retainer accompanied Thomas IV to wedding in 1367; campaigned with 

Thomas III in 1336 and 1346, with Maurice of Stoke Giffard in 1345 

and '1346-7. Held two Gloucs manors in 1363. Alienated land to 

Keynsham Abbey with John de St Lo II in 1363.124 

TRACY, SIR WILLIAM II; member of council 1395; described as retainer 

of-Thomas IV 1384-6; accused of arraying jury favourable to Thomas IV 

for Bray case in 1395.125 

VEEL, SIR ROBERT LE; witnessed four charters 1290-98; reeve of Ham 

paid. some of wife's expenses for journey to London in 1293-4. Retained 

by.. earl of Gloucester (d. 1295) 1290-95. Died 1299-1301.126 

VEEL', SIR PETER LE I; grandson and heir of above. Witnessed charter 

1329. Married firstly Cecily, possibly daughter and heiress of Nicholas 

de'Kingston (who entailed his lands on to them in 1324) and secondly 

Katherine, daughter of John de Clyvedon I, who later married Thomas III. 

Held. four manors in Gloucs, one in Somerset, one in Devon and two in 

Wilts. 127 
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VEEL, SIR PETER LE II; eldest son and heir of above. Witnessed charters 

1349,1355 and 1384; given corn from Ham by Thomas TV in 1379; stepson 

of Thomas III. Married daughter of Thomas de Bradestone; feoffees 

John-of Beverstone, Richard Ruyhall, Ralph Waleys and John Rolnes 

presented William Mollyng to church of which advowson belonged to Veel 

in 1392. Retained by Black Prince. Died 1391.128 

VEEL, SIR THOMAS LE; heir of above in 1384. Given a cow by Thomas IV 

in 1379; witnessed a charter in 1384.129 

VEEL, SIR JOHN LE; given £100 by Maurice IV to go to Holy Land in 

fulfillment of ancestor's vow in 1367; granted rent of £3 per annum 

from Veel lands while in hands of Thomas III 1355-61 and another of 

20s per annum 1356-61. Son of Peter le Veel I and Katherine, conse- 

quently half-brother of Peter le Veel II and John of ßeverstone; stepson 

of-Thomas III. Inherited two manors in Wilts; married sister of Sir 

Walter de Romesey and had manor in Somerset and lands in Gloucs, Oxon 

and Hants with her. Died 1380 without issue. 130 

WAL'EYS, WILLIAM; witnessed three charters 1317-8. Died 1329 holding 

four manors in Gloucs and March. Retained by Pembroke 1315.131 

WALEYS, RALPH; grandson of above. Witnessed charters 1351,1353,1384; 

steward of household 1364-7; receiver 1373-4; constable of Castle 1373- 

75; made new rental 1378; auditor 1381-2; feoffee for Thomas IV 1377 

and 1382-3; mainperned for Thomas IV in 1383 and for release of his 

servants in 1387; hunting with Thomas IV in 1387; granted lands in Slim- 

bridge (manor of Sages) for life in 1375; Thomas IV feoffee for him in 

1386. Held manors of grandfather and acquired two more and seven other 

tenements in Gloucs 1379-86. Feoffee for Thomas Fitznichol in 1383 and 

for Sir Peter le Veel II in 1392. 

WAUPON, SIR WILLIAM DE I; witnessed twenty-one charters 1297-1319; 

in retinue of Thomas II for embassies of 1296 and 1307 and with Maurice 
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III in 1313; to Gascony with Maurice III in 1320; campairncd 1297-8,1298, 

1300:, 1301,1303 and 1304; gift of wheat from Thomas II in 1296-7; gift 

of-L5 As 7d per annum of farm for wardship granted by Thomas II 1311-12; 

agent to resolve dispute between Thomas II and-John de Wylington in 1311; 

joint-acknowledgement of debt with Maurice III 1313. Held two Gloucs 

manors. Died 1322.133 

WAUTON, SIR WILLIAM DE II; witnessed five charters 1322-38; granted rent 

of 17s 7d per annum by Thomas III 1332-36. Died without issue by 1352, 

heir: his brother Thomas-134 

WILLIAMSCOTE, RICHARD; rebelled with Maurice III; forfeited lands in Oxon. 

Connection with Isabelle de Clare (second wife of Maurice III) - William 

de-Williamscote surety for her in 1315; Richard owed £80 by her in 1327.135 

WYLINGTON, SIR JOHN DE; charter witness 1298,1306; with Berkeleys at 

Tewkesbury in 1336. Retainer of Pembroke. Summoned to parliament 1336-8. 

Died: 1338 holding five Gloucs manors and five others in Dorset, Devon and 

Cornwall. 136 

1. GC 1981; Saul Knic? hts and Esquires, 271; GIPM iv 234-5, v 163 
2. GIPM v 163,285; GC 2633; CCR 1337-39,522; PRO SC12/26/11 m. 7d; 

J. Maclean "The History of the Manors of Dene Mgna and Abenhall" TBGAS 
vi 

3. : S8 10; GC 573,1019**. The father married the heiress of half the 
manor of Aller and half moieties of the manors of Wanstrow and Stathe 
in Somerset (CPR 1266-72,693; SRS vi 265,273-4); the son married the 
heiress of Elkstone and Winstone manors in Gloucs and, in her issue, the 
manor of "Berebrun" (also "Bere Craucombe") in Somerset (CPR 1301-07,131 
SRS vi 322; CPR 1321-24,396,1324-27,277). For charter of earl of 
Gloucester see CCR 1307-13,132. 

4%. Rect. Bransford 659,660,661,907; PRO CP25(1)199/24 no. 61. He held 

. the manors of Cheddar, half Aller, a quarter of Stathe and "Berebrun" 
in Somerset, Iron Acton, Elkstone and Winstone and other tenements at 
Winstone and Frampton Cotterll in Gloucestershire, and the manor of 
Pennington in Hampshire (CIPM v 411; CPR 1321-24,396,1324-27,277; 
CCR 1323-27,428). He sold Aller to John de Clyvedon II in 1335; "Bere" 
'to his cousin John, son of Odo de Acton, and Cheddar to Thomas III in 
"1346; and the three Gloucs manors and the Hampshire manor were inherited 
'by John Poyntz after his death (VCH Hants v 118; CFR 1356-68,197,198; 
CCR 1360-64,317,321; CIPM xiv 321; SRS xii 177; CP25(1)199/24 no. 47) 

5. CPR 1361-64,335; SC 539,540,541,551: Smyth II, 3; Ham a/c 1374-5. 
Held manors of West Bagborough, Chelvey, Thornfalcon, Ayly, Merridge 
and half Winsford; acquired manor of "Bere" from John son of Oco de 
'Acton in 1362 (CCR 1364-68,47; SRS xvii 2,4,58,61,80,104,114, 
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126; PRO CP25(1)200/26 no. 66). For his connections with Brien see 
CPR 1361-64,94,1364-67,246,1367-70,322,1370-74,419. 

6. *GC 1086; CIPM iii 371 (pp. 248,249): CIM i 1291 
7. -GC 2210,2243,2261,2796; CIPM v 538 (pp. 338,339). The manors were 

Ashcombe and Clapton-in-Gordano where the family were tenants of the 
. 

Berkeleys (CIM i 1291). In 1327 William entailed Clapton to himself 
. for life with reversion to his son Richard and his wife and issue, with 
" the reversion of a tenement in Weston-in-Gordano held for life by Joan, 
-widow of Simon de Ashton (SRS xii 126-7,128). This perhaps implies 

that Sir Richard's widow married Ashton. Roger Arthur was a charter 
witness for Maurice III in January 1322 at the end of the Despenser 

-War (GC 2371) and Thomas Arthur raided Despenser manors with the 

. 
Berkeleys (CPR 1321-24,165,169,319). 

8. "0C 3320; PRO C81/1720/105,106; CIPM ix 428 (pp. 338,340), xiv 209 
(p. 226) 

9. Ham a/c 1353-4; CIPM ix 493, x 423,424,512; CCR 1360-64,1 
10.: GC 3936; Ham a/c 1388-9. Sir Thomas' son was also called John and had 

inherited by 1412 (CCR 1409-13,339; CPR 1416-22,224). 
11. GC 1086,2261,2243; CCR 1288-96,487. Dead by 1327 when widow Joan 

holding lands of which reversion belonged to the Arthurs (SRS xii 128). 
In the same year his son Robert created a jointure in the manor of 
Ashton and tenements at Chelvey, Dundry and Flemford in Somerset (SRS 
xii 123). Robert married a sister and co-heiress'of Ralph de Gorges 
(d. 1344) and was dead by 1342 (GEC vi 12; CPR 1340-43,533). 

12.. GC 3239*; CIPM xv 912,917. He held the manor of Ashton in Somerset 
and tenements in Dorset. As Gorges co-heir he hold two manors and two 
hundred in Dorset. With his first wife had had three. Somerset manors 
she held from her first husband, and two manors in Somerset and a manor 
and hundred in Dorset she held from her second husband (CCR 1389-92, 
91; CIPM xv 911-917, xi 517; CPR 1364-67,258; VCFH Somerset iii, 122) 

13. Smyth I, 121, III 182-4; GC 1019**, 1043-5,1106; PRO C67/14 m. 2, C81/ 
1 1720/107. Anselm Basset, father of Sir John and Sir Edmund, married 

Margaret, sister of'Maurice II (d. 1281) and aunt of Thomas TI (Smyth 
I, 121, III 182-4). 

14. PRO C67/14 m. 2, C81/1720/107; GC 1019**; Smyth III, 184 
15. Reg. Bransford 659,660,661,735,907; GC 3141,3196,3208,3222, 

3223,3351,3352,3245,. 3376,3422,3423,3347; SR 39,62; Smyth I, 
252; 253,348; CCR 1354-60,78,1360-64,237. PRO E36/204/86; Cal. 
Mem. Rolls 2271 (retained by Edward III). CCR 1341-43,70,136; Smyth 
III, 184 (marriage). GIPM vi 20-1,140-1; CIPM xvi 798 (lands). 

16. GC 3936; SC 581; SB 10 ff. 28,56-7; CCR 1392-96,190,1413-19,115, 
1389-92,134,1399-1402,250 

17.. GC 1645.1647; CIPM vi 742 (the manors were Wostbury, Huntley and 
Northwood; his heirs were his daughter and grandson by another daughter) 

18. "CPR 1313-18,353,1317-21,364,432 
19. GC 3347; CCR 1343-46,640. Held Coberley in Gloucs and Eldersfield in 

Tores (CPR 1334-38,268,401,1343-45,449). His first wife was prob- 
ably a daughter of Thomas le Boteler of Badminton I because one John 
le Boteler was described as uncle of his son (CIPM xiii 285"), and 
Boteler had his wardship 1299-1311 (Sir Henry Barkly "The Berkeleys 
of Coberley" TBGAS xvii). His second wife was the heiress of Stoke 
Orchard in Gloucs (CIPM ix 556; CPR 1350-54,245,1358-61,10). He 
died in 1365 (CFR 1356-69,323). 

20. " Smyth II, 3; CCR 1374-77,227. His wife was the sister: and heiress 
of John de la More (son of William, and grandson of Stephen) and 
inherited the manor of Oldland in Bitton (CIPM ix 341; CPR 1385-89, 

. 
49; CIM iv 349, vi 144). He held the manors of Dursley and Cold 
Newington and bought the manor of Doddington (CIPM xv 687,688; CPR 
1377-81,36). After his death his wife granted her life-interest in 
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Ilursley and Cold Newington to Thomas IV (through his feoffees Wynter, 
Cole and Oldland), and granted the reversion of lands in Somerset to 
Edmund Basset and the manor of Oldland to Sir John Deverau; c (CPR 1381 
-85,228; 1385 and 1389 valors; CPR 1385-89,49); CIM iv 349, vi 144; 
CCR 1392-96,190). 

21. GC 2101; PRO C67/12 m. 3,5,15 m. 10, C81/1720/79, E101/9/23; MRS 
ii 1637; CFR 1319-27,293,294; CCR 1323-27,207 

22. CC 1106,1920,1922,1925; Saul Knights and Esquires, 70. His son 
held the manors of Norton Mairezrard, Chilcompton, Littleton, Charlcom`be 

. and Hinton Blewitt in Somerset and he lived at Barre Court in Gloucester- 
. shire (SRS xii, 57,91; H. T. Ellacombe History of the parish of 
Bitton (1881-3). ) 

23. GC 2294; SRS xii, 57,91; PRO C81/1720/97,100, C76/20 m. 8 
24. Smyth I, 253; CPR 1345-48,458; CCR 1346-49,393 
25. SR 62; CPR 1330-34,183,1334-38,338; CFR 1319-27,86,90,1337-47,290 
26.. GC 3948. His first wife was the granddaughter and co-heiress of 

Edmund de Clyvedon and with her he had the Somerset manor of Cleve-don; 
with his second wife he had the manor and hundred of North Petherton 
(CCR 1389-92,80-81,1402-05,357,1409-13,14; CPR 1401-05,410; 
CIPM xviii 984). He had died by October 1404 (CPR 1401-05,462,463, 
469,470). 

27. SIB 39,62; CIPM vii 385,386 
28.. GC 2209,2529,1645,1647; PRO SC8/323/E563; CPR 1307-13,536-7. He 

held the manors of Brewerne, Morecote and Park in Gloucs (GIPM vi 21-2; 
CIPM x 491). Between 1322 and 1326 he was steward of the younger 
Despenser in Staffs, Worcs and Gloucs (Saul Knights and Esquires, 65, 
80,94). 

29. GC 1043-5,1134,1135,1645,1647; SC 483; Sir Henry Barkly "The 
Berkeleys of Coberley" TBGAS xvii). Held the manor of Badminton in 
Gloucs and also, apparently, some land in Worcs (CCR 1318-23,419,420; 
'GIPM vi 43) 

30. -Smyth I, 349; GIPM vi 43; CIPM x 218; CCR 1349-54,344 
31. GC 533,538,539,587,629,1019**, 1043,1075,1101,1106,1116, 

1117,1135,1152,1645; SC 460,461,470; Smyth III, 280,289; PRO 
C67/12 m. 3, C81/1720/79. Held manors of Breadstone and Stinchcombe 
from the Castle; died 1310 (Smyth III, 113,347) 

32. GC 2020,2236,2273,2293,2371,3208; SC 480,518; Reg. Branford 
559,. 660,907; CPR 1317-21,364-5,1317-21,432,1321-24,248; CCR 
-1318-23,222; CFR 1319-27,84,171; SR 39; Smyth I, 348,349; PRO 
CP25(1)76/47 no. 135; CIPM x 614, xiv 10. 

33. Req. Wakefield 558,559; inherited manor of Winterbourne in 1374 on 
death of his cousin (CIPM xiv 10). CPR 1377-81,317; CFR 1383-91,292 

34.12eq. Chichele, 124; CCR 1392-96,255,1413-19,465; CFR 1413-22,62 
68,72; CPR 1405-08,447. The John Brounyng who married one of the 
Rodborough co-heiresses and one of the Fitznichol co-heiresses died 
in 1416 (CIPM xvi 53; GIPM vi 134; CCR 1413-19,255; CFR 1413-22,106, 
269-70; Saul Knights and Esquires, 80,113,289) 

35. SC 578; CCR 1385-89,137,1402-05,493,1409-13,75,285,1413-19,291, 
294,295; CFR 1383-91,133-4,1405-13,233;. CPR 1405-08,471,1408-13, 
413 

36. GC 3921;. Smyth II, 19; PRO E101/43/16; CPR 1377-81,536,1388-92,329; 
CCR 1385-89,427 

37. SC 468; Req. Ginsborough, 48; GC 2371; CFR 1319-27,84,124,328; 
COP 1323-27,301 

38. Smyth III, 242; Req. Bransford 907; SC 486,518,539,540; GC 2848, 
2917,3104,3107,3108,3141,3190,3196,3208,3222,3223, -3239*, 
3351,3352,3245,3370,3422,3423,3434,3470,3277,3347; Cal. 
Mem. Rolls 407,888; Smyth III, 388; CPR 1361-64,335; GC 3631,2688; 
PRO Just. 3/127 m. 24; manorial a/cs 1354-9 and 1363-4; Slimbridge a/cs 
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. 
1356-59; Treaty Rolls 1337-39,436; Smyth I, 251; PRO C81/1720/92,100; 
CPR 1350-54,171. Held manors of Purton, Hillesley, Woodcroft, Little 
Marshfield, Pucklechurch and Hawkesbury (PRO CP25(1)77/57 no. 39,64 nos. 
-219,225,78/72 no. 407; GC 3593; CPR 1334-38,559; Req. Bransford 447). 
For the provost of Gloucester see Thomas Rudge The History and Antigui- 
"ties. of Gloucester (1811), 62. PRO CP25(1)77/69 no. 350, C81/1721/26, 
27,28,30,31, C76/18 m. 12; CCR 1337-39,265; GIPM vi 140. CCR 1374 
-77,73 

39. CC 2710*; PRO SC1/39/90; GC 2944; Treaty Rolls 1337-9,436; Req. 
Bransford, 447 (the manors of Woodcroft and Charlton); dead by 1343 
when wife a widow (Req. Bransford, 447). 

40. SC 578; son of Sir Ralph Cheyne and Joan, daughter. and co-heiress of 
Sir John de Pavely (and sister of wife of John de St Lo) CIPM xviii 
440-445; PRO C138/46 no. 46; CCR 1360-64,302; CFR 1368-77,312 

41. GC 2210,2243,2261,2695; PRO C67/16 m. 6. Son of Raymond and Elizabeth, 
daughter and co-heiress of Sir John de Aire, who had half the manor of 
Aller, a quarter of a fee in Yeovilton and a quarter of the manor of 
Wanstrow (VCH Somerset iii 63,169; Feud. Aids iv 313,319); Aller and 
Yeovilton went to his younger brother Matthew, Wanstrow stayed with 

. 
his line. He also held the manors of Clevedon and Milton in Somerset 
(CCR 1327-30,543,1333-37,332; SRS xvii 4) 

42. GC 3208,3239*, 3351,3376,3434,3320; Ham a/c 1350-51; PRO C81/ 
7721/26,30. Died 1376 holding manors of Clevedon, Milton and a 
quarter of Wanstrow; heir grandson Edmund Hogshawe died 1382 when 
heirs his sisters (CIPM xiv 228; CCR 1389-92,80). Widow married 
Sir John de Rodeney (CCR 1389-92,80). 

43. Ham a/c 1348-9,1355-79; GC 3320,3399; "son of John de Clyvedon" 
44. GC 3320; had reversion of Milton after death of mother but ]347 granted 

reversion to brother Edmund (SRS xvii,, 4); granted five tenements in 
Somerset to others in 1373 (CCR 1369-74,537,573). 

45. CPR 1301-07,356. Had mother's lands at Aller and Yeovilton (as above 
note 41), acquired half manor of Stoke Rodney 1317 (SRS xii 64); had 
reversion of lands in Shipham, Cheddar, Carsclive, Leigh and Draycote 
(Somerset) 1312 (SRS xii, 29-30). CPR 1307-13,581). Dead by 1332 
when son John holding Yeovilton (VCH Somerset iii, 169). 

46. Smyth I, 346; acquired half of Aller 1335 (SRS xii, 177); his son 
exchanged half Stoke Rodney for manor of Cricket St. Thomas in 1338 

. (Ibid., 194). CCR 1349-54,626. Granddaughter and heiress Margaret 
married firstly John de St Lo (d. 1375) and secondly Sir Peter Court- 
enay (d. 1405) and held the manors of Pennington, Flexland, Binstead 
and half Bodenham in Hampshire and Aller, Cricket St. Thomas, Yeovilton, 
Shipham, Cheddar and Leigh, Standerwick and Rodden in Somerset (CIPM 
xviii 1143,1146; CPR 1413-16,34; VCH Hants ii 487, iii 204,262, 
v 118). 

47. SRS xvii, 193. CPR 1343-45,46,205 (where described as son of Matthew), 
1350-54,181. Acquired tenements at North Petherton (two) and Gayspore 
in Somerset and manors of Zeals and Woodborough and four other tene- 
ments in Wiltshire which were entailed in 1370 and 1376 to himself, and 
his sons John, Richard and Alexander (SRS xvii, 78,90,193; PRO CP25 
: (1)288/50 no. 797; VCH Wilts x 217) 

48. . PRO C81/1720/92,100, C260/91 no. 36; Hurst a/c 1355-6; CCR 1360-64, 
-237. The manor of Colesbourne (Gloucs) was granted to him and his wife 
and their issue in 1341 by John Lohout (with reversion to Matilda, 
daughter of Lohout, and her issue) - PRO CP25(1)77/63 no. 199. For 
Sir John de Coggeshale see CFR 1356-68,191. . 49. Rea. Bransford, 659,660,661,735; GC 3141; Smyth I, 366; SR 64. 
Held manor of Siston (GIPM vi 24); Walter de Gloucestre entailed the 
manors of Alveston and Earthcott and the hundred of Langley (Gloucs) 
t6 Corbet and his heirs in 1341 (CPR 1340-43,356), Corbet's grandson 
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died holding them in 1370 (GIPM vi 61)'and also the Pembrokeshire 

. 
lands (CIPM xii 20, xv 26-30). His granddaughter was married to 
William Wyriot in 1377, but to Gilbert Deneys by 1382 '(CIPM xv 26- 
30; CPR 1381-85,178,213; CFR 1369-77,212). He was probably a 
cadet of the Corbets of Caus. 

50. CCR 1399-1.402,280,1402-05,308,311,314,319,493,487,1409-13, 
296,1413-19,291,1422-29,110; CPR 1396-99,106,1401-05,345,473, 
1405-08,471,1408-13,107; SB 10 f. 261 

51. -SC 461,467; GC 1043-5,1116,1134,1135; SC 468. Held manors of 
Olveston and Berwick (by the Severn) - PRO SC6/1147/12; CIPH vii 11. 
CCR 1318-23,667 

52. -PRO C81/1720/105,106. Manor of Whittington (Gioucs) entailed on him 
by, his father Richard in 1310 (CPR 1307-13,223), died holding Whitt- 
ington and rent in Leics. (CIPM viii 26). 

53. PRO Just. 3/180 m. 24d.; GC 3842; CPR 1399-1401,493; CCR 1385-89,91, 
: 262; GIPM vi 140; CCR 1360-64,511. For earlier members of the 
family in Berkeley service see Chapter 6 note 61. 

54. GC 2834,2848; SR 39; Cart. St. Peter's, 248. Held manors of Hindlip 

"(Wores) and Colethrop (Gloucs), acquired tenements at Elmore and 
Päuntley (Gloucs) in 1317 and 1319 (VCH Worcs iii 398-9; GIPM v 259; 
CPR 1334-38,326; PRO CP25(1)76/49 no. 191,51 no. 245). 

55. PRO E101/43/16. CIPM xviii 1056-59; CPR 1405-08,94; CFR 1399-1405 
296; CCR 1399-1402,577,1413-19,321,1422-29,110. 

56. SC 581; PRO KB 27/507 Rex m. 31. For lands with first wife see above 
note 49; for marriage to Margaret Russell see CFR 1413-22,175,176. 

57. PRO C81/1720/105; CIPM vi 505, viii 97, x 198. 
58. CCR 1313-18,352,353,1337-39,522; Smyth I, 343; Ham a/c 1361-2; 

CPR 1340-43,515,1345-48,121,342; GC 2020,2293,2891,3208,2834. 
Held manors of Hill and Nympsfield from"Castle (GIPM v 132; CPR 1330 
-34,385,1345-48,195; CIPM xiv 129). 

59. Rea. Wakefield 558,559; SC 573,581; SB 10 f. 7; GIPM vi 139; PRO 
Just. 3/180 m. 16; CPR 1392-96, '548,1396-99,164,1408-13,271: CCR 
1385-89,155,1396-99,72,84,1413-19,115,1419-22,158-9; CFR 
1383-91,167; Smyth I, 48. 

60. 'CFR 1319-27,84; CCR 1318-23,667; Buck Politics, Finance and the 
Church, 199. 

61. Smyth I, 376, III, 286,376 (where he says that Forde was the third 
husband of an earlier Sergeant daughter but the Ham rentals of 1378 
and temp. Henry IV show that she was the daughter of John Sergeant of 
Stone); CCR 1399-1402,188,1405-09,93,100,1409-13,334 

62. GC 2020; PRO E101/6/28; CIPM vii 530 
63. GC 1971,1920,1922,1925,1981,2101,2208,2633,3254; SB 10; SC 

483; Ham a/c 1296-7,1297-8; PRO E101/6/28; CPR 1301-07,530,1307 

-13,581; SR 62; CIPM viii 678, ix 493, x 432,424,512; Feud. Aids 
-ii 268; Smyth I, 274; CCR 1360-64,1. 

64. GC 1019**, 1043-5; CIPM v 350 
65.. SC 581; CCR 1413-19,401,403,404; CPR 1401-05,2; Saul Knights and 

Esquires, 231. 
66. -SC 581; CCR 1413-19,338,1441-47,178; CPR 1381-85,267,295; 

Smyth III, 286 
67. GC 1019**. PRO C67/12 m. 5,14 mm-2,7,9,15 m. 10, C81/1720/79,107, 

i-101/9/23; CDRS ii 1637; Wotton a/c 1293-4. Father Anselm granted him 
the manors of Inglescombe, Farrington and West Harptree (CPR 1338-40 
368); acquired manor of Stratton (Somerset) in 1308 (PRO CP25(1)198/ 
15 no. 12).. 

68. GC 1971,2210. Acquired reversion of manor of Knowle by Bristol in 
"1310 as "son of Thomas", entailed it to self and wife Joan for life, 
reversion to sons John and issue and George and issue, his brother 
Matthew and issue (PRO CP25(1)199/19'no. 30, but see note 69)., For- 
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feited Inglescombe, Farrington and West Harptree in Despenser War 

. 
(CFR 1319-27,97). 

69. CCR 1313-18,353,1330-33,315,316,322,324,325; CPR 1337-21, 

. 364,452; CFR 1327-37,206,207. Wife Joan granted Tryvet dower and 
West Harptree (CPR 1330-34,89); granted the keeping of Inglescombe 
and Farrington at £24 per annum (CFR 1327-37,283,410,1337-47,143); 
reversions of Stratton and Knowle granted to Braclest. one (CPP 1330-34, 
457) but Joan recovered Knowle (CPR 1334-38,561-2; CCR 1337-39,338), 
and Knowle held by John de Gurney in 1352 (CPR 1350-54,350). It is 
"possible, therefore, that the reversion of Knowle was purchased by 
Thomas de Gurney III, not II, in 1329 and not 1310 (i. e. that there is 
an error in the fine of Edward II for Edward III) and that Joan was 
able to recover it because the reversion was settled on her and Thomas 
and that John (holding Knowle in 1352) was the son of Thomas III. 

70. GC 3376; CIPM viii 239; CPR 1338-40,368; CCR 1339-41,378; CFR 1347 

-56,327. 
71.. CCR 1422-29,110; SC 578; DNB viii 1177; CPR 1405-09,471 
72. GC 3936; Smyth II, 20; PRO E101/43/16; GIPM vi 142; CPR 1385-89,274; 

CCR 1409-13,419. For Richard de Harsfield see Chapter 6 note 22. 
73. CPR 1292-1301,193; PRO C67/12 m. 3,5,14 mm. 2,7,9, C81/1720/79,107, 

E101/9/23; CDRS ii 1637; Wotton a/c 1293-4, ]211-12; H., m a lc 1298-9; 
GC 2210,2695. Held Norton Hauteville in Somerset and Newnham Murren 
and Crowmarsh Giffard in Oxon. (SRS xii 160; Feud. Hies, iv 171,307; 
Saul Knights and Esquires, 14n. ). 

74. SC 461; CCR. 1288-96,263; CPR 1292-1301,105; CIPM viii 383 
75. GC 1920,1922,1925,1981; CCR 1296-1302,407 
76. Ham a/c 1298-9; GC 1920,1922,1925; PRO E101/6/28; CCR 1296-1302, 

407. 
77. SB 10, f. 218-9; SC 578; CCR 1409-13; GEC vi 613-616; CPR 1405-08, 

471,1408-13,23. 
78. GC 3351,3352,3573; CPR 1337-47,67,1361-64,470 
79. GC 3573,3576,3578,3593. 
80. SB 10 ff. 259,260,339; PRO E101/43/16; CCR 1399-1402,280,486,1402 

-05,314,319; CPR 1408-13,133,1416-22,145 
81. PRO E404/19/303B, E101/43/16; SC 581; Ham rental temp. Henry IV; 

"CPR 1399-1401,175. 
82. -GC 2837; CCR 1337-39,522; GIPM v 192-3 
83. ýGloucs Record Office D1866; GIPM vi 140; Smyth III, 252 
84. -SC 470,483; GC 1116,1980,2273,2293; SC 468; K. B. McFarlane "An 

: Ihdenture of Agreement between two English Knights for Mutual Aid" in 
England in the Fifteenth Century: Collected Essays (1981); Saul Knights 
-and Esquires, 96,160; PRO CP25(1)76/50 no. 205,54 no. 318. 

85. SR 60,62; CIPM vii 361 
86. GC 533,538; Ham rentals 1285,1288,1310; CCR 1279-88,111 
87. 'PRO C67/12 m. 3; Ham rentals 1288,1310,1323. 
88, GC 3899,3900; CCR 1405-09,456; CFR 1405-13,190; SRS xvii 60 
89. GC 2719,2796,3239*, 3246,3434; CFR 1327-37,65,68; CIPM xi 627; 

'GC 3127*; PRO C81/1721/26,30; CPR 1330-34,393 
90., Ham a/c 1354-5; CPR 1345-48,480,481 
91. SB 10; GC 1980,2209; PRO C67/12 m. 5, C81/1720/79; McFarlane "An 

Indenture of Agreement"; GIPM v 189-90 
92. CPR 1361-64,335,1349-54,275; CIPM ix 595, xi 520; CCR 1360-64, 

. 342,352; Saul Knights and Esquires, 79. Held Little Taynton and 
-Kilcot in Gloucs. 

93. GC 2020,2194,2252,2294; Saul Knights and Esquires, 53-4; CIPM 

. vii 148, viii 263, ix 341; and see Simon Basset. 
94. Smyth I, 253; PRO C76/22 m. 8,22 mm. 3,5, C81/1720/92,93,100, C76/ 

'24 m. 4; Feud. Aids iv 350; CPR 1334-38,422 
95. CCR 1279-88,365; son died 1314 holding Hasfield in Gloucs and two 
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others in Herefs and Worcs; married heiress of Crickhowell in 
- ierefs; grandson sold Sock Dennis in Somerset to Thomas III (CIPM 
-y 478; GC 3433,3434; J. N. Langston "Old Catholic Families of 

Gloucestershire. 1. The Pauncefoots of Hasfield" TMAS lxxi); for 
Richard see PRO E101/9/23. 

96. SC 581; Langston "Pauncefoots of Hasfield"; CPR 13913-1401,196,426 
97. $C 581; CCR 1385-89,356,1409-13,287,1413-19,115, ' 120; CPR 1392 

-96,471,494,1405-08,248 
98. '. PRO C81/1720/105,106; CIPM viii 127,128; Smyth I, 70-7], 330; GEC 

x 674-5; PRO CP25(1)78/77 no. 537 
99. GC 3980; SC 5S1; also held manor of Syde from John of Beverstone at 

no rent by 1428 (PRO C139/35 no. 50); CIPM xiv 321; CPR 1396-99,164, 
1408-13,271,297-8; CCR 1377-81,446,1399-1402,306,1413-19,115, 
493,1419-22,158 

100. GC 1971; CPR 1307-13,581,1321-24,187,403,1327-30,390; CCR 1323 
-27,85 

101.. Smyth III, 289; GC 1920,1922,1925; CCR 1296-1302,57; Ham a/c 
1298-9; CPR 1301-07,67,327; Saul Knights and Esquires, 94 

102. CPR 1317-21,364-5; CCR 1318-23,224,241; SR 39; GC 2681; GIPM v 
250-1 (held manor of Minchinhampton and one at Maltor in the March). 

103. Smyth I, 253; GC 3347; CFR 1327-37,419; CCR 1343-46,288; GIPM vi 
185 

104. PRO E101/43/16; CPR 1408-13,248,258 
105. GC 1049,2261; Phillips Aymer de Valence, 261; CCR 1313-18,200; 

.- SRS xii 39,50,80. Dead by 1329 (CPR 1327-30,463) 
106.. GC 3434; PRO C76/22 m. 3,5, C81/1720/92,93. Held manors of Tc: Nerton, 

Ro Rodney Stoke, Norton and Yedenworth. (SRS xii; 130,194,232-3). 
107. Somerset Record Office AC/D1/39; CCR 1389-92,80; -CIPM xviii 393 

(manors of Backwell, Saltford, Twerton, Rodney Stoke, Lamyatt, 
Hallatrow and Dinder). 

108. CCR 1409-13,334; CIPM xviii 393 
109. GC 3900,3980; SB 10 ff. 7,28; SC 573; PRO E101/43/16; CPR 1408-13, 

- 274-5; Reg. Wakefield, 652; CCR 1399-1402,188; Slimbridge a/c 1414-5 
110. CPR 1317-21,364-5; CCR 1318-23,241,304,1288-96,372; Feud. Aids 

ii 270; CFR 1319-27,37; Saul Knights and Esquires, 227 
111. Smyth II, 20, III 286; PRO C138/28 no. 50, E101/43/16; CCR 1396-99, 

176,186,1413-19,120,186; SC 581; SRS 'ocii 157 
112.. PRO Just. 3/180 mm. 16,27; J. Maclean "Notes on the Manors and Advow- 

sons of Birt's Morton and Pendock" TBGAS x; PRO CP25(1)78/81 no. 78; 
CPR 1391-96,155,1396-99,500,1405-08,139; CCR 1381-85,410,1392 
-96,255,1396-99,25,1405-09,429,431,432; Reg. Wab; efield, 652; 

. Saul Knights and Esquires, 65,94 
113. - 

GC 3370,3111; PRO CP25(1)77/66 no. 267; Wilts Fines 379,360; Cart. 
Bradenstoke Priory 439. Held manors of Tormarton, Littleton and Acton 
Turville in Gloucs and Shirwell and "Cothelstone" in Somerset. 

114. GC 573,3254; Smyth I, 334; Phillips Aymer de Valence, 256-7,296. 
" Held Hampton and Westrop (Wilts) for life, wife inherited Sturdon-by- 

Bristol in 1327 (CPR 1327-30,80,472; CIPM vi 765, vii 448). 
115. -SR 62; CIPM vi 418, viii 650 
116. - SC 467 
117. PRO C76/20 m. 8,22 m. 3,5, C81/1720/92,93,100. Held Clifton (Gloucs), 

Newington, Publowe and Pensford (Somerset); also Maiden Newton (Dorset) 
and Hardenhuish and Little Cheverill (Wilts) through marriage to heir- 
ess of Alexander Cheveroil (CFR 1307-19,79; CCR ]360-64,208). 

118.. Somerset Record Office AC/D1/39. First wife-daughter and co-heir of 
John de Pavely, second wife granddaughter and heiress of John de 
Clyvedon II (CCR 1360-64,302; CFR 1368-77,312; CPR 1361-64,163, 
1413-16,34; CIPM xviii 1142-1146). Heiresses three daughters (CIPM 
xiv 155; GIPM vi 162,226). 
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119. CPR 1317-21,364-5; PRO-C81/1720/97,100, C76/20 m. 8,24 m. 4; 
CIPM x 437, xi 187; CFR 1347-56,282 

120. -SB 10 ff. 258,259,260,279; PRO E101/43/16; CFR 1413-22,399-400; 
CPR 1416-22,383; CCR 1399-1401,280 

121. ' SB 10 f. 279; PRO E101/43/16; CPR 1405-08,278,1413-16,9,1416-22, 
46,369-70; CCR 1413-19,45,143 

122. '8C 578; SRS xxii 38; CFR 1413-22,3,30,80; CPR 1405-08,471, 
. 114408-13,23; CCR 1405-09,471,1409-13,75 

123. -GC 2294,2295; CPR 1292-1301,595; CIPM viii 30' 
124. Smyth I, 313; Saul "The Traceys and the Berkeleys"; Lord Sudeley 

': The Traceys of Toddington" TBGAS lxxxviii; Feud. Aids ii 269. 
Held manors of Doynton and Toddington (Gloucs) and Kurgate (Hants). 

125. GC 3222,3223,3422,3423,3593; Ham a/c 1350-51; Smyth I, 343,349, III 
3; PRO C81/1720/105,106,100, C76/20 m. 8; GIPM vi 34,36 

126. PRO KB 27/536 Rex mm. 21-21d. 
127. ' SC 461,464; GC 573,629; Ham ac 1293-4; CCR 1288-96,126; CPR 

1292-1301,19,140,292,595 
128. Smyth III, 235; SC 493; PRO CP25(1)76/54 no. 318; CIPM viii 466, xiv 

215 
129. Reg. Wakefield 558,559,652; GC 3222,3223,3422,3423; Ham ac 

1379-80; CIPM xii 325; CPR 1377-81,192; Saul Knights and Esquires 
57. Mollying immediately requested permission to be absent from the 
benefice in the service of Thomas IV for three years (Reg. Wakefied 653) 

130. Ham a/c 1378-9; Req. Wakefield, 558,559 
131. Smyth I, 219; Ham acs 1354-6,1361-2.. Had two Wilts manors from 

father 1343 and wife's life-interest in two-thirds of Wynfrith (Som- 
erset), lands in Uley and Cam (Gloucs) and others in Oxon and Hants; 
died without issue 1384 (CIPM viii 466; CCR 1385-89,118). 

132.. GC 2194,2209,2252; CIPM vii 207; Rot. Parl. i 311 
133. GC 3357,3407; SC 551; Req. Wakefield 558,652; Ham a/cs 1364-82; 

GIPM v 226-7, vi 139; PRO CP25(1)78/78 nos. 8,9,12,80 no. 68,81 no. 
77; CCR 1385-89,343,1409-13,274-5; CFR 1377-83,352; CPR 1385-89, 
358,1374-77,164 

134. GC 629,1019**, 1106,1116,1134,1135,1645,1647,1971,1920,1922, 

. 
925,1980,2101,2194,2209,2252,2273,2293,2294; SC 470,483; 

CPR 1292-1301,177,1301-07,530,1307-13,581,1317-21,432; CCR 
1313-18,77; PRO C67/12 m. 3,5,14 rnm. 2,7,9,15 m. 10, C81/1720/79, 
107, E101/9/23; CDRS ii 1637; Ham a/c 1296-7; Wotton a/c 1311-12; 
CIPM vii 479. Held manors of Cromhall and'Alkerton (CPR 1307-13, 
346,497). Smyth says that he died in 1322 and it would appear that 
his son was already holding Alkerton and forfeited it in the Despenser 
War (Smyth III, 162; CFR 1319-27,96). 

135. GC 2371,2681,3254; SC 493; CCR 1337-39,522; Ham acs 1332-36; 
Smyth III, 162 

136. Rot. Parl. ii 382; CCR 1327-30,90,1318-23,584; CFR 1307-19,233 
13,7. SC 461; GC 1135; Cart. Bradenstoke Priory 439; Phillips Aymer de 

Valence, 75; GEC xii part 2 p. 647; CIPM viii 177. 
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Table 1: Probable members of the retinue and affinity 1280-1320: 

RE L INUE 

Gloucs: Sir John Basset 
John le Boteler 

Sir Thomas le Boteler 
Robert and Thomas de Bradestone 

Sir Simon le Chaumberlayn 
Sir Peter Crok and Henry Fitzwilliam 

John Fitznichol 
William Gamages 

Sir Nicholas de Kingston 
Sir William de Wauton I 
Sir Miles de Rödborough 

Somerset: Sir John de Bitton I (also Gloucs) 
Sir John de Clyvedon I 
Sir Thomas de Gurney I, II and III 

Oxon: Sir Geoffrey de Hauteville 
Richard Williamscote 

Northants: Sir Thomas Bingham 

AFFINITY 

Gloucs: Sir Edmund Basset 

(Younger Despenser) 

(Plokenet) 

(Norfolk and Edward II) 

Sir Nicholas de Bathonia 
Sir Roger de Lokynton 
Sir William Maunsel 
Sir Stephen de la More 

William le Waleys (Aymer de Valence) 
Thomas de Rodborough 

Sir Walter de Helyon (Edmund E. Cornwall) 
Peter de Helyon 

Sir Robert le Veel (E. Gloucester) 
(Sir William de Sudeleye) 

Sir John de Wylington (Aymer de Valence) 
John de Abenhall (E. Gloucester) 

(Sir Reginald de Abenhall) 
Somerset: Sir John de Acton I and II (also Gloucs) 

Sir Richard and William Arthur 
Sir John de Bitton II (also Gloucs) 
Sir Matthew de Clyvedon 
Sir Richard de Rodeneye 
Sir John de St Lo I (also Gloucs) 
Sir Nicholas Seymour 
Sir Simon de Ashton (Edward I) 

Hbrefs: Sir Grimbald Pauncefoot (also Gloucs) 
Sir Roger Pychard (Edward II) 
Sir John le Rous (also Gloucs) 

Wilts: Sir Walter Gascelyn (also Gloucs) 
Lirics: Sir Walter de Gloucestre (also Gloucs) 
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Table 2: Probable members of the retinue and affinity 1326-1368: 

RETINUE 
Gloucs: John Fitznichol 

William Gamages 
Sir William de Wauton II 

Thomas de Rodborough 
Sir Reginald de Abenhall 
Sir Nicholas de Berkeley 

William and John de Cheltenham 
John de Coggeshale 

Sir Peter Corbet 
John Joce II 

Sir William and Sir John Tracy 
Ralph Waleys 

Sir Simon Basset (Edward III) 
Somerset: Sir John I and Sir Edrnand de Clyvedon 

Sir Thomas de Gurney III 
Sir John de Bitton II (also Gloucs) 
Sir Richard de Acton 

Matthew de Clyvedon II 
Edmund de Lyons 

Wores: Robert Dabetot 
Cornwall: Sir Odo de Bodrugan 

AFFINITY 
Gloucs: John Joce I (Edward II'I) 

Hugh de Rodborough 
Sir John de Wylington 

Hugh Arthur 
Sir Thomas de Berkeley of Coberley 
Sir Thomas le Boteler II 
Sir Richard Croupes 

William de Kingscote 
Sir John de la Ryvere 
Sir Peter le Veel I 

(Sir Peter le Veel II) (Black Prince) 
Sir Thomas de Bradestone (Edward III) 
Sir Thomas Moigne (Edward III and Talbot) 

Somerset: Sir Nicholas Seymour 
Sir John de Acton III (also Gloucs) 

Richard Arthur 
Sir John de Clyvedon II 
Sir John de Erleye 
Sir Thomas de Gurney IV 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz (also Gloucs) 
Sir Walter de Rodeney 
Sir John de St Lo II 
Sir John le Veel 
Sir Robert de Ashton (Edward III) 

Wilts: Sir Richard de la Ryvere (Henry E. Lancaster) 
Oxon': Sir John de St John 
Hants: Sir John de Lisle 
Lincs: William Marmyon 
Worcs: Sir Thomas de Blaunkfrount (Mortimer) 
Northants: Sir Thomas de Bitton 
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Table 3: Probable members of retinue and affinity 1374-1417: 

RETINUE 
Gloucs: Sir William Tracy 

John Rolnes 
Sir Walter de la Pole 

John Joce III 
John Harsfield 
Robert Greyndour 
John Grevell 
John de Coueley 
John Brounyng 
Edmund Basset 
Ralph Waleys 

Sir Nicholas de Berkeley 
Thomas Kendal (Henry IV) 

Sir Gilbert Deneys (Stafford) 
Somerset: Thomas Rugge 

Sir John Lorty 
John Arthur 

Sir Richard de Acton 
Berks: John Shottesbroke 

Robert Shottesbroke (Henry IV and V) 
Wores: Richard Ruyhall (Warwick and Talbot) 
Unknovn: William Cauleigh (Robert Knollys) 

AFFINITY 
Gloucs: Nicholas de Kingscote 

Edmund Rodborough 
Robert Poyntz (Despenser arld Stafford) 

Sir Thomas Fitznichol (Arundel and Stafford) 
Sir Edmund de Bradestone (Black Prince; Richard II) 
Sir John Pauncefoot (March and Henry IV) 
Sir Peter le Veel II (Black Prince; Richard II) 

Somerset: Sir John de St Lo III 
Sir Walter and Sir John de Rodeney 

Edmund Forde 
John Bluet 

Wilts: William Stourton 
Edmund Dauntysey 
William Coventre 

Sir William Cheyne 
Thomas Calston 

Sir Walter Hungerford (Henry IV and V) 
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Table'4: Other lords with land, retainers and local government 
commissions in Gloucestershire 
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(Table 4: Other lords, cont. ) 
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(Table 4: Other lords, cont. ) 

I.. He held the manors of Rendcombe, Chipping Camden, Fairford, Thorn- 
bury, Tewkesbury and Stoke Archer (CIPM v 538); he retained Sir 
Robert le Veel (see Berkeley affinity). 

2. He retained John de Abenhall (Saul Knights and Esquires, 271) 
3.: He retained William de Dene (Saul Knights and Esquires, 277) 
4.. He held Tewkesbury, Stoke Archer, Fairford and Chipping Sodbury in 

right of his wife (CIPM viii 132); retained John le Eoteler of 
Llantwit (Saul Knights and Esquires, 271). 

5. Inherited his mother's four manors in 1337*(CIPM ix 428); retained 
William Whittington (Saul Knights and Esquires, 284) 

6. CIPM xiv 209; retained Robert Palet (Saul Knights'and Esquires, 287); 
CPR 1361-64,529,1364-67,283,430,1374-77,219-. 

7. Held the four family manors (GIPM vi 95-6); retained John Rrounyng, 
2bomas Brugge and Robert Poyntz (Saul Knights and Esquires, 289,291, 
80); CPR 1396-99,228,234,371,435 

8. Held Thornbury, Rendcombe and Chipping Camden in right of his wife 
(CIPM ix 56) 

9. Held above manors in right of wife but sold Camden to his t-rother 
Sir Richard (GIPM vi 70-1; CIPM xv 417, xiii 210); retained Henry 
Clifford and John Sergeant (Saul Knights and Esquires, 277,288). 

10. IPM vi 150-52; CPR 1374-77,136,138,315,499,1377-81, '10,46, 
474,513,1381-85,194,346,347. 

11. GIPM vi 175-7; retained Thomas Fitznichol (Saul Knär: hts and Esquires, 
290). 

12. "GIPM vi 213-5 
13. Held two Stafford manors and Wheatenhurst in right of Bohun wife 

(GIPM vi 233); retained Robert Poyntz and Thomas Brugge (Saul Knights 
and Esquires, 289,291).. 

14. Retained Sir Gilbert Deneys (Saul Knights and Esquires, 290); 
" GIPM vi 233. 

15. Held manors of Wickwarr, Lydney and Chedworth (CIPM v 615) 
16. 'CIPM xii 326); retained Sir Walter Daston (Saul Knights and Esquires, 

. 282) 
17. Held Wickwarr and Lydney (GIPM vi 227-8); retained Thomas Brugge and 

" 

Richard Ruyhall (Saul Knights and Esquires, 289; Berkeley affinity) 
18. Held Chepstow (GIPM v 49-50); retained Sir Miles de Rodborough (Saul 

Knights and Esquires, 274). 
19. * GEC ix 597 
20. "CPR 1367-70,192,344,1370-74,106 
21. Held manors of Southam and Wheatenhurst (GIPM v 5) 
22. Held Wheatenhurst (CIPM viii 55) 
23. 'Held Wheatenhurst, Southam and Harsfield (CIPM xi 485) 
24. *I4eld Wheatenhurst, Harsfield and Newnham (CIPM xiii 167); retained 

Sir Gilbert Giffard (Saul Knights and Esquires, 286). 
25.. Held Barnsley, Soddington, Lechlade and "Musardere" (CIPM vii 300); 

. CPR 1317-21,581 
26. 'Held above manors (CIPM x 46), then held by his widow until her death 

in 1411 (GIPM vi 260). 
27. Held Chedworth for life from Henry of Lancaster (GIPM v 21f'); retained 

Sir John de Bures (Saul Knights and Esquires, 276). 
28.. Held Rodley, Minsterworth and Chedworth (GIPM v 216,260); rotained 

Robert de Aston and Sir Richard de la Ryvere (Saul Knights and 
esquires, 275,279) 

29. Held Rodley and Minsterworth, granted Chedworth to St. Mary's Leicester 

. 
(GIPM v 357, vi 15-16); retained Sir Peter and Sir Robert do la Marc 
(Saul Knicrhts and Esquires, 283). 
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30.. Retained Aymer Pauncefoot (Saul Knights and Esquires, 278) 
31. -Retained Sir John Bromwich (Ibid., 286); CPR 1370-74,397 
32. 'Retained Sir John Pauncefoot (Saul Knights and Esquire,, 291) 
33. Held Lydney and Longhope (CIPM viii 714); retained Ralph Bluct (Saul 

Knights and Esquires, 276,281); CPR 1321-24,214,254 
34. Held Painswick, Morton and Whaddon through wife, uho held them until 

her death in 1372, and Huntley (CIPM vi 518, x 326, xii 211); retained 
Ralph Bluet, Ralph de Abenhall and Thomas Moigne (Saul Knights and 
Esquires, 276,280,281,283); CPR 1330-34,285,295,1334-:? 8,370, 
1350-54,89,508. 

35. Held Longhope, Lydney and Huntley (CIPM xvi 462); CPR 1361-64,63, 
' 281,1364-67,283,364,430,1.367-70,192,1374-77,159 

36. ' Held three Talbot manors and three Valence manors (GIPM vi 2.00-201); 
" CPR 1388-92,342,1391-96,436 

37. Retained John Greyndour and Richard Ruyhall (Saul Knights and Esquires 
" 291; CPR 1405-08,139); CPR 1405-08,491,1413-16,419,1416-22,452 

38. -Retained William Maunsel (Saul Knights and Esquires, 283) 
39: Held manors of Brimpsfield, Rockhampton, Walls, Syde, Badgeworth, 

Winterbourne, Kings Stanley, Stoke Giffard and Stonehouse (CIPM vii 
78,79; CPR 1334-38,563; CCR 1337-39,370,549); retained Thomas de 
Brocworth (Saul Knights and Esquires, 277). 

40. Held Painswick, Morton Valence and Whaddon (CIPM vi 518); retained 
John and Richard de la Ryvere, William le Waleys and John de Wyling- 
ton (Saul Knights and Esquires, 273,279; Phillips Aymer & Valence 
75). 

41. 'Retained Sir Richard de Croupes and Sir Nicholas de Kingston (Saul 
Knights and Esquires, 272,273). 

42. Retained Edward Cardiff (Ibid., 195,281); inherited manor of Oxenhall 
in 1375 (CIPM xiv 141, xvi 211); CPR 1350-54,508,1354-58,125,394, 
1361-64,63,281,1367-70,422,1374-77,136,138,155, "219. 

43. Held Breadstone and Stinchcombe, granted Winterbourne and Horton 
(CIPM x 614); retained Robert de Apperley (Saul Knights and Esquire: 
280); CPR 1330-34,6,1343-45,428,1348-50,244,1350-54,89,568, 
1354-58,125,227,384,1358-61,219,224 

44.. Retained Sir Miles de Rodborough (Saul Knights and Esquires, 274) 
45.: Retained Simon Basset, Maurice of Stoke Giffard, John Joce and John 

Cheyne (Ibid., 275,276,280,287,290). 
46.. Retained Edmund de Bradestone, John Thorpe, Maurice of Stone Giffard, 

John Cheyne and James Clifford (Ibid., -285,288,289,290). 
47., Retained John Cheyne, James Clifford, John Greyndour, John Pauncefoot 

. and Robert Whittington (Ibid., 290,291,292). 
48. Retained Peter le Veel II and Edmund de Bradestone (Ibid., 284; 

CPR 1377-81,317). 
49. Held Rodley and Minsterworth (GIPM vi 15-16); retained Laurence Grey- 

ndour, Thomas de Berkeley of Coberley, Thomas Brugge, John Bromwich, 
John Giffard of Leckhampton, John Sergeant of Monmouth and Maurice of 
Stoke Giffard (Saul Knights and Esquires, 282,285,286,288,289); 
CPR 1388-92,342,1391-96,436,1396-99,228,234,435 

50.. Ietained John de Bromwich and John Joce (Saul Knights and Esquires, 
. 286,287). 

51.1-ield Wheatenhurst through Bohun wife and granted Newnham for life by 
Bolingbroke (GIPM vi 206); CPR 1381-85,194,281,346,347,1388-92 
7,342,1391-96,436 

52. CPR 1405-08,491,1413-16,419 
53.. CPR 1405-08,491 
54. CPR 1416-22,452 
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Table 5: Sheriffs of Gloucestershire and their lords 

Dec; 1280 Walter de Stirchestre 
Dec. 1282 SIR ROGER DE LOKYNTON 
Febr1287 Geoffrey de Sandiacre 
OCt. 1289 Fulk de Lucy 
Apr,; 1293 THOMAS DE GARDINIS1 
Oct. 1298 John de Langley 
Oct. 1299 Richard Talbot 
Oct. 1301 John de Newborough 
Oct:, 1302 THOMAS DE GARDINIS 
Nov. 1307 John de Langley ] 
Mar:, 1308 NICHOLAS DE KINGSTON 
Mar: 1310 John de Annesley 
Mar. 1311 NICHOLAS DE KINGSTON 
Apr. 1311 JOHN DE ACTON 
Oct. 1312 NICHOLAS DE KINGSTON 
Jan. 1313 WILLIAM MAUNSEL 
Ap'r. 1313 Robert Darcy (Edward II) 
Nov. 1314 RICHARD DE LA RYVERE P 
May 1318 John de Hampton (Despenser) t 
Dec. 1323 John Besemaunsel (Despenser) t 
Jun. 1324 WILLIAM TRACY 
May'1327 THOMAS DE RODBOROUGH 
Apr: 1330 WILLIAM GAMAGES 
Dec'-1330 Thomas de Berkeley of C. 
Sep. 1332 Richard de Foxcote 
May-. 1338 Thomas de Berkeley of C. )! 
Nov-1340 Walter Daston (Warwick) t 
Nov. 1341 SIMON BASSET 
Dec. 1350 Walter Daston (Warwick) D 
Apr:, 1351 Philip le Mareschal 
Oct. 1351 Richard de Foxcote 
Mar. 1351 John de Weston (Stafford) 
May. -1354 William de Leden 
May. 1355 THOMAS DE BERKELEY OF C. SIMON BASSET indicates 
Nov. 1356 Robert de Hildesley Berkeley affinity 
Nov: l360 THOMAS MOIGNE Walter Daston indicates 
Nov. 1363 JOHN TRACY with another lord 
Nov. 1368 John Poyntz 
Nov. 1369 JOHN TRACY 
Nov. 1371 John de Clifford 
Dec. 1372 Thomas de Ocle 
Nov. 1373 JOHN JOCE 
Dec. 1374 NICHOLAS DE BERKELEY 
Oct: 1375 PETER LE VEEL 
6ct. 1376 JOHN JOCE 
Nov. 1377 Thomas Bradewell 
Nov. 1378 JOHN TRACY 
NoV. 1379 RALPH WALEYS 
Oct--1380 Thomas Bradewell 
Nov. 1381 John Thorpe (Richard II) 
Nov. 1382 THOMAS FI77NICHOL 

Dec.. 1383 RALPH WALEYS 
Dec. -1384 Thomas de Berkeley of C. (Gaunt) 
Dec-1385 Thomas Brugge (Gaunt, Despenser, 
Nov-1386 Thomas Bradewell 

Nov. 1389 Thomas Brnqcle 
Nov-1390 Maurice Russell 
Dct. 1391 Henry do la Ryvere 
3ct. 1392 JOHN DE BERKELEY OF BEV. 
Vov. 1393 GILBERT DENEYS 
Vov. 1394 WILLIAM TRACY 
Nov. 1395 Maurice Russell 
Dec. 1396 ROBERT POYNTZ (Despenser) 
Vov. 1397 JOHN DE BERKELEY OF BEV. 
Vov. 1398 John Brounyng (Despenser) 
Iov. 1399 Henry de la Ryvere 
7ul. 1400 Maurice Russell 
Vov. 1401 John Dalrynggn (Henry IV) 
Jan. 1402 Robert. Somerville 
ov. 1402 Robert Whittinjton (Hen. IV) 

4ov. 1403 William Beauchamp 
? eb. 1405 JOHN GREVELL 
4ov. 1405 John Greyndour (Henry IV) 
1ov. 1406 Maurice Russell 
1ov. 1407 Rob. Whittington (Hen. IV) 
4ov. 1408 Richard Mawardyn 
4ov. 1409 Alexander de Clyvedon 
1ov. 1410 William Waiwyn 
)ec. 1411 John Greyndour (Henry IV) 
ov. 1412 Rob. Whittington (Henry IV) 

4ov. 1413 William Beauchamp 
dov. 1414 JOHN DE BERKELEY OF BEV. 
)ec. 1415 JOHN GREVELL 
ov. 1417 WILLIAM TRACY 

Stafford, Warwick) 

member of 

connected 

Nov-1387 Thomas de Berkeley of Coherley (Gaunt) 
Dec-1388 Laurence Sebrok 
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Map 4: Lands of Gloucestershire families never associated with the 
Berkeleys 
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1. The Blounts - Bitton 
2. The Astons - Dumbieton and Wormington 
3.. -The Bluets - Daglingworth 
9.. The Whittingtons - Pauntley 
5.. *. The de la Mares - Cherington 
6. The Giffards of Leckhampton - Leckhampton, 
7. : The Giffards of Weston - Norton and Weston-sub-Edge 
8.. The Cliffords - Frampton-upon-Severn 
9. The Guises - Elmore 
10-The Cardiffs - Walton Cardiff 
11-. The Rodboroughs of Rodborough - Rodborough, 'Thrupp, Eblcy, Notgrovc, 

Leigh-near-Deerhurst and High Lcdon 
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Some-of the more prominent servants of less than gentle status 

CHAUMPENEYS, JOHN: charter witness 1298 and 1300; staying at Wotton in 

1294; holding hundred courts with steward et al. in 1298-99; campaigned 

with. Maurice III in 1304; joint-mainpernor with Mauri. rn III in 1306; 

forfeited lands in 1322 because an auditor for Maurice ITT (lands restored 

because had not joined the rebels); executor of. Maurice III in 1326. Held 

large tenement in Cowhull (Gloucs. ) in 1297 and 1299, acquired another in 

Swainswick (Somerset) in 1302; forfeited lands in Alkerton and Cowhull 

(Gloücs) and manor of Dunkerton (Somerset) in 1322.1 

COK, RALPH: steward of the household in 1370s and rrcciver from 1374 to 

1387; allowed rents of £4 5s 8d per annum for tenements in Ham held for 

life; feoffee for Thomas IV in 1385. Also described as steward in 1395. 

Feoffee for Ralph Waleys in 1376.2 

GOLDMERE, WALTER: receiver 1343-1359 and 1364-66, wardrober 1347-8; 

feoffee in entails of 1339,1344,1346,1347,1349,1350,1352. Probably 

son of virgator of same name who was reeve of Ham during the forfeiture. 

Entered priesthood in 1332.3 

MAEL-, ROGER: involved in assault on mayor of Bristol in 1304; at, Pains- 

wick-in 1318; went to Gascony with Maurice III in 1320; rebelled in 1321; 

raided Despenser manors with Thomas III and Maurice of Stoke Giffard; 

imprisoned at Berkhampstead Castle; full-time domestic servant in house- 

hold-of Thomas III - bought horses and received cash liveries for house- 

hold-in 1327; travelling with Thomas III in 1328 when had two grooms 

like William Gamages and Sir John de Berkeley. Field land in St. Chloe 

(Gloucs). 4 

MARCHE, RICHARD DE IAA: forfeited lands in 1321 because hold courts for 

Maurice III therefore probably a steward of the estate (lands restored 

because did not join rebels). While Berkeley lands forfeited he leased 

the Somerset manors of Portbury and Bedminster and the three manors. 
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Forfeited lands in Ashton (Somerset) and in Bristol and Gloucs; granted 

reversion of tenement in Beachley (Gloucs) to Maurice III; prolaxbly 

from-Bristol. Died 1326.5 

MELKSHAM, JOHN; witnessed 14 charters 1328-44. Held tenement called 

Melkshams Court in Stinchcombe (in the honour manor of Cam); paid 3s 41d 

in subsidy of 1327.6 

MELKSHAM, DAVID; son of above. Feoffee in entail of barony 1349, and 

for Katherine in 1366. Entered priesthood and became vicar of Berkeley 

1349. Held Melkshams Court but sold it to Thomas de Bradestone by 1374.7 

OLDIAND, JOHN; feoffee 1355,1366,1367,1368,1383; as rector of Kings 

Stanley granted leave to be absent for one year in service of Katherine 

and. consequently probably accompanied her on pilgrimage (1363); granted 

wardship by Thomas IV in 1373.8 

SERGEANT, JOHN I (of Stone); charter witness 1330 and 1344; probably son 

of John Sergeant who married daughter and co-heir of Thomas dc Stone. 

Died'"1361-2. Receiving £10 per annum for life from the Lancaster manor 

of Rodley (Gloucs) by 1332. Tenant of Castle in Ham. 9 

SERGEANT, JOHN II (of Stone); son of above. Charter witness 13116,1362, 

.. 1369; executor of Maurice IV; Thomas III, Maurice iv inc Wiilih'm de Cheit- 

enham beneficiaries of chantry he founded 1356. Died around 1? 74.10 

SERGEANT, JOHN III (of Stone); son of above. Charter witness 1375-82, 

1384; steward of estate in 1378 and 1381-2; allowed free grazing for a 

colt. in park at Ham 1379. Daughter and heiress married Edmund Forde. Not 

tO be confused with John Sergeant of Monmouth who was John of Gaunt's 

receiver of Monmouth. They were two individuals since they both acted 

as feoffees for Thomas Fitznichol in 1383.11 

SERGEANT, THOMAS (of Monmouth); feoffee for Thomas IV in 1417. Also 

feoffee for Robert Greyndour. In 1447 he was the "next heir of tiro 
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whole blood" to the Sergeant of Stone lands, consequently the two families 

must have been related in some way, and John Sergeant III's daughter 

must: have died without issue. 12 

SMALCOMBE, WILLIAM I: charter witness 1346,1351,1363,1384,1412; 

feoffee for Thomas IV in 1377; probably a member of the council in 1378- 

79 when testified to the pardon of 26s 8d to the reeve of Ham; executor 

of'Katherine in 1386. Tenant of Berkeleys in Nibley. Feoffee for 

Thomas Fitznichol in 1383.13 

SMAICOMBE, WILLIAM II; charter witness in 1412; appointed steward of his 

Gloucs. lands by John of Beverstone in 1395. Witnessed charter of 

Edmund Forde in 1392-3.14 

STONE, ROBERT DE; witnessed nine charters 1287-1298; visted Ham in 

1289=90; allowed rent of 44s per annum for tenements at Ham 1293-99; 

given two colts by Thomas II in 1296-7; had his own chamber in the Castle 

in 1298-9; campaigned with Thomas II in 1297-8. Son and heir Thomas 

in-wärdship of Thomas II; witnessed a charter in 1314; died 1315-6 

leaving two daughters and co-heiresses who married John Sergeant and 

John'Swonhonare. 15 

SWONHONGRE, THOMAS DE; witnessed nine charters 1287-1501; a tenant at 

Ham in 1285 and 1288, tenement held by son John in 1310.16 

SWONHONGRE, JOHN DE; a charter witness in 1304 and 1306. With Maurice III 

at-Berwick in 1315-6 as a , scutifer"; leased lands in Wanswell (Ham) by 

Thomas II in 1316; the marriage of the younger daughter and co-heir of 

Thomas de Stone granted to his son by Thomas II around 1316. Died 1333-4 ) 

SWONHONGRE, JOHN DE: *probably son of above who witnessed charters in 1319, 

1327. and 1332, and who was at Painswick in 1318. His son William wit- 

nessed a charter in 1338.18 

SYDE, WILLIAM DE: presented to church of Awre by Thomas III in 1349; 

later in same year had dispensation for absence for two years because he 

was in attendance on Thomas III; receiver 1326-9 and steward of household 
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in 1332; tutor of Maurice IV; godfather of Thomas TII's son Edmund; 

feoffee for Thomas III in 1344,1349,1350 1352,1339 and 1346; in 1343 

acted as agent for Thomas III in establishing chantrics; granted Barrow 

Gurney for life in 1337, Kingsweston in 1344 and Over in 1346, these 

manors leased back by Thomas III in 1350 at ä40 per annum during Syde's 

life. For Maurice of Stoke Giffard he was feoffee in 1334, attorney in 

1340. and 1346, and feoffee in the entail by Ryvere to his son and 

Maurice's daughter in 1346. Maurice requested his pardon for acquiring 

land without licence and a licence for him to alienate land in mortmain 

in 1341. He was a feoffee for John Fitznichol in 1332.19 

VEY (ALIAS LE CLERK), JOIN LE: feoffee in 1348 and twice before 1361; 

keeper of wardrobe 1353-59; receiver at Hurst in 1355-56 consequently 

possibly Maurice IV's receiver at that time. 20 

WESTHALE, WILLIAM DE: feoffee 1351 and 1367; attorney for Thomas III in 

1357'and for Katherine while on pilgrimage in 1363; guardian of Thomas 

of Uley in 1351. Also feoffee for Thomas de Berkeley of Coberley in 

1352-and 1358.21 

WILTON, JAMES DE: attorney for Thomas II while in Rome in 1304; at Berwick 

with. Maurice III 1315-16 as a "scutifer"; lent £6 to Thomas II in 1311-12; 

steward of household in 1328; bought wheat for Ham in 1329. Married 

Elizabeth, eldest daughter and co-heiress of John de Berkeley of Arlingham 

by. 1321; forfeited her quarter of a moiety of Arlingham in 1321; still 

alive in 1346, dead by 1355. In 1346 assessed at one archer in Glouce- 

stershire and one hobelar in Dorset therefore at an income of at least 

£15 per annum. 22 

WYNTER,, JOHN (ALIAS CLERK): In household 1378-80 (receiving liveries 

from Ham); steward of household 1387-88; receiver 1388-89; granted 

marriage of heiress by Thomas IV in 1383; feoffee for Thomas IV in 138?; 

hunting in Forest of Dean with Thomas in 1387; named as servant to collect 

money for relief of Aberystwyth in 1403; granted lands in Be. rkMley hundred 
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in'1400 and 1409; allowed rent of 3s per annum for tenement at Fiam in 

1388-9. Possibly his son Richard Wyntour who was an executor of 

Thomas IV. 23 

WITHER, ROBERT; witnessed seven charters 1291-1306; described as const- 

able of Berkeley; campaigned with Thomas II in 1297-8; reife Sibyl nurse 

of Maurice of Stoke Giffard, held a Ham tenement for life at. id per annum, 

which after her death in 1326 was leased again at 6s 8d per annum. He 

held,. eight bovates in Bevington (Ham) of Thomas II in 1309, and in 1310 

had licence to alienate a mesuage, a virgate and 29 acres of land and 

13s 6d in rents in Hill, Berkeley, Pockhampton and Bevington to Kingswood 

Abbey. 24 

1. 'SC 460; Smyth III, 289; Wotton a/c 1293-4; Ham a/c 1298-9; CDRS ii 
1637; CCR 1307-13,285,1318-23,444; GC 1649; PRO CP25(1)7ý/37 
nos. 194,199; SRS vi 318; CFR 1319-27,97 

2. Ham acs 1373-89; SB 10; GC 3899 
3. Ham acs 1343-54 and 1364-66; Bedminster a/cs 1356-9; Smyth I, 327, 

328; GC 3104,3105,3277,3344,3107,3108,3156,3223, "3239*, 3603; 
CPR 1348-50,225,234,1350-54,294; Reg. Orleton 25 (a), 26 (s), 
452 (p. 225). 

4. CPR 1301-07,356,1317-21,364-5,432,1321-24,165,1327-30,42; 
CFR 1319-27,84,96; CIM ii 530; SR 39,62 

5. CCR 1318-23,444,1323-27,595,1327-30,126; CFR 131.9-27,97,99; 
CPR 1307-13,35,522; Cal. Mem. Rolls 1700; GC 2672 

6. ' GC 2654,2681,3415,2699,2706*, 2707,2759,2833,2947,2948,2951, 

. 
2967; SC 493,513; CCR 1337-39,522; Smyth III, 356; Saul Knights 

and Esquires, 66 
7. CPR 1348-50,225,234; Smyth III, 277; GIPM vi 84; Req. Bransford 

272,278,343,402 
8. VCH Gloucs x 254; Smyth III, 277; PRO CP25(1)78/70 no. 357,74 no. 459; 

CIPM xv 912,917; GC 3660; CPR 1381-85,228 
9.. Smyth III, 242,374; GC 2678; Ham a/c 1361-2; CPR 1330-34,321 
10.. SB 10; SC 539,540; GC 3631; CPR 1354-58,341,1370-74,408 
11., Somerset Record Office AC/D1/39; Rect. Wakefield 558,559; PRO Just. 
1 3/60/4 m. 21d.; Ham acs 1378-82; GIPM vi 139; Ham rentals 

12: SC 581; Smyth III, 286; CCR 1441-47,178 
13. SB 10; Rea,. Wakefield 559; SC 551; Ham a/c 1378-9; Smyth I, 347; GC 

3579,3593; Smyth III, 278; GIPM vi 139 
14. SB 10 f. 56-7; SC 568; CCR 1399-1402,188 
15.. GC 533,538,539,587,629,1980; SC 460,461; Smyth III, 280,363-5, 

373-5; CCR 1288-96,201; Ham acs 1289-99; PRO C67/12 m. 5, C81/1720/79 
16. GC 533,538,539,629,1019**; SC 461; Smyth III, 280,289,130; Ham 

rentals 
17. SC 471; GC 1116,2120; CCR 1313-18,353; Smyth III, 285,287; Ham 

" a/c 1333-4 
18:. CPR 1317-21,364-5; GC 2275,2617,2741,2927 
19. Canterbury and York Sciety viii 375,396; Ham acs 1326-9; Smith I, 
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. 
249,349,364,327,328; GC 3107,3108,3208,3210,3223,3239*, 

,. 3240,3241,2917,3104,3245,3246; Smyth I, 251; Req. Bransford 
658,659,660,661; PRO CP25(1)77/66 no. 268, C76/22 m. 5; CPR 1330 
-34,385,1334-38,3,1340-43,185,306,1348-rO, 225,234,1350 

-54 294 
20. Smyth I, . 329; Ham acs 1353-56; Bedminster a/cs 1,356-59; Hurst a/c 

: 1355-56; CCR 1360-64,232,236 
21. : Smyth III, 388; GC 3593; CCR 1354-60,389; CPR 1350-54,171,245, 

1358-61,10,1361-64,335. 
22. -CPR 1301-07,237,1330-34,240; CCR 1313-18,352; SR 60; Wotton a/c 

"1311-12; Ham a/c 1329; -PRO SC12/36/11 m. 7d.; Feud. Aids iv 354,359; 
SRS xvii 183 

23. "Ham acs 1378-80,1387-9; GIPM vi 134; CPR 1381-85,228,1385-89, 
. 358; SC 573; Smyth II, 20; Req. Chichele, 123-4 

24. 
. CCR 1288-96,201; GC 629,116; SC 460,461,470; Smyth III 353,107; 

" . SB 10; Ham a/c 1297-8; CPR 1307-13,210; PRO C67/12 m. 5, C81/1720/79 
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Map 5: The lands of Maurice of Stoke Giffard I: 
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Map 6: The lands of John of Beverstone: 
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Map 7: The Lisle inheritance: 
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